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ABSTRACT
This publication is the result of a Multicultural

Education/Competency Based Teacher Education (M /CBTE) project which,
among other objectives, sought to bring together the findings of
separate studies, projects, and research efforts. The project
prdposed to take a broader approach to the overall problem of quality
education by seeking to,413.entify generic concerns and needs common to
all ethnic groups-atd diverse cultural situations. The project at the
same time sought to identify those needs felt to be unique or sore
relevant to certain cultural circumstances and situations than
others.1Part 1 of this document-is.in the form of a prologue; it is
entitled "Antecedents to Developments of and Emphasis on
Multicultural Education." Parts 2-5-were'written by fout educatorg-
and/or teams from the black American, Spanish-speaking American, and
native American academic communities who were invited to contribute.
Part 2 treats teacher competencies from the perspective of the black
Americanbeducator. Part 3 treats teacher' competencies from the
Spanish-speaking educator's perspective (including views of Puerto
Rican Americans, Chicano Americans, and Cuban Americans). Part 4
treats teacher competencies from the perspective of the native
American, recognizing the divergencies of views among the nearly 300
tribal groups. Part 5 seeks to identify teacher competencies common
to all groups as well as those recognized in the general society as
evidence of accepted requirements and standards. (Editor/JA)
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FOREWORD..

E Pluribus 1.7n um. This national motto hasheen the basis and foundation
from which not only our country has grown but from which our educational
thrust has sprung. ExaMined in its proper syntactical sequence. the trans-
lotion is "out of many, one." Yet history records a .focus on the unifying
aspect "one" to the exclusion of the pluralistic concept expressed with the
words "out of many."

"America is God's crucib!e. the Great Melting Pot..-God is making the
American" (The Melting Pot. Act 1, by Israel Zangwill). The optimism ex-
pressed by this turn-of-the-century playwright has not been ratified by his-
tory. and multiracial and multiethnic tidiness has beeii too long sacrificed
at the altar of the melting pot. The creation of the "model American" is at
best a quaint myth. Even during those years when the melting pot theory
was an integral tenet of national faith. Americans' references to their fellow
citizens were so consistently, prefaced by a statement of ethnic origin that
in 1918. Metropolitan magazine found it useful to coin the phrase "hyphe-
nated Americans." That idiom still has meaning for us today, a fact which. iii
in itself, is testimony that the melting pot theory never proved itself in the
crucible of reality. Although in recent years that theory has fallen into dis-
repute. the message has not reached all seginents of society and therefore
has not reached all our schools.

The goal of education in contemporary society must be to develop in-
dividuals who are open to change and who are flexible. adaptive. and recep-
tive. This of necessity means introducing students to the great diversity of
lifestyles which our-multicultural heritage embraces.

In the past. solve' weak starts have been made in the schools to introduce
a multicultural,approach. But often it was done for (he wrong reasonsan
expedient moils to 'reduce tensions, to defuse protest. and to relieve anti-
cipated community pressures. Since reasons for doing something subtly
influence how we act, these attempts failed. The'' were stop-gap measures
hastily decided upon and inadequately implemented. Often these programs
brought kids. teachers, and materials together in a classroom in the hope
that "something" would happen. However, no number of crossed fingers
or lucky rabbits' feet or speeches at schoal boards-can replace honest assess-
ment of the problem and adequate program preparation.

The schools' ultimate objective is the design and implementation of
a culturally pluralistic: curriculum which will accurately represent our.th-

- verse society. These studies in cultural heritage must emerge from intro-
spection on the part of curriculum designers. students. and teachers. Fusing
this introspection with objective historical scholarship and the results of
current research about the learning processes will provide a sound ftirmu.
lation. Curriculum materials of excellence and innovative teacher training
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can then be finally screened by having them subject to confirmation by
members of the raciaLethnic group to which the materials refer.

On this foundation. teachers- will be trained to emphasize the learning
processes and human relationships, the affective realm, rather than just
teaching processes and the cognitive real n. They will learn that the goal
is not to placate cultural minorities. nor to aggrari, ize the cultural majority.
but to bring about a new sense of being and a wilt lesomeness In the entire
society through a strengthening of its parts. r`

,-
'\

The poet, Gerard Manley Hopkins. celebrated the great variety found in
life with these words:

Glory be to God for dappled things
For skies Of tipple -color as a brindled cow;

For rose-moies in all stipple upon trout that swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches' wings;

Landscapes plotted and pieced -- fold, fallow, and plow;
And all trades. their gear and tackle and trim.

All things counter. original, spare, strange;
Whatever is fickle. freckled (who know how?)

With swift. slow sweet, sour: adazzle, dim:
lie fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:

Praise Him.*

It seems only proper to celebrate. with the same kind of gusto and jw.
the richly diverse cultural heritage of America. There is no more noble -'a
tor educators to do this than to recognize the need to widen. rather than
narrow. the range of human variability in our .society and to help proliferate
the creed that to be different is not to be inferior. We need-to exert out ....
forts to make the school a place where differences. between and among
people. are not merely tacitly accepted but are celebrated as a national
Ness ng.

This document is an effort in that direction. The authors and AACTE
have spent many hours. months. and years pondering the issues and the
questions. This book reflects that dizliberation. As we approach our bicen-
tennial year and reflect on the heritage of this country. let us renew our
confidence in the motto which honors the difference and diversity of "We
the People" by showing :t tr be the^source of our national unity.

F. Pluribus Unin.

Villiam I,. Smith
Director. Teacher Corps
T.S. Office of Education

Washington. D.C.

"Pied Beauty" originally appeared in Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins. published
by Oxford University Press (Fourth edition, 1967). This poem is now in the public
domain.
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America is a culturally diverse society. As such. its educational system:
demands teachers and other education personnel who are trained to carry
out professional tasks in a wide variety of settings and with full under-
standing of the significance of multiculturalism kr meaningful education.

Inasmuch as over 90 percent of the education personnel in our nation
are prepared in the more than 860 member colleges and universities of the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher education. it isno accident that
the Association has had a long and important leadership role in multicultural
education. Through its Commission on Multicultural Education, established
in 1970. AACTE has called for greater attention to-the preservation and
enhancement of cultural pluralism in education. 'and particularly in the
preparation of education personnel.

In 1073 the members of the Commission on Ntulticoltaral Education,
under the chairmanship of lames Kelly. dean. University of Pittsburgh
School of Education, and the Association's Committee on Performance-
Based Teacher Education chaired by I.IX. Maucker, vice president fur aca-
demic affairs. Kansas State Teachers College. and with the active involve-
ment of Karl Nlassanari. AACTEPBTE's project director. conceived of a
plan to explore the potential of «nnpetency-based teacher education with
respect to the preparation of teachers in and for mult 'cut:twat school settings.
This proposal brought together two major interests of AACTE in a way that
enhanced the Association resources available. Fortunately, the Teacher
Corps. under the direction of William Smith and with the active support
of lames Steffensen and Preston Royster. was able to provide support' for
the project. The cooperation of The University of Toledo and George E.
Dickson. dean of the Collegtfof Educat ion, have been essential to the success
of the unthAaking.
..,,.. me American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education is proud

to publish this report of the Writing Conference which is the culmination
of the Multicultural EducationCompetency-Based Teacher Education Pro-

. ject. It is a pioneering etTort to identify tether competencies needed by
all teachers who teach students in a coheir. Ily diverse society. The Asso-
ciationion commends this document to all whittle . engaged in the improvement
of teacher preparation. in the hope and e;peigilion that the thoughts con-
tained, herein will enhance the quality of the dialogue concerning compe-
tency-based education. and thereby insure more effective teachers of young
Americans for future.multiultural generations.

As previously noted, the Teacher Corps and the llniversity of Toledo
have played important roles in making this activity possible.

On lwhall of the Association and its officers. I want to express siticere
thanks as well as congratulations to all who gave of their valuable time
and professional insight as writers. editors. and consultants. Theirs was a
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difficult task and they did it well. We are grateful for the efforts and advice
of the AACTEPBTE Committee and the Association's Commission on Multi-

*: cultutal Education.
Especially,. I wish to thank %Wiliam A. Hunter. who served as principal

invest igeltor.,an0 his assistant. Geneva F. Watkins. 1Vithoat their professional
commitniene to the task, this document would not have been possible.

Finally. the AACTE publics ions staff should receive recognition 'tor
final Copyediting. design coordination, and actual publication. Tray the.
total publication has been the product of excellent cooperation!

October. 1974

vi

Edward C. Pomeroy
Executive Director
American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education
Washington. D.C.
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Today. there exist wide variations in the extent and degre'e to which
equal and adequate educational opportunities are availabIe to children and
youth in American society. Greater disparities and inadequacies attend
educational provisions for the culturally diverse, in spite of implied consti-
tutional' guarantees for equal educational opportunity. There are many
reasons for this. these having been varicusly identified, explored, investi-
gated. and discussed by educators. sociologists. economists, 'political
scientists, psychologism anthropologists, and other specizlists.. There is
agreement among many analysts that one cause of these conditions is the
fact that. there has riot been adequate national commitment to education
and the educational enterprise. Nor is there a real tangible, enduring sensi-
tivity: to the vicissitudes of multicultural education and its necessity for
relevant .karning...and_ to the integrity --of contributing influencing factors
in a Pluralistic society.

The elimination of this undesirable. none American condition requires
an_ educational system prioritized and geared 'to accommodate cultural
diversity. It will also require educators adequately prepared and favorably
inclined to work effectively with children of different ethnic groups and/or

. other cultural identities.
Scattered and often uncoordinated.efforts have been undertakeii in cor-

recting this situation. These include studies and work by.the United States
Office of Education (particularly through the Teacher Corps. by the National
Ceder for the lorproventent of Educational Systems (NCIF.S). Career Op-
portunity Program), by colleges and universities (through multicultinal-
intracultural education priigrains), and by agencies and organizations giving
special attention to special problems relating to he interests or Spec:a?'
purpbses of the agency or organization (such as 'E. NEA). Additionally.
special ethnior cultural study groups (such as the Multicultural Education
Task Force of the National Institutb- of Education (NIE) of the U.S. Office
of Education (SOE). the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights) have
made significant studies also.

This publication. MulticUltural Education through Competency-Based
Teacher Education. is the result of a Multiopltural Educatien,'Competency-
Based Teacher Educatimt Project (micoly) which, among other objectives,
sought to bring together the faidings,,A separate studies. projects. and re-
search efforts. The Project proposed,to taken bkoader approach to the overall
problem of quality education by Seeking to identify, generic concerns and
needs common to all ethniqgrOups and diverse cultural situations. The
Project at the same time sought to identify those needs felt to be-unique or
more relevant to certain cultural circumstances and situations than to others.
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The Project effort was designed by a seven-member titeering Committee
And the AACTE Project .Staff. The design was calculated operationally to
avoid or minimize separateness in the Project's educational approach and
product. Simultaneously. it was desired to have reflected the input-and
points of view frori expeLts on multicultural education within the identified
polliulations and fields.

The members of the Project Steering Committee were selected because
of their representativeness and expertise in the areas of multicultural edu:

TABLE 1. COMPOSITION OF STEERING COMMITTEE:

Criteria

Three from
Multicultural Commission

Member

ti

1. lames Kelly, jr.. Dean. School of Education,
Universit;of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pa.

2. Elaine Witty. Chairman. Department of Ele-
mertary Education. Norfolk ,State College.
Norfolk. Va.

3. Henrietta Whiteman, Director. Native
American Siudies Program. University of
Montana, Missoula. Mont.

Two jointly named by
Teacher Corps and
AACTE

1. Atilano A. Valencia. Head. Dept. of
Education. New Mexico Highlands
llniversity. Las Vegas. N.M.

2. Mary I latwood. Classroom Teacher.
Alexandria Public Schools. Alexandria. Va.

llniversity of Toledo

AACTE

1. Richard iaxe. Associate Dean. College of
Education. University of Toledo.
Toledo, Oh.

2. Tomas A Arciniega, ChairmanProject
Steering ComMittee: Dean. San Diego State
University, San Diego, Ca.



cation and competency-based teacher education. Moreover. the composition
of the Committee was conceived so that it would have wide arRi diverse
representation from the professional community. (See Table 1.) The memberL
ship included three representatives selected from and by the AACTE Multi-
cultural Education Commission, two representatives with special expertise
inr.BTE sek:ted jointly by Teacher Corps and AACTE (one of these a class-
com teacher selNied by NEA). one member selected by The University of
Toledo the contracting institution), and one member selected by AACTE.

itILTIClLTl!RAI. EDI CATIONCOMPETENCY-BASED
TEACIIER I.:Mx:maw PROJECT

AACTE Institutional
Relationship

Racial Geodrephic Sex
Group Location

Site A At :TE Type ,

Member Inst. .
...-

Large Yes Public Black P iinsylvania Male'
____., "American -/

Medium Yes Public Black Virginia Female
Anierican

. . .

Large Yes Public Native Montana Annals
American

. 4

1
,

Medium Yes Public: Spanish- New Male
.., speaking Mexico

. American
. SEA Public Black Virginia Female

American

Large Yes Public %Vhite Ohio Male
American

Large Yes Public Spanish- California Male
speaking

/ .. American

3



The substantive content of the document was written by wholars of
multi( ultural tido( anon from throughout, the atAdernic community. Al-
though it wets recognized that all facets ut cultural diversity could not be
accommodated in this Project effort. the' Project design set the initial phase
of research to be the itleitt ificat ion of competencies through the perceptions
of representatives of the three largest minority racial groups. emphasizing
that multicultural edtication is nut sylIMIV rows with or limited to fa' *al
identities and minority status. As a beginning. and as a means to an ..Did
tour educators and or teams from the' Black American. Spanish-speaking
Amerii an. and Native American academic communities were invited to
write position papers on the t ompetencien unique uniquet to teaching
identified racial groups in ethnic settings. as well as in general group settings.

Thirteen such papers were written and critiqued by a panel of eight
consultants f onsisting of a teacher educator. psychologist. anthropologist.
curriculum specialist. communication specialist. sociologist. political
scientist. and psychometrist. A panel ut eight writer-editors for each ethnic
group and a cross-cultural timid of eight read the ;fashion patveri and the
consultants' t ritiques.

The Project Vriting Conference was convened at the University of
Oklahoma's Continuing Education Center. Norman. Oklahoma. lune Iti-Ins
1474. during which the position paper writers interacted with each other.
the panel of consultants. and the panels of writer-editors. ISee Appendix
I for ( :onferent c Program.) Together these professionals wrote Parts II. III.
IV, and V constituting this publication. For each group. a prime writer and
his or her associate were responsible for pulling together the position papers
kind concerted views about them). the ccitiques and reports of the con-

'militants. and the collective views of the interacting individuals and groups
about the chapter content. Part treats teacher competencies from the per

of the Black American educdtor. Part III treats teacher competencies
from the Spanish-speaking American educator's perspective. (incjuding.
views of Puerto Rican Americans, Chicano Americans and Cuban Ameri-
ails). Part IV *ats teacher competencies from the perspective of the Native

American. recognizing the divergencies of views among the nearly 3tk1
tribal groups. Part V seeks to identity teacher coMpetencres common to
all groups as well as those competencies recognized in the general society
as evident of accepted requirements and standards. .

The AACTE Project staff was largely responsible for as,s,embling.and
providing the,background information for the document. This information
is reflected in Part IPrologue, The background sections of the book were
written by the AACTE Project Staff with significant assistance from as.sd-
dates at AACTE Ileadquarters. ,

Karl Massanari, associate director. AACTE and director of the AACTE
PBTE Projei.t. and Richard lames. dean. College of Education. Morgan
State College. Maryland. were largely responsible for writing the grate pro-
posal and initiating' the multicultural education project. Throughput its

0
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operation, Dr. Massanari served as a constant advisor, .consultant. and re-
source person as well as liaison with the AACTE performance-based pro -
gram. Joust Yff. john Aquino and Moira Mathieson of the Eric Clearinghouse
on Teaither Education, and David mug of the AAGTE Special Projects Of-
fice gave invaluable assistance in providing bibliographic listings. literature
reviews, and abstract information.

The fifty state departments of education were requested to provide
the certification requirements of their. states. A summary of itui§iYrequire-
ments was compiled and analyzed by Gefieva Watkins. phigram assistant
for the Project.

The authors gratefully acknoWledge the helikbf many "other "Ootile: in
making this publication possible: Kay Shoemaker and Shirley Bonneville,
AACTE prograin associates. for their suggestions and assistance relative
to thg Writing Conferece: Joel Burclia, AAGTE associate director: Annette
MacKinnon. and Iledy t. Denis apd associated staff in editing and publica-
tion: and Iran Khan for her untiring,efforts in typing the manuscripts.

Special thanks are given ttf Edward C. Piperoy. AAGTE executive
director, for administrative facilitation and continuous encouragement
throughout the Project operation: the consultants. writer-editors, and prime
and associate prime writers who gave unstintingly of their time.

The consultants to the Project were:

PANEL. OF coNstiumNsrs

TEA(11ER tcAToRs
George E. Dickson
Dean: School of Education
tniversity of Toledo

Toledo, Ohio
Richard E. Cawrence
Professor of Higher Education
Iniversity of New Mexico

Albutwerque, New Mexico

01MR:I !LUNA SPECIALIST

I. Ilrigh Baird
Professor of Secondary Education
Brigham Young I !niversity
Provo. I IAA)

e,

ANTI IROPOLOGIST

%Nancy Modiano
Diag.-Arriaga No. H
San Cristobal de las (!asas
Chiapas. Mexico

. PSYCAIOLOGIST

Helen Foster
Professor of Education
Division of Educational Studies
State University College of Arts
and Science
Geneseo, New York

SOCIOLOGIST.

James E. Anderson
Associate Professor of
Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education
lIniversity of Houston
Houston. Texas

POLITICAL SCIENTIST

Rudolph 0. de la Garza
Professor
Department of Political Science
University of TeXas at El Paso
El Paso, Texas
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This document is a report of the first phase of a continuing effort to assist
colleges and universities in the development of multiculOral education as
a component of teacher education programs. it is hoped: hat it wilt assist
faculties in interfacing multicultural concepts and sensitivities into the
curricula and full scope of !earning experient$ in tiro' colleges and uni-
versities as well as school classrooms and cornmunitie.

The need for continued effotts in this(area is mor'thart evident. Since
1954. the principles undergirding, 20ears of effort toward quality educa-
ion, which must accommodate cultural diversity. do not appear to be
understood even by the leaddrship of our nation. Regiessive trends of 1974
make it more apparent than .1.ver that America still hos not found its demo-
cratic soul, nor doei it see ft\ei.qtrikencv to fulfill its'educational potential.le:
l'ntil it becomes ahoociantly.4ii throughout th;s nation of Jivergent cul-
tures that the country's progress and survival depend on its people living
together with understanding. 'ontributing to the general weffaret-ith dig-
nity and integrity, the Countrylsluture is threatened.

It is apparent that the peotIl of America have to learn to live together,
a beginning to this end iS ;earning together. A tremendous respcnsibility
rests Upon those agenciessitar:as schools, colleges, and their agents. e.g.,
teachersto prepare its people to participate as Americans. with Americans.
in the American society.

October 1974

%Main A. Hunter
Director. Multicultural
CBTE Project
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'ANTECEDENTS TO. DEVELOPMENT OF AND
EMPHASIS ON MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

William A. Hunter
Director. Multicultural/GMT Project

Director. Research institute. for Studies in Education
Iowa State University. Ames

11'

Sociological Antecedents
Education in the United States. to be relevant. must be multicultural.

This is not a radical assertion but a corollary of a fundamental socioeduca-
cational axiom. To maintain and perpetuate itself a society and nation must
set forth education as one of their essential institutions and systems to reflect
and administer to the diverse needs of their people. The United States as a
nation and as a society consists of many different groups of people with
many contributory cultural patterns and products of behavior, all charac-

r terized by individual and group diversities within systems of relationships.
The highly 'diversified and complex character of this "nation-society" sets
forth its culturally pluralistic nature.

Modern American society is a unique mosaic of cultures, linked and
interrelated through a pervading way of life contributed to and shared by
all Americans, yet recognizing and accommodating its contributory cultures.
These cultural variants may be in many forms, such as language. customs.
traditions, beliefs, religions. art. technology. national origin. political per-
suasion. racial identity. ethnic heritage, sex, age group. socioeconomic
level, geographical .location. and other characteristics or attributes which
Jefine and constitute group aggregates. It is therefore apparent, if educa-
tion in the United States is to meet the needs of its peoples, that it must
have a life blood of multicultural content in order to be sociologically rele-
vant, philosophical =ly germane, pSychologically material, and pedagogically
apropos.



Historical Antecedents
A speCial Task Force On Human Rights was established luly 1967 by

the Representative Assembly of the National Education Association. In de-
fining its functions. the Task Force expressed an awareness that the respotr-
sibilities of a human being were not limited to a profession. and that the
educational enterprise cannot be isolated from other forces in society. The
Task Force's Study included reexi urination and study of the Declaration,
of ledependence. the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the United States,
the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, as well as other docutnents;
it visited every region and section of the country and heard testimony dking
hearing4 involving witnesses and experts from all walks of life in obvious
trouble spots throughout the country.

DISPARIIN tivn% EEN PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

The Report of this Task Force was published in 1968.1 It chronicled the
disparity between principles and practices of human rights in America.

America was colonized by people who. in fleeing from repressive
governments in lands where their rights were limited or non-
existent_ had gi4''at reverence for human rights. America was

12 founded upon the recognition that human rights are universal
and innate - something aiman is born with. not something he
can be required to learn. This Is the legacy of ideals to the pre-
sent generation from the fathers of our duntry. But the present
generation of Americans has another-legacy from America's past
as well a dismal legacy of discrimination and denial in practice
of human rights to certain groupsin violation of the ideals.2

America has perceived the character of its society and the roles of its
different peoples in different ways. The historical choice open to members
of disparate cultures or communities has been to assimilate and disappear

maim() the mainstream of the America Anglo-Saxon character of society or
to be isolated and relegated to second-class citizenship --or no citizenship
at all. as in the case of the Native Americans.

What are some of the facts which portray this legacy and the need for
multicultural education? is there agitation over this questicn of multi-
cultural eche ation? Is it really "old hat" as so many say? Is itta problem
which has actually been solved and therefore needs no more consideration?

Let its examine some facts and further assess America's need for multicul-
tural education.

t7ENSIS OF AMERICAN CI ILTl!RAI. DISCRIMINATION

The I ',cited States is unalterably a multicultural nation made up mainly
of immigrants and migrant peoples. All through the history of humankind,
people have moved from over the face of the earth seeking more satisfactory
circumstances. Yet not until the 1800's did such movements become of



concern: they were judged to cause economic. social. religious, political.
and education problems in America.

41' The Indian constituted the original Auwrican population, as the Span-
ish established influence from Florida through rxas and New Mexico to
California. and the French moved up and dowl the Mississippi and Ohio
river valleys before American colonies were sett

Cultural discriniination emerged during the early development of the
I nited States as a nation.'Discrimination took the farm of opposing certain
nationalities and religions through immigration laws. The English. first
settling in 1607 at Jamestown. Virginia. were followed by Germans. Scottish.
Scotch-Irish. and Welsh. French Huguenots settled in the Carolina area.

. Swedish Lutherans in Delaware. and the Dutch in the New York area. Roman
Catholics in Maryland. and Greek Orthodox in Florida. The first census 'of
the United Staters. taken in approximately 1790. showed that more than half
the population consisted of African. Scotch-Irish. Welsh, German. Dutch,
Swedish. French and other non-English inhabitants!'

The Rise of Discriminatory Practices. Kopan reports that before 1880
immigration was viewed to present few obstacles to Americanization!4 The
tact that Irish Catholics in establishing church schools were viewed as a
menace to national security led to the burning of schools and convents and
cots in Boston. Philadelphia. and New York. By 1853. open,discrimination
became organized politically in the form of the Know-Nothing Party.

With the change in America's immigration patternsfrom immigrants
coming mainly from northwest Europe in 1885. to 75 percent coming from
southern and eastern Europe by 1905. bringing addltionally different cul-
tural entities (religions. customs. education, and politii:al process): even
greater discriminatorypractices arose. Organizatiors were formed to restrict
so-called "inferior" people in America. An outgrowth of these efforts was
the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 which applied not only to Chinese but
eventually to all immigrants. Such reports as made by the Dillingham
Commission.` authorized by Congress in 1907, sought to prove the in-
feriority of new immigrants. The Dillingham Report. in addition to giving
credence to the desulto0 champions of discrimination who had begun to
label new immigrants "inferior's because of national origin, laid the founda-
tion for stereotyping!'

The report of the Dillingham Commission (which was eventually dis-
'credited). and such popular writings as Madison Grant's The Passing of
the Grvut Rum, which insisted on laws to rest.t immigrants in order to
protect Anglo-Saxons in the United States from non-Nordic race inundation.
plus subsequent espeusements by writers. politicians. and educators of
racial superiority or inferiority Ion spurious grounds). have created cumu-
lative deep-seated hate. distrust. and animosity which have never been
undone.

Although there were obvious multicultural elements in the country

0
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such as religious. ethnic. and national igin groups, no real effort was
evident that sought to recogiiize or accommodate the disparities. Instead,
after World %Vat I a concept developed which assumed the existence of a
complete Americ an culture which. in effect, required assimilation of all to

live in it. it became unlawful in many stattm (until declared unconstitu-
tional by the Supreme Court as in the Oregon Case) to teach a foreign

language!'
Beginning in 1881, stricter. more discriminative immigration laws were

passed. The Chinese Exclusion Act. 1882. nought to end the immigration

' of Chinese and eventually applied to all immigrants. In 1887. the Dawes

Act made it legally possible for individual Indians to move into the white
American society if they were willing to leave their reservations and give

up their property In 1890. immigration quotas were set: then in 1917 legis-

lation was passed restricting immigration on the basis of ethnic origin.
particularly forbidding further southern European and southwestern Asian

immigration.'
Starting in 1921. immigration laws wera chanOd to accommodate

selective nationalities. The 1924 ".National Origins Act" reduced annual
immigration quotas in ratio to the numbers ofeach nationality in the country'

as of 1890. This act excluded all Asiatics friar citizenship.. n 1943,the

14 Chinese Exclusion Act was repealed and quotas 'Were set. In 1952 the fm-
igration and Naticrality Act (the McCarran-Walter Act) set forth additional

nAianal and ethnic restrictions. These laws remained in effect until, 1905

when President Lyndon lohnson signed the Reform Immigration Att.1e'

World War II provided the nation with compiled. interpreted, yet,/:
questionable results of physical and mental tests of soldiers and various
other groups examined in the war effort. Implications drawn from these
data led to additional discriminatory practices which were becoming more
pronounced against races. and evident in the areas of housing. education,
employment, health rare. and justice under the 'law. Migrations. through-
out the rnited. States of Puerto Ricans: Mexican Americans. Black Ameri-
cans. and Native Americans brought on second-generation discrimination
and the outright practice of open and legalized segregation:The Italians.
Slays. Greeks. and lows who were looked down on by the leiSh. Germans,
and Scandinavians. who were in turn looked dawn on by the English or
others of Anglo-Saxon originall looked down on. discriminated against.
and segregated the c:ulor- visible groupsparticularly Blacks (who also had

been recently subject to slavery). Chicanos, Native Americans, and Puerto

Ricans.

THE MELTING POT CI '1.TURAL CONCEPT

As the ideas of an American culture: an American self-image, and
,American nativism grew. the melting pot idea was seized upon. Israel
Zangwill's play. The Melting Pot, first performed on Broad'way in September

1909. set forth this concept of America as a new country. One of the play's

4
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characters. David Quizano. a Russianlewish immigrant to New York City,
describes the new country as follows:

America is God's Crucible. the great Melting Pot where all the
races of Europe are melting and reforming! Here. ou stand, good
folk, think I, when I see them at Ellis Island, here you stand in
your fifty groups with your fifty languages and,h istories, and your
fifty hatreds and rivalries,' but you won't be long like that.
brothers, for these are the fires of Cod. A fig for your feuds and
vendettas! Germans and Frenchmen, Irishmen and Englishmen.
!ems and Russiansinto the Crucible with you all! God is making
the American . . . The real American has not yet arrived. He is
only in the Crucible, I tell youhe will be the fusion of All
races. the coming superman."

Varian* related methods developed as cont bitting efforts to build a nativ-
istic. American, culture, such as the labeling of groups as -unAmerican."
and the use ofEnglish in the public schools to establish a unilingual, uni-
cultural base.

The melting pot ideology failed. Although it was recognized that
'America was culturally diverse, no national effort was made to understand
and accommodate different cultural groups: in consequence, ethnic: com-
munities or enclaves were maintained.

RISE OF TILE CONCEPT OF CI IRAL PLURALISM

Ethairgieupsrebuffed socially, exploited economically, ignored and
disenfranchised politicallybegan to develop within-group institutions,
agencies, and power structures for services within community areas. Some
of these have been referred to as Little Italy, Chinatown, Iewtown, Greek-

.,'-.town. The South Side. The West Side, Harlem, Little Lithuania, Little
Warsaw, Cicero. Dark !follow, Foggy Bottom, and many others. Movement
.among the communities increased as education. economic development,
political coalition. intermarriage, and cooperative mechanisms were
needed to cope with external forces attempting domination.

What resulted was the continual development of A different concept
of nationality; a concept accommodating and dignifying subnationalities
and contributing cultures. This move toward a central tendency which de-
fined a new kind of national ethos and cultural mosaic characterized the
rise of the concept "cultural pluralism." History chronicles the sequence
of events froth 1916 when John Dewey introduced the concept of cultural
pluralism in an address before the National Education Association" to 1924
when Horace kallen unsuccessfully sought to show how cultural pluralism
made American life richer."

CIILTURAL PLURALISM AND MI lull:tam IRAL EDUCATION

The United States is unique among the nations of the worldhaving
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developed a national commitment to education. centered in the states. with-
out a national educational systen Even so. the national approach toward
establishing fast and gaining recognition for the concept of Altura' plural-
ism was made through local education systems and the school's as agencies.
In addition to the etforts of some school systems and schools to provide for
greater understanding and in/ erection among cultural 'groups (community
resistance notwithstanding)..thereal thrust came only when the profession,
government, and social action mandated certain changes.

Prelude to the Present Era. During the period 1900-1954 an ever-increas-
ing voice of protest arose against racial discrimination, oppression, violence.
and segregation. Evidence of the need for development of multicultural
education came in many forms e.g.. natural population grOwth. the growth
of international responsibilities, and the emergence of religious tolerance.
The significant natural increase in the population for 20 !mars after 1900
Signaled the vast growth of the mosaic of contributing cultures, making the
interrelationships milting them more crucial and multicultural understand-
ing more imperative.

During the period 1900-1945. the united States, having participated
in two world wars, increasingly emerged as an international power. This
international posture. as well a:; the newly created interrelationship be-

16 twoln the world's citizens, imposed a new 4i imeroion on the multicultural
imperative --the' intercultural

Racial Tolerance. It must not be forgotten that the multicultural con-
cept also includes religious integrity. A more tolerant attitude toward reli-
gion was developed in several RS. Supreme Court decisions. ku 1919. the
right of a private religious school to teach a subject in a foreign lantuage:
(other than English) was prohibited by law: but in 1923 the 11.8...Supnlm'6
Court filled against such a posture." The right to attend a religious school
as well as the right for such schocils to-tikist was upheld by the U.S. Safireme
Court in 1925.'4

After Vorld 11'ar II a large segment of Americans ,:widenced concern
about and commitment to learn of the welfare and nature of other; cultures.
nationalities, and races. There was a beginning of effeits to broaden class-
room content in the schools to include multicultural contributors, as well
as a movement to equalize educational opportunity over all the nation.

The tssue of educational opportunities. and the wide differences in the
provisions fin 'different youth which have existed in this country for over
200 years. gave rise tosocial ferment in the civil rights movement. which
led to the Supreme Court decision in 1954 in Brown v. Board Of Education
of Topeka: "Today. education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments . . . In these days. it is doubtful that any child may
reasonably he expected to succeed in life if he denied the opportunity of
an education. Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken to pro-_
vide it. is a right which must be made available to all on equal terms. "16



Crowing agitation and frustrations, especially with..diffeMnces and dis-
parities in economic. social, educational. emplowent, and housing °ppm-
tnnities based on cliff-emu:es in religion. national orlgin, sex, and race. led
to a period of aroused public indignation. especially amcig minority groups.
What followed was a period giving evidence of recognition of multicultural
inequitiesand a growing awareness and understanding of the multicultural
dimensins of the American soctiety. 1,giiiticant developments during this
period include:

1957 Civil Rights Commission established by Congress to investigate com-
plaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of their right to vote
by reason of their race. color. religinn, or national origin, or by reason
of fraudulent practices. etc.

1961-1962 Lawsuits to eliminate discrimination in public.schools Institut .(4
in large cities and small communities in North and West, coven
gerrymandered school boundaries, transfer policies and practices.
discriminatory feeder patterns. etc.''

1963 Voting Rights Act (Congressional- action)
1964 Rights Act (( ;ongressional action).
196 WHIPS S. Colman (lohns Hopkins l'niversitV) surveV concerning lack

of availability of equal educational oppOrtunities for individuals by
reason of race. color, religion. or national origin in public institutions
at all levels',"

1.971 School busing for equal quality education
1972 Proposed Constitutional amendment on equal rights for women.

Massed by t ;ongress. awaiting ratifi-ration by a total of 38 states"
4972 Court -orders allciwance bilingual programs (Spanish): Semi] v.

IA.% Municipal Schools -"
1972 Instructors' rightssuch as Board of,Regents Per;y21`dealt with

refusal to rehire college instructors:ithout explanation or hearing
1973 Litigation by Native Americans for adequate compensation for lands

of Sopth Dakota Black Hills Native Americans and their gold, silver,
and timber taken by abrogation of 1866-88 treaty

1473 Student rightsCourt actions sustaining student rights to due process.
Hourd"wtilegents v. Roth22

1968-1974 The six-year study of educational practices affecting Mexicap
Americans in the southwest by the 1. LS. Commission on Civil Rights"

1974 lob discrimination in employment practices challenged

17

The worse of events. here briefly outlined. inflicate the nature and
intensity of concern and commitment to do something about the problems '
in America stemming from the continuing growth of its pluralistic: cliarac-

:ter.
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The Schools as a Vehicle foMulticultural Education
The schools have been significantly involved during recent years in ef-

forts to ameliorate disparity in educational opportunity. These efforts have
included school integration. cc.rupensatory education. special programs for
the -disadvantaged:** special education classes, opportunity education,
adult education programs. and talent search programs.

Education is considered the process and product of continuous inter-
action of.the individual with stimulation and motivation in his or her en-.
vironment and society. (See Figure 1.) Therefore. scho6ls must of necessity
be concerned with the needs of a multicultural society' and reflect its diversity
throughout their organizational structure. Thus. multicultural education
must become a part of the educational 'programs as well as a part of the
philosophy of education threading throughout tht educational enterprise.-

Society..
Individuals and

Contributing Cultures

,... Individual
Stages of

'Development
,

1

Products

FIGI.IRE I. The Educational Process-Produt t System

Efforts of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education in Multicultural Education.

la vai4. the ground swell Oproblems attending educational integration
a'nd their implications for teacher education called forth reactions fr-irn
.education groups. At the American Association of Corleges for Teacher
`'Education (AACTE). one effort in providing leadership to the education
profession was to dei7elop some advaliCed.th-inking and considerations for
change in teacher education in keeping with changing societal needs.
In lune 1966. under a Title Xl Contract with the 11.S. Office of Education

-4' and Ball 'State University. Muncie. Indiana. the tNACTE NDEA National
Institute for Advanced Study in Teaching Disadvantaged Youth was estab-
lished. 1964. the product of the Institute was a publication. Teachers
for the Heal tVorld."
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Teachers for the field World. in examining siXial complexity and
teacher. education, addressed itself. among other things to deprivation.
racism. and relevancy of teacher education. The relativity of the term Ills-,
advantaged in a pluralistic society laid a-finn foundation for fuller under-
standing of add appreciation for the concept of multicultural education.

In Iltiirr the'displacement. misassignment, nonreemployment, and dis-
missed of teachers who were favorable toward, invoked in, or suspected
of involvement in either integration efforts. civil rights, or related activities
caused great concerti to the :Piolession and in quarters in the federal gov-
eriu The National Edtication Association and the I'S. Office of Educa-
tion iiistituteti an investigation of these dev'ehipnients through colleges,
universities. state NEA organizations: and professional agencies. The re-
sults of this survey. published try the NEA Commission on Pretfess.onal
Rights and Responsibilities, became the report. Task Non-e Survey of Teucher
Displacement in Seventeen States.."

Colleges and universities of AACTE. as well as its Board of Directors,
expressed equal content about the developments in the held and felt that
some initiatives should be taken. with the view of expressing in a significant
way national displeasure about this punitive behtior against teachers in the
educational enterprise. Yet. one problem stemmed from the unpreparedness
of the members of the profession to understand and cope with some the
problems attending school integratipn. desegregation, equalization of edu-
certional opportunity, anti quality education in it pluralistic society.

In February In 0, the Board of Directors of the American Association'
of olleges for Teacher Education appointed a Subcommittee fur the Estab-

f.
C

lis,bwat of a Commission on 1111111ail Rights in Teacher Education. This
Subrommittce was to Afraw up a charge fur this Commission and make its
_ref mnendations to the Board of Directors. On %lay 4. 1970, the Subcom-
mittee submitted.it; report to the Board of Directors recommedding the
following: (.

Boat the American Assoc iat ion.el Colleges for Teacher Education
establish ci Commission on Multicultural Education, to serve at
the pleasure of the Board of Directors. for the purpose of fix:using
the resources a its members and the Association itself to meet
specific issues of teacher education as they apply to racial and
Mimic minorities in the l'utited States. It is anticipated that this
Ctimmission, will be(lengatked in bringing all educators and all
institutions into et unified' effort to better serve the preparation
of teachers and thereby the education of all American children.

TI) meet this charge. it is recommended that the aims and
thrust of the Commission encompass the following:

' Provide information. stimulation. and motivation to member
institutions the Board of Directors.andAACTE committees about
multicultural education as a major concern of institutions pre-
paring teachers. . . .

Encoarage member institutions to include in their teacher

a
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. .
education programs components aimed arthe understanding of
the multicultural nature of American life and the strengths of

- 'this' diversity... . .- .

Facilitate varied cooperathe institutional programedesigneed
to promote intercultural understanding.26

The Multicultural Education Coinmission was formed. On February
5:- 1971, the.:Multicultural Education Commission submitted the following
resolution:

WHERIfAS the Board of Directors of the American A'ssociation
of Colleges for Teacher Education has recognized as ore of the
most critical problems in teacher preparation the lack of under-
standing and acceptance of cultural and racial differences, and

WHEREAS the Board of Directors has appointed a Commission on
Multicultural Education "for the purpose of focusing the re-
sources of its- members and the 'Association itself to meet
specific issues of teacher education as they apply to racial and
ethnic iiii*orities in 11-w United States." and

WHEREAS toe Commission was charged to "encourage member
institutions to include in their teacher education programs
components aimed at the understanding of the multicultural
nature of American life and the strengths of this diversity,"

2L1 and
1,VIIEREAS it is imperative that AACTE assume a major and more

effective role now in the area of multicultural education;
THEREFORE. 13E. IT RESO! VED 0

THAT AACTE and its member institutions, in its efforts at cur-
. riculum and instrFt:tional change, establish as one of its top

priorities provisidns for multicultural education:
THAT AACTE a41 its member institutions recommend as an
aspect of the proffer role of higher education in modern society
the de&lopmegt of multicultural,education:
THAT 'in matters such as role,, idethlfication of personnel,
evaluation of prodt4s of teaches' education programs, defini-
tion of content pf ttlacher educlition. the full dimensions of
multicultural education be Firm conscious attention and ac-

. t ion: THAT A4CTE, And its member institutions, in all its efforts
including communi,cat ion. research and development, accredi-
tation. international education, professional development of
faculty meinbers, lofigiange panning and evaluation, in-.

fluence on decision miring and teacher education, promote
activities whitch will respect and develop the multicultural
aspects of ivoildsticiety.27

NO ONfi, MODEL. AMERICAAA STATEMENT ON MlILTICITLTURAI,

EDI ?CATION

anaction reflecting its commitment to alleviating social problems

,througfi'Mucation. the AAC11.: Commission on Multicultural Education,
formed in the aftermath of the Kent State and Jackson State tragedies, is



the outgrowth of the Association's long history of involvement in building
a more effective and humane society through the betterment of teacher
education. One of the'first major works of the Commission was the develop-

- rwnt a definitive statement on multicultufal education. The Multicultural
STaten-Innt, No One' Model Americun.2" is'a significant product of the Com-
missio i'!.r work. The Statement...which was adopted officially in November
1972 1 the AA(TE Board of Directors, was prepared for AACTE, its mem-
ber in l andnd other centers of higher learning as a guide for
addres:ing the issue of multicultural education.

Commission members caution that the term multicultural is not a
euphemism for disadvantaged. -Rather, the Statement encompasses broad
ethnic and cultural spheres. A product of Commission interaction with a
number of higher education institutions and personnel. the Statement was
presented In the interest of improving the quality of society through an
incivased social awareness on the part of teachers and teacher educators.
The otfic,ial Statemeitt follows:

Text of Multicultural Statement. Multicultural education is edu-
cation' which values cultural pluralism. Multicultural education
rejects the-view that schools should seek to melt away cultural
differences or the view that schools should merely tolerate cul-
tural plu'ralism. Instead,. multicultural education affirms that
schools should be ocieuted toward the cultural enrichment of all
children and youth through programs rooted to the preservation
and extension of cultural diversity as a fact of life in American

society. and it affirms that this cultural diveisity is a valuable
resource that should be preserved and extended. It affirms that
major education institutions should strive to preserve and en-
hance cultural pluralism.

To endorse cultural pluralism is to endorse'the principle that
there is no one model American. To endorse cultural pluralism
is to understand and appreciate the differences that exist among
the nation's citizens. It is to see these differences as a positive
force in the continuing development of a society which professes
e wholesome respect for the intrinsic worth of every individual.
Cultural pluralism is more than a temporary accommodation to
placate racial and ethnic minorities. It is a concept that aims
toward a heightened sense of being arid of wholeness of the
entire society based'on the unique strengths of each 'of its parts.

Cultural pluralism rejects ttoth assimilation and separatism
as ultimate goals. The positive elements of.. culturally pluralistic
society will he realized only if there is a healthy interaction among
the diverse groups "which comprise the nation's citizenry. Such
interaction enables all to share i o the richness of America's multi-
cultural heritage. Such interaction proOdes a means for coping
with intercultural tensions that are natural and cannot be avoided
in a growing. dynamic society. To accept cultural pluralism is
to recognize that no grdup lives in a vacuumthat each group
exists as part of an interrelated whole.

21



if cultural pluralism is so bash: a quality of our culture. it
must become an integral part of the,educational procesS at every
level. Edwation fur cultural pluralism includes four major
thrusts: ( 1) the teat:bind values which supportcultural diversity
and individual uniqueness: (2) the encouragement of the quali-
tative expansion of existing ethnic cultures and their incorpora-
tion into the mainstream of American socioeconomic and
political life: (3) the support of explorations in alternative and
emerging life styles: and (4) the encouragement of multicultural
ism. multilingualism. and multidialectism. While schools must
insure that all students are assisted in developing their skills to
funtlion effectively in society, such a commitment should not
imply or permit the denigration of cultural differences.

Educational institutions play a major role in shaping the
attitudes and beliefs of the nation's youth. These institutions
bear the heavy task of preparing each generation to assume the
rights and responsibilities of adult life. in helping the transition
to a society that values culttiral pluralism. educational institu-
tions nnist provide leadership for the development of individual
commitment to a social system where individual worth and dig-
nity are fundamental tenets. This provision means that sc:it.ols
and colleges must assure that their total educational process and

22 educational content reflect a commitment to cultural pluralism.
In addition. special emphasis programs must be provided where
all students are helped to understand that being different connotes
n. Mier superiority nor inferiority. programs where students of
various social and ethnic backgrounds may learn freely from one
another: programs that help different minority students under-
stand who they are. where they are going. and how they can make
their contribution to the society in which they live.

Colleges and universities engaged in the preparation of
teachers have a central role in the positive development of our
culturally pluralistic society. If cultural pluralism is to become
an integral part of the educational process. teachers and personnel
must be prepared in an environment where the commitment to
multicultural education is evident. Evidence of this commitment
includes suc:i factors as a faculty and staff of multiethnic and
multiracial ,..haracter. a student body that is representative of
the c tilt wally diverse nature of the communitybeing served, and
a culturally pluralistic'curriculum that accurately represents the
diverse multicultural nature of American society.

Ntulticultural education programs for teachers are more than
special courses or special learning experiences grafted onto the
standard program. The commitment to cultural pluralism must
permeate all areas of the educational experience provided for
prospective teachers.

Multicultural education reaches beyond awareness and
understanding of cultural differences. More important than the
acceptance and support of these differences is the recognition of
the right of these different cultures to exist. The goal of cultural
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pluralism can he achieved only if there is full recognition of
cultural differences and an effective educational program that
makes cultoral equality real and meaningful: The attainment of
this goal will bring a richness and quality of life that would he
a long step toward realizing the democratic: ideals so nobly pro-
claimed by the founding fathers of this nation.2"

!.e EIRICATION IN TM:. EIRICATIONAL SYSTEM

The infusion of multicultural education into the educational structure
would be through its philosophy of education. I low this permeates the entire
educational system is demonstrated in Figure 2. Curriculum, learning
materials. teachers, the educational climateall would be infused with

1' multicultural educational accommodation. The cultural factors would be
understood. appreciated. and set into the educational experiences. of all
within the system. A major factor in these considerations is the ethnic-groups
and cultural factors associated with them.

Philosophy of Life

Institutions
To Administer to Needs

Administration
Personnel

Curricuum
Learnin

Elta!RE 2. Primary Elements of School System
Showing !Multicultural Interfacing



Ethnic Group Education
Although cultural diversity is recognized to he an aggregate of all cul-

tural variants. the AACTE Multicultural Education Project limited the scope
of its coverage to three large minority groups. The groups selected were those
on which special study already had been focused, and where there existed
an institution. agency. or channel through which further study efforts could
be made operative. As a beginning, and as a means to a more comprehensive
end. the project effort on competencies in multicultural education was
focused On educational problems and situations of Black Americans, Span-
ish-speaking Americans, and Native Americans.

It may be helpful to illustrate the racial breakdown of the school en-
rollment and the proportions represented by various ethnic groups. The,1972
enrollment in the nation's schools was delineated by Samuel B. Ethridge.
director _of Teacher Rights. National Education Association, at the 1973
National ,Bilingual Institute conference.'" The data Ethridge quoted, from

Education Association (NEM research resources, indicated that
in t972 the enrollment in the nation's public schools was 44.6 million
students. The enrollment in terms of ethnic identity was as follows:''

Black Ami,ricans 6.7 million
',4 Spanish-speaking Americans 2.3 million

Asian Americans 333,000
Native Americans 322.000
White Americans 355 million may.

BI.At :I. AMERICAN EDIT(ATION

The current status of education for Black Americans may best be per-
ceived through the cumulative views of studies made during the period
1454 to the present. In 1954 the status of education for Black Americans
was set forth by Ashmore, from studies of the status and structure of bi-
racial education in the United States.' (The studies from which Ashmore
drew his information were supported by the Fund for the Advancement
of Education of the Ford Foundetion.) Ashmore described and documented
the educational effort of the South at that time. pointing up the education
provided whites and Blacks, the magnitude of the gaps, and efforts needed
to close the gaps..

In 1964 Conant published his observations of schools and Black edu-
cation from his Carnegie Corporation study. The prestige and inf'uence of
Conant had impact in awakening educators and responsible citizens to the
intolerable and explosive condition of Black education, particularly in the
ghettoes. Conant's views were educationally provocative."

In 1962 Clift. Anderson, and Hullfish, as editors, presented the views
of 14 educators and scholars in a comprehensive and candid analysis of
education for the Black American from the perspective of facets of Black

aq.
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culture with -background for the problems. Among the ten appropriate
.goals and plans recommended ivere the following:
1. The public as a whole must become better informed on the many far-

reaching facets of desegregation.
2. Omimunities should use means appropriate for them. in dealing with

desegregation.
3. Resimrce people should be available to -provide the community with

advice regarding problem-solving techniques.
4. The moral and ethical aspects of desegregation must be emphasized suf-

ficivntly.
5. Attitudinal changes must be made in order for desegregation and inte-.gration to be effective.
6. Teacher-preparing institutions must provide for effective experience

which will enable teachers to deal with factors of desegregation and
integration"

. lu 1964 Silberman. in addressing the question of the educational needs
of Blacks. soLight to put the problems of Black education in perspective with
public education for all. In addition to relating the history of education in
'America and the status of Blacks in this country, Silberman analyzed the
circumstances, the chain of events, the writing as well as the statistics about
education for Blacks, pointing up the continued urgent need for upgrading
education to quality Ads."

Some statistical bac:kgrtiund abut education for Black Americans from
1954 -19113 was compiled by the Southern Education Reporting Se'rvjce,
through its publication Southern School News" and Its reports such as
Southern Schools: Progress and Problems." The data from these reports
reflect the statistical developments in education for Blacks vs. whites from
1954-1964.

In 1971, the Education Commission of the St tes supported a project
for the National Assessment of Educational Progr ss." The main purpose
of the assessment was to measure change in what c ildren and young adults
know and cats do. Science, among other subjects, was assessed in 1969-
1970 and again in 1972-1973. The nature of these reports reflects the per-
formance of Blacks at different levels of education from different types of
communities, giving some characteristics of the performance of Blacks in
educational subjects.

%
The major results of the 1970 study in science regfirding the performance

of Bla4s was as follows:

Blacks performed between 12 percent and 16 percent below the
national average at the four age levels: 9, 13, 17 and young adults
(26-35).'When results were partially adjusted ("balanced ") for
disproportionate representation of Blacks on the variables of size
of community. level of parental education, sex and region, the
reduced difference between Black and national performance was
between 7 percent and 10 percent at the four age levels.

25
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Blacks performed hest, on those science exercises largely de-
. pendent upon daily experience and common knowledge, and

worst on those which involved a detached research attitude
toward the objectives and phenomena of science."'

Thomas Sowell discusses public schools. students. and Black colleges
in his recent comprehensive treatise on the myths and tragedies in Black
education.4'

In a recent analysis regarding the status.of Blacks, the Census Bureau
reports that during the period 1970-73 the Black population increased S
percentfrom 22.8 million to 2:3.9 million. In that same period, the nation's
white population increased by 2 percentfrom 179.5 million to 188.5

The implications of these studies would indicate a greater upward
mobility of Blacks by virtue of numbers, improved education, growth, and
political power, and other cultural factors associated with the Black
presence.

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION

26
A six-year study of the Civil Rights Commission was focused on The

education of Mexican. Americans. The final report of this study, made in
February 1974.41 reflects problems in the education of all Spanish-speaking
Americans. The reports for the entire period of the study (1968-1974) docu-
mented differe'ht aspects of failure of education to meet the needs of this
segment of the population. Among these findings, some causes of failure
were indicated:
1. Students must attend schools separate from their Anglo counterparts,

isolating them by districts and within districts.
2 Teachers and counselors are underrepresented in decision-making

positions. In addition, parents of these children are largely excluded
from participation in school affairs.

3. Language and culture of the Spanish-speaking American group are
being ignored and even suppressed by schools. School curriculum rarely
includes programs or courses designed to. meet the particular needs of
these students.

4. The.i! is unequal school financing. Schools for Chicano children are
anderfinanced in comparison to schools. in the same section financed
for Anglo-American children: with Chicano parents bearing a heavier
financial burden for schooling.

5. The quality of interaction between the students and teachers degrades
and downgrades the Spanish-speaking child."

The sixth-year report examined two other basic questions: What aspects
of the schools' educational program and staffing patterns bear on the schools'
failure to provide equal educational opportunity to Mexican American
children?; and What changes in educational policy and practices at the

;,#
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local. state. and national levels are needed to bring about equal educational
opportunity?

The five areas of study in the sixth-year report *ere examined in terms
of its effect on the Mexican American child. Those five areas of study in-
cluded:
I. Curriculum the educational program of the school
2. Three widespread school practicesgrade retention, ability grouping,

end assignment. to classes for the educable mentally retarded
3. Teacher education
4. Kind of counseling affinded Mexican American children
4. Civil rights of Mexican American children-and their right.to equal edu-

cational opportunity.4
. . The rescOlts of the above areas of study and the recommendations made

by the Civil Rights Commission can be found in Appendix 11.

EDUCATION 01' NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN 1973

Native American children attend public, federal. private, and mission
schools. In fiscal year 1973 there were 187.613 Native American students.\
aged 5 to 18 years. inclusive. enrolled in these schools in the United States.
' In nine states, the education of Native American chrldren is the respon-
sibility of the state (California. Idaho. Michigan. Minnesota, Nebraska,
Oregon. Texas. Washington. and WisConsin).

In 1973 oter 62 percent of all school-aged (5-18) Native American chil-
dren attended public schools (68.5 percent in public schools. 25.6 percent
in federal schools, and 5.9 percent in mission or other schools)."

The Multicultural EducationlCompetency-Based
Teacher Education Project

The Multicultural EducationCompetency-Based Teacher Education
Project was developed jointly by the,AACTE Commission on Multicultural
Education and the AACTE Performance-Based Teacher' Education Com-
mittee to explore the potentfal of competency-based 'teacher education
(CBTE) with respect to the preparation of teachers-in and for multicultural
school settings.

Two critical situations justified the Project: (a) wide variation existing
in the education afforded to young people of various cultural and etlinic
groups. and (h) the inadequate preparation of teachers. Although significant
efforts in assessing and dealing with the problems of educational content
and strategies in a culturally diverse society have already been made by
agencies such as the Teacher Corps. the National Center for the Improve-
ment of Ediational Systems. and the Career Opportunities Project, the
Ntulticultural.(TE Project has attemptedto synthesize the results of these
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. separate and diverse studies by focusing broadly on the generic: concerns
and needs of all ethnic and cultural groups.'

In America various cultures have been viewed to exist' in isolation.
Often these isolatiens have been geographical or intellectual andor emo-
ftional.. The education of the children of these groups has rarely included
earning experiences which include substantive positive contributions of
all groups in the culture as well as provide interaction with members. of
other cultures and ethnic backgrounds. The education of all children has
suffered as rfesult.

The Project rests on two basic premises: (a) teachers need certain
competencies accommodating cultural diversity to function in any situa-
tion: once these competencies have been identified. they must be incor-

i porated into preservice and inservice programs; and (h) teachers need
certain unique competencies in order to teach in culturally diverse situa-
tions. The competencies can be classified into two categories: (a) compe-
tencies generalizable to the teaching of all groups, and (b) competencies
that c.an differ among groups..

Competency-based teacher education programs are being implemented
in a number of colleges and universities. These programs presuppose the
identification and demonstration of prerequisite teacher competencies be-

28 fore trainees can successfully cornplete the program. While this approach
haS demonstrated promise for teacher educators, its potential has been only
superficially explored with respect to preparing teachers for multicultural
settings. according to CBTE advocates.

PURPOSE AND RESULTS OF' WRITING CONFERENCE

The method of procedure for obtaining the needed information to ac-
complish the objectives of the project was through a writing conference.
the end result of which is this publication. The purposes of the AACTE
Nlulticultural Writing Conference were-

1. to identify teacher competencies needed by all teachers to
teach in a culturally diverse society:
to identify teacher competencies needed by teachers to teach
culturally different youth;

3. to explore the potential of competency-based teacher educa-
tion as a strategy for preparing teachers to wail effectively
with children of diverse cultural backgrounds: and

4. to- formulate recommendations- for the improvement of pre-

\
service and inservice preparation programs, whatever their
type.

DEFINITIONS AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE WRITING
CONFERENCE

For purposes of clarification and consistency in thought, and as a part
of the preliminary planning procedure:members of the Multicultural/CBTE



Steering Committee found it necessary to formulate Mutual definitions and
make basic assumptions prior to the Writing Conference. Those definitions
and basic: assumptions were the following:

Definitions or Basic Constructs

1 What is teaching? Causing learning to occur.. .

2. What is learning? Process of affecting changes in the or-
ganismjc functions resulting in the development or modifica-
tion o. Behavior. .

3. What is competency? Mastery of a relevant body, scope, and
field of knowledge. high-level skill in applying that knowledge
to affect specified learning outcomes, mastery of 'behavior
modifications. strategies for causing desired learning out-
comes at an assessed level of performance in orchestrating
these factors to affect the outcomes. .

Basic Assumptions
A. Based on irtrormation documented from Many sources and

statements regarding teacher coMpetencies, it is assumed that
there are certain acts. procedures. and characteristics of teach-
ing, the performance and essentiality of which are considered
to constitute and define level of teaching competence.

i3. Teaching competence what authorities say and seem to
agree on defining it to beincluding mastery of a body of
knowledge. high -level skill in applying that knowledge to af-
fect learning, mastery of knowledge of behavior modifications
with strategies for causing desired learning to occurand the
level of performance in orchestrating these factors in affecting
outcomes.

C. Effectiveness of teaching performance can be assumed. eval-
uated:Kir measured and can provide an index of level of teach-
ing competence in modules and domains of learning..

` D. There are cefrain teaching competenCies related to cultural
diversity-7-evidenced through.
1. teaching effectiveness with curriculum content maderele-

vent by inculcating diverse cultural considerations in the
curriculum and instructional programs in any situation
(encompassing competencies that all teachers need);

2: teachingeffectiveness involving the teacher's personal sen-
sitivity through personal cultural identity for working in
cultural setting different from one's own:

3. teaching effectiveness involving the teacher's personal
sensitivity through personal cultural and self-identity fw
working in a cultural setting the same as one's own.

E. There are certain unique competencies needed by teachers
who teach culturally different children:
1. Competencies that might differ from group to group
2. Competencies that are generalizable to teaching all groups

ti '1
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THIS PVIILICATION
. ,

The waking papers' (t the lVriting CotitteNnte canstitute the substantive
information of the Project And the core' 01 ibis book. Thrs publicatien will

. hopikully become an imptIrtiturresonrce in stipf.ert of the effort to.bribg
improved educational set-Vice.: to all children and outh. This peillicaltion
will he idcontinuing benefit to educators working in irtitirovey.tql. pro-

. . _,,, A. i 0grains or start new ones. Other positive results (nay be tortnucipla as a
then

. . . .-. ,
result of tint anticipated dialogue and interaction among educttyirs.wno willis
be we 'm ;hared problems and concerns. N4*. °z:.
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INTRODUCTION

Multicultural education is the structuring of educational priorities,
commitments, and processes to reflect the reality of cultural pluralism as
a lactiof life in the United States. Educational priorities must focus on
developing and maintaining an awareness of cultural diversity as reflected
by individuals, groups, and communities. It requires the commitment of
educators to the basic concept of diversity as it is expressed throug
dimensional aspects of ethnicity and cultural group lifestyles. Multicultural
education recognizes that the maintenance of cultural diversity is crucial
not only to a particular group's survival, but to the basic tenets that sup7
port the democratic ideal.

Multicultural education values differences and fosters the development
of an appreciation for these differences. It further recognizes similarities
that exist among and between individuals and 'groups. It is the prime
responsibility of education to internalize those attitudes and behaviors
that are.crucial to the elimination of unequal treatment based on physical
appearance, behavior, and lifestyles. The elimination of racism and racist
practices in this society is a major responsibility in teacher training insti-
tutions and schools.

35

The Need for Multicultural Education
The need for multiculturalism in education is multidimensional. It

concerns itself with relatithiships between pupil and teacher, parent and
teacher, teacher and community; and the host of interpersonal and infra-
personal, relationships that are central to the educational process. Maxi-
mum utilization of the benefits that accrue from these relationships re-
quires ail:atmosphere of mutual 'respect and acceptance. It is not enough
to understand cultural differences that may be involved. What is_re.quired- ----
is the positive endorsement of-such-different-di:

Multicultural education provides such leverage by recognizing the
plurality of the ethnic and cultural backgrounds of individuals; accepting
such plurality and building upon it thus enriching the total society. The
panelof Black American writer-editors recognizeslhat monoculturalism or
ethnocentrism has been in vogue for such a long time that drawing upon
the rich cultural and' ethnic diversity of our nation is a difficult but neces-
sary task, Fortunately a dramatic response to the debilitating effects of these
two "isms- can be multicultural education.

Multiculturalism must permeate all aspects of teacher training. There-
fore, experiences provided for teacher interns, inservice teachers, and
teacher trainers must reflect multicultural concepts. The concern here is
not only directed at the teacher intern or teacher, but includes those edu-

,



cators responsible for designing, structuring, implementing;and assessing
teacher training programs.

Presently, teacher preparation is structured to perpetuate the status
quo. The status quo approach has not provided the type of teacher needed
for prep.. ring individuals to function as educators in today's society. There-
fore, fundamental restructuring of teacher training programs is required if
teachers are to he trained and prepared with the necessary skills, attitudes,
and behaiiors that will allow for children to have the freedom to learn and
live a toll lite in a culturally pluralistic environment. Approaches used in
teacher education are not as important as the quality of theproductthe
product being a teacher who is capable of implementing the objective
necessary for satisfying the requirements of multicultural education. This
implies that competency-based teacher education (CBTE) is one approach
that may be utilized to obtain these goals and objectives. However, con-
sideration must be given to the reality that CBTE can be employed in teacher
education and not address itself to multicultural constructs. Competency -
based teacher education, if plOned and programmed for multicultural
reality, can be an appropriate kehicle for it. Regardless of the approach
utilized, there are some basic considerations that all teacher training pro-
grams need to include if multicultural education is to become a reality.

tv.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS

1. Establishing a knowledge base
This component is viewed as a means through which individuals involved
in the learning process can explore and learn about culture. Individuals,
teacher educators, or prospective teachers are obligated to become
knowledgeable about their own culturethe effect it has made upon
their individual lifestyles and personalities-as *well as what they have
contributed loward the development and maintenance of their particu-
lar culture. They are then ready to expand this knowledge base 1)wex-
ploring and learning about other cultures- This_ !oration is an all-
encompassing task, and one that must be individu Ily prescribed. An
exploration may include historical background, cultural aspects, and any
other areas considere essential toward building an individual's knowl-
edge base.

2. Developing a supportive philosophy
It is assumed that as individuals move from the first stage,, they will
begin to develop the sensitivity and awareness level that is a requisite
for philosophical consideration of multiculturalism. A supporting .t.
philosophy is extremely necessary because it determines the attitudes
and/or perceptions individuals may have about the concept of diversity. .

This stage is essential for the implementation of multicultural educatiod.
3. Implementing multicultural learning experiences

The implementation stage involves the strategies, techniques, methods,
and evaluation procedures used in the learning environment. It is at this
point that the attitude and behavior of those involved in the process of
learning are seen in "product" form. It is here that the ability to design



and plan for academic achievement and social infraction is evident.
Nonracist behavior will gene to embrace the learnillg environment and
allow the learner to fur.rtion productively in an atmosphere of equality
and freedom.

WA.

Position Papers on the Black Perspective
The aforementioned views are those of several Black writers; con-

sultantsand a panel of Black writer-editors selected by AACTE to present
a Black perspective on multicultural education and CBTE. These views are
expanded in the fr.ilowing position papers that have been written by Asa
G. Hilliard, Allen R. Sullivan, L. Eudora Pettigrew, Cordell Wynn, and Helen
Vance Foster and Norman R. Dixon.

Hilliard's paper on restructuring teacher education for multicultural
imperatives is an overview. It contains definitions, a rationale, a discussion
of general aims, methods, and content, and key recommendations for the
implementation of multiculturalism :n teacher education. His disaission
goes beyond the description of program objectives and includes a treatment
of the idea of individualizing instruction for teachers who vary considerably
along the .principal dimensions of multiculturally experienced sensitivity
and skill. In addition, Hilliard describes the special environmental support
and system which will permit monocultural teachers to become free enough
to deal honestly with the sensitive matter of self-evaluation. Of special
interest here is the author's observations regarding some common re-.

sponses of teachers as they progress through programs. These responses
should be quickly 'recognized by those who have had long experience in
teaching for multicultural objectives. Hilliard deals with competency areas
without developing the specific competencies in great detail. Papers that
follow are more specific in this area. Th_e_author_then-argues-for-a-redefin

tion-of-prforniancFoTiompetence in PBTE away from atomism and toward
more clustering.

Hilliard's general position leads into the position taken by each of the
members of the Black writing. committee. Multicultural competencies are
considered to be generic. However, from a Black perspective, many essen-

_ t dal generic compefencies are missing from most programs of teacher edu-
cation, and few programs as now established are able to offer the required
teacher education.

Sullivan discukses "Cultural Competence and Confidence: A QuestItir
Effective Teaching in a 'Pluralistic Society." As a prelude to his treatment
of competency-based teacher' education, he reviews six study-group pro-
posals that provide a historical context for the vicissitudes of American
education. These proposals range from those of the Committee on the
Reorganization of Secondary Education's Cardinal Principles of Secondary
Education to Frederick Mayer's "broad goals of education."

Sullivan cites these proposals as being more rhetorical than realistic.
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He presents a realistic apprOach in his views on CBTE and specific reference
is made to the enhancement of minority youth educational experiences via
this approach. Sullivan's discussion of "Racial-Cultural Challenges to
Competency-Based Teacher Education" is a response to criticisms in which

.1,- many readers have expressed an interest. CBTE's limitations in terms of
student spontaneity or creativity are also cited. Last, he presents several
other issues under the rubric: "Teaching Competencies from a Black Per-

,

spective." These issues range from racism, language, and the visibility of
minorities, to the affirmation of minorities.

"The urban school . . . as a learning environment has not provided
for the acquisition of competencies by ethnic minority pupils in the com-
petitive marketplace," according to Pettigrew;,, She contends that "it is im-
perative that teachers recognize the influence they exert if a

o

. environment is to be structured to counteract theatcfrfpwrkt,44.tcrpeYiaaw-*-
cies. Pettigrew emphasizes that teacher concrirWand Influences should
"foster academic growth and achievement Ikiihin a multicultural setting."
Competency-based teacher education is cited as the kind of learning en-
vironment that emphasizes the competence of teachers and the success-

physical, emotional and intellectual growth of learners
necessary ingredients for.a good "learning environment. In presenting the

38 larger issue of competencies for all teachers, regardless of culture or eth-
nicity, Pettigrew states that "faulty learning is the product of a classroom
environment rather than a faulty,student." Some other issues that Pettigrew
presents are: the lack of empirical evidence reflecting a.direct relationship
between multicultural school settings and minority pupils' achievements;
and the accent that multicultural education places on diffe ces rather
than differences and similarities. She also highlights assess nt procedures
in.CBTLindicating_that_ they are designed to-'4ninimize -the effects of nega-
tive teacher expectations about minority children."

Wynn has conceptualized, in his paper, a comprehenS4 frame -8f
reference that facilitates a broad understanding of CBTE as a Viable strategy
for ettectively establishing a commitment to mult' :ultural education. Atten-
tion is focused on the change role of the teacher and learner in emphasizing
the importance of collaboratively identifying specified competencies
needed by all teachers to teach effectively in a culturally diverse society.
A common thread runs throughout "his paper that parallels the competence
of the teacher as a facilitator of learning and the quality of the curriculum
as an initial focus in designing and implementing multicultural teacher
education programs.

Wynn views quality control as a primary element of CBTE as it provides
a way of monitoring the skill levels and progress of learners. He sees this
educational process as a systerriotic way for insuring consistent and efficient
teaching in a pluralistic society. attention is addressed to sharpening
the focus of CBTE as a procedure that changes education from an "art" to
a "science."



The paper by Foster and Dixon focuses on competencies in the area
of assessment that teachers need to develop in order to function in a multi-
cultural education system. The paper briefly reviews the social and cultural
biases of standardized tests and develops areas of assessment in which
teachers can be educated in order to function adequately in a diagnostic
and perceptive program of multicultural education. Within this framework,
general and broad competencies. are established dealing with mental growth
and achievement. The writers disciss how periodic evaluations that include
both objective measurement and structured observations are established
aA..part of asWssment programs.

Pater and Dixon then suggest teacher responsibilities for developing
, adequate skills in test construction, the selection of evaluation instruments,

and the use of interpretations of evaluative data. This includes communi-
cating such testing information to.students and parents as well as educa-
tional program planning. It is through such progression that achievement
can be charted to serve as rewards for behavior as well as to point out the
needs in the educational program for more effective assistance for Black

. children. In this manner, education can be developed to be more realistic
than it has been in assisting the learner from a multicultural background
to become a real achiever in both cognitive and affective growth.
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CHAPTER I

RESTRUCTURING TEACHER EDUCATION
FOR MULTICULTURAL IMPERATIVES

Asa G. Hilliard
Dean, School of Education

San Francisco State University

Ralph El lisiiii has explored and developed the concept of "invisible
man." This concept seems to be commonplace now. Yet. withirl the United
States. minority cultures were simply not seen or taken seriously for many
years. It was then possible for many Americans to maintain the myth of the
United States as a complete melting pot. A few mainstream Americans
talked about cultural differences as a part of America, but this was largely
in the abstract.

Combining that abstraction with the way experience was presented in
the mass media. it certainly did seem as though the United States was a
melting pot. Likewise. to look at the board of directors of a large corpora-
tion. the top leadership in politics and government, and the top leadership
in the educational establishment was testimonial to a sterile and crippling
sameness in American life. Many cultural groups were simply left out.

Since the late 60s, there has been a small crack in the facade of
America. the melting pot. Self-conscious activism permeates many areas of
American life among minorities. Affirmative action in hiring has resulted
in more of a mosaic for America, albeit a limited one. The events of the
past few years in America have made it easier and more possible for edu-
cators to deal with multiculturalism in our schools.

Many people have had the tiriel.v that.schools were somehow isolated
from the normal cultural milieu. In fact. schools more than anything else
are reflections of processes that go on in the culture at large. We are the
same; itizens who participate in other areasof American life. It is unlikely,
as George Counts suggested many years ago. that it will be schools that will
"dare to build a new social order."2 Schools cannot operate independently
of the culture as a whole, and schools tend not to be the most potent seg-
ment ofvour society anyway. We .must do our job better by preparing stu-
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dents who have the skills. attitudes, and understandings to survive and to
enhance their lives and to ttevelop concern for the growth of their fellows,
I would settle for these modest objectives. 1 hope that we now are ready to
deal realistically with multicultural imperatives in education.

Symptoms of the problems stemming from' ur failure to deal with our
varied pupil population are everywhere apparent. Yet we cannot talk about
multicultural education assuming that there is a 'common understanding
when the term is used. Therefore. it is necessary to clarify the basic issues
and definitions.

Some Definitions
One impediment to the development of better teacher education is the

general fuzziness of terms and constructs which we use. Multicultural
teacher education. performence-hose d teacher education. and other com-
monly used terms have varying meanings and are used in highly idiosyn-
cratic ways by educators. Not only are the terms fuzzy, but there is also
no generally accepted taxonomy for this area of inquiry which we loosely
call teacher education. Therefore, it is necessary to offer some tentative
definitions of terms used here.

,Multicultural: The term multicultural is used here to define a society
in this case the United Statesmade up of a number of cultural groups
based upon race, ethnicity, religion. language. nationality. income. etc.
Multiculturalism here is not a euphemism for the term minority.

Multicultural Education: Multicultural education is used here to mean
learning about various cultural groups, Ethnic studies programs and cultural
appreciation studies are examples:

Multicultural Teacher Education: The term multicultural toucher
education means the focus in teacher education which is designed to help
teachers to function effectively with pupils in a culturally diverse society.
The focus here is upon teaching behavior that facilitates or retards pupil
growth. This does not refer to teacher education exclusively for working
with a.single cultural group. either by a member of the single group or by
a person external to the group, The fundamental assumption here is that
'teachers can improve their teaching of school subjects to their own or
other cultural 'groups if the appropriate attitudes. cultural experiences,
and self-understanding are present.

Performunce-Bused Teacher Education: The terms performance-based
teacher edycotion (PBTE) and competency -based teacher education (CBTE)
are used interchangeably. Both are used to describe teacher education pro-
grams which attempt to specify, to the extent passible and as cl rly as
possible, teaching behaviors which impede or promote pupil gro h. Per-
formance or competence here refers to clusters-4 teacherbeha s more
than to isolated skills. A performance has meaning and must uiti tely be
demonstrated in clinical situationsin the school environment. no simply
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in a teacher training seminar or conference. A performance includes but
is not limited to face-to-face. teacher-pupil interaction' It also includes all

`other areas of teaching activity such as conferring with parents and peers.
evaluating tests and records. assessing the learning environment, and using
community resources. Teaching is more than the sum of individual compe-
tencies. Effective teaching performance will always require a selective and
creative blending by teachers of skills, attitudes, and understandings which
will be reflected in pupil gains.

On the Interface between PBTE and Multicultural
Teacher Education

For many Black -Aucators. PBTF. along with PRE has aroused suspicions
and mistrust. Alth.,agh the reason for this mistrust is not altogether clear.
several possible explanations exist. First, there has heen little indication
that the leaders in the early days of the movement saw multicultural teach-
ing as a priority concern. They regarded the development of a generic set

. of competencies as the answer to minority concerns. The problem was that
few bla..ks could find evidence in any of the PBTE materials that teachers
would learn the vital things pertaining to the teachers' adequacy for work

4 with children whose cultures differed from their own. Undoubtedly. PBTE
comes in for some suspicion toobecause of its perceived and sometimes
actually happy acceptance of 'behaviorism as its theoretical base. The
atomistic and mechanistic dependency is inimicsible to the learning and
general cultural style of Black people. .

Blacks tend to trust more. in holistic approaches', gestalts. approxima-
tions. and person-centered modes. For most Blacks, bad teaching or oppres-
sive teaching is most often less a matter of a teacher's deficit in commonly
practiced teaching skills than a matter of the reflection of a teacher's funda--
mental negative feelings about or negative expectations for Black children.
Skilled teachers may often fail or be unable or unwilling to apply generic
teaching skills equitably to minority children. With PBTE practitioners
ignoring these conditions by design. by default, or by expressing inability
and petplexity-in the area cif attitude change. the grounds for a basic lack
of faith in PBTE 'become tear. Perhaps there are other reasons as well.
However. PBTE might rapidly gain more acceptance among Black parents
and educators if this highly ballyhooed magical movement could be shown
to result in Black children's learning to read. compute, and succeed gen-
erally in school where' there has been only a long line of teaching failures
before. Successful teaching perforraance reflected by pupil growth must

-!.. -precede the accolades!. We have had too many. fads in education.

Multiculturalism in Education: What is the Real Issue?
America is made up of miny cultures. The benefits of citizenship are

distributed unevenly among t ese groups. Symptoms of inequity are easy
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to spot.. For the poor and many ethnic or racial minorities. we educators
see: abnormalli; high drop-out rates.. extremely poor attendance at school.
very limited participation in the curricular or co-curricular school prograth,
disproportionately higher representation in "educationally handicapped"
programs, disproportionately lower npresentation in "gifted" programs.
and strange phenomena such as a decrease in intelligence quotient with
age for Black children who were at the same level as white children on
measureiti of infant intelligence taken during the first 15 months of life. The
list goell on. and it shows that some subgroups in our country are still in
real trotuble. Why? Many ethic:atop; and social researchers have sought the
answei by attempting to study the culture in trouble to find out why it is
"defittient" or "ill." Millions of dollars of federal and private money have
beenppent to follow leads growing out of the deficit or pathology hypothesis.
Explanations based upon deficit and pathology hat e claimed the mainstream
of professional attention. Conversely. little or no professional attention has
been paid to the study of means by which subcultures are victimized or the

a whichNictimization influences behavior. This distinction concerning
the origin of the problem is critical. since the adoption of either explanation
will lead educators to a quite different set of expectations for the affected

indents
and a different set of professional responses to problems.

Turmoil characterizes the educational scene in many other ways such
. As (a) the recent law deCision in the federal courts requiring instruct on

/for students in their native language:' (b) the Detroit Board of EducStion
`Proposal (February 1974) to require multicultural teacher training for
faculties in schools having 25 percent or more minority pupil population:
(c) theIl.S. Civil Rights Commission study showing that white teachers
tend not even to look at Chicano children in classrooms;" (d) the Bay Area
Association of Black Psychologists and NAACP case of Larry P.. which re-
suited in a moratorium on group psychological testing in California becauSe
of clear abuses where Black children were concerned:5 and (0) the national
distribution of a disproportionate number of Black male students in classes
for the "retarded" or onally handicapped." These examples are all
clear indications of the roots of concern Which bring us-to consider multi-
cultural teacher education. Damage is being done in educational institu-
tions to minority populations. Herein lies the problem. .

The real issue in multicultural education is how to gain a clear sense
of cultural dynamics as they affect education and how to develop effective
strategies for guaranteeing real equity in educational opportunity for all.
For some educators. multicultural education is simply a matter of infusing
regular school content with material which deals with different customs.
dress, food, or other matters which fall under the label of cultural appre-
ciation. This is a -very limited perspective and will contribute little to the

y solution of the fundamental problem of inequity. The main reason is that
it le3Ves out consideration of individual and institutional racism or other
prejudice as part of the foundation for victimization. As painful as it may.
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he to deal with racism and other prejudice. it is impossible to approach
problems realistically while ignoring these matter§. To do so is to be like
the man who was looking for a lost coin two .blocks away from where it
was hist because the light was better at the new spot. If he were to continue
in that way. the problem could never be solved. Similarly, educators must
deal directly with the problem where it is.

Our task as professionals is not only to help others but also to deal
with ourselves as well. Sell - diagnosis and rcmediatiun are necessary in
order to see ourselves accurately and to function properly as a part of the
dynamics of the school. We simply cannot take a detached academic or
uninvoled look at the school. context. We affect it and are affected by it
as well as by other aspects of our culture.

The Essential Multicultural Content for
Teacher Education

(aver) the fact that most teachers will ultimately function in some kind
of culturally heterogeneous environment and the fact that there is a problem
in gaining equality of opportunity for some groups within our culture, what .

44 are the essential multicultural content and understandings for teaching
edncation programs?

aa

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDINGS .

1. The Teaching Protest Is Always o Cross-Cultural Encounter.
Teachers are representatives of a particular configuration ofsubcultures.

Age. socioeconomic status, geographical background, education, belief
systems. are examples of sources of a teacher's cultural configuration. It
is out of this unique cultural configuration that the teacher notices varia-
tions among students at frames questions. develops expectations, and
plans action. Similarly. each student brings a unique configuration as -
a basis for perceiving and responding. Therefore, when a teacher and a
student meet each other to deal with learning tasks. it is not simply a try-latter

of academic content which must be handled. In fact, the very selection of
content to be considered the way in which that content is to be con-
sidered. and (the use'to which the content is to be put are all influenced
by what teacher and student bring to the context. consequently, it beComes
important that teachers experience enough to expect a cultural encounter
so that they do not make errors in assessing classroom dynamics. Teachers
must feel in their hones that each student in a given class is having a unique
rather than standard experi,tnce. and that the teachers' own experitMce is
equally unique. To understand this is to see how meaningless a question
such as the following can be when discussed in the abstract. "What should
a teacher do when a stvlent is disrespectful of the rights of others?" Which
teacher? Which student? Which context?
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The PerSomelity. .Vu ies. and Soda! Background. of the Teacher Are
P.Crititt<Cifiturcd.in ts.

The tearlter e primary professional :ail" in a classroom. As seen
/ above. (here is no "standard" teacher. Teachers vary in the ways Inehtsioned

above and in several other significant. personal ways. Teachers do not have
the same klf4.cepts and motivations. They are not alike in terms of cour-

, age. fear. co nton. threat. loneliness! guilt: personal growth. personal deficit.'
lifestyles. feelings of power. or j_owerlesSness. TITe and other dimensions
of teadiors'pentonal configurations bear heavily upon the interchange which
takes plade between them and pupils and have positive or negative effects
upon pupil growthipndependent of course organization, school physical
f4cilitics. textual materials. etc. .

All Teaching Tools Are Culture Bound.
The easy availability and slick .format of most standardized teaching

too's such as tests. textbooks. and courses of study tend to mask the fact
that the orientalion of .teaching tools favors the mainstream-of American
(Vim!. Ecoaomically.atid administratively this makes for a simple straight-
forward process of education. But this ignores differences and sands *a-
dvt. messages to the poor and to racial and ethnic minorities. These groups
readily sense thaethey.are big ignored. that they are not being ,,valued.

.and thlit they are in an opplessive environment when the schooi as a major-,
cultural institution is operated as if their cultures do not exist. Teachers
in training must understand how the tools are culture bound and tht impact
that this has upon students.
4. The Clearoom Is Not a Benign Context but a Potent Matrix.

Too little attention has been paid to the real world of the classroom.
Philip Cusick spent several months as a "participant-observer" in a high
school subgroup!, What emerges from his report is a .picture in clear relief
of the school and classroom culture. Even to experienced teachers, he pre-
sents new intormption on "invisible activities" of high school students.
Even though many teachers have little awareness of much that goes on
among students, the students themselves are often acutely aware of what
is happening to them. In every classroom the following things occur die. -:tly
And indirectly. Teachers and students become iuvolved"in judgmaiits.
sanctions, rewards. labeling. cop troi of time. control of space. 7.1v1ng
attentiop. blaming. intimidation (using knovtledge, power, or status), ern-
ploying patetnalism..valuing. loving, selection of content for study. selec-
tioh of means of Academic presentation. including others in activities,
excludini or isolating others, and so on ad infinituni:nit is precisely through
'these activities that conscious or unconscious inequity can intrude, into
the transactions among teachers and .students. There is literally no escape
for file student who" is victimized by the unequal or nonculture-speciac

. application of these processes. Similarly. this tends to explain the "greased
slide" for students who happen to be in the proper rut. A teaches; training
program must cause these processes to be fully eliminated
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5. Teachers Must Understand How the Student Can Be a Victim.

It is important that teachers understand and recognize wheri students
respond as victims or oppressive 'conditions.. as opposed to responses to
e,Fceived pathology. A school environment which exhibits indifference to
a student's culture. one in which the decs is seen as stacked or one in
which the rules of the game favor other cultures most of the time is in fact
an oppressive ,environment. Oppressed students are skilled at detecting
not only direct .oppression but also the very subtle or unconscious acts
Of oppression as well. There are a4ew potent options available to those
students even though they do not control the environment. make the rules.
or set the standards. There are many possible responses which may give the

. students some psychological relief and may oven affect the environment.
0They may strike out aggressively, sometimes indiscriminately, at real or
imagined tormentors.

Assertive behavior may be verbal, physical. or manipulative. such as 0
the contest ot"wills often occurring between teachers and student's in
classrooms. %Mile the aggressive behavior is not socially desirable,

. neither is it necessarily evidence of pathology. It simply is for some
students the only way they 'see open to them to cope. Thomas Hilliard,
in a study of Black student activists." found. them to be more healthy psy-

46 chologically than students who made Nip' particular response to their
oppressed condition. There is a suggestion .here that the student who is ill
ifilly,,saill be the one in a second category,, This is the one who perceives
no pro' Am when there really is a problem or the one who, seeing the
problem. simply yieicks. Often teachers tend to treat the student who strikes
back as bizarre and the..i.itie who yields as healthy. it is certainly easier
to deal with the quiet one. If. however, teachers recognize aggressive be-
havior as a symptom. they may be able to help a student find ways to develop
more effective strategies 4, survival and enhancement. Further. teachers
who understand will-hot tacitly sanction withdrawal behavior by accepting
it as normative and desirable.
6. Teachers Must Understand That All Minds Are Equally Complex.

Teachers must see how every complex mind demonstrates its potential
with the material and problems which it must confront in its own cultural
setting. The universality of mental operations and skill and the specificity
or relativity of. cultural content is carefully documented in Levi-Strauss'
The Savage Mind." Depth experiences in relevant professional literature
and experience with students from different cultures are essential for
developing a real 'respect for and understanding of the real potential of
all students.
7. Teachers Must Be Helped to Understand That the Poor and Racial or

Ethnic Minorities Can and Actually Have Been Able to Learn at the
Same Level as Others When the Proper Environmental Support Was

Provided.
A Berkeley. California high school teacher of mathematics was ebb



to demonstrate that Black eletneatary school children were able to master
abstract mathematical processes at a. level precisely equal to their white
middle-clAs counterparts. Iyith nq apologies for cultural difference. Further,
these poor. low-at hieving. ghetto. ..failing students mastered many
college-level mathematical skills. If teachers know that these things happen
frequently. their level of expectation and strategies will certainly he reflec-
tive of that understanding.

H. Teachers Must I 'nderstand That :Awning Is Belated n Sense of Power
Over Soon' ict the Forces Which Impinge Upon Our Lams.

Motivation is low when studen'ts feel powerless, and. vice versa.;
Charoklsky' has-presented a full.treatment of the role of power and power-..
lessness in learning across all groups. Freire'" has treated the same subject ve,.!

fr1401 a slightly different perspective. Both authors. however. demonstrate
a the connection clearly.

4. Teachers Must Understand flow Their Own Expectations Are
Do.termining Factors in Building a Climate for Growth of Students.

Rosenthal and Jacobson tithe studied this phenomenon and described
it in Pygmalion in.the Classroom." Rist corroborates this."- Even when
criticisms ot their experimental design or statistical procedures ;lave been
taken into account. the principle retains and reaffirms what many writers,
teachers. and other students of human behavior' have found in their daily
lives and work: .\ part of what we' all are is determined by _the kind of feed-
bail which we get from others. Victimized students require positive and
accurate. feildback it they are to grow.

1t1'. Tracheas Must Intimately Understand the Culture of Their Stude'nts:
Clear communication. the possibility of understiltiding students and

being understood bt them, requires an intimate knowledge of and involve-
ment in the culture ot the students.

Essential' Skills for Multicultural Teacher Education
Programs of teacher education must insure that. among other things.

the following skills are developed by teachers for teaching students from
culturesAifferent twin their own.
1. Tilt lhility tit Communicate t ith Students from Other Cultures

This skill must he demonstrated by teachers in training, and.validated
with feedback by students who are being_served and by lay persons and pro-
fessionals frlu other cultures. Communication has occurred only when all
partiessnj thu effort have liven engaged. This feedback must he provided
for as apart of the training program.
2. Diagnosing the knowledge and Abilities of Students from Other Cultures

, Teacher education programs must provide for teachers the opportunity

'This math program has now re( vita ed federal funding nationwide and is known as
-Project *rd.-
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to demonstrate that they are abletoglean relevant data regarding studentl'
ability. interests, values. concerns.,,and perception of the school.
3. Skill in the Evaluation of Prolessional Literature Bearing upo4n Multi-

cultural Education Problems
'

'Teachers. as consumers anti interpreters of professional literature. must
be able to deal critically with that material in order to find and utilize rule-.
want information and to detect distortion. inaccuracy. and .inco'mplete
information. This is especially important in view of some of the exploitative
research and program development which has been done and which is
sometimes cited in professional literature. Teachers should be helped to
detect racism and exploitation in research and not to be awed by pseudo-
scholarship which is sometimes used to cover inadequate research. This
new-found critical skill should be exercised by teachers to analyze text-
books for racism and sexism and heighten student awareness to their
existence.
4. Self-Diagnosis C.J

Teachers-must be helped to demonstrate skill in self-diagnosis regarding
their own behavior in a multicultural a untext. For example. they must be
ablit--to recognize when they begin to luster dependency in students grow-

48 ing out of the teachers' need to be needed. They must recognize when
they are projecting their fears and insecurities on the students. They must
recognize when they live vicariously through students and support riega--
tive,student behaviors for that reason. Many such teacher behaviors ..inust
be examined. understood and. if need 'be. changed.
5. Recognizing Cultural Equivalencies
- Teacher education programs must help teachers go beyond the super-
ficialities of form or style in communication or thinking and detect sub-
stantive activities in which pupils are involved. For example. does a
teacher recognize reasoning skills when they are exhibited through the
vehicle of nonstandard English or slang? Conversely. does the teacher

4 miss shallow reasoning when it occurs if the student speaks beautiful
a standard English? Differences may be seen easily. Equivalencies are often

missed.
6. Detecting Conscious and Unconscious Negative Signals

Teachers may explore this through such material as is developed on
interpersonal interactions at the Far West Regional Laboratory for Educa-
tion Research and Development in San Francisto.

Essential Attitudes
Teacher attitudes toward students from other cultures can become more

positive as they gain depth experiences with individuals from other cni
tures. For some teachers it will be necessary to provide a supportive en-
vironment while they experiment for the first time. For others. little help



may be needed. For still others. it may be that their fears. prejudices. and
other inadequacies are too much to overcahe. For these? few. it is necessary
that they he helped to find work where se much does not depend upon
cross-cultural understanding and commitment.

Among others, the following teacher attitudes should emerge as.
teachers work cross-culturally.
1. Teachers Must Be as Free of Bias us Possible and Must Be Open to

Continuing Self-Examination.
2. Teachers Must Minor and Value Cultural Alternatives such as Language,

Beliefs. Value's, and BMuwiers.
Teachers mist see these alternatives as valuable in their own right and

not simply starting points for "growth" into standard patterns. For example,
excellence in all music is good. Teaching jazz in school should not be re-
garded simply as a way of seducing students to learn "better music" later,
jazz is an equivalent art form. not a subordinate one. Similarly. all art forms
in all cultures should be regarded as equivalencies rather than primitive
stages of standard American-European forms.
3. Teachers Must Feel That a MultiCultural Orientation Is Beneficial to

Them Personally.
"Benevolent multiculturalism" says that oppressed groups are being

given help and have little to offer a helper. Nothing could be further from
the truth. As Freire suggests. it is vital to both helper and the person
being helped that a "dialog" be established."

Packaging
The trend in PBTE toward the development of packaged or canned

materials for teacher education gives some cause for concern. Some content
may be packagable. However, the skills, attitudes. and understandings
described above for multicultural teaching competence.do not lend them-
selves to packaging. What an individual teacher's attitude or misunder-
standing may be or how it will be revealed cannot be deterrriined in ad-
vance. Therefore. teacher education must be responsive rather than "pre-
prescriptive." Feelings cannot be evoked on cue. Competencies can be
described; however, the work in developing them in teachers must be in
an interactive clinical environment.

Structuring the Essential Clinical Context for
Multicultural Teacher.Education
1. The Program Must Provide Feedback on Candidate Behavior.

If teachers are. tc work successfully with students from cultures dif-
ferent from their oWn, it is imperative that the training program provide
fot more than intellectualization about cross-cultural issues. Teacher
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growth in this area is possible only to the extent that the teacher's own
behavior in cross- cultural settings is the subject of examination and
experimentation. .

2. The Clinical Setting Must Contain a Multicultural Pupil Population.
it should represent all socioeconomic levels between and 'with n as

many diverse cultural groups as -possible.- It should be clettrafrom thisi that
some sites are unsuitable for clinical placements. Teachers whose (only
clinical experience is in a monocultural environment will be severely
liaiited.
3. The Clinical Context Must Involve a Multicultural Candidate Class

It is vital that candidate groups have broad cultural perspect yes
represented within the class. Group discussions involving only those vho
are from similar backgrounds tend to be seriously circumscribed. C ss-
cultural peer feedback is needed in addition to information from supervi;)ors.
students, and the teacher candidate in order to get the most from the clinical

'ti4etting. 0
4. The Clinical Context Must Contain a Multicultural Professional toff

in Public Schools and Training Institutions.
A true multicultural perspective begins with multiculturalism a ong

50 those who are responsible for planning. executing. and evaluating ro-
grams. The multicultural perspective is required in all phases of program
development. ludgmehts regarding site selection. mAster teacher sele4ion,
student teacher performance with pupils. professional library resotirces,
etc. require a variety of cultural viewpoints.
5. The Clinical Context Must Contain Staff Who Have Demonstrated Their

Own Ability in Fostering Growth in Pupils from Cultures Different from
Their Own. 4:
Theory and practice are partners. The credibility of the professor or

supervisor is directly affected by his,,ar her ability, to perform. This is es-
pecially true of multicultural teac icr education programs. Hope for a newrh
teacher conies from those who . ve had real and success 1 cross-cultural
experiences in facilitation of Itliarning. t

6. The Clinical Context Must Provide Access to Diverse Communities.
Teacher candidates.become more able in cross-cultural settings if their

clinical experience extends beyond the school end into diverse communi-
. ties which are served.
7. The Clinical Context Must Provide Each Candidate with Multicultural

Contact over Timel' l'
t ,

Attitudesiand values do trot develop instantaneously. It is necessary
that teacher eklucation programs provide for early guided cross-cultural
contacts begiiming in the first years of college and extending throughout
the program. It may be that basic subject matter requirements may be speci-
fically designed for teachers so that new content need not be added. Courses



in the behavioral sciences and history can be adapted to serve as vehicles
for early cross-cultural experiences.

Common Teacher Responses in Multicultural Training
Programs: Signs of Teacher Development

Patterns of teacher responses to multicultural teacher education
activities which have been observed by this author will follow. Those who
are responsible for teacher education programs can compare these to their
own experienixs with multicultural teacher education. This review should
serve to indicate potential 'normative" teacher behavior and also to illus-
trate why certain general objectives mentioned above must be treated
systematically in a clinical environment.

1. Initially, many teachers say, "I treat all kids the same." ThiS may repre-
sent either an attempt to indicate a willingness to value minorities posi-
tively or an attempt to close off discussion on sensitive areas by suggesting
that a problem does not exist.

2, Many teachers say. "We 'really have no need to call attention to dif-
ferences, since that will only call attention to areas and create problems
where none exist." Such teachers tend to have a personal investment in
having things come out all right regardless of the real situation. They often 51
genuinely believe what they say and tend to maintain their beliefs in spite
of clear evidence to the contrary.

3. By saying, "Your situation is not like mine," the teacher-in-training
attempts to disqualify proposed solutions or exemplary practices. Often
this is less related to the inadequacy of the proposal than to the teacher's
fear that his or her own work will somehow be disqualified.

4. ,Negative feelings or expectations about minorities will usually be dis-
owned by teachers-in-training at the early stages. This may be either a
conscious or unconscious defensive manes: rer.

5. Teachers-in-training prefer to deal with multicultural ideas in the
abstract rather than to examine their own behavior in a multicultural setting.

G. Exposure of feelings and behavior in multicultural settings can bring
oil both defensiveness and guilt. When this happens, a teacher is not open
to information or suggestions in direct proportion to the degree that these
feelings are deeply felt.

7. Humor is preferred as a vehicle for communication during the early
stages of a teacher's multicultural training.

8. Teachers-in-training prefer to keep the trainer, facilitator, or con-
sultant talking. By having someone else dispense information or do demon-
strations, it is possible to avoid the necessary examination of behavior.
Training session leaders are vulnerable to this maneuver because of its
seductiveness. Groups will show genuine appreciation for a stellar per-
formance by the leader. Unfortunately. the results for teachers-in-training
are meager.



9. Teachers-in-training- prefer to focus upon instructional materials. not
'behaviors. ThiS is another method of avoidance or resistance. It fits our
general American disposition toward fascination with gimmicks and re-
liance upon canned assistance.

10. White teachers who are inexperienced in multicultural settings pre-
fer to focus upon learning information about minorities rather than upon

. interactions with minorities. There is no clear indication that information
about a cultural group leads to more supportive treatment of that group.
This is easy and can be done at leisure. However, it is the interactions
themselves which provide the grist for learning.

11. White teachers who are inexperienced in multicultural settings often
find it difficult to accept minority colleagues as peers. Attempts are often
made by the teacher-in- training to establish paternal or protective positions
directed toward minority peers. A frequent potential symptom is the easy

.use of superlative judgments for ordinary things. "She is the most articulate
and beautiful person I have seen:" This may often be the speaker's means of
elevating herself or himself to a position of "one who is qualified to judge or
label." It is also, possible that this could be either genuinely intended, an ex-
pression of nervous surprise. or simply an indication of limited experience.

5Z
12. Minority teachers often feel that no training for them is necessary

in matters of multicultural concern. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Cross-cultural experiences for minority teachers are necessary.

13. Teachers-in-training are reluctant to work individually. A teacher
who seriously engages in a process of self-examination will usually require
the support of a peer group. This provides a tangible sense of normative
behavior, a sounding board for ideas, and a ready source of accep. 'le
criticism.

Basically. the dominant theme among teachers-in-training is the ten-
dency to prefer a detached, uninvolved observer role.

Goals for the Conk .t for Changing Teacher Behavior
Given the general predispositions mentioned above, a context for train-

ing must he created which will enable trainers to help teachers focus upon
behaviors. In general, the goals for this training context are as follows:

1. Fracturing stereotypes with direct experience. This requires trainers
to determine what stereotypes there -actually are for each teacher. Exper-
iences can then be developed for learning.

2. Teaching behavior in the teaching context must be the chief source
of data for consideration.

:3. The management of evaluation functions should be in the hands of
,the tete:her-in-training to the extent possible. This means that the teacher-
in-training should generate and control the input of all data by which he
or she is to be evaluated. Naturally. minimum criteria for success are estab-
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fished in advance. The control of data will reduce the threat to the teacher
.'and will help to keep him or her open to 'ev'aluation.

. 4. Qualified clinical judgment must be trusted. This judgment is to be
validated by peers in the training context. Quantitative data is necessary
but not sufficient fur understanding behavior.

5. The training context must build doubt. A teacher-must develop a
; predisposition toward caution regarding the validity of professional tools

such as standardized texts. instructional materials, experts, etc.
6. The training context must build confidence. Teachers must have

success experiences. They must see that they can, teach children from other
cultures successfully. Their freedom to be creative can never come later
if they must live with the, knowledge that they Cannot teach successfully
in a multicultural context. They must not leave teacher training programs
being afraid to try and wondering if they can make it.

7. Teachers-in-training must seeininority 'strength to believe it. No train-
' ing program can-produce teachers who will be able to work successfully

with minority children unless they see minority children being taught
successfully. Even minority teachers sometimes succumb to the temptation
to expect little of minority children. It is small wonder that this is so if we
place student teachers in schools where teachers are unequal to the task of
teaching. Seeing is believing! There are teachers who can make the grade.
These teachers must be included in the' program.

8. Teachers who try to impiove their skills can be critically evaluated.
But, they must be shown a way out., It does no good to browbeat a teacher
who lacks multicultural skills. Under these circumstances, little learning
occurs. To have one's inadequacies illuminated without offering a way of

. improving one's skills is to create a hardened and nenfiexible teacher. If
the teacher can be helped, a safe and supportive learning environment must
be created. If the teacher cannot be helped to teach, then that teacher must
be helped out of teaching.

Certified teachers will in all likelihood be required to teach students
whose cultures are different from their own. Their chances of success can
be greatly improved by specific training focusing upon multicultural skills,
attitudes, and understandings. Some teachers can teach students from other
cultures very st...cessfully. Teachers from racial or ethnic minorities require
cross-cultural training just as alt' other teachers do. The training must in-
clude an examination of the candidate's behavior in a real context, con-
fronting individual and institutional racism directly as required. Teacher
education staff materials and sites must be multicultural. '-

There is real hope for success in improving the 'ability of teachers to
work with children from cultures different from the teachers' own. However.
this does not happen automatipally. Training programs must give highest
priority to this problem. We can draw upon the successful Cross-cultural
teaching experiences of some teachers of all races and socioeconomic back-
grounds for guidance. Pretending that a problem does not exist is the surest
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way to exacerbate our number one problem in the schools. By engaging
problems directly. openly. honestly, and without fear, teacher educators
have a, lighting chance of building an environment conducive to growth
for all children and one which will enrich the personal and professional
lives of the teachers.

The elements of teacher education described above must permeate all
teacher education. These concepts and practices cannot be viewed as a for-
mula. as an injection. or as a short-term matter. Major commitment to a
massive restructuring of teacher education is an urgent requirement. .
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CHAPTER 2

`CULTURAL COMPETENCE AND
CONFIDENCE: A QUEST FOR EFFECTIVE
TEACHING G IN A PLURALISTIC. SOCIETY

7

Allen R. Sullivan
Associate Professor of Urban Education
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

The training of youththe revelation of life, its present tech-
niques and future possibilities to growing peopleis a matter
of intricacy and difficulty to any people. But it is peculiarly dif-
ficult to Black Americans who must, in adilition, teach of invisible
bonds and concealed social barriers of worlds within worlds,
and dangerous waste places. of subtle temptation and unnatural
restraints. Every artificial difficulty that surrounds Black children
today should be additional incentive to make their education and
mental development the highest possible.'

The challenge as expressed in this quote by W.E.B. DuBois forms the
nucleus of thiS presentation. The challenge is clearly: How can' we develop
teachers who feel strongly committed to the effective education of all youth
in general and culturally distinct youth in particular? It is also the con-
tention of this paper that commitment is the first step, but it must be fol-
lowed by competence. confidence, and content. That is. it is not enough
to like the children: the challenge is to effectively teach them within a
cultural context. This paper will address itself to the five "C's" highlighted
in this paragraph and use Black educational experiences to illustrate these
concepts, being mindful of the fact that the goal is to reflect cultural plural-
ism. It is this author's belief that you must isolate each ehiment before
you can fully understand and appreciate its total contribution to the fabric
of America. To weave a piece of cloth you lay the strands of differing hues
out on the loom before you begin the weaving process. .



Urban Education: The Imperative in Contemporary
American Education

W.E.B. DuBois stated that race and the color line were the fundamental
issues facing AMerica in the 20th century.2 In America's attempt to grapple
With issues of race, some fundamental contradictions have been exposed.
In the present quest for a new or alternative system of education to fulfill
crucial needs, minoriwvracial communities constitute the decisive social
force for this changq!because it is these particular communities in whiCh
the present educational system has most dramatically fated. Thus urban
education is an atOnipt to apply the principles of group dynamics, creative
use of power. and 'sound -educational practices in the correct combinations
in an attempt to eradicate this phenomenon of failure. Although there may
be alternate methods in achieving this goal. it is imperative that the task
be undertaken. Some of the critical issues in contemporary American edu-
cation are as follobvs:

1. What is the quality of education presently in the United States? More
specifically. what types of fundamental changes in the educational de-
livery system are needed in urban inner-city schools to have significant
positive irfipact on the quality of the educational experiences and aca-
demic outcomes of heretofore educationally neglected cultural and racial
groupings (i.e. Latin. Spanish and/or Mexican Americans, Afro-
Americans, and Native American Indians)?3

2. How can schools he meaningfully involved in the task of fundamentally
reversing white racism and the concomitant negativistic, assumptions,
attitudes. and behaviors generated towards educationally neglected
cultural and racial groupings within this saciety ?'

3. What types of educational training and retraining programs and sx-.
.periences are needed such that a cadre of educational personnel may
be developed to provide leadership in directing the changes implied
above?

4. How can schools systematically and continuously include parents and
community persons in collaborative decision-making processes that af-
feet the lives of their children?

This listing of issues and questions is not exhaustive, nor is it exclusive
of all the concerns which must be addressed. Several recent studies have
indicated that the United States is becoming increasingly factionalized
racially because of racism and discrimination. This factionalization :s
most pronounced when one views suburban schools and compares them
to urban inner-city schools. Maybe for this reason. schools have been viewed
as the places Which provide an available and optimum intervention level
to bring about fundamental changes in this society.
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A Historical Perspective on-Urban Schools 11

EDI VATIO:1L-eL ACCOMMODATION PROCESS MR IMMIGRANTS .

The urban crisis is a fairly receit historical phenomenon (within the
past 50 years). Thr4igicout this century, city schools have been called upon
to accommodate an influx of immigrants. To accomplish this objective the
schools were organized: . ..

t. To give workers' children the elementary skills in the three R's which
would enable them to function as workers in an industrial society

...i 2. 'To give these children proper reerence for the four A's: American his-
tory. American technology. the 'American free enterprise system, and
American democracy

3. To provide a smoothly functioning sifting mechanism whereby those
individuals equipped by family background and personality to finish
high school and go on to college could.be selected out from among the
great majority on their way to thelabor market after a few years of ele-
mentary school. or, a't most, a year or so of high school,

It's interesting to note that Chicanos. American Indians, and Blacks
have been, until fairly recently. in rural settings. Thus, the educational
accommodation process didn't consider these populations 'because the
process was developed for meeting work force needs using immigrants in
urban industrial' settings, rather than the populations in rural agrarian set-
tings. With the increasing and continuing ,influx of these minority papule
tions into cities within the past few d'ecades\there was an increased labor
supply with a corresponding decrease in detvand because of increased in-
dustrial. mechanization. Thus a liMited number of a new kind of worker
was needed. This changed the education piocess by selecting an elite
group for specialized training for industrial purposes: this resulted 'in a
custodial or preventive detention role for a significant number of children
not in the elite group. Increasingly. minority communities in particular
have seriously questioned these newly 'formulated objectives, and have *

-begun to demand educational relevancy and accountability, in an attempt
to have schools more adequately educate titbit children in a fashion which
will affirm and enhance their humanity rather than deny it.

From the mid-1980s on. considerable attention has been paid to the
cultural diversity of this nation .6 Heretofore, many people love seen this
diversity as a divisive force within the United States. Thus they adhered
to the "melting pot" philosophy to obliterate these differences. Now many
of these culturally distinct groups have proclaimed that this norlacceptance

itof cultural distinctions must end and tit society must be re- educated from
the melting pot to the "tossed salad" philosophy (i.e. elements; mixed with
others but maintaining their distinctness and making unique contributions

. to American life, with no element.considered worse or.better than others).

Most teachers presently teaching it the Aderican educational estab- "
lithment went through teacher preparation that paid little or no attention

1
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to cultural differences.. Thus the 'attitudes, beliefsj and knowledge that .

teachers have abkout specific cultural group need to be critically examined
and enhanced i light of new knowledge and literature on cultural plural-
ism produced w thin the past decade.'

..

Historical' Pe spective on the Goals of American
Education: R "etoric vs. Replity

Since the stmt of this century. there have been several major study .

groups deAtrated_tp_ the' articulation of the goals of American education.
For example. in 1818 a comrnistion on the reorganization of sch6ols. listed
se era! goals of puplic education:

1.' Good health
.. a. Command ?f fundamental processes

C 3. Worthy home membership
4. Vocational fficiency .

5. Civic efficiency
6. Worthy use of leisure
47. Ethical charaCters

Later, in 1938. the Educational Policies Commission issued a report,
entitled "The Purposes of Education in American Democracy." The report
outlined four major areas of concern: A

1. Self-realization: An inquiring mind; a command of funda-
mental processes, such as speech. reading. writing, thmet c:

- sight and hearing: health knowledge and habits: _interest in
public health; recreation; intellectual and esthetic interests:

,... formation of character.
2._' Human relationships: Respect for humanity: friendship; co-

eration; courtesy: appreciation of the home: conservation of
the home; homemaking; democracy in the home.

3.. Economic efficiency: The. importance of good workmanship:
occupational efficiency; occupational adjustment; occupa-
tional-appreciation; personal economics; consumer judgment;
efficiency in buying; consumer protection.

4. Civic responsibility: The need for social justice; social activity;
social understanding; critical judgment; tolerance; social
application of science; world citizedship; understanding of
principles of conservation as related .to the national resources;
devotion to democracy.9

Eight years later, in 1946. Sidney Hook listed seven aims for American
public education in his book Education for Modern Mon:

1. "Education should aim to develop the, powers of critical. inde-
pendent thought.
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2. It should attempt to induce sensitiveness of perception. recep-
tiveness to new ideas. imaginative sympathy with the ex-
.periences of others.

3, It should produce an awareness of the main streams of our
cultural. literary and scientific traditions.

4. :t should make available important bodies of knowledge con-
cerning nature. society, ourselves, our country and its history.

5. It should strive to cultivattt an intelligent loyalty to the ideals
of the democratic community.

6. At some level, it should equip young men and women with
the general skills and techniques and the specialized knowl:,
edge which, together with the virtues and aptitudes already
mentioned. will make it possible for them to do some produc-
tive work, related to their capacities and interests.

7. It should strengthen those inner resources and traits of
character which enable the individual, when necessary, to
stand alone.- ."

A somewhat similar statement concerning the aims of a liberal edu-
. cation was submitted in 1952 by the faculty of Washingtim University in
St. Louis:

1. Concerning knowledge:
1. Of man's physical and biological nature and environment.
2. Of man's socal environment and history,
3. Of man's cultural history and situation.
4. Of the processes .which make for.Personal and group ful-

fillment.

H. Concerning abilities:
1. To use one's own language.
2. To think critically.
3. To make value judgments.
4. To participate effectively in social situations.
5. To handle a foreign language.

III. Concerning appreciations:
1. Of beauty.
2. Of people.
3. Of differences.
4. Of wonder, awe and mystery.
5. Of man's potentialities.
Concerning"mot Nations:
1. To develop an adequate hierarchy of values.
2. To adopt an affirmative, constructive orientation toward

life.
3. To achieve independence.



4. To assume social responsibility as a participant in It
world community.

5. To include the interests of others within one's wn.
0. To seek self-realization on the highest possible level." i

The White House Conference' on Education. in 1955. substantially
agreed with the statement of the Washington University faculty. Com iosed
of lay persons and educators from all parts of the country, the Conf ronce
enumerated 14 goals for American public education: ,

/
1. The fundamental skills of communication: reading. writing.

spelling as well as other elements of effective oral and writ /en
expression: the arithmetical and mathematical skills incl ail-
ing problem solving: while schools are doing the best li in
their history in teaching these skills, continuous imp ove-
ment is desirable and necessary.

2. Appreciation for our democratic heritage.
3. Civic rights and:responsibilities and knowledge of American

institutions.
4. Respect and apiireciat ion for human values: and for Ole belief

of others. :
. ,

1

S. Ability to thinik and evaluate constructively and ilreatively.
6. Effective woe ' habits and self-discipline.
7. Social compt, ency as a contributing member of his family

l:01111111tInity.
.

8. Ethical behavior based on a sense of moral aibd spiritual
values.

9. Intellectual curiosity and eagerness for life-lo g learning.
10. Esthetic avpreciation and self-expression in the arts.
11. Physical aild mental health.
12. Wise use if time. including constructive leisOre pursuits.
13. t'nderstailiding of the physical world and miin's relation to

it as repented through bask: knowledge of the sciences.
14. An awa ness of our relationships with t e world com-

munity.'

Finally. in 19 i3, Frederick Mayer summarized iand synthesized what
he termed the "bread goals of education:"

1. Reflectiv, thinking.
2. Apprecia ion of culture.
3. Develop4nt of creativity.
4. Understanding and application of science.
5. Contact w4h great ideas.
6. Moral and piritual values.
7: Fundamental skills.

1
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B. Vocational efficiency.
9. Adjustment to family life.

10. Effective citizenship.
11. Physical and mental health.
12. Change and develop personality.
13. Permanent interests.
14. Achievement of peace.
15. Perpetual renaissance of man.".

In reviewing these six goal proposals covering 45 years of American
education. it becomes evident that there is general agreement regarding
several points.

1. Schools should be concerned both with the process of. and the
products of. education; the goals stipulate what knowledge a
student should be acquiring while attending school as well
as what kind of human being the student should be when he
has completed schooling.

2. AffeCtive learning is stressed as much as cognitive learning;
values and beliefs are as much a responsibility of the schools

62 as are knowledge and skills.
3. While the goals generally involve the retention of factual ma-

terial. the process of thinking, the development of skills and
abilities. and the development of attitudes. beliefs and values,
the focus is on the student as a developing social and civic
human being rather than on curriculum and materials."

The goals stipulate what was felt to be basic values claimed by the
-American Culture." One has to compare the development of these goals
with the development of race relations going on concurrently in America
to understand what is missing. In essence.. during the time of significant
development of educational goals and public education as we know it.-a
whole host of negative assumptions concerning the major American cultural
groups (minorities) were being formulated, i.e. Native Americans." It
seems obvious that post-1954 goals should reflect goals related to deseg-
regationintegrationcultural pluralism. Some of the expressed goals
reflect concerns related to "human relations" which can be viewed as
antecedents to an emphasis on race relations. and then cultural pluralism.

Many' would say that the goals were merely stated goalsrhetoric,
rather than actual educational practicesreality. It is arg..19d that once
teachers close their classroom doors they engage in idiosyncratic teaching
rituals which may have little specific, relationship to the goals. This may
be a true reflection of the current state of is ium:'ion. but it is not a desirable
state. Several educators have pointed to the discrepancies between 1.: .toric
and practice. For example, Johnson"' states that teacher trainers often don't
practice whatthey preach to teacher trainees; so for example, classes on



small group dynamics often consist of 250 students; classes on necv or
innovative instructional strategies are given as straight lecture courses.
lersild's studies" indicate that the incongruence between the rhetoric and
the reality often produces guilt for the teacher. This incongruence must
be-dissipated to allow for positive educational outcomes.

Discovery of inconsistencies between opinion and practice is not
particularly startling in light of a succession of studies showing
similar endings in other fields (for example voting behavior). The
opinions expressed by an individual are the result of a number of
factors. including the beliefs of members of his immediate ref-
erence group, his background and training, and his perception of
what kinds of answers his interrogator would like to hear. This
behavior. however, is a product of various situation determinants
of his role. including formal and informal constraints, the
presence or absence of pressures to act. and competing demands
on his time and energy. Consequently. it would be surprising if
we were to find a perfect cbrrelation between opinion and prac-
tice.'"

I will return to this concept of rhetoric vs. reality later in the section on
assessing- teacher competencies.
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Competency-Based Teacher Training: Aligning
Rhetoric and Reality

Competency-based teacher education (CBTE) seems to have the poten-
tial for influencing education in general as well as specifically enhancing
the educational experience of minority youth. Let me hasten to say that
I feel multicultural educational experiences aid all children. but the litera-
ture is full of all kinds of documentation of the deleterious effect of current
educational practices on minority youth. academic self-concept, and
achievement. This author feels that there are several advantages to look-
ing at the competency-based teacher education model to rectify these
deleterious effects, namely:

t. The CBTE process takes the onus of responsibility for failures in
education off the backs of the minority youths" and distributes responsi-
bility for more effective education throughout the total educational system.
That is to say. effective teaching, or aligning the reality with the rhetoric,
becomes a conscious goal and responsibility of teacher trainers, prospective
teachers. and public school personnel. This is far superior to student in-
adequaties2" for teacher failure=something often done with minority
youth. 06,-

2. CHTE recognizes the possibility of teaching disabilities, i.e. the in-
ability real and or perceived to deliver effective educational experiences to
select groups of students. The important aspect of this process is that it
ddesn't stop at identifying impediments to effective teaching. It has posi-
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tive philosophical underpinnings because it expresses a faith in people's
ability to accept feedback and to effectively change their behavior in a
°desired direction.

3. CBTE focuses those involved in a process of clear goal setting.

Leaving the total direction of American public education in the
hands of individual teachers is chaotic and self-deceiving. Since
"What will we do tomorrow?" is of paramount importance to
many teachers, it becomes relatively easy for them to determine
goals after classroom activities have been selected rather than
developing learning experiences which will lead to the realisa-
tion of predetermined goals. Actually, this is a "survival" tech-
nique employed by directionless student-teachers which is
carried over into professional life. However. there is a vast dif-
ference between survival and excellence.21

CBTE recognizes that if education is to be excellent, it must proceed
from conscious and deliberate intent rather than accept whatever is done
as the intent.

4. C:BTE focuses slur attention on process and outcome variables
while simultaneously specifying criterion levels of performance and creates
an environment conducive to continuous reassessme. allotting positive
results and recycling certain ideas and personnel in neeZof reaching speci-
fied criteria of performance.

5. Lastly. this author realizes that the potentials as stated are not ex-
haustive. The points ...^em to address themselves to the concern for accounta-
bility heard in minority communities as well as the total educational
establishment.

Racial-Cultural Challenges to Competency-Based
Teacher Education

There are several criticisms of CBTE indicating that unitary teacher
training doesn't provide for spontaneit,' or creativity. Nash and Agne feel
that CBTE May be a way to continue practices as usual rather than further
fundamental changes in teacher preparation.22 With the addition of racial
and cultural groups into the equation, no longer will CBTE be allowed to
perpetuate that status quo. This. would have an adverse-in-Tact on minority
youtlby continuing negative practices whi.7;h deny appropriate educational
expert'ences for t se. youth. Let me share a few studies which will drama-

---tize4bis-ireed or change in train Mg procedures for teachers.

The study was conducted with 66 white female undergraduates
and 264 seventh and eight graders attending three junior high
schools in a midwestern community. White and Black junior high
schoolers were randomly assigned either the "gifted label" or.
"non-gifted label." Each student teacher was given the informa-
tion on student status with a teaching task to perform. Systematic



recordings were taken during the assigned teaching task period.
The observation and recording focused on six variables:

, 1. Teacher attention to students statements, sub-
divided into requested and spontaneous student
statements.

2. Teacher encouragement of students' statements.
3. Teal her elaboration of students' statements.
4. Teacher ignoring of students' statements.
5. Teacher praise of students' statements.
6. Teacher criticism of students' statements.

The results were of special interest, because- of comparisons of
teacher interaction with Black and white students. Mick students
were given less attention. ignored more. praised less. and
criticized more. More startling. perhaps. was the interaction
between. race and label. which suggests that it is the gifted
Black who is given least attention. is the least praised. and is
the most criticized, even when comparing him to his -nongifted"
Black counterpart. Postexperimental interviews indicated that
the teachers. were not suspicious of the experimental assump-
tions and hypothesis."

A second study points out the discrepancy between the school's view
of Chicano and Black children's intellectual functioning and performance
in their community. when compared with school performance.24 Recently
there has been a discussion2s and study of the negative implications and
students' perceptions of children labeled as a result of their performance
on academic and intellectual measures.26

Implications of these studies are very clear. Teachers need specific
instruction and competency experiences related to teaching children of
various racial and cultural groups. with very specific attention paid to the
dynamics of race involved in the teaching-learning act. Competency-based
educational practices have addressed these issues obliquely while address-
ing human relations competencies of teachers.27' What is being suggested
is that more specific attention should be paid to the exploration of racial
attitudes and behaviors of pre- and in-service- teachers. The author also
recognizes that the measurement or monitoring of aocial attitudes of teachers
generated to students is difficult: suggestions r initial exploration of
racial attitudes will be given later in this paper. Suffice it to say that CBTE
must address the racial-cultural issue head-on, recognizing fully that this
is,a difficult task for an emerging method of teacher training.29

Teaching Competencies from a Black Perspective
Recognizing that capturing a Black perspective is a difficult if not

( possible task. 1 will outline some issues which need to be addressed in a
competent manner by all teachers. These issues are derived from personal
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observations and summaries of the literature. Consistent with my beliefs.
I will outline some of the critical aspects of minority and Black experiences
which can he addressed along with a select group of references (indicated
by raised footnote numbers). However. the most important issue has to be
decided by those directly affectedteacher trainees, community retidents.
and parents. as well as training and instructional staff in educational insti-
tutions. Pro!ipective teachers should have knowledge of all the variables
listed.

staking minorities visible.'"
A. The Blackcontribution to American society
B. The NatiN,? Americans on reservations and in cities
C. Plight and prospects of Mexican Americans
D. Economics and U.S. minorities
E. 1 he rage of minorities: historically and currently
F. Future options for minority groups in 11.S. society

II. This is a racist society"
A. Racism defined for whites
13. The subleties of racist attitudes
C. The effects of systemic rac:ism
D. Racism and its impact on educ:ation
E. Ways of coping with the issue of racism
F. Ways of changing racial attitudes

Ill. Language and the minorities'2
A. The nature of language
B. Dialects in the Iinited States
C. Diverse cultures and language
D. Standard and non-standard English

-E. Sociolinguistics
F. Linguistics and the teaching of languages in schools

IV. Innovation and minority education"
A. Recent research: profile of the creative person
B. Creativity tests and their possibilities
C.. The teacher as innovator
D. Eliciting creativity in the classroom
E. Creative needs in American business
F. Creativity as a measure for occupational choice
Affirming minorities in education34
A. The negative connotation of compensatory education
B. Evidence of the self-fulfilling prophecy
C. Strengths of the survival bulture
D. A positive look at minority values
E. Self-concept and ethnocentricity



P. Taking positive steps in the classroom ,

-1-1,

VI. The community and the schools35
'A. Minor4 parental interest in education3637

B. The community's role in schools
C. The college role in the community
D. The school's role in the community
E. The issues of community control
F. Ways of obtaining community cooperation

VII. Curricular issues in minority aducation30
A. Self-concept enhancement
B. The affective and cognitive domains
C. The "two cultures" controversy
D. The use of tracking systems and egalitarianism
E. Grade leirels, marks, and homogeneous groupings
F. Making subject matter relevant for the aOs
G. Possible changes and directions in curricular design
H. Intelligence testing

VIII, Preparing teachers for a polychromatic society
A. The human relations component
B. The liberal education component
C. Interfacing theory and practice
D. The development of skills
E. Exposure to cultural diversity"
F. Models of teacher preparation
G. The ideal teacher .

Components of Multicultural Educftion
The following topics and subheadings arelluggested themes for ex-

tended discussion and building blocks for de toping skills, sensitivities.
and knowledge. These concepts should Ile diseilssed and el#borated. It is
this author's firm belief that a viable teacher education:payilaru-can Tao

longer function as a closed system. Components or variubleethat a multi-
cultural teacher training program must include if it is to be attuned to
contemporary problems are- -
1. partnership of public schools and colleges in program planning.
2. student involvement in planning and conducting their own programs.
3. teacher involvement,
4. community involvement inclusion of the cultural perspective,
5. interdisciplinary academic involvement, and
6. heavy emphasis on direct student experiences.

An organizational structure that not only tolerates differences among
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its partners but also is capable of building on them is basic to an open
system program. predicated on partnership of diverse interested parties.

SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Although the above variables are basic to the program. the following

fundamental cial and psychological assumptions underline this model:

1. Neither chi dren nor prospective teachers are raw products. Both enter
the learning area with hidden persodal curricula. Therefore, this program
or model m st attempt to provide for individual differences as the build-
ing blocks ° a teacher education program.

2. Fundamenta to the cognitive structure orchildren is their cultural milieu;
fundamental to the teaching styles of teachers are their sensitivities.
perceptions. Eitid understandings as they have been molded by their
cultures. Therefore, we must attempt to provide for sac ic-a hropological
understanding of different cultures.

3. No one has the complete answer to the teacher education program than
most effetlively produce the types of teachers who can most pro-

ductively enhance the learning of children. All persons who have some-
thing at stake in education would help articulate a program; hence, a
teacher educat on model that provides for a broad-based, cooperatively

68 developed pro ram is a necessity. Therefore, we must attempt to provide
for cooperativ broad-based planning.

4. All university faculty and students, school personnel in the program.
and communit members must be both teachers and learners. Therefore,
we must atten pt to provi &t an opportunity for all members to function
in a number of roles.

5. A self-renewiilig mechanism must be devised to assure a dynamic pro-
grain over time: too often, following the initial Hawthorne effect of inno-
vation.* the nkaintenance of an intact program beNames the major goal.

--Therefore, we 'must:attempt iff.'provide for effective feedback through
open communication Wilt into the structure.

6. Active participation of both students and university faculty in the selected
public schools and the community is essential. Therefore, we must
attempt to provide for schools and the community as the extended uni-
versity classroom.

7. Teaching is a support process through which student and teacher inter-
act as learners. Therefure. we must attempt to provide for one-to-one and
small-group interaction among all participants.

Assessing Teacher Competencies Related to Cult
Recognizing that there are still many unanswered questions related

. to CBTE. here are some suggested areas for future discussion and research:

There is a need for a new philosophical belief system and consequently

The Hawthorne effect is a change in behavior as a result of the knowledge that one is
involved id an experiment.
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new vocabulary related to cultural pluralism. This author's phrase. educa-
tional culturalism, for example. can reflect the concern for including culture
in the schooling process.

Earlier. I discussed the discrepancies between the rhetoric and reality
of-teaching practice. These discrepancies are observable to those who take
time to monitor them. This author is suggesting the use of the polygraph
to assist teachers in assessing their attitudeslo racial groups and beliefs
in competencies. While this may seem an Outlandish idea, this procedure
has been used as a feedback mechanism in prior studies.40-4' The instru-
ment records continuous changes in respiration, blood pressure. and pulse
caused by the emotional state of the subject. Although this approach may
seem Orwellian, it worth exploration if appropriate safeguards of con-
fidentiality and supportive supervision are offered upon request of the
teacher after receiving feedback from a skilled polygraph operator. Thus,
this.could be. a measure of one's confidence in their competence.

The challenges to educate minority youth are many but they must be
accepted. "There is no such thing as a neutral educational process. Edu-
cation either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate the
integration of the younger generation into the logic of the present system
or.ri -bring about conformity to it or it becomes 'the practice of freedom,'
the means by which men and women deal critically and creatively with.
reality and discover how to participate in the transformation of their
world."'" In essence we need teachers who are competentconfident in
their ability to deliver quality education experience in a pluralistic cultural
milieu. We are asking for teachers with faith in wh§t human beingszcan
become, with a driving ethical imperative which requires them to accept
responsibility for helping students achieve everything that is possible, and
with the finest technical preparation for carrying out this obligation."
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Background
0

Traditional educational philosophy. methodRlogy. and practices have
tended to foster differentials in the achievement of ethnic and noribrban
minority pupils. Those who are of minority groups and/or low income status
have been exposed to learning experiences in the urban classroom which
lead to the development of social and cognitive behaviors counterpro-
ductive to positive educational achievement. The earliest and most funda-
mental lesson ethnic minority pupils in American schools learn is that they
die second-class citizens. the "inevitable" failures in the social and Intel-
lectual domains of American life. They are something less.than their white.
middle- or upper-income counterparts. They are outsiders, beyond the
mainstreams of white. middle-American rights. life, and luxury.

These are the unquestioned and dangerous assumptions held by many
educators themselves products of their social environment and training
as?timptions which they take with them into the classroom. It is not dif-
ficult to perceive why many ethnic minority pupils learn to become
rebellious, or even apathetic. to the educational system. The result. as
made clear in the Kerner IR eport,1 is that many more Black than white stu-
dents either drop out of school, are pushed out, or at least psychologically
insulate themselves from their adverse environment and from the defeatist
expectations of the educational staff. The Kerner Report advises that in
the metropolitan Nopkh and West. Black students are more than three times
as likely as white stuarts to drop out of school by age 16-17. In 1972. the

O
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. National Education Association reported that in 238 schools in the southern
states. more than 33.0p0 Black students have been expelled or suspended
from predominivitlyAhite'schools.2 Even of those minority youngsters who
gracruat from gliektro schools. many are unprepared to enter the normal job
market ana have grelit difficulty obtaining employment. Thv urban school,
then..as to learning. environment. has not provided ethnic minority pupils
The.oprvrtitimity,to 4veded competencies in the competitive mark et-
ptace. Yfellucators are to structure a learning environment which fadlitates
:ma the acquisition of academic skills and the davelopment of productive
sttheol-related behaviors in ethnic: minority pupils. it is imperative that
teachers recognize the influence they exert as a stimulus in the classroom.

° The teachers' own attitudes and behaviors operate to shape the attitudes
and behaviors of their students. This is especially apparent in the early
grades where the social influence of peers is not as great as that of the
teacher. Research data presented by BeCker.' MacKannon,4 Clark.5 Katz!'
Gibson,' and Rosenttil and lacobsons clearly indicate that children tend
to exhibit those classroom behaviors which they believe their teachers ex-
ect. In a variety of schootsettings. it has been found that academic per-

'formance by pupils is importantly affected by teacher expectations. This
phenomjntm has significant iinplications for ethnic minority children. As
recent researchby Leacock4 and b.. Kist"' discloses, pupils of low income
andlor minority group status aie often expected by their teachers to he
underachievers or to be 'intellectually inferior compared to their tmalerity,
middle-income classmates. The researchers found that such negatively
evaluated pupils, in fact, tend to be given less instruction, less access to
edu litiopal materials and resources, and less n.ward.directed, supportive

. be av a. by teachers. Such a learning environment is destined to promote
in pupils who air the object of negativistic assumptions or expec-

tations. Those pupils Who are expected to he es ntially uneducable tend
to be treated as uneducable and consequently lay fail to exhibit those
competencies which it was assumed they cool mot lern. This is hardly
surprising when no adequate provision has been m de tit structure a learn-

, ingenvironment which explicitly fosters tl isition of desired skills.
knor actively encourages pupil ach....tvernents ) positively supporting and

reinforcing au occurrence of appropriate behaviors. Teachers must have
confidence in the ability and academic potential of all thttirpupils. They
must carefully examine the conditions under which learning is to take place,
and they must be aware that their own attitudes and behaviors can either
help or hinder the pupils' progress in at hieving those 'behavioral compe-
tencies witch are taken as an index of learning. .

Teachitrs mu,) become more concerned about the differences and
nilarities between achievements and aspirations of the ethnic minority

child and the advantaged majority child. Further, teachers must become
more adept in the deliberate design of learning 'environments that will
foster academic growth and achievement within a multicultural educational
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setting. This setting can be defined in two ways. First, a multicultural edu-
cational setting' may simply be a school with children.and teachers from
differing eulturalhackgruunds In this type of learning.euvironment, each
ethnic group may mini ibute to and recei-1 from a curriculum designed
Uil.give credence Zo their cultural values and behaviors. Second. a multi-c/uttural el tit:Minna: setting may be a school with children and teachers
fiord One 1 thnic group, but with a curriculum designed to present cultural
values and beliefs from all ethnic groups..in de. *fining a multicultural learn-
ing envirOnment. it is essential, that teachers co isider the extent to which-
such ap environment. is snActured to optimize the opportunity for all phpils
to become} equally educated. It is inadequate merely to provide equal,edu-

them to i
pportunities for urban minority and low-income pupils and expect
anifest sudden breakthroughs in academic achievement. It cannot

Ilicational expect

be rteascn assumed that all pupils equally possess the specific, prior
learned respon.ws necessary to take advantage of such opportunities. Sucb
an assumption fails to culsider that environmental ekperience may in-

, fluenal pupil behavior and progress in school.
'Io obviate this kind of assumption. teachers need to design a learning

smvironment wlitch is carefully plannen to build systematically upon the
Misting competencies and accomplishments of each pupil. Such an env iron-

74 inentiS characterized by Iftability. derived from a program design explicitly
structured and sequenced by the teacher to promote the acquisition and
maintenance of cognitive skillS and behaviors. Many educators call this
system a "performance-based syStem" oe.a "competency-based system." In
addition.. such a learning system can be constructed to foster a variety of
task-relevant soda! behaviors such as attending. writing. asking, answer-
ink; gliestittns. and other participatory responses whichre directly related'
to acedentic achievement. Classroom behaviors which are iitcompatible
with the learning objectivos are. by implication, prevented. reduced.. or

,'eliminated in order to optimize educational attainments.
'Environmental determinants of school-related behaviors are the focal

point of competency-based teaching, for it is the environment whichthe
teacher can control and manipulate in efforts to. produce the desirable
changes in pupil behaviors that we call learning. The teacher can alt4r
trod arrange conditions in the school setting to foster planned educational
change. In this sense, teachers are managers of the' !earning environment.

- They mist be expert itrarranging the environment to facilitate multicul-
tural pupil achievement of productive social and academic competencies
relevant tii educational objectives. The 'emphasis here is upon effecting
planned behavioral change in the form 'if desired learning. If teachers` fail
to adequately plad altd progtath the environment for pupils. learning' is
left to chance any the results may w-A! be counter-pruducti,,e. .

nefinition of Competency-Based Education
Competency-ba,s4d education is defined as a learning environment in
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which explicit statemenb, of desired 1.01iptiencies and criteria for evalua-
tion area designed and made public: o a) participants. e.g. learners:
teachers, and parents. Competeacies arc thcAe particular verbal and non-
verbal skills. behaviors, and attitudes livhich\ facilitate the interaction of
social. physical, emotional, and intellktUal irowth. Evaluative criteria
are threefold: (a) cognitive acquisition o conce gs. principles, facts, ideas.
and postulates; (b) performance skills i i utilizing cognitive materials in
teacher planning and performance; and fc Iproduct skilKtlearner growth
used to evaluate' teacher performance.

Competeny-based methods empha ire .plann ng. programming. and
control with respect to environmental c editions i which pupils,behave
and learn. Focus is upon promoting achievement of iciticationallrfe!evant

.0 behaviors through positive control of title learning \environment cint.I its
4, punil participants. Teacher behaviors, with respec\t to designing cxnd
l' implementing instructional activities cif. strategies a . empirically oval-

uated: that is. they are tested in terms i.)f the effects tl \ev produce. Those;
strategies that successfully promote e4cational attairiment are selected
fcir individual pupils on the basis- of their demonftrated case and merit, not

- on the basis of what the teacher thinks is appropriate, usitful, or necessaN
for a given pupil. In this sense. the formiclation and stiltx:Wn of operationar,
strategies applied in the learning environment are based \upon objective.: 75,
scientific analyses of the observed ieffii+.cts of actual pupil \behaviors. not
on a prejudged opinion.

The use of a planned learning environment such as de\scribed above
permits educators and researchers to (adequately evaluate the effects of a
multicultural school setting on both Majority and minority ci;iildren. Data
which could be acquired from such a situation would concern academic
achievements as well as psychological correlates of academic achievement.
In addition, data could also be acquired about teacher functioding and its

. contingent effect upon pupil behavior.

A COMPETENCY-BASED MODEL. .

It) the corppetency-based education model, faulty learning is perceived
to he a product of the classroom environment rather than a product of pos-
tulated incompetencies and incapacities of a faulty pupil. This construct
contrasts with the paradoxical assumption implicit and prevailing in edu-
cation that the schools cannot educate minority pupils due to the .fixed ef-
fects ofgenetic heritage or early family experiences. The competency-based
system postulates that learning behavior (change) may be positiVely ac-
complished through exposure to efficient and effective learning einvirc.n-

.. ments, Barring severe physiological impairment, no pupil can legitimately
be deemed to be limited in what and how much he or she can learn. Uric
fortunately, in our present urban school systems the opp site is assimied.

The competency-based education model then, does not assuthe that
educational achievement of pupils is determined by some relatively con-
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stint level of abilities. aptitudes. and character :s identified. classified,
and labeled by tests or by. percept ions of subjective judgment by the teacher.
Rather it suggests that the majority of overt behavior is environmentally.
determined and subject to change as the environment is changed. Behavior
is understood to be experientially learned through interactions with the
environment. To say that behavior is determined and fixed by forces beyond
the school's influence is contrary to the principal thesis delineating the
iimmetency-hased model of education. -

The competency-based trained teacher uses behavior 'management
techniques to design an appropriate learning environment. and construct
relevant learning strategies designed to promote planned educational
achievement. I isually the program is intended to promote the acquisition
and maintenance of behaviors which result in educ:ational achievement.
However. learning activities 'flay also he designed to prevent, minimize.
er eliminate behaviors it rompatible with positive educational achievement.
in either instate e. the objeolve is the acquisition of a clearly defined cate-
gory of observable and measurable behavior.

The assumptions underlying the competency-based .model are based
upon ereclay validated tenths of sound learning. As described by
Clark. Evans. and liamerlynch," these tenets hold that.
1. individual behavior occurs in the context of a social environment and

in ;eteraction with the environment.
social behavior is leaned in interaction with the environment:

havior is taught and maintained by the social environment.
4. social learning is <I process of reciprocal influence. Participants inter-

acting in a social system mutually affect each other's behaviors.
1. the reciprocal influence process may he explicit or implicit. planned

or unplanned. but must be considered a factor in social systems.
In accordance wit these principles of learning theory, the author sug-

gests that a icimpetency-based model perceives individual pupil behavior
as being
1. exhibited within the context of' a social environment called a classroom.
2. amenable to change in the ontext of interaction with the classroom

environment.
:i. taught. maintained, reduced, or eliminated as a function of interaction

vv ith the classroom environment'
4. reciprocally influenced in foam and frequency by those with whom the

pupil interacts in the classroomthe teacher and pupils.
5: continually subject to conscious or unconscious influence by others in

the classroom.
'Thus the competency -based model is centrally concerned With bringing

about explicitly defined and carefully planned effects on the ftiarning be-
havior of pupils in the c lassrooni environment. When minority pupil be-
haviors are unsystematically changed in the classroom, as in the traditional



school setting. they are' not involved in a competency-based program of
education.

TRADITIONAL. MODES OF TEACHING

The latter situation represents one of the most searing indictments
against traditional modes of teaching in urban schools in which a signifi-
cant number of ethnic minority students are frequently labeled "chronic
nonachievers.\"*unteachable.'.' or "emotionally disturbed." In the tradi-
tional models 'of education. behavior is not perceived to be taught and

..changed in the classroomparticularly not by events manifested in the
-claSsse,00m. Instead. behavior is seen as essentially fixed and determined by
factors beyond the realm of the school's or the teacher's influence. But,
.in fact. as the above-mentioned principles of learning indicate, behavior
change occurs as a function of the events which occur within the pupil's
social environment. Hence. pupil-behaviors are shaped. maintained. and/or
elimina)ed through the unconscious, unplanned. and unsystematic manipu-.
latiin of environmental events in the classroom. It has been well 'dotl-
mcinted by Bandura." Ranip,,and Hopkins." and SRinner" that the events
or consequences.which follow behavior affect future probability of recur-
rence of such behavior. DeSirable or reinforcing outcomes generate be- 77
havioral increments. Interiening variables."such as the individual's history
of reinforcement. the differential efficacy of reinforcers and the temporal
relationship between the response and reinforcement, importantly influence
the form and extent to which behavior is modified. The implication is clear
that teachers may shape pupils' responses which are counterproductive
to educational achievement or social control in the classroom. but which
may. in fact. be consistent with the teacher's own subjective expectations
and assumptions. about the pupils and/or their ethnic, racial. or social
referent group.

Teachers' behaviors. then. issuing from:their own unconscious biases
and beliefs. can effectively contribute to the acquisition of dysfunctional.
as well as functional. classroom behavior by pupils. It is the teacher who,
by verbal and nonverbal communications. prescribes the social. emotional.
and academic conditions prevailing in the learning environment in which
the pupil behaves. The question arises as to how often the teacher rewards
"failure" and ignores (or extingui::hes successes. When a teacher places
in a lower track those pupils who cannot work addition problems and fails
to reward them for and promote the accomplishments they do demonstrate,
is this teacher not programming the pupils tor failure? Since academic
skills are representative of a complex of chained responses." if discrete.
desired responses are not systematically and contingently rewarded, the
probability that final performance skills will be manifested and that new
behaviors will be learned is very low. When pupils learn of teacher negative
expectations. though it may not immediately be recognized. this can result
in the acquisition of behaviors incompatible with desired learning and in



the reduction or elimination of those behaviors which prombte positive
educational achievement.

Operating within the context of a competency-based niodel in which
desired behaviors are reinforced, teachers. have clearly demonstrated that
a variety of educationally relevant behaviors are acquired by minority
pupils in urban schools. Teachers have shown, for example. that they can
efficiently and effectively improve, learners' reading, spelling, arithmetic,
and verbal skills, and they can increase productive social behaviors which

.
foster educational achievement (Ramp and 'Hopkins," O'Leary and

.0'Leary16).
Conversely, traditional teaching models see learning behavior as

occurring within the context of a poorly .defined mechanism called per-
sonality. with differential ability relatively determined and unchangeable,
In traditional teaching mooels, the objective of education is essentially re-
dtui to identifying capacity and ability, and to implicitly classifying and
labeling such attributes within the context -of prevailing socioeconomic
norms. Such a process encoprages the allocation of pupils to differentiated
leatbing" programs or tracks with attendant teacher expectancies for
success and failure which socially stratify and prepare the pupils for their
role in society. The effects of this frame cf reference upon the urban minority

78 pupil are well documented (Green:" 3rookover. Gigliotti, Henderson and
Schneider") and need not he further discussed at this point.

Establishing a Competen4-Based Learning Environment
The purpose of any planned program in teacher training should be to

produce teachers and administrators who manifest skills and behaviors
which will result in positive educational achievement fur all children.
Typically. prior and present-day teacher training focus upon educational
theory which does not necessarily result in specific teaching competencies \

other than verbal. Seldom does teacher training focus upon the basic premise 1.!
that should underlie all theoretical considerationsthat all teaching compe-
tencies should be defined within the framework of the definitioli of learn-
ing. Learning has been empirically _defined as relatively permanent changew
of behavior (Gagne," Ililgard and MarquiO4). Learning, then, is inferred
rather than observed, and those behaviors that are defined as learning may
be called performance behavior..

The statements above explicitly lead to the conclusion that those
persons who aspire to be teachers must be able to bring about changes in
behavior in their pupils in order to postulate that learning has occurred.
In addition. those persons who aspire to be teachers must bring about
changes in behavior in a s,ecific directior. in order to promote desired
educational achievement. If teachers are to be agents of change, then it

Aullows that they must acquire the skills in changing behavior that exist
the bodies of knowledgeboth educational and psychologicaland they

must be able to apply those skills in an educational setting.
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Traditional teaching methods have been based upon an assumption
that, given an average. environment, children will learn when they are
"ready." If a child does not learn or does not manifest a mechanism called
intelligence, the child. and frequently his /her ethnic group association, are
indirectly held to be resprinsible. It is assumed that the child is incapable
of 'adequate performance. and that the ethnic group has genetic deficift-
cies which affect the d&elopment of intelligence. To counteract this assump-
thin. teaching should establish a learning environment in which there is a
predictable relationsh'p between a pupil's classroom performraice and the
classroom environment. should a pupil fail to learn what desired, the
classroom environment should be explored and analyzed to determine ways
of modifying it to prom9te the desired learning. In this manner. teaching
is based upon the idea that fealty learning is the product of a classroom
environment rather than a faulty student. This particular approach counter-
acts or prohibits the association of ethnic group membership with school
performance and in addition counteracts the assumption that minority
children cannot learn.

Teaching is concelned with observable activities. When a pupil is
reading. you are observing "reading behavior" with all of its correlate be-
haviors. i.e. eye movements, lip movements. etc. When a pupil is talking,
we speak of his:her "verbal behavior' (Meaehan and Wiesen"). The use of
observable behavior as the relevant source of information in designing
teacher training experiences permits better description of student per
formance and diminishes the effects of subjectivity in assessment and
evaluation. Subjectivity is one of the principal sources of negative assump-
tions and attitudes about minority students and can be counteracted ef-
fectively through the use of less subjective data for teacher decisions.

Nleachan and 1Viesen2" Wave named the methods used in the compe-
tency-based nodel as precision teaching. They suggest that in such teach-
ing the teacher is not merely a conveydr of information as traditionally

. conceived, but is also a scientist whose area of study is the behavior. of
pupils in school. Such a framework provides an ideal opportunity for con-
tinuouS evaluation of presented educational materials and teacher tech-
niques. If a certain type of Material does not result in successful learning,
-it may be modified or even rejected. If a particular pupil dc4S not respond
correctly to given material, more .appropriate material for that pupil will be
tried or other factors will be examined. In this situation, the teacher must
be prepared to assume the basic attitude of the scientist and be ready to
abandon his or her method if it does nut prove effective. for it is the data
.about pupils which determines the next move, not assumptir .!s about pupils.

Teaching in the proposed model provides an atmosphure in which the
individuality of each pupil can be truly realized. The approach requires
that the teacher have some knowledge of the particular likes and dislikes
of each pupil, his or her present level of performance. and his or her spe-
cific preferred activities. The teacher cannot make assumptions about the.
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pupil but must actually conduct scientific observations of pupils in action
to obtain accurate data. Above all. this type of teaching emphasizes a pupil's,
Present performance without exces%ively dwelling upon his or her past.
This is nut to say that, the past has no i3fluence on present behavior, but
mereI3, that only 'certain past events are really meaningful in understand-
ing a student's present behavior. By questioning many of the unfounded
ideas about how pupils are supposed to behave. the teacher in this system
automatically. eliminates ethnic group meMbership as a correlate of intel-

lectaal performance.

COXIPEIENCIES RELIA ANT TO All TEACHERS

in order for all teachers to be able to design and conduct a competency-
based learning environment. they shoal be able to manifest the following
teaching behaviors:

1. Design behavioral objectives for pupils. i.e. performance. cognitive.
and exiiressi,:e

2. Design diagnostic pretest instruments for pupils
3. Administer diagnostic "retests to pupils

80
4. Evaluate diagnostic pretests in behavioral terms for pupils
5. Communicate strengths and weaknesses of pupils to parents and 'pupils
ti Design teaching strategies in behavioral frameworks that will implement

achievement of stated objectives based upon diagnosed strengths and
weaknesses

7. Conduct teaching strategies in behavioral frameworks that will result
in achievement of objectives

R. Select instructional materials that are necessary lbrAhe achievement \
of objectives

9. Provide alternative learning routes for pupils
10. Recycle pupils who do not reachthe necessary mastery level for attain-

ment of objectives
11. Design post-test instruments to acquire data about achievement of

objectives
12. Evaluate post-test instruments data in conjunction with pretest instru-

ments data to assess effectiveness of instructional materials and strate-
gies

13. Evaluate total learning environment in terms of its effects on pupil
learning
In addition to the above competencies. teaLlhers regardless of the 'Cul-

tural make-up of the school. should also be z.ole to manifest the following

teaching behaviors:
1. Categorize behaviors which have led to negative assumptions about

minority pupils and their cultures
2. Categorize societal beliefs which have led to negative assumptions about

minority pupils and their cultures



3. :Examine curru Wont materials and specify .how much materials have
contributed to negative assumptions about mi.mrity pupils and their
cultures, either by omission of data or inclusion of data which promotes
a less than 'positive view of minority peoples

4. Redesign curriculum materials that will promote a positive set of assump-
tions about minority students and their cultures

TEACHER COMPETENCIES NEEDED IN A Mt ILTICIILTITRAL SETTING

. In addition. teachers who work specifically I.: a multicultural school
setting must be able to manifest the following competencies:

1. Conduct an inquiry-oriented science and so.ial studies program which
is- culturally relevant to all pupils

2: Conduct a modern math program which emphasizes strut t ure without
losing proficiency in computation. and which can be applicable to all
childrens' experiences with numerical variables

3. Develop in pupils the social skills and values necessary for survival
in the dominant culture without denying the existence of other values
equally appropriate in minority cultures

4. Assess his her impact on pupils and Modify that impact by moditying
teaching style

5. Develop and conduct a reading program which will emphasize the
multicultural nature of the society as well as develop good reading skills

6. E)iffeientiate between interpersonal relations with other staff members
which have a negative effect on the teaching-learning process and those
which lead toward positive change

7. Effectively use audio-visual equipment in the instructional program
to develop instructional modules which relate to the lifestyles of all
pupils

H. Develop and involve community resources as integral parts of the
teaching-learning process

9. Interpret the school's program to the community in terms both under-
standable and acceptable

16. Design curpicurum modules which relate to the multicultural popula-
tion of thechol and which provide ways for all pupils to gain positive
.identificattn-of self-images

Teacher trai 'ing procedures should concentrate on developing all of the
above listed .ompetencies in all future and inservice teachers, not lust those
who plan t teach or are teaching in multicultural schools.

Problems and Issues
EMPHASIS ON MULTICULTURALISM

Perhaps the most serious obstacle to theachieveme,it of a truly multi-
cultural system of competency -based educa:ion is the present professional
attention the multicultural aspect. While little.apparent. negativism has
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developed in "relation to the concept of multiculturalis; 1: a very real.con-
cern is that professional educators of all ethnic groups will spend much
of their time attempting to achieve a truly multicultural society. while
*gnoring the more visible problem of ethnic pupil school achievement:,

here is no empirical evidencedThar the development of a multicultural
' . school system has zny direct relationship.to minority pupils' achievements.

In addition. multiculturalism focuses its concepts on behavioral differences
exclusively lather than on both similarities and differences between and
among all s,:gments of the sotiety. ro continue to focus on differences is
perhaps to continue subtly to support the inferiority-superiority hypotheses
while at the same time postulating an 'acceptance on a level cif parity of
differential behavior manifestations from all vultures. There is an inherent
conflict in this approach since it, tends to reinforce the seldom verbalized,
but currently accepted belief that ethnic minority pupils cannot manifest
an .1, hievement level equal to that of majority white pupils. At the same
time, it proposes that all cultural values and their resultant behaviors are

ti equal. At worst, such a conflict will inevitably promote the continu tion
of teacher training practices which behaviorally reinforce negative attitudes
about ethnic minority children. At best. it will increase the patriarchial,
condesi.ending view of ethnic' minority persons that exists in America to-

82 day. Presently. it is more feasible for professional educators to concentrate
heir.efibrts on the development of competency-based teacher training.pro-

cedures which can minimize the negatively stereotyped attitudes about
ethnic -minority children and concurrently promote the development of a
multicultural society.

4 -

TEACIIERS' NEGATIVE EXPECTATIONS

The teachers' stereotypical thinking, whether or not they are sympa-
thetic to the plight of ethnic minorities or low-income pupils, can itself
engender a cycle of defeatist or aggressively counteractive behavior by
pupil which fulfills negative expectations. In eta er words. the teachers'
behavior vis-a-vis certain pupils, which fo?lows from unfavorable attitudes
and expectations of what such people are "really like." fosters those pupil
behaviors which fulfill the culturally- derived expectations. They tend to
react against teachers and the system which tells thm that they ere inferior.
primitive. dull.;or, unstable. Overt or covert stereotypes. in which ethnic
minority youners are seen as intelledually immpral. emotionally
unstable. lazy. hoisterouS, overassertive. lawless. superstitious, happy-go-
lucky. untrustworthy. etc.. prevail in American society (Allport") and af,
fect the way in which a teacher interacts with pupils perceived in such a
light. This in turn influences how pupils will not only react toward the
teacher and the learning environment which she or he structures. but also
how they will view themselves. This insidious cycle describes the concept
of the self-fulfilling prophecy in which thu expectancy of certain behaviors
in others tends to evoke that very behavior (Rosenthal22).

11



Those educators who believe that the problem of education in the urban
school lies in the disadvantaged child are likely to harbor beliefs which
breed lowered expectations of performance, promote differential and un-
equal treatment in the form of instructional quality and process, and thereby
lower educational results. Such beliefs lead to futile attempts to restructure
pupils. often simply to make them behave according to the teachers' notions
of proper conduct, rather than structuring the environment to effectively
produce desired learning. To the extent that teachers' notions of minority
pupil inferiority represent the rationale underlying the quality and process
of instruction in urban schools. minority pupils may be expected to exhibit
differential and inferior achievement when' compared to those who are not
subjected to the same kinds of negative evaluation. Stereotypes of socio-°:
economic status as well as ethnicity have significant implications in the
learning situation. In their study investigating the effects of socioeconomic
class and teacher bias, Miller. McLaughlin. liadden. and Chansky found
that for college students preparing for careers in education, pupil records
containing cues concerning lower-class status resulted in lower estimates
Of academe: achievement. classroom citizenship. and life attainments."

indicates that teachers tend to evaluate negatively the achievements
of pupils who are identified as coming from a lower-class background.
. The lerhaps one of the most crucial issues that influences the edu-
cation of ethnic minority pupils is a conglomerate of expectancy factors:
thetxp,,:Ntion (a) that minority pupils in urban settings are part of a lower
['MOc system which is to be distrusted and feared: (b) that ethnic minority
a.},;'.., are supposed to be different. interpreted te mean deficient, stupid.

and inferior: (c) that such pupils can at best have a marginal place in the
American population: and (d) that such pupils mit difficult to instrutt and
have little capability to learn required academic concepts. Such expectancies

.when operative have resulted in a circular effei:t.' Ethnic minority pupils
in general manifest a significantly lower achievement level than other
pupils, grew up and are employable in Anarginal positions, if at all, have
hildren who in turn meet the same set of expectancies. and who in essence

demonstrate the same achievement level in school and work as their parents.
Attempts to counteract this cycle have been for the most part inadequate.
The primary mode of counterattack has been conducted through programs
called compensatory education. Significant sums of money have been
channeled into so-called "innovative, special c ducational programs fo,- dis-
advantaged pupils: yet analysis of the research on these programs indicates
little if any significant improvement in the educational outcomes for
minority school children. None of the research presents any 'empirical
evidence about the effects of negative teacher Axpectancie's on pupils' per-
formances. Without this kind of evkience, the evaluative conclusions about
compensatory and other innovative educational programming are less than
valid and provide little real direction for future programming.

What seems to be needed is a conceptual framework of educational
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practices de procedures d'art counteracts and minimizes the effects of neg

live teacher expectaacies a: they impinge upon urt.n minority pupils. t

is proposed that the concepts of competency-base. education have .th
potential to ad as an effective force in the formation of positive teach. r
expectancies. and reciprocally minimize the impact cf negative assum

titans about pupils.
The role of teachers' negative attitudes and assus ptions about pup Is

can be largely controlled in competency 'cased programs through t e

systematic development and implementation of the competencies deft d

earlier. A brief consideration of issues and specific operations relating to
the design and implementation of these. competencies" will indicate he
means by which a learning environment can be structured to foster p si-
five educational achievement for all pupils, irrespective of their eth is
and or social class membership.

Assessment Strategies
The initial task in a competency- based education program is to ei ec :-

tively assess the pupils' cognitive and behavioral strengths and weaknesses
in academic subject matter. Assessment must be conducted without any
preconceived assumptions about expected pupil behavior due to ace.

ethnic ity. age, or sex. Assessment data must fitnctioe as an empirical case
for the design of learning environments which significantly 'ncreasi the
probability that pupils will develop desired competencies in thi. acad uric:
and behavioral domains. In order to function as an empirical base a. -ess-

J
merit .prof edures must suciinctly state acceptable performance level that
indicate Mastery of a given task or Ate of tasks. Expected performance evels
are made puhlii to pupils prior to the initiation of assessment proci ures

so that pupils will know exactly what is expected and how and by vhom

their resbonses will be assessed. N are important; pupils can learn to deter-
mine their relative 'level of perfo mance and begin to assess their owe
strengths and weaLnesses. Thedatier is a.itally important construct and
will be disc ussed later in this article. . 0

Assessment procedures in a competency-based model of education do
not assume that a pupil who has undergone prior instruction is prepared
to advance into a higher level of academic performance. Usually. 'this

assumption is based upon a required passing grade. But a passing grade
does not delineate the performance competencies a pupil can .or cannot
Mani fest . nor does it somify in precise terms the prerequisite competencies
e pupil must be able to demonstrate before advancement to higher academic_

levels.
In summary. assessment procedures in a competency-based program

are designed to minimize the effects of negative teacher expectations
. about minorn children. They are basically concerned with the observa-

tion and measurement of, academic strengths and weaknesses.-are focused

. ,



on clear. succinct public/performance objectives, and provide a sound data
base for the design of future learning environments din the school.

'CONSTRUCTING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

When i:onstructing an assessment. instrument in the competency-based
modal. teachers will not rely upon expectations but instead will design
instruments, sometimes called pretests. based on their knowledge of the
academic skills needed to perform another academic task.

Briefly, the guidelines for the construction of assessment instruments
are characterized by four major phases: (a) planning the assessment instru-
ment. (b) item writing. (c) item analysis. and (d) establishing measures of
validity and reliability.

ASSESSMENT OF COGNITIVE AND BEHAVIORAL SKILLS

Special emphasis is given in competency-based programs to behavioral
assessment, strategies which may be used to rtipsure correlates of mem*/
cognitive skills. At the present stage of developcilent in psychological test-
:ng and theorizing. it is highly questionable whether any test score can
Le validly interpreted as an index of immutable or fixed characteristics,
cepacities, or abilities. Within the context of its fundamental genetic endow-
client, behavior is a function of interactions with one's environment, and
as t.uch it is modifiable. New patterns of response may be predictably instated
and current responses may be maintained or eliminated, exclusively as a '
resu!t of planned or unplanned environmental events. Moreover. new. and
existing behaviors may be maintained at differential levels of occurrence.
duration. or magnitude as a consequence of conditions present in the in-.
dividual's environment.

The scores derived from appropriately constructed and reliable cogni- .

tive assessment 'instruments can yield only estimates of specific existing
cognitive kreiwiedge, interests; or attitudes as expressed through- verbal

Verbal resporises represent only one mode of behavior and
are meaningful only whet a comparison is conducted with an appropriate
reference population or with the same population following a period of
instruction. As Wicker has clearly shown, the ability to demonstrate writing
skills may have little or no relationship to other overt behavioral responses.24
What. pupils actually do or can do in terms of observable performance often
cannot be predicted from their written andior verbal productions.. When
techniques of assessment fpcus upon overt behavioral performances which
are taken as evidence of learning. the role of interpretation by the, teacher
is minimized.

Behavioral Assessmitnt. Factors of subjective judgment. biases, expec-
. tations, and personal assumptions about minority pupils arc largely con-

trolled when educational achievement is evaluated as a part of ,behavioral
assessment. in behavioral assessment. the teacher's personal disposition



toward a. given pupil wit h,respect to :inv. ethnicity. or socioeconomic-status
is irrelevant. The 'pupil is assessed on the basis of what he:she can or
cannot demonstrate in a given curricular domain. Overt behavioral per-
formance is the :sole criterion of achievement. Further, behavioral assess-
merit holds that what does not presently exist in the pupil's behavioral
repertoire if not as important as whet does existwhat the student can
actually do. This is the base upon which nets' behaviors are shaped and
structured. The objective is not to isolate. identify, and label judgmental
characteristics or attributes of the pupil fir negative reports, but to deter-
mine the existence of current patterns of performance with the aim of build-

ing up new behaviors to demonstrate learning.
Thus the major objective of behavioral assessment is not to evaluate

beton ior withinlhe implicit context of a judgmental schemR; rather, it is to
provide descriptive, reproducible data on quantitative measures of directly
observable samples of behavior-This. approach attempts in minimize the
imposition of negative subjective perceptions, expectancies. assumptions.

. and biases in judgment by the assessoe. in both the collection and analysis
1 of the data: and it curbs the further development of negative teacher ex-

pectations.
'As suggested by Kanter Mid Phillips. behavior assessment is used, to

pros ide empirical information that allows the teacher to define ObjeetiveS

for instruction. to identify conditions :naintaining undesirable behavior as
well ag desirable responses, and to permit the selection of.the must efficient
strategy designed to promote desired learning.2

icvaluatitus of Change. Quantitative evaluation of chino, in learning
responss.should be a continuing and integral part of educational programs-
Continuous Monitoring of progress toward achievement of educational
obj41 fives allow the classiuem teacher to restructure and adapt instruc-
thene activities as needed to optimize conditions for attainment of
Mucatitinal goals. defined in terms of directly observable ehaviors. In
addition. pupils who are systematically apprised of their strengths and
weaknesses relevant to specified performance objeCtives May contribute

to the development of mow salient programs. experiences, and procedures
facilitating educational achievement. The latter feature could be used to
enhance minority pupils' options in learning to gain more control of their

own lives.

Design of Behavioral Objectives
A behavioral objective. is an essential component in competency-

based programs. it is designed to provide explicit information allowing
both tea( her and learner to be made aware of the educational goals in a
k-arning environment: it specifies what outcome behavior is to be acheived

as a result of instruction. how the behavior is to be achieved, and how its

achievement is to be demonstrated and evaluated Behavioral objectives

(
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'represent a riamprehensive statement (or series of statements) serving ac
the procedural 'guideline. for the teacher as instructor, and the pupil as
learner. Behavioral objectives specify (a) substance (contents,. (Ii) structure
(format or arrangement), and (c) process (methodolagf) characteristics of
an educational program designed to produce learning in the form of planned
behavioral change. Behavior-based objectives do not rely upon methods of

assessment designed to produce labels and generate inferential speculations
about performance skills. Rather, objectives are set and modified on the
,basis of data derived from direct and systematic application of assessment
criteria. .

.

uc..Instrtional Strategies for a Competency-Based
Classroom 5

In designing la learning environment, it is essential that the teacher
.consider the exte t to krhich it is structured to optimize the opportunity for
all Opils to beco e educated. The point to keep in mind is that the elak-

. aim is essentially! a social situationwith a complex of interacting events.
.activities, an.. conditions impinging directly upon all participants in the
milieu. To the extent that a social environment is improperly arranged.
manipuiated, and controlled, the opportunity for achieving predictable and
desired outcomes U. impaired.

In managing this social system, the teacher must attempt to structure
its components in a way that both his or her behaviors and those of the
pupils interdependently operate to produce planned behavioral change. in
the sequential steps intended,. This is largely an issue concerned with the
design of physical, social. and temloral conditions which facilitate learn-
ing, add the manipulation of predetermined consequences to,affect pupil
behaviors. Basically. this concerns the formulation and iMplementationUf
a strategy or programmed procedure in which both teaci4r-pupil behaviors
are to be exhibited in a certain sequence and under specific conditions of
occurrence, followed by preselected consequences to regulate performance,

In 'designing a system in which physical, social. nd temporal pare-
te:Aers of milieu are specifically arranged to expedite planned behavior
change. it is the environment itself that is altered and programmed. There
is no attempt.to restructure the pupil in terms of personality or intra-psychic
characteristics according to the notions of subjective opinion. The teacher
is responsible for identifying and implementing those environmental
changes that have been empirically determined to help the individuhl pupil
to learn new skills.

Competency-based methods emphasize planning. programming, pre-
dictability, and control with respect to the environmental conditions in
which pupils behave and learn The focus is upon promoting the achieve-

r ment of educationally relevant responses through positive control of the
,Itsafaing environment. leacher behavior, with respect to sliming and im-

r
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plementing instructional activities. is empirically evaluated; that is, it is
tested in terms of the effects they produce. In this sense. the formulation
and seloction of 'operational strategies applied in the learning milieu are
grounded upon objective, scientific analyses of their observed effects on
actual: pupil behaviors. not on subjective judgr;ent. If a particular strategy
fails to produce desired results, it is replaced by alternative procedures
which must prove their effectiveness in each individual case. This repre-
sents a novel approach to teaching. It is not uncommon to find pupils
exposed to learnthg programs which totally ignore their experiential
background and existing competencies in curricular subjects. A given wo-
cednre may be adoeted by the teacher simply because it is standard or
traditional for certain populations of pupils, irrespective of their individual
needs. But in such cases. failure and frustration are also traditions.

Within the competency-based system, the\theme is tty utilize positive
behavioral control to increase successful performance, whether achieve-
ments"be modest or notable. In its'application, the model explicitly fosters
the development of positive expectations for successful performance by
the pupil. Ptipil behaviors are seen to directly reflect the competence of
the teacher's performance idaterms of designing and implementing 'an
instructional program. Every pupil is perceived to possess some specific.
edu..ationally relevant competencies which can be developed and firmly
established to facilitate building up related performance skills. In this sys-
tem, where positive expectations for pupils' growth and achievement pre-
vail, and indeed are provided for in the design of the instructional program
itself, pupil achievements provide reinforcement not only for the individual
pupil, but also for the teacher who structures and implements the learning
program. A model designed to strengthen and recognize existing and future
accomplishments will produce outcomes for both teachers and learners
that make education an enriching and productive experience. It is the
manipulation of erwirontnental variables which underlies learning. It is
counterproductive to assume that failure is a product of postulated incom-
petencies and incapacities of the pupil: rather, the teacher must examine
the classroom environment and program he or she structured in order to
identify those conditions or elements which interfered-with or inhibited
the emergence of ::riterion behavior and rearrange the situation accordingly.

Evaluation
Evaluation in competency-based programs is a continuous process of

collecting and interpreting quantitive information. This information is used
to make decisions about the learning environment in terms of its resources
(inputs), instructional activities (process). and resultant pupil performances
(output). Evaluation should provide quantitive information about the level
of competencies of pupils when entering a learning 'system and when leav-
ing the system, and the quality of instructional operation design. As such.



evaluation is a tool and a means and process of collecting data which may
be used to improve the system.

Pupil performance on various specific criteria is evaluated regularly
and frequently as a basis for decisions related to pupils' progress through
the program. This serves a diagnostic or guidance function. Performance
of pupils and teaches involved in the program can be assessed for the
purposes of evaluating the program itself. This serves an evaluation and
research function. The teacher must determine which behaviors and activi-
ties are effective in facilitating desired pupil outcomes. It cannot be assumed
that a program or mode of instructional practices is effective. It must be
empirically demonstrated. The program must be open to development pr
modification on the.basis of objectively quantifiable information. The quality
of an educational program is evidenced by what it produces in terms of
pupil outcomesassessed with respect to a specified objective and explicit
criteiiaof both teacher and pupil performance.

Continuous evaluation provides feedback for empirically grounded
decision making regarding the allocation of resources and the modification
of ins'tructional pnicesses as may be needed. Competency-based programs
depend upon feedback for correction of errors identified,in the system and
for the improvement of efficiency it relates to structuring functional learn-
ing environments. A system ich provides ongoing information about
itself regarding the efficiency a d effectiveness of its design and operations
should provide' a means to mini he role of highly subjective teacher
judgment and possible biases about pup s in determining what competen-
cies pupils possess upon entering "Or leaving the learning system.

The Benefits of a Competency-Based Educational Setting
Benefits accrue to all participants in a competency-based educational

setting. Teachers learn to function in a logical sequential manner. They are
able to effectively plan instructional activities based upon pupils' strengths
and weaknesses. They are able to evaluate their own behavior as teachers
with a minimlon of threat. They are able to formulate sound educational
practices which are observable, measurable, and predictable. TheyWie able
to stabilize the learning environment so that a maximum of learjiing,can
Ic:e :rue with a minimum of disciplinary problems. They are able toff4Intly
measure pupil progress and, if necessary, redesign the learningNonvitOit-
ment. i:inallv. they are more able to become accountable to parents dad
the community.

The Most important benefit for children is that they can gradually be"-
come more self-directing in their own education and thus begin to gaM a
sense of control over their future. Self-direction in education is a concept
that has reeeived very little philosophical and research attention. Perhaps
because of th'evociety's value system of -control and be controped.- edu-
cators have giv6ii little credence to the concept of self-directeyearning for

4Y
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children and especially not for minority children. Vet. if we expect our
young persons to be able to develop the competencies necessary to advance
the progress of the society. it is pertinent that we begin to develop decision-

_
making skills. as well as other skills, at early ageS. The ultimate goal for
.children in a competency-based education system is that they gain skills in
assessing their strengths and weaknesses in establishing long- and short-
range behavioral objectives. in seeking out instructional materials to attain.
those objectives, and in evaluating their progress.

The public nature of the competency-based educational system allows
meaningful parent participation. Parents can participate in the develop-
ment of curriculum in the assessment of pupil strengths and weaknesses.
and in the total evaluation procedure. Parents can assess both the program
and the teacher's effectiveness and contribute to the redesign of the total
educational environment if necessary.

To properly evaluate_ the efficiency of assessment as a component in
coppetency-bAed programs. teachers. parents. and administrators can

I utilize measures \which allow them to answer three questions:
1. Were appropriate assessment procedures used to yield empirical infor-

mation on put it performattce?

911 2. Were assessor nt data appropriately interpreted, such that the role of
subjective jud meat was minimized?

3. Does assessme data lead to specific statements of pupils in terms of
behavioral stren the and .weaknesses?
To properly t: aluate the efficiency of objectives as a component in

competency.based programs. teachers. parents. and administrators can uti-
lize measures whi .h allow them to answer three questions:
1. Were appropri e behavioral objectives formulated. specil7i,d. and made

public?
2. Were behavioral objectives clearly and precisely stated in terms of ex-_

plicit classes of measurable,And demonstrable behavior?
3, Have behavioral objectives led in step-wise sequence to the terminal

goal of instruction?
To properly evaluate the efficiency of instructional strategies as a com-

ponent in competency-based programs. teachers. parents, and administrators
can utilize measures which allow them to answer three questions:
1. Has the teacher designed a learning environment which facilitates the

production of measurable behaviors indicative of positive educational'
achievement?

.2. Were strategies appropriate (i.e. selection and organization of curriculum
content. selection of learning experiences, positive reinforce= .t pro-
cedures) to facilitate learning by individual members of the given pupil
population?

3. Were strategies effective and efficient in implementation. and modified
as necessary on the basis of empirical data to produce desired outcomes?



To the extent that these questions. in toto. can be answered affirmatively.
it is likely that a functional learning environment has been formulated and
established to promote positive educational attainments by all pupils ex-
posed to it.

Summary and Recommendations
The competency-based model of education. applicable to the training

of prospective teachers, is concerned with behavior change wherein the
pupil acquires a specified level of competency in cognitive, social-emotional.
and performance domains. Within the competency based model, learning
programs are designed so that pupils and their objectively identified needs
are met. in contrast to the restructuring of pupils to fit into a prograni.
RZe, ethnicity. sex, income level, and other demographic characteristics
of the pupil have bearing in competency-based programs only to the extent

.they- describe. facets_ of_ths .pupil'-s; social history and r/rior learning
experiences in the culture. Knowledge of these variables.. is used to the
extent that they may contribute to developing relevant learning activities
which build upon. and do nut negate, Pupils' previous learning experiences.
Thus. variables of race. ethnicity. income level, social status, and sex re-
flect the cultural plurality. history, and attendant learning experiences of 91
the pupils. They are not. as mapy educators and test interpreters believe.
indicants of intellectual capacity. aptitude, and ability which may be used
to allocate pupils to educational tracks or problems which reduce the like,-
lihoOd of high achievement and social mobility in American society.

In competency-based programs. measures designed to assess the indi-
vidual's *sent level of functioning in a given domain represent objective
indices of observable measurable behaviors. Such measures are not designed
to provide labels for categories of inferential, subjective constructs which
reflect the test constructor's andlor interpreter's own personi experiences.
attitudes, value orientation. assumptions, and biases. It is strongly sus-

.yected, as Brookover et al. suggest." that these culture-based tests, which
label. classify, and are used as an -objective- basis for the placement of
pupils in different educational categories and programs. function to stratify
and allocate individuals to different social positions in society. That such
tests are used to identify, label, and allocate children to different educa-
tional programs where their preparation for the positions in the social strata
is implicit. represents institutionalized discrimination and bias in its more
subtle form.

Such an approach contrasts sharply with the competericy-basedmethod
by which the teacher determines what skills the pupils need to strengthen
and-or expand. The teacher recognizes that pupils' behavior reLects both
individual and group characteristics, i.e. some of their behaviors are unique
products arising from their own personal learning experiences, while other
behaviors are common to their social group. community, geographical



region. and the larger culture. Therefore, the unit of analysis by which the
pupils' educational needs are assessed is overt behavior. Constructs mired
in postulations of personality, values. intelligence quotients and attitudes,
for example, are irrelevant to a competency-based model of education. Qb-
jertive data describing observable. measurable occurrences of specifically
defined behaviors tell the teacher whai the pupils actually do in 'terms of
functioning in a given domain. The emphasis is clearly upon present be-
haviors. IThat does not presently exist in the pupils' behavioral repertoire
is not as important as what does exist. What the pupils can do represents
the base upon which subsequent new behaviors can be built, broadened, and
synthesized with other relevant responses in a given domain to produce a
constellation of chained behaviors which represent performance skills.

Parenthetically. the i.nalogy of the half-full/half-empty water glass is
pertinent. A pupil may correctly read and define 50 out of 100 words in his/

_herlesson_bonk. Is_hoshereally:dull.,-7stupid" or "inferior" because he/
she -faits- to correctly answer the other 5t) items? Orhas the student demon-
strated success by correctly angwee ing half of the items, which is the founda-
tion for learning the correct response for the other 50 items? The latter
situation epitomizes a major issue in education of minority pupils. Th..1
teacher who expects less of the minority pupil will see himiher as failing: tl:e

92 more objective. behaviorally based teacher sees the student as learning,
opportunities abounding for structuring situations to foster further learma
and achievement.

Pupils who are exposed to a competency-based program know exact!
what is expected of them. The instructional activity is designed so that the
pupil builds a chain of successive correct responses which culminato
the criterion performance skills, If pupils falter at some point, procedures
allow fur them to recycle and build upan existing competencies. The cri-
terion by which pupils can identify successful accomplishment of the learn-
ing objective is a specified level of observable behavior which the pupils
caa assess as objectively as the teacher. Because the emphasis is upon exit
rather thdi entrance requirements, pupils of diversebackgroueds and levels
of competency may participate in the learning activity as long as they can.
demonstrate the minimal skills upon which future behaviors are based. The
instruction modes in a competency-based model prak ide a mechanism for
specific guidance, feedback, and evaluation which promotes educational
acheivement and can foster self-directed learning.;

Chief among the important implications of competency-based educa-
tion in multicultural schools is the limitation and minimization of subjec-
tive variekles in terms of testing and evaluationsl judgments which have
connotations of good and bad. Explicitly specifying objectives in terms that
have observable and measurable physical referents minimizes the intrusion
of such intervening_variables as subjectivity and bias which have so often
functioned to the disadvantage of minority pupils. Similarly. the. rule of
these intervening variables is minimized in designing learning activities,



assessment of competencies prior to the teaming activity. assessing achieve-
ment of learning objectives, and setting criteria, for achievement and ad-

o
vancement to new learning programs.

If teacher training institutions are to provide preservice and inservice
training which will significantly increase the probability (a) that minority
pupils improve their academic achievement levels and (b) that a multicul-
tural philOsophic structure will undergird broad educational goals, then
they must facilitate the development of educational policy which will foster
the following processes in teacher training:
1. Conduct scientific analyses of learning tasks and design teacher functions

to maximize the probability of the achievement of those tasks
2. Redesign teacher function within the competency-based teacher educa-

.

tion model
3. Instruct teachers in the pros and cons, of reinforcement practices
4. Design internships (rather than student teaching) for preservice and in-

.service teachers which will allow them to test their own coMpetencies
in all the areas of the competency-based model

5. Provide instruction for preservice and inservice teachers in the curricu-
lum area IA teacher expectancies of minority groups and the ramifications
in teacher behavior of such expectancies

6. Instruct preservim and inservice teachers in the evaluation of pupil petr- 93
forfnance on a pre-post performance continuum

If teacher training institutions could achieve just the above items, manN
of -the negative results of the education of minority children could be ob-
viated and the development of the multicultural concept could probably.

/-be realized.
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*CHAPTER 4

TEACHER COMPETENCIES FOR
CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Cordell Wynn
Assistant Dean and Professor, cotief, -it' Education

Alabama State University, M imery

Rationale
Planned multicultural education and the inemporation of competency-

.based education in school systems. colleges, and uniiktrOties are becoming
.increasingly recognized as important phenomenc in the American educa-
tional enterprise. To the extent that multicultural education can be sig- z
nificantly initiated and purposefully influenced, the role of the educational
practitioner is central in these phenomena. It is assumed in this paper th4
there is a positive value to the total educational arena and to the society
which it serves in developing and implementing a re:avant and viable multi-
cultural educational program for learners based on the concept of cotnpe-
tcncy-based education.

Teacher education is changing in higher educational institutions be-
cause there are insistent demands rising, from such groups as Mexican
Americans, American Indians, Chicanos. Blacks, and Puerto Ricans, to
recognize the'importance of cultural differences and modify the curriculum
to reflect their concerns. A dialogue is revolving around sound strategies
to create a teacher education program which will equip the individual
teacher to demonstrate specified competencies which are realistic to our
pluralistic. society. When this goal is 'realized. the role of the teacher will
change from a bureaucratic functionary to that of a democratic educational
Practitioner.

Every school in our nation has an imperative mission these days: to help
prepare its students for life in a society composed of many diverse cultures.
racial and ethnic strands. The extent to which the school equips its young
people to work and live within a country graced by an assortment of races.
.cultures, and lifestyleseach mutually celebratedis a positive indicator
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of its overall quality and its relevance to contemporary youth. Therefore.
multicultural teaching is the greatest educational challenge of the century:
A response to that challenge is a viable multicultural education/compe-
tency-based teaSer education program. for it is upon the quality of the
teacher that all else depends when it comes to facilitative learning.

in developing a multicultural education program. it is necessary to
explore the question:. "What does a teacher need to know and be able to
do in order to teach effectively in a culturally diverse society?" in seeking
answers to this question, the writer talked with teachers. public school
administrators, teacher trainers. state department of education personnel.
and education researchers. The key idea that emerged. if multicultural
education is to become a reality, was competency-based teacher education
it :HTEI).

It appears obvious that if the aim of teaching is learning. there should
he t-violence that preservice teachers ean bring about appropriate learning
in students before they assume responsibility fur such learning in then class-
taxmc Therefore, it is believed that this aim can.be accomplished by enabling
they prospective learner to demonstrate mastery or attainment of specified
criteria. These criteria can be stated so that they include areas in titicog-
naive. affective, and psychomotor domains and encompass all phases of
education from preprimary to graduate level. ,

Competency. of course, is the important conceptt the sine que non of
CBTE. The learner will have x number of reading skills. will differentiate
among several elements of diverse cultures ,with y. percent accuracy. will
know x number of economic concepts. and so on. This is different from
the usual approach of saying: Given x amount ,4 time, the learner will.be
taught to the best of bisher and our ability. in this latter approach. time is the
major limiting factor: in competency-based teacher education, time is basi-
cally. a vat iable element. The development of a teacher education program

'that generates this kind of evidence is mandatory if we are to provide the
best education possible for all American youth.

Assumptions of Cornpetency -Base Teacher Educatiqd
. 1. Competency-based teacher educationshould have as its base detailed

descriptions of the behavioral outcomes expected of the learner. Although
already alluded to. this assumption deserves additional comment because.
of all the assumptions undei'ly.ing competency-based teacher education, the
emphasis on behavioral outcottiw is probably the most controversial.'

Behavioral outceines are vat lo,isly referred to as behavioral objectives.
performance goals. operational ,t:Ijectives, and instructional objectives. But
regErdless of the nomenclatut employed. most would agree that statements
of behavioral outcomes should meet three criteria: (a) the behavior itself
must be identified. (b) the, important conditions under which the behavior
is to occur must be,defined. and (c) the criterion of acceptable performance
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must be specified. When these criteria are. met. the result looks something
like the following:

The student must be able to reply in grammatically correct French
..tfic95% of the French questions that are presented to him during
an examination (2.501.
The student must be able to spell.correctly at least 80% of the
word:: called out to him during an examination (2.50):2

.

The advantages of stating educational outcomes in behavioral terms
are becoming recognized. Advantages include giving meaning to broad
statements of educational goals. giving direction to the design of instruc-
tional strategies, and.making obvious the methods used in evaluation. Pro-

. ponents argue that these are critical elements in the search for a more
effective and efficient system of public education. But critic:s of behavioral
objectives point out several potential dangers. One danger revolves around
the issue of responsibility. Do teachers write their own objectives? Or do
they use objectives which have been preestablished by experts? The critics
argue that teachers seldom have time to do the former and that they jeopar-
dize the unique aspirations of their classes by opting for the- tatter.

Competency-based teacher education should provide for differences
among learners in terms of their accumulated experience, extent of achieve-
ment, and rate and style of learning. In other words. CUTE is based on the
principle of individualized instruction and learning.

. Competency-based teacher education should provide opportunities
for the learner to pursue personal goals. The intent of this assumption
goes beyond the elements of individuali4.ation described above. That is. it
means more than providing the learner with opportunities to make choices
among alternate learning activities. In essence. the assumption means that
fir learner is also given opportunities to make choices among various ob-
jectives and, in some instances, to develop his or her own.

tikIn a CUTE pr gram. there are certain objectives which are required for
everyone. "For ex mple. each learner must be able to do x, y, and z.- But
there are other objectives, all of which are considered important. but none
of which is considered to be as vital is- y, or z. or more valuable to all
learners thAt another. From this latter 'group of objectives, then, each learner
has the timid= and the responsibility to'negotiate a program of studies.3

Or, suppose that the learner is interested in a particularftrea of study
for which the school has no objectives. In such'a case. the learner is en-
couraged to become involved: Jong with the professional staff, in 4signing
learning modules in that area. Certainly, the extent of the learner'sinvolve-
ment will be determiled v his or her age and talents.

4. In.addition to iie a sumptions cited above. two others need to be
nentioned. if only in ssi g. One is that CBTE should be so organized

and managed.that all ia concerned with or affected by the education
of learners shore Ow re .I ns 'bility fdr it. A key cgncelit in cpmpetency-

-.,
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based teacher education then is int olventetit:the involvement of parents,
of community groups and institutions, and, of course, of teachers and learn-
ers in the design and implementations of programs. Another key concept
is occountabiiitt.. For whey one is responsible for the design afiii imple-
mentation of instructional programs, to some extent one must also, be ac-
countable fur their consequences.

,

I The other assumption is that competency-based teacher edua\ition
should be so mganized and managed that it provides for its own continuous
evaluation and revision. This is a critical area. For there is always danger
that the efficiency ofany instructional program will become equated with
its effectiveness and relevance. In other words. an instructional program
may appear to he functinning with no apparent flaws, to be maintaining
itself with little difficulty. but upan closer examination, the program may
not be at:filet-nig its stated objectives, or the objectives themselves may be.
irrelevant. In CIITE then. questions of efficiency. effectivettess, and relevance
are separate questions, and careful attention is given to asking and answering
them.

Competencies to Be Demonstrated by Ai(Teachers
In a Culturally Diverse Society

.
There are certain basic competencies that all teachers should be able

to demonstrate to teach effectively in a suciety composed of disparate cul-
tures. These competencies are identified as follows:

COMPETENCY CIA 'SUR 1. l'NDERSTANDING HUMAN GROWTH
AND DEVELOPNIENT

1. Recognizing that each individual is worthwhile and unique
2. riiderstanding that each individual reacts as a whole human being
3. Understanding that each individual's behavior is caused and is not

e.hitrary
4. Recognizing that each individual wants to do something and attai sac-

, cess in doing it
It...cognizing that each individual has dignity and integrity

6. Recognizing the importance of the individual and his.her individuality
7. 1'nderst4nding the implications of selected concbpts and principles of

human growth and development
H. Recognizing the role that environment plays in learning
4, l'uderstanding and analyzing the development of social relationships

it). Evaluating the factors which affect development and measureminat of
intelligence

(DMPFTENCY CIA 'STER IL PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR
INSTRt 'CTION

1. Stating desired learning outcomes in behavior terms



2. Orgatiiiing classroom for instructional quality and classroom control
3. Speejfying indicators of outcome,,achievement
4. Recognizing the wide range of interests and achievement levels among

individual learners
5. Planning instructional activities that relate to desired learning outcomes
6. Recognizing the difference between the value systems of different racial

and class subcultures in the classroom
7. Identifying and articulating the use of instructional materials and pro-

cedures
ft. Understanding learners' environmental backgrounds and language

patterns
9. Planning assessment activities that relate to desired learning outcomes

10. Planning instructional materials and procedures appropriate to the in-
dividual needs of all learners in a given classroom "

11. Planning techniques to foster self- evaluating self-directiveness, self-
diagnosing, self-prescribing. sett-motivating to foster independent
learning

12. Gent Iting learners' desire to engage in critical and analytical third- lg,
rational decision making, and linking knowledge to action

13. Stimulating inquiry, creativity, sensitivity, and conceptualization
14. Promoting instructional ideas that will change the learner's role from

reactive to participative
15. Indicating how data on pupil achievement is to be displayed and used

in adjusting instruction.
E1/4

COMPETENCY Cl.i STER Ill. PERFORMING INSTRIICTIONAL
FUNCTIONS

1. Demonstrating adequate and appropriate skills in oral and written com-
munication

2. Convoying the learning outcomes desired from instruction
3. Generating constructive pupil-teacher interaction
4. Adapting instruction to context, content. individual learning styles or

modes; and rate of growth
5. Managing instructional transitions and terminations
6. Managing the effective use of instructional materials, procedures, and

activities
7. Facilitating skill in interpersonal communication
it Managing unexpected activities and events
9, Managing strong feelings and disruptive events

10. Fostining collaborative decision making between learner and teacher
1. Providing tot.variety' in instructional activities and cognitive levels

exercised
12. Reassuring. supporting. Teinforcing, and analyzing learner responses
13. Utilizing feelings and emotional climates in the instructional process
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COMPETENCY CLUSTER IV.. PERFORMING ASSESSMENT FUNCTIONS

t. Assessing learning before instruction
2. Assessing learning during instruction
3. Assessinrlearning after instruction
4. Planning instruction on the basis of learning outcome data
5. Assessing the individual needs of learners
6. Assessing the needs of the community

COMPETENCY CLUSTER V. DISPLAYING PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT

1. Displaying pre- and post-lesson achievement
a. For knowledge/skill outcomes
b. For process/attitudinal outcomes

2. Displaying learning gains that can be attributed to instruction
. a. For knowledge/skill outcomes

13: For process/attitudinal outcomes

COMPETENCY CLUSTER VI. RELATING INTERPERSONALLY

1. Relating sensitively and effectively to learners
2. Relating sensitively and effectively to supervisors
3. Relating sensitively and effectively to colleagues
4. Relating sensitively and effectively to parents

COMPETENCY CLUSTER VII. CARRYING OUT ADDITIONALi
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Managing noninstructional activities
2. Meeting work schedule deman..9
3. Maintaining the learning environment
4. Meeting general professional responsibilities

Some of the most promising practices incorporated into achieving these
stated competencies are ideas which some teacher educators have supported
over the years in different forms and under different labels. Educational
leaders and proponents of multicultural/competency-based tea( ,er educa-
tion will be working to demonstrate that some of these ideas also have their
roots in a democratic value system. an appropriate base for the preparation
of teachifs for schools in American society. This latter fact makes these
ideas all the more important in multicultural education programs.

There will be anticipated problems with this approach. The need for
further research is urgent, but better preparation of teachers to meet the
challenge cannot wait as cultural pluralism continues to be ignored as an
important educational ingredient in creating a "No One Model American."
The writer sees the changing role of the teacher and learner as the primary
problem in implementing multiculturallcompetency-based teacher educa-
tion. To deal effectively with this problem, the writer suggests that we



have to build a support system for individualizing instruction within, the
framework presented as follows:

1. To provide a systematic prescribed individualized program for each
student in a.given class based upon the learner's needs, strengths. weak-
nesses. interests, and abilities as determined by relevant and appropriate
evaluative instruments

2. To provide for a unique instructional mode for each student in a p'.'
.class which will facilitate an individualized learning plan fdr each learn.
er. Each plan will provide for a specific procedure on an individual basis,
as suggested in Table 1.

TABLE I

INDIVIDI IALIZING INSTRUCTION

1. Diagnosis:

2. Prescription:

3. Contract:

4. Treatment:

5. Assessment:

Assessing the strengths an4
weaknesses of the learner
Deciding what course of
action to folloy
Commitment of earner to
perform the prescribed treat-
ment
Partners: Student-Teacher
Actual instructional strategies
that are relevant to the learning
modes of each learner: the
teaching part of teaching
Did the treatment work?

This process will also have as its key emphasis the change role of the
learner and teacher as shgested in Tables 2 and 3.

The writer sees that one of the major issues with multiculturalicornpe-.
tency-based teacher education programs is how to identify specified compe-

. tencies needed to facilitate substantive pluralistic learning. Another ism/4
is focused on how teaching competency is to be defined. The.range of posi-

o tions taken on the issues cantfie framed by a series of questions. Is demon-
strated mastery of knoWledge about teaching to he considered teaching
competency? Is skill in performing the behaviors cr tasks of teachers the
meaning to be given to teaching competency? Or is teaching competency
a tetin to be applied only to the demonstrated ability to bring about the
outcomes desired of a teacher in certified teaching positions? These
varied positions represent markedly different views of what ttle writer sees
multicultural!competency-based teacher education is all about. and set
markedIrdifferent requirements for program structure and operation.
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TABLE 2

TIIE LEARNER'S ROLE CHANGES

FROM TO:

Assignment doing Planning
Optional exercising
Creating
Viewing and listening

Memorizing Problem salving
Hypothesizing
Analyzing
Synthesizing ..
Concluding

sislote taking Organizing ideas

Reciting Discussing
Conceptualizing
requiring

Listening
Evaluating
Debating

TABLE 3

THE TEACHER'S ROLE CHANGES

FROM TO:

Presenting broad Special competencies
competencies P representing cross-cultural

and minority teaching/
learning situations.
Sensitivity to and knowledge
of minority students and
their culture must be trans-
lated into effective. teaching
skills which enable the
stildent to learn.

Coercing Motivating

Lecturing Discussing

Asking questions -Stimulating inquiry

Talking at students Listening and talking with
students

Testing and grading Fostering self-evaluation

Lesson planning Writing behavioral objectives
Establishing competencies
Diagnosing
Piescribing
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Competencies Needed for Effectively Teaching
Identified Culturally Different Youth

The writer endorses the concept that teachers need identified compe-
tencies for effectively teaching specified culturally different youth. In this
paper. the writer is focusing attention on the needs of Black youths as an
ethnic group. inasmuch as the majorIty of his 22 years of educational ex-
perience has been with this segment of thcoschool population.

Since school districts throughout the nations are required by law to
eradicate.all vestiges of a dual education for Black and white youth. many
teachers-find themselves teaching students who differ from 'them racially,
culturally. socially. and economically. This is a relatively new experience
for these education practitioners, and research points out that many lack
adequate skills to deal effectively with the challenge of providing quality
instruction for youth from such diverse cultures.

Contrary to the thinking of many education.practitioiiers. the physical
massignment of students and faculty to eliminate racial identifiability of
schools which. in turn, increases cultural diversity. is but a first step in the
process of achieving quality multicultural education for all youth. An essen-
tial anti, continuihg element in this process is -the training of prospective
teachers and other educa'ion,practitioners to cope effectively with problems
resultitig from bringing together these disparate cultures, with their differing
values. mores and customs. into close and prolonged contact. Thus, in deal-
ing with these problems. an educational process is needed that provides
an element of "quality control.- a way of monitoring the skill levels and
progress" of students. This process is available in the concept of competency-
based teacher education.

Competencies to Be Demonstrated by Teachers Who
Teach in a Multicultural Education Program a

The writer sees the following identified competencies needed for ef-
fectively teaching specified culturally differevtt youth:

1. Demonstrating effective techniques and methods to build and enhance
the self concept of learqers

2. Conceptualizing the dimerksions in which the learner may be expected
to grow and learn under diverse home and-community environmental-

,. conditions
3. Recognizing the importance of oyercoming cultural and racial stereo-

types
4. Understanding the interdependence needed among the various cultures

for the enrichment of learning how to live, grow, and learn in a plural-
istic society - .-

5. Understanding the history of minority groups in the United States and,
in particular. of the civil rights movement
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Demonstrating knowledge about the psychology and impacrof prejudice
7. Planning viable and relevant means for combating prejudice and nega-

tive reactions as reflected in parent and student. behavior
8, Understanding that all people are humanwith individual feelings,

Eispirations, and attitudes no matter what cultural orientation they
represent

9. Recognizing the importance of being prepared to encounter prejudice
and hostility as reflected in parental and community reactions

10. Assuming responsibility for examining own motivesand what disci-
plines they apply to

0 11, Supporting self-initiated moves of all people and not condemning or
prejudging their motives

12. Assisting all young people to understand and confront feelings of ethnic
groups other than their own

13. Staying with and working through difficult confrontations
14. Showing interest in understanding the point of view of all cultural

ropresentat ion
15. Demonstrating directness and openness in expressing feelings
16, Identifying and exploring solutions to problems arising in cultural

diversity
17. Recognizing and creating positive ways to cope with racial attitudes of

young people as shown in their behavior
18. Creating a climate of mutual trust and constructive interpersonal and

intergroup relationships
19. Building intercultural cohesiveness and dispelling myths about the

intellectual inferiority or superiority of ethnic groups
20. Demonstrating research skills relating to cultural pluralism
21. Recognizing the importance of stressing the insights of sociology,

psychology. cultural anthropology, and other relevant fields in facili-
a tating learning outcomes in a pluralistic setting
22. Demonstrating methods and techniques to offer young people options .

which allow for alternative styles of learning
23. Recognizing that within the realm of potential of every human being

there is a level of .awareness and achievement which can make life re-
warding. and that most young people want desperately to find that level

24. Assuming the responsibility of helping to devise programs which reach
out to students and engage them in a process which is both interesting
and fair and will. thus, lead to a level of awareness and achievement
which gives them a positive perception of themselves and their relation-
ship to others,

25. Developing viable strategies to confront young people with moral, ethi-
cal. and spiritual conflicts of their culture and motivate them to devise
a system of values which is both personal and internalized

26. Demonstrating that the color of an individual is not nearly as important
,as hiS or her competence

27. Developing objectives and activities tiienhance the self-confidence



young Black learners use in guarding against the trappings of con-
descension

28. Planning to include learners in full participation in the decision-making
process relative to instructional activities

29. Selecting materials that will not derogate or ignore the identified cul-
turally different group

30. Building and promoting viable channels for meaningful communica-
tion among students. colleagues. and parents to lessen language barriers

31. Recognizing the value of various evaluative instruments and their uses
with multicultural education
Problems related to the full actualization of the above identified compe-

tencies hinge on how teachers condition their own beliefs about the world .

in which the learners)ive. A learner's actions seem intelligent to him or
her and to those that will teach him or her only if teachers see the world
through.the learner's eyes. But the learner's views of reality are largely per-
sonal. being influenced by individual needs, values, culture. self-concept.
physiological structure. beliefs about other people. and opportunity.

An individual behaves in a manner designed to maintain or to enhance
self-organization..People are capable of self-initiated behavior which takes
them toward self-realization. The most important factors in determining
our perceptions are the beliefs we hold about ourselves and other people 105

which are learned in interaction with them. When people perceive them-
selves as greatly different than others, in terms of adequacy, they are.in-
clined: (al to be self-rejecting if they regard others as having greater worth,
or (bj to reject others if they regard themselves as having greater worth. We
are in the best position to perceive ourselves and others accurately when
we believe that both we and our peers have worth.

Based on this type of peireptual theory. in preparing teachers'to demon-
strate competencies needed for effectively teaching identified culturally dif-
ferent youth. the writer believes these implications for education can be
derived.' In order to teach. one must-
1. understand individual students by trying to view them and their world as

they do.
2. discover the differences between the value system of different racial and

class subcultures in the community and the implication for the class-
room situation.

3. learn the characteristics of an impoverished community and the nature,
causes. and effects of cultural ckprivation.

4. understand the relationship of student potentials to attained levels of
achievement. with emphasis on the effects that educational. social, and
economic levels have on this achievement.

5. acquire the professional skill needed in analyzing instructional deficien-
cies experienced by disadvantaged children.

6. appreciate the controlling personal and environmental factors involved
in the teaching-learning process.
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7. develop the ways and means of organizing the classroom for instruc-
tional quality.

8. acknowledge the problems of school administration unique to the de-
segregated school situation. including the preparation of school deseg-
regation plans.

)sotential Strategy
The writer sees competency-based teacher education as a potential

strategy fqr preparing personnel to work effectively with youth from diverse
Cultural backgrounds. The initial focus of CBTE is upon the curriculum,
the teacher, and the specified skills the learner is to attain. Some schools of
thought suggest that educational practitioners should "first look at the child;
he will 'tell' them his needs." The writer views this as a basic "cop-out"
in designing multicultural education programs. If we have no goals and
objectives, we cannot be held accountable; and accountability is an essen-
tial element in providing quality learning experiences for all youth in ciur
pluralistic society. What if the learner never shows interest in his or her
fellow classmates? And what if the learner decides he or she does not want
to interact with peers from other cultures in a meaningful group activity?

106 Logically, it appears understandable that we must first create and de-
sign the curriculum and then look at the learner. in relation to that curricu-
lum. To insure that desired behaviors are specified for learners, there is an
imperative need to develop behavioral objectives as a first step in construct-
ing a solid multiculturalicompetency-based teacher education program. r

. Behavioral objPrtives are referred to by a variety of terms such as instruc-
tional objectives, performance objectives, and terminal objectives, Regard-
less of the term used, a behavioral objective is a precise statement of the
behavior the successful learner will exhibit after completing the learning
activity. The writer defines a good behavioral objective as one that contains
four essential elements. It states (a) who. (b) given what, (c) does what, (d)
how well. It does not describe the learning activity in which the student
will engage. Rattier. it describes what the learner will be able to do after
instruction, and how well she or he will be able to do it,

4 To help understand the movement toward competency-based teacher
education and its applicability to multicultural education, the writer breaks
the growth of education into three phases: (a) Traditional Phasemarked
by a great preoccupation with the "inner" characteristics and capacities of
the learner (aptitude or ability); (b) Experimental Phase- -focus shifted from.
learner. per se, to the teaching process; and (c) Competency-Based Educa-
tionan educational process that provides an element of "quality control ;"
a way of monitoring the skill levels and progress of learners which is vital

a culturally disparate classroom. This process provides a way of syste-
.

m4, atically preventing failure and insures consistent, efficient teaching. The
writer sees CBTE as a procedure that has changed education from an "art"
into a "science."



Assessment in all its stagespre. formative and summativeis basic
to meaningful and relevant multicniDural education as well as to compe-
tency- based education. This, combined with more equal achievement
standards. provides an educational tirctcess, that is more likely to meet the
needs of all youth in our pluralistic society.

It is important to point out that CBTE systems vary depending upon
program size. subject matter. etc. However, these systems follow the same
general design. Each bask: step helps to answer a basic educational ques-
tion.

The first step it: to formulate and sequence objectives. This step
answers the basic question. "What will the learner do?"

The second step is tivt of preassessment. There is need to find nut
which of the objectives the learner has and has not learned. This helps
educational practitioners answer the question. "What does the learner
know ?"

After preassessment, instructional planning and instruction, per se.
occur. The question. "What activities will the learner perform?" is answered
here.

Finally. the question. "What haS:' been learned?" must be answered.
This is the postassessment phase. Based on the information gained here.
basic deciSions are made regarding the next steps in the learner's course of
learning. These are the basic steps in setting up models in competency-
based education.

The position taken in this paper is that the objective of teacher educa-
tion programs should be to assist prospective teachers in developing the
competencies that they require to intervene successfully in the intellectual.
emotional, cultural. and physical development of youth from diverse cul-
tural backgrounds. This position has a number of implications both for
teacher education programs and for the school curriculum at all educational
levels.

Basic Recommendations and Conclusions
If teacher education institutions are to meet the objectives stated above,

consideration should oe given. to the following:
I, Develop teacher training programs that attend to the defined skills,

'attitudes. and experiences required of individual living and learning
in a pluralistic society.

2. Require student teachers to behave as they will expect their students
to behave. though at a level of greater sophistication.

3. Repjac:e subordinate content objectives with behavioral objectives.
4.. Accommodate the individual differences of potential teachers 41 he

same way the graduate teacher will be expected to accommodat e
individual differences of children.
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5. Require tea,:hers to deinonstrate a minimum level of competence in a
range' of critical functions in order to obtain professional certification.

b. Move rapidly to employ, in the full range of positions, faculty and ad-
miii;strators from all ethnic groups in our pluralistic society.

7. 'Implement special training components that provide for competencies
needed in crosseultural and minority teachingilearning stivations.
Sensitivity to and knowledge of minority students and their culture
must be translated through training into effective teaching skills which
facilitate learning in multicultural education programs.

B. Design and implemen1 vehicles to open up effective and honest com-
munication among all those within the school community. thus in:,
creasing mutual trust.

9. thiite public school and university personnel in a collaborative effort
to prepare teachers. The goal should he to better integrate practice and
theory in the training of teachers.

10. Assist school districts in systematic staff development programs to
establish learning-teaching effectiveness centers to provide for the re-
newal and upgrading of professional competencies in the cognitive
domain. and to combine personal creativity with the ability to be a
resource to the learning proc'ss for all youth in a pluralistic society.
Similarly. if teacher education programs are to have any relevance to

what actually occurs in the schools. the schools therm aloes must-- .

'1. provide programs based on a continuum of skills and concepts inherent
in specific learning themes rather than in isolated subject matter.

2. adopt a philosophy of cnntinuous progress.
3. provide opportunities within the school for the child to apply rational

thinking to real-life problems. of living in a culturally diverse society.
4, actively implement new resources and techniques designed to relieve

the teacher of non-teaching functions.
5. select instructional. resources that will adequately reflect multicultural

education.
Multicultural education/competency-based teacher education has many

positive elements and few shortcomings when properly designed and ef-
fectively implemented, It certainly enables the teacher to continuously in-
crease her or his competencies to cope with areas of reality in such a way that
he or she sees new options within.the environment. Such a teacher can build

. educational settings in which innovation rather than imitation is the norm'
and in which the learning process for youth in our pluralistic society be-
comes self-motivating and is fun.

COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL How well a person is doing in relation to
a specific instructional objective or group
of' objectives
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ANECDOTAL RECORDS

ASSESSMENT DATA

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

BOUNDARIES

COMPETENCY

CONTINUING ASSESSMENT

CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS

FLOW CHART

FEEDBACK

GROUPING AND GROUPING
STRATEGY

INDEPENDENT LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

A written record of conversations be-
tween students/students. student/parent,
teacharstudent. teacher/parent
Information that tells how well a pupil is
doing or what difficulty the pupil may be
having in relation to a specified objective
A test or questionnaire designed to pro-
vide information to the teacher about any
facet of a child's behavior
Boundaries between acceptable and un-
acceptable behaviorthe rules of the
classroom .

A statement of the knowledges. skills. or
behaviors expected of the teacher; each
statement will be accompanied by at least
one assessment
The use of evaluating as arr ongoing pro-
cess utilized to continually refine and
improve instruction
Information given a pupil about per- 109
formance or behavior in relation to an
objective or a classroom rule
Tests (formal or informal) designed to
indicate why a person is having difficulty
learning a given skill, knowledge. or con-
cept
A method of diagramming a procedure
or process. step-by-step
Information provided to the learner about
how she or he is progressing in relation
to a specific objective
'defers to the way in which a teacher or-
ganizes groups of children for instruc-
tion; includes entire-class grouping,
small-group. pairing, individualization,
or combination of these categories
The degree tit which a pupil can work
on an independent basis. without help
and without undue frustration
That level at which a child understands
at least 80 percent of the words or ideas
Books. films. objects -and such. used to
help a learner achieve a specified instruc-
tional objective



INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE A teacher's objective for the learner; what
the teacher wants the pupil to know or be
able to do as a result of instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM Long-range plans and objectives for chil-
dren

INTEREST INVENTORY A check-list or open-ended questionnaire
used to determine the range and depth of
student interests

LEARNING ACTIVITIES What the teacher plans.for the learner to
do in relation to a given instructional
objective -

LEARNING MODALITY The way or the circumstances in which
(LEARNING STYLE) the pupil seems to learn best; for example,

a pupil may respond best in a structured
setting as opposed to a more open en-

. vironmentor may learn best from
visuals, as opposed to audio materials

LEARNING MODULE A curriculum package based on an ob-
jective or related group of objectives
All the ways we communicate with
people, other than through the spoken
word; Writing, facial expressions, ges-
tures. all kinds of body language

PEER RELATIONSHIPS Social relationship with other children
in the class

PEER STATUS A pupil's standing in relation to all

. NONVERBAL RESPONSES

pupils in the classroom in terms of a
designated kind of behavior. i.e. social,
leadership, athletic; size, weight. etc.
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CHAPTER 5

. PREPARATION OF TEACHERS FOR OPTIMAL
PARTICIPATION IN ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS

FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
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Professor of Educational Studies

State University College of Arts & Science
Geneseo, New York

and

Norman R. Dixon**
112 Associate Professor of Higher Education

University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Director. National Project on Testing
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Rationale for Improved Assessment Programs .

During the past ten to fifteen years standardized testing has been viewed
by many authorities as discriminating against youngsters who. were of
minority races and/or lower socioeconomic class structure,and the use of
standardized tests was reduced. There is abundant research literature to
document the fact that current standardized tests of socalled intelligence/
aptitude, achievement. and personality do not assess racial, ethnic, and low
socioeconomic groups fairly and accurately. This literature is buttressed by

*Helen V. Foster is one of the iiifarologists who worked on the standardization of
the "McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities." 1972. and the revised edition of the
"Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children." Both were published by the American
Psychological Corporation.

ilnderthe direction of Norman R. Dixon. the National Project on Testing sponsored
the first national conference on the testing of minorities in education and employment.
This was cited by the American Psychological Association (APA) as ' the most far-
reaching effort yet to grapple with the problems of bias in the testing of minority
groups."



thousand4 of students who testify to the inequities and injustice's saddled
uptin them by the improper use of biased tests.-

_ Added tattle data supplikky scholars relative to poor tests and malevo- .`
lent testing .are testimonieg of thousands of students whose life chances'
were damaged by teitchers making improper mil of test results. In one case,
a tenth grade boy told his teacher he ivanted to become a lawyer His teacher
invited the boy's mother and his counselor to meet with him. In the pre-
sence of the boy's mother and counselor, the teacher informed the boy that
his test scores were too low. "He could never pass college courses to get

o law school." Nov the student is a senior in Duquesne University in
ittsburgh with a cumulative grade point average of B. Already, he has had

counseling toward law school admission. In another case, a fitly in a large
city in an Eastern state was tested and placed in special education classes.
As a senior. he was counseled toward a trade. "You will never make it in
college." he was warned. The young man went to a Black college and earned
a bachelor's degree. His master's degree was earned at a large, prestigious
university in the East. Today. he is a school principal and candidate for a
Ph.D. degree in the university where he earned hii master's degree.

Another interesting case concerns a Black military officer who decided
to go to college. ,After to ing a on ± her of standardized tests, he was then
advised by a gpvernmentc 1g agency not to go into dentistry or 113
medicine. He ollowed his desires rather than the advice of the counselor.

ter complet n of three years toward his B.A. at a midwestern university,
wh.; he had een continuously on the Dean's List. he was accepted by
the den school. He finished third in his class and is presently a tenured
faculty member in the schoolof dentistry at that same university. No doubt
each reader can recount numerous experiences with individuals whose
teachers or counselors made negative forecasts about their future because of
low test scores. where the forecasts fortunately were incorrect. Motivation
is a very important variable for which as yet we have no measuring instru-
ment.

A counter argument does exist in the fact that there are some realistic
goals which can be achieved through the process of testing, If teachers are
th be evaluated upon their understanding of tests and measurement, then
they also must he exposed to and evaluated upon thd major applications of
testing. as well as their ability to develop and create programs.tomeet the
needs of individual differences, rather than create endless categories and
classifications. t,

lnapproprjate and poorly constructed tests can create obstacles to pro-
viding the child with 'a meaningful and challenging educationdl program.
Youngsters from multicultural backgrounds may be forced into unfavorable
positions by being evaluated early in life by tests which are predominantly
verbal in content. Such tests rely upon questions phrased in middle-class
standard English. Responses are considered correct only when given in the
same language. Consider the fact that our two most prominently ed in-
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dividual intelligence tests, the "Stanford-Binet" and the "Wechsler Intelli-
gence Scale for Children," require the use of middle-class standard English.
The recently published "McCarthy Scale of Children's Abilities" does allow
children to use their own type of language or dialect in some responses. How-
ever. this test is only for ages 214-81/2.

This paper focuses briefly on the following topics: (a) poor tests and
malevolent/ testing. (b) competencies needed by teachers for participation

4'1 in assessment programs for multiilltural education, (c) a suggested model
for preparing teachers for optional participation in assessment-programs
for multicultural education, and (d) action pointers for the American Asso-

.rciation of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE), fn the hope that it will
. demonstrate more than mere lip service to multicultural education, includ-

ing its assessment. In a paper of this sort, it is imposiible to treat these
,topies,ully: The reader should give much thought to means by which to .
expaitd the -ideas presented and relate them to his or her specific needs.
The reference's "cited .will.he helpful, sources in this task.

/I
Fron:i the outset, two facts must be made unmistakably clear: First,.

. .because this paper recommends preservice and inservice teacher education
in how tci else standardized tests, this does notimply endorsement of any
single standardized test or any group of tests. Second, use of the term multi-

ti.
'1,14 cultural_ education does not imply that American schools, on- any level,

have accepted and implemented a philosophy which provides educational
equity for all children of all the people. Perhaps the reason that standard-
ized tests do not reflect the paitive 'glues Of racial, ethnic, and low socio-

-economic groups is that American school objectives are not based upon cul-
tural diversity. It is vital townderstanu this point in order to absorb the
thrust of this paper.

Relationships of Assessment to Teaching and Learning
Assessment of student performance should not he a disconnected. iso-

lated event. Rather. it should be integrai with the total sequence of teaching
.and learning. The general patterp and sequence of interlocking relationships
should be as follows:

.

1. Assessment of student needs a.

2. Specifications of behavioral objectives to be achieved
1 Specification of academic content to-be utilized to achieve the behavioral

objectives
Specification of instructional media to be utilized to achieve the be-
havioral objectives

5. Specification of activities for use of academic content andtor activities
to achieve the behavioral objectives -

to
b. Identification and,use of Lipman resources to achieve the specified be-

havioral objectives
7. Identification and use of formal and informal assessment techniques

for assessing student performance
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8.. Use of assessment data for refining and improving educational situations
and student performance

Each of the eight interlocking, interrelated steps cited above should be
suffused with Black. Chicano, Puerto Rican, Native American, Asian. and
poor white cultural data. To be sure, there is much to be said about other
ethnic groups in America. but the groups identified above are the most woe-
fully neglected and seriously maligned groups in American education. In
addition. American schools have deliberately excluded Blacks, Chicanos.
Puerto Ricans. Native Americans, Asians, and poor whites from control and
operation of the schools. Even today. few school systems invest these groups
with power to help effect multicultural education by including them on
school boards and employing them as administrators, counselors: teachers.
athletic coaches. librarians, school social workers, and psychologists. This
is true in large urban areas and in the suburbs as well.

Needless to say, participants from diverse cultures would enrich the
education of the majority groupand all school personnelimmensely.
Participants from diverse cultures could contribute importantly to the spe-
cification of multicultural education objectives and thereby deliver an ulti-
matuiri for broader assessment. utilizing multicultural *sta. Unless the
schools apply the multicultural approach to their objectives, academic con-
tent. instructional media, activities, and personnel, there is no need for
multicultural assessment. The schools as social institutions must also speak
directly. loudly. and clearly to test producers..by requiring multicultural
tests to assess multicultural school objectives. Unless the schoolsinclud-
ing teacher education institutionsare willing to take these steps now.

_papers such as this are futile efforts.

Poor tests and MaleuOlent Testing
Fair and accurate assessment of students is indeed a difficult but simul-

aneously ernajorissue. Many parents, legislators. educator -,, students, and
taxpayers generally perceive assessment results as the hard data confirming
(or denying) school effectiveness. With the recent demands for accounts -_
bility, it has become critical that schools provide students, school hoards,
and the community with evidence to justify their claims to.be institutions
which make positive differences in community life. As a result, the schools

have resorted to standardized tests as infallible instruments for collecting
data on the cognitive abilities and achievement of students. Despite the
obvious limitations of such standardized tests,they have been employed
without due regard for their limitationsand the need for prudent use of ,

their results. Little or no attention is given to tiff need for specification and
4s4essment of affective and psychomotor objectives.
. Teachers are positioned in the middle of the assessment quagmire. They .

teach ana assess students. kindergarten through grade 12. who end up
each year as unbelievably poor perroThers. At the end of,grade 12. thousands

R
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of Blacks. Puerto Ricans. Chicanos, Native Americans, Asian Americans.
and poor whites spell. read. write, listen, and compute at the elementary
and junior high school levels. Many of these students were graduated with
a average or higher. If these students are fortunate enough to be ad-
mitted to college. they must register in minority programs, remedial classes,
and or noncredit college courses.

In addition. there is the grave' problem of thousands of "drop-outs."
"push - outs." and "kick -outs" from the schools of America. All too many of
these students are labeled "troublemakers." "hard to teach," "constant
failures.- and "difficult to control.'' This alarming/N. large number of out-
otschoo/ students curd tin' continued -ejection of students by the schools
constitutes a national calamity! The large number of Black Males. ages 12
through 17. thrown out of school is indeed frightening! The rejection-
ejectfo'n phenomenon is frequently the result of treatment provided students
based upon inaccurate and unfair test data.

RELIANCE ON STANDARII4Z"\:,D TESTS

In the first place. entirely too much faith is placed in standardized
tests. Far too many teachers accord absolute trust and confidence in intalli-

116 Bence. aptitude. achievement. and personality instruments. They seem to
believe these devices were forged in heaven by God and His angels rather
than their being another imperfect human cultural artifact% there is abundant

0...literature (Barnes) Dobzhanskr..." Fells.' flurley.4 Kamin.s Richardson.
Spears. and Richards." and Williians'."-'1) to document the fact that standard-
ized tests inaccurately and unfairly assess cognitive abilities and achieve-
meet of racial. ethnic, and low socioeconomic groups.

One of the most bitter critics of standardized tests and the injustices
and inequities they inflict on Black communities is Robert L. Williams.
professor of psychology. kVashington t n;versity in St. J.ouis. For several
Years now. he has waged vigorous warfare against maleVolent testing. In a
recently published paper. kVilliams wriotes "... scientific racism isa part of
the racial war. and the practitioners of it use intelligence tests as their
hired guns."'"

The attacks on standardized tests are accelerating. These attacks are
indeed wholesome. for they underscore weaknesses in test construction and
test use which can lead to fairer and more accurate assessment procedures.
A tnajor effort to produce test changes is. that of the National Project on
Testing. rniversity of Pittsburgh. Its central objective is the improvement
of the assessment of racial. ethnic. acid low socioeconomic groups. Another
emphasis of the project is on helping teachers. counselors, administrators.
and parents to use tests with due caution and prudence.. A great deal needs
vet to be accpmplished in order tot prevent the use of poorly constructed.
inappropriate. and inaccurate test to multicultural education. For instance.
teachers, must realize that while there are many "intelligence" tests. "no
one seems to have a very clear idea of what it (intelligence) is."



liurle'v shows the relationship of poverty to mental retardation.0 The
mental retardation syndrome in America includes Blacks, Puerto Ricans;
Chicanos. Native Americans. and poor whites. ;Must of these grinips are rural
dwellers. urban ghetto dwellers, el barrio dweller's. reservation dwellers,
and migratory workers. For the most part they are tested, labeled, classified.
and then in disproportionate numbers placed in mental retardation classes.

Peter Watson indicates how racial discrimination affects 1.Q.. referring
mainly to im tin perk assumed (or imposed) misconceptions of self-percep-
tioni and or expectations in the part of the child tested. l' lie further illumi-
nates the importance of understanding the perspective of the person
involved in the test situation. alter which one may ". . begin to have some
idea of they way 'race' amid 'ability' get tied,up in the mind of the youngster
and how this. in turn. cart both improve:and inl.air hisjperformance."14

NIORATOR11 'MS- ON STANDARDIZED TENTINc;

Because they saw the inaccuracy and unfairness of standardized tests.
the Association of Black Psychologists. at their vifiCt meeting, called for
a moratorium cm .testing. The statement follows:

The Assoc iation of Black Psychologists calls for a moratorium on
the repeated abuse and misuse of so-called conventional psycho-
logic al _tests. e.g., Stantord-Biemt (Form .1.-M). the Wechsler,

holistic Aptitude Test. Stanford Auhitivement, Iowa Bask:
Skills. (:raduate Record Examination (rnil.:), the Miller Analogies
Test. and many others. For more than two decades, we have
known that these conventional tests are unfair and improperly

lassity Black children. In spite of the abundance of facts. nothing
has been done to correct this abuse. Thus, the Association of Black
Psychologists. dedicated to preventing further exploitatiOn of
Black people. calls for an immediate moratorium on all testing
of Blink people until more equitable tests arc available."

In 172 the National Education Association Representative Assembly
'passed a residutiork esdblishing atl NE4,Task Force on Testing and called
for a moratorium ciil group standardized testing. The resolution reads as

v
fellows:

The National Education Association strongly encourages the
elimmation of group standardized intelligence. aptitude. and
achievement tests to assess student potential or achievement until

. the completion of a critical appraisal, review, and revision of
current testing programs.'"

Even though those and a few other groups have called for moratoriums
on standardized testing. strong steps were never taken to put teeth into their.
declarations. WOrse yet, other professional organizations (such as the Asso-
ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development. National Council for
Social Studies. National Association of Elementary School Principals.

V.
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National Association of Secondary School Principals,,Association for Child-
hood Educalion International, and others) have 'not prepared policy state-
ments on the preparation and assessment of multicultural education. Such
statements should have been prepared and cooperatively linked with such
declarations as those of the Association of Black Psychologists and the
National Education Association. The value of such a cooperative venture is
obvious. The impact upon test procedures of a call to construct multicultural
assessment procedures would he quite telling if powerful test users required
test producers to do so. Some test producers might, in fact, welcome such
a demand. At least two major test producers hale stated openly that they
produi e the kind of tests which test users demand. To demand fair and
accurate tests utilizing cultural content would place the responsibility for
change on test producers.

Teacher Competencies Necessary for Optimal Teacher'
Participation in Assessment Programs for Multicultural
Education
InERATI 'RE ON TESTING

I 1 8 Since I 906. it has been recognized that teachers need special preparation
to meet their responsibilities in standardized testing. Twenty-five years later.
Ernest W. Tiegs wrote the book Tests and Measurements for Teachers be-
caus_ of his teaching experiences." Emphasis was placed on the use of
tests rather than on the description of them. and on the activities and
problems of educational work and how testing techniques will contribute
to their solution rather than on a study of tests that some day may pro4
useful in the classroom." In parts of Tieg's book, the following subjects
are sp.( itically addressed: fundamental's of measurement which are basic to
all jesting procedures, the chief uses of tests with reference to the educa-
tional experiences to which they are related. and the complimentary rela-
tionship between teacher-made tests and standardized tests. Also treated
are the charai teristics of standardized tests and the construction, adminis-
tration. and interpretation of teacher-made tests. Ting also disusses criteria
for test selection, an often overlooked.concern requiring due consideration.

Twenty-eight years after Tieg's hook, in 1959. Garrett published Testing
for Teachers.'" The book was written for "prospective teachers who want to
know how mental tests tan he of help in their school. It can also-serve as
a guide for teachers in service.-2" Nearly the entire book deals with descrip-
tions. limitations, and usefulness of standardized tests. The last three chap-
ters are devoted to the preparation and use of teacher-Made tests and how
tests can be used in guidance and counseling. There is also -a statistical
supplement. a list of test publishers, and a glossary.,

In tivai. Smith and Adams wrote the second edition of their book F.du-
rational Measun:ment for the Classroom Teacher.21 Part I deals with basic,
statistical procedures. and Part It is devoted to the construction. u, and
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evaluation of teacher-made tests. It also deals with assigning marks and
reporting student progress. Part III discusses the use of standardized tests.
The three hooks cited above span 43 years of standardized testing. They
represent the major coecerns about teacher-made tests and standardized
tests. In the main. all of these books treat general aspects of the same topic.
Smith and Adams include t ondensed copies of the taxonomies of the cogni-
tive and affective domains. In none of these books is there- treatment of,
race, ethnic ity. and social t lass as related to testing. In all of them,'however,
are implied some basic competencies which teachers in multicultural edu-
cational programs tan use productively.

ASSESSMENT COMPETE' ;IES

Today's teachers need competencies in the following areas:

I. Partici path, al in Ci% of .1.111)441 testing progtam

'2. Participation in test selection
3. Participation in test administration
4. Partit Mat Om in test interpretation

Partit ipation in using test results for meeting itulividtial and group needs
ii. Participation in information- sharing with parents and community groups
7. Participation in.assessing leatning situations
ti. Partit ipation in the' development and or use -of procedures for identifying

and nourishing talent among Blacks. Chicanos. Puerto Ricans, Native
Americans. Asians. and poor whites

In addition to the teacher competent ies in areas given above, teachers
must demonstrate' their abilities to display cognitive behaviors uncontami-
nated by prejudice arm racism. Generalized knowledge. intellectual skills.
and abilities are insult-it ient. Affective behaviors must play a large part in
assessing multicultural obiectirvs. Such behaviors should sensitize teachers
tee ethnic and legal rights of students, More than that, teachers must be pre-
disposed to protect these rights. When testing is4used at stated points to
provide feedback to students. teachers, administrators, and parents regarding
whether progress is being attained in desired multicultural objectives, re-
sults can be used diagnostically to improve' learning situations and promote
student growth.

Model: Teacher Preparation in the Area of Assessment
owl crivEs -rEsTING PRoGRAM

t. A testing program should not be' Iiinited.to measuring either I.Q..
achievement performance in the basic skills. or the masters of subject matter
alone'. because then only superior acquisition of these tasks will be rewarded.
Ifeidrtiiriistrators and teachers are aware that the curriculum should include
values and mores that teach acadeibic honesty and self-worth. thpy will
reward evidence of these qualities also.
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2. An assessment program should he for specific educational needs,
not for the mere collection of data that may or may not be relevant in the
future.

3. Standardized tests are used more for comparison with norms (na-
tional or large regional). and infrequently for measurement of short-term
and immediate goals.

4. Informal teacher-made tests are used for *immediate assessment data
and the establishment of further short-term educational goals that arepath-
ways to overall educational objectives.

TEACHER ROLE IN SETTING TESTING GOALS

Teachers should have a participant role in .establishing educational
and assessment goals. In order to achieve this, certain understandings are
required:

1. Teachers should develop some basic understandings of what intelli-
gence tests are designed to accomplish as well as what they cannot ac-
complish:These understandings would include knowledge of "culture free"
tests and awareness of test biases, thus promoting awareness of how such

120 factors might affect multicultural education.
2. Teachers should develop some basic understandings of achievement

testing. with no small thought directed toward teacher-made tests. The sta-
tistical data provided by the profiles must he properly interpreted in orci*,
to assist teachers in developing a prescriptive type of educational program,
both for the class and for individuals. (In achievement testing, proper
interpretation is facilitated by an adequate retrieval system which includes
individual item analysis in support of teacher-directed planning.)

3. The development of the school testing program should be the result
of interaction between teachers. building and district administrators..
parents. and students. with each group having an active and ongoing func-
tion in the process.

SELECTION OF TESTS 4.1

Decisions regarding which tests are most appropriate should be made
with the needs of the school in mind. This concern encompasses both the
educational goals as well as thorough understanding of the racial, cultural,
ethniL and socioeconomic makeup of the test population.

PARTICIPATION IN TEST ADMINISTRATION

1. Once teachers have been involved as major functionaries in the pre-
vious developmental stages, they will then become more willing and effec-
tive adMinistrators (and interpreters) of tests.

2. By establishing a more familiar base regarding test administration



(and interpretation). teachers are then more committed to providing a whole-
some environment and favorable climate fur the testing situation.

:4. Test anxiety and test-taking motivation have become significant
items affecting student attitude and perceptions. The evidence indicates
that usually the middle-class white studAnf develops a "test -wise" approach
to standardized testing. If. as has been indicated, the norms are drawn from
this grouping. then a caveat need be issued regarding the validity of such
tests when applied to children of multicultural backgrounds. Such a problem
requires more than merely readjusting the anxiety And motivation levels
.foe ethnic: youngSters.

4. The factor of huManism. which has been touted tbroughout the edu-
cational arena. must be applied to standardized 'est programs as well.

TEST. INTERPRETATION

The factor of test interpretation. that is. what the data reveals and what
ought to be done with the information. should receive a similar amount of
joint attention froM teachers. administrators. parents. and students.

1. Attention should be focused on what data is desired from the test.
2. Understandings must be developed concerning test interpretations,

in light of the inability to utilize ahem with perfect fairness when applied
to yotingsters,of culturally diverse backgrounds.

3. It is necessary to predetermine how mach credence will be given to
the test data as a valid instrument ,by which teacher and/or educational
accountability may be measured. or whether suchan approach'would receive
any consideration at all. This matter becomes a dilemma for many groups
faced. with the accountability aspect of standardized testing.

4. NI1 parties involved must be prepared to deal with both the strengths
and weaknesses which are extrapolated from the-data. each being of equal
importance, at least in terms of interpretive scrutiny.

5. Consideration of the rights of students, parents. teachers. adminis-
trators-, and school boaids must be maintained pertaining to test utilization.
educational implications (whether for innovation or modification), and the
overall impact on the immediate school community.

6. The individual's rights of privacy regarding test results and report-
ing are obvious but often need mention. if for no other reason than to maintain
those rights.

7. Evaluation oftudents is an integral phase of the ongoing assessment
program. It is essential. therefore. that the evaluation system, integrated into
such a multicultural education program as has been discuss d, be one in
which assessment criteria have been decided in advance by those involved
in educational planning. which includes the community spectrum. This
would insure consensus on both appropriateness and applicability of evalua-
tion as it relates to the multicultural education program.
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Recommendations
The authors charge AACTE to take an active role in helping school

personnel, college faculties. and students at the undergraduate and graduate
levels to become prepared for participating optimally in assessment pro-
grams for .multicultured education. This would require the selection of
various communities where there is a representation of two or more racial,
ethnic. cultural, and low socioeconomic school children and public school
personnel as well as a university setting within a realistic distance with a
similar makeup of student body and personnel. Then AACI'E can establish
centers for a period of at least three years where a. model such as the, one

described in this paper can be established on a functional basis.. .

AACTE should further e5tablisli a cadre of consultants who could func-
tion in the preparation of teachers for optional participation in assessment
programs for multicultural education. AAC,TE could assist in the funding
of such consultants and workshops andsor institutes.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

By the Panel of
Black Writer-Editors

From the five position papers presented, it is clear that multicultural
education /should be a part of all teacher preparation curricula., It should
also be clear that no specific rationales for multicultural education have
been giv4n for Blacks only. It is the opinion of all of us that multicultural
education is a need of all Americans. The papers did, however, point out
some co petencies and strategies needed by teachers in dealing with Black
children not because they %Yea. Black but because of the racIstn and op-
pressio that all Blacks have encountered in America. They emphasize the
point o cultural diversity as well:

Rationales for Multicultural Teacher Preparation
7

The rationales for the preparationof teachers in multicultural aduca-
tion as presented by the position paper writers follow:

1. Multicultural education has a positive value to the total educational
arena and to the society (Wynn).

2, There are insistent demands on the part of minorities that teachers
and schools become sensitive to cultural differences (Wynn).

1. Every school has an imperative mission to assist dll students for life
in a society composed of many diverse cultural, racial, and ethnic
strands (Wynn).

4. If educators are to structure a learning environment which faciiitates
both the acquisition of academic skills and the development of pro-
ductive school-related behaviors in ethnic minority pupils, it is impera-
tive that teachers recognize the influence they exert as a stimulus in
the classroom (Pettigrew).

5. The teachers' own attitudes and behaviors operate to shape the atti-
tudes and behaviors of the children whom they instruct. This is espe-
daily apparent in the early grades where the social influence 9f peers
is not as great as that of the teacher (Pettigrew).

6. Teachers must become more concerned about the differekes and
similarities between achievements and aspirations of the ethnic
minority child and the ldvantaged majority child (Pettigrew).

7. Teachers must become more adept in the deliberate design of a learn-
ing environment that will foster academic growth and achievement
within a multicultural educatignal setting (Pettigrew).
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'8' It teat hers tail to adequately plan and program the environment for
multicultural pupils. learning is lett to chance and the results may well
he c ounter-produt five t2Ndut abonal at hievement (Pettigrew). 4

Many people seem to hl kd the view that schools are somehow isolated
from the normal c ultura milieu, when, in tat t, schools more than any-
thing else are retie( tions ot processes that go on in the culture at large
Hi 'hard I.

10. It is not enough to like the children, the challenge is to teach Jo?theie0
ettectielv within a cultural context Sullivan
Multi& ultural education diners from ethnic studies because its methods

or teat hint; strategies can he employed in all disciplines rather than being
limited to the social studies. There is, however, a large intersection be-
tween ethnic studies and multicultural education. A mathematics class with
diverse students, regardless of racial or ethnic composition, should pre-
sent objective or mathematical concepts in such a way that the diversity
ot students'. backgrounds arc included in the presentation of concepts.
This means that a teacher will have to use several examples using more
than one idea to explain the same concept. A chernistFy teacher would
use illustrative examples that occurred in the students' environment,
rather than example's that occurred thousands of miles away. This does

1 ..!ti not mean that a teacher would not use an clam* because it is abstract,
but rather abstractions would he taught with logic in terms of the con-

4, (pt.. and understandings which the student possesses.
Multicultural education is an attempt to take those elements and

experiences ot the students' culture that will kable them to grasp that
knowledge which might otheiwise be foreign to them as learners in a par-
tic War sett.. lg. Preparing teat hers multic ulturally concerns itself with break-
ing down hairier% that hinder teachers from exhibiting positive attitudes
and expec Cations that minority students need in order to achieve. if you
believe in the worth and dignity of humanity. then you have to believe
in the value:of,the preparation of teachers for multicultural classrooms.
It must be emphasized that multicultural education goes far beyond just
loving the students. Teaching the virtues of BJackvess is not enough: Black
students must experience successful achievement and at the same time
retain their idrtity. They must beialtwo-look out into society or go into
a classroom and find successful models and see acoritinuous, flow of suc-
cessful Black iridiyiduals" within their evironment. This implies a strong
.oronnec lion between what students are told in class and what they know
to be true in the reaLsocietv. klulticultural education should not only assist
Blac k individuals in knowing th..0 they are Black and that Blacks have made
n&erous wiltributions to the clevelovment of our country. It should also
assist them in knowing that many other groups have contributed as well.

The CBTE Appr6ach
The competency-based approach, as suggested by the writers, is one
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potential vehicle for designing and implementing multicultural teacher
education programs, provided that previously suggested precautions are
adherAf. to. Where the CBTE approach is used, the writers suggest the
following characteristics! ...*

1. There must be systematic attention given to multiculturalism in the
conception and design of the program.

2. All' segments of the commit lity being served must participate in plan-
ning, implementation, and evaluation of the program.

o. 3. The multicultural perspective Rust be reflected in the identification of
competencies and the specification of objectives.

4. The field-based components of teacher education programs must utilize
diverse cultural settipgs.

5. The ultimate criterion of success in multicultural education is the
tea. her's demonstrated competence in working with all students.
The position papers provided valuable input for a thnrotigh examination

of the relaziOnship between multicultural education and competency-based
teacher' education as it affects the preparation of teachers. The conclu-
sions that can be drawn from that examination clearly indicate that the
panel of Black American writer-editors holds views that vary substantially
from the basic assumptions of some multicultural educationicompetencr! 127
based teacher education proponents. One evident difference is that tKis
group of educators has little confidence in the notion that CBTE will be n
utilized to bring about more effective multicultural education. Reasons for
this lack of enthusiasm have been discussed earlier. Further, the Black

. writer-editors reject the idea that there are certain unique competencies
needed by teachers of Black American and other Minority children.

Ours is a diverse society. Teacher education programs, should provide
all teachers an opportunity to develop competencies for functioning in a
diverse society. Such programs should include those competencies needed
to teach all children. To further clarify its position, the panel of Black
Americans developed the following statements of principles.

Statements of Principles
1. there is no substantial difference between the competencies neeVed to

teach Black Americans and those needed to teach everyone. To say that
there are unique competencies needed by teachers of Black Americans
is to say that such competencies can be isolated from the main body
of knowledge, skills, and understandings thatkaJI teachers need. This
position is antithetical to the concept of multicultural education.

2. Any course, workshop, or learning experience provided for prospective
teachers must reflect the multicUltural perspective. Courses, workshops,
or- learning experiences that .do not reflect this perspective are nbt
credible components of programs for the preparation of teachers. This
principle should prevail even where students are likely to teach in

ft



situations than are described as "monocultural." In fact, such situations
require additional emphasis on multicultural education ,as an essential
element in the preparation of teachers.

3. CBTE doesnot indicate a change in the locus of decision-making power
in American* education. Thus, it does not appear to hold significant
promise tor. affecting the critical problems related to racism and oppres-
sion in the schools.

4: The reatizationoi the goals of multicultural education requires a thorough
restructuring of American education in general and teacher education
in partiailar. lust as multicultural education cannot be grafted on to

traditional educational methods and techniques, it cannot be grafted on
to the CBTE movement. A serious commitment to multicultural educa-
tion mat start with real changes in the way in which educators and
educational institutions. operate.

S. CBTE is an educational process. As such, it does not guarantee adequate
cc nsidetion of the educational interests and needs of Black Americans
or any other minority group. COTE in itself will not produce teachers
who are less racist. or less bigoted than they were before experiencing
such program.

6. If Cbi E is to impart the preparation of teachers of Black Ameiican and
other minority-group children, it must cease to be the exclusive terri-

128
tory of the educational "country club set." Representatives of the broad

4 01.
spectrum of America's diverse society must be brought into the move-
ment in positions of leadership and responsibility.

7. The identification of competencies, the diagnosis of learning difficul-
ties, the designing of effective assessment procedures and other critical
elements in the CBTE process cannot be accomplished without adequate
consideration for multicultural factors. To do so invalidates the entire
process as a viable means of providing learning experiences for pros-
pective teachers.

8. The notion that the CBTF process is particularly beneficial to Black
Americans and other minority groups represents a perpetuation of the
patronizing and condescending attitudes that characterize minority
education. Such a notion implies that minority -group 'children are di -
ferent with respect to their ability to attain the desired competencies
and are, as implied before, inferior to their fellow students.

9. The absence a need for a white perspective-on multicultural education
reflects an implicit bias. MultiiUltural education is not the responsibility
of the minorities. It will not become an important priority in education
until society as a whole is concerned and. involved.
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INTRODUCTION

Or vo of the most pressing concerns found in teacher preparation insti-
tutions and agencies is related to the question of preparing teachers who
can function with optimal effectiveness in multicultural school. environ-
ments. Because of the failure of the Anglo-American middle-class curricula
to advance the academic and socio-psychological well-being of minority-
group Americans, a movement for generating immediate chaRges in the
existing American Alum, system has been initiated. This movement carries
identifiable terms, such as bilingual-bicultural education and cultural plural-
ism. Bilingual-bicultural education and cultural pluralism as used herein are
component features within multicultural education. Since multicultural edu-
cation affirms the principleof No One Model American, it can be envisioned
as a dynamic reform movement in American education.' This theme clearly
reflects the fact that American minority groups, with particular reference to
Spanish-snaking Americansi Blacks, and American Indians, will no longer
accept the imposition of a school curriculum based on one language and
one set of cultural patterns. Spanish-speaking ethnic groups within this 133
country are insisting that their cultural attributes and historical references
be recognized and incorporated as integral features of the school. In re-

; jetting the concept of a monolithic American culture in favor of bicultural-
ism, they are furthering the educational principle of an expanding curriculum
of an educational model where students are provided with opportunities
to gain experiences related to their immediate perceptual world, while more
and more of the greater world is opened. Such curricula would accept the
students' cultural being, provide more experiences related to their cultural
heritage, and prepare them to function effectively in the larger American
society.

The papers that follow address and analyze some of the concerns ex-
pressed in this introduction. They take strong positions in exploring the
relationship between multicultural education and competency-based
teacher Vducation, including:

1. Endorsement of the No One Model American concept
2. Recognition of diversity within the Spanish-speaking population, and

a rejection of stereotypes and of any educational model based on static
cultural concepts

3. Acknowledgement that competency-based teacher education has im-
portant potential for promoting multicultural education

4. Condemnation and rejection of the compensatory education model
which presumes cultural deficiencies in meeting the needs of the cul-
turally different

5. Strong commitment to equal educational opportunity based on the prin-
ciple of equal benefits



6. Emphatic endorsement of the principle that teachers should be,advoeates
. and practitioners of bilingualisnv;and biculturalism
7. Strong support for collaboration and parity among communities, uni-

versities, and schools in planning, programming, and assessing compe-
tencv-based teacher education/multicultural education programs

8. Contention that multicultural education is imperative for the future of
American education
Hopetully, these papers will contribute toward the solution of the most

urgent and c ritical problem in American society, that of realizing our national
commitment to equal educational opportunity for all children.

REFERENCE

t AACT1 Commi;ion on Multicultural Education. No One Model American."
Journal of Tem her Education 24, no. 4 (Winter 1971): 264-5. This statement has
been published separately and is available from AACTE.
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University f California ax Los_ AttiselW
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Two movements of seemingly great potential are becoming increasingly
visible in. American education today. These are (a) a trend toward cultural
pluralism and multicultural bilingual education and (b) a trend toward com-
petency -based approaches to teacher education. Although neither of these
two movements is completely new in educationhistorical antecedents
may be traced for bothrecent developments and growing pressures from
an increasingly wide variety of sources suggest that both concepts will
play major roles in the future of American education. The present paper
attempts to integrate these two conceptsmulticultural education and
competency-based teacher educationand to develop a viable research
model of multiculturalicompetency-based teacher education.

'Cultural Pluralism and Multicultural Education
What is cultural pluralism? And what is meant by multicultural edu-

cation? American society is composed of a wide variety of cultural and
ideological communities, each Vith its own characteristic lifestyle, value
system, and all the other components that make up what we call "culture."
In societies like that of the United States, societies which Themselves corn-
prise multiple cultural groups. each of these subgroups may be said to
constitute a "subculture."'

*The term subculture as used in this paper should not be interpreted in a derogatory
sense.
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Whereas a melting pot view of American society called. for the, amal-
gamation of all subcultures itzto a new and superior qulture, it has become
increasingly apparent that such, a model has not provided a healthy out-
come for certain groups. It now seems clear that an amalgamation model,
when directed by a dominant grtiup. leads to thelnelting away of subcultures
as well as to the preponderance of the dominant group over the others. In
the U.S.. the melting pot model has favored the white Anglo-Saxon Protes-
!ant (WASP) group and has resulted in the neglectand even in some cases
the oppressionof certain "culturally different" groups.

Who is the alteftiative to a culturally homogeneous. Anglo-conformist
,Vlle.:A.merican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

:-- (SACTE) recently adopted and made available No One Model American,
a policy statement which reflects the increasing tendency toward a pimitive
recognition of cultural and linguistic differences, mid to viewing .cultural
variability as a societal asset.' in this light. cultural pluralism rejec:ts both
assimilation and separatism as ultimate goals, and affirms the understand-
ing and appreciation of differences that exist among the nation's citizens. As
a corollary to the above . . . .

multicultural education is education which values cultural
136 pluralism .... Multicultural education affirms that schools should

be oriented toward the cultural enrichment of all children and
youtf' through programs rooted in the preservation and extension
of cultural alternatives .. . . Education for cultural pluralism in-
cludes four major thrusts: (1) the teaching of values which support
cultural diversity,andindividual uniqueness; (2) the encourage-
ment of the qualitative expansion of existing ethnic cultures and
their incorporation into the mainstream of American socio-
economic and political life; (3) the support of explorations in
alternative and emerging lifestyles: and (4),the encouragement
of multiculturalism. multilingual ism. and multidialectism.2

Competency-Based Teacher Eksimcation
That is competency-based teacher education (CBTE)? Whereas tradi-

tional programs generally have as criteria for successful termination the
completion of a specified number of courses and practicum activities,
competency-based teacher education follows a different principle. In CBTE.
criteria of what should make a successful teacheT are generally stated in
terms of specified measurable acts. and successful completion rests upon
evidence that the prospective teacher can perform these criterion acts. As
such...C.8TE generally has a more individualized focus than traditional
teacher education programs, since the emphasis in CBTE is upon exit rather
than entrance requirements.

In terms of competency-based criteria, what is a professional teacher
in the context of multicultural education? `...so give a perfectly logical defini-
tion, a professional teacher in the context of multicultural/competency-



based teacher education is one who is able to provide evidence that she or
he can perform the acts which have been specified in advance as constituting
successful multicultural test inerhough technically sound. such a definition
raises a host of serious questions.

Is multicultural education a socially desirable goal? What are the impli-
cations of multicultural education from a wide societal perspettive? Is multi-
cultural education feasible with present resources? Is there a sufficiently
strong and long-range societal commitment to cultural pluralism which
would make multicultural education feasible? Is multicultural education
a potentially positive activity ti*ard the cultural, social, economic, and
politiCal liberation of heretofore)oppressed minorities? Would CBTE in
multicultural education, if institutionalized, stifle or rigidify cultural evo-
lution? Are the philosophical underpinnings of CBTE antithetical to the
sociocultural values of certain minority ? What kinds of outcomes
should we strive to develop In children? Not ill these be assessed?,Once
the desired pupil outcomes are determined, how do we know which teacher
competencies will facilitate particular pupil outcomes?

In developing a CBTE model for multicultural education one must
consider the above questions. Certain of these issues may be dealt with
rAtionally,* that is. following an analysis based solely on reason and ex-
perience. Still others. hotirever. necessitate an empirical approach.

A CBTE model that purports to be adequate, then, must have a sound
rational basis. Based on a coherent theory or systematic framework, it must
provide a mechanism for ongoing empirical validation of underlying
assumptions, extend provisions for answering specific questions that arise
dining the process:of program development and implementation, and offer

N a plan for testing related hypbtheses as well as furthering the scientific body
of knowledge in this emerging field.

DERIVING CONCLUSIONS RATIONALLY

Following the earlier discussion on cultural pluralism, we proceed
from the assumption that multicultural education is a socially desirable
goal, since it is projected to facilitate the societal goal of cultural pluralism.

The question of availability of resources must be approached from at
least two levels: (a) human resources, and (b) financial resources. From
the perspective of a teacher education model which places emphasis on
entrance requirements. the issue of availability of human resources has been
indeed a real one. By defining entrance requirements according to specific
criteria. potential trainees with certain characteristics have been denied
the opportunity to receive training. Partly as a result of such lack of oppor-
tunity, the teaching profession is characterized by low levels of employment
of personnel from certain ethnic groups.' In 1972, the enrollment of U.S.

'A rational approach may be contrasted with an empirical one. which relies on experi-
mentation and systematic observation.
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public schools was 44.6 million students. Of these. 2.3 million were Spanish-
speaking. While there was one non-minority teacher for every 20 non-
minority students. and one teacher for every 22.5 American students, there
was only one Spanish-speaking teacher for every 107 Spanish-speaking
students in the I.'S.' Of course. it is difficult to separate out the factors which
account for tite lack of adequate representation of various minority groups
in teacher education. One suspects that the truly important factors are wider
societal ones, and that the more specific ones, such as potential bias in
entrance requirements, are reflections of the society in which they occur.

It could be assumed that some of the problems that minority children
have with traditional education institutions stem from the fact that they are
taught by individuals from a.different ethnic group. usually the dominant
Aiiglo-American middle-class cultural group. A teai:her from the same
cultural-linguistic background as the pupil, it could be argued, will have
a better understanding of that child's motivational and learning styles and
other unique culturally related characteristics. and thus be in a better posi-
tion to maximize the student's learning potential. If this were the case, one
could conclude that an increase in the number of teachers from Spanish-
speaking backgrounds would solve the educational problems of children
from this minority group. Following such a conclusion, one would specify

138 a priori, as a multicultural teacher competency, membership in the pupil's
cultural-linguistic group.

Recent empirical evidence suggests that, mere membership in a par-
ticular cultural-linguistic group does not insure superior teaching ability
and success with pupils from the same cultural-linguistic group. While a
recent investigation .S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1973)5 revealed that
teachers in southwestern U.S. schools were failing to involve Mexican-
American children as active participants in the classroom to the same ex-
tent as Anglo children. a closer scrutiny of the findings further revealed
that Mexican American teachers praised and encouraged Anglo pupils to
a strikingly greater degree than their Anglo colleagues did, and conversely.
these same Mexican American teachers praised and encouraged Mexican
American pupils less than the Anglo teachers did.

Thus. it seems clear that similar teacher-pupil ethnic group member-
ship is no assurance of multicultural teaching co1npetence. That this is in-
deed the case could hitve been determined only through empirical evidence;
an erroneous conclusion could have easily been maintained had one relied
exclusively on rational analysis.

'ALUE OF ILTRAI. DIVERSITY

To what extent is multicultural education a potentially positive activity
toward the liberation of heretofore oppressed minorities? To the extent that
multicultural education is based on the premise of accepting and encourag-
ing cultural-linguistic variability. it should serve as an instrument of libera-
tion for oppressed minorities. The concept of cultural variability in



education. however, must go considerably deeper than most current attempts
in this regard. which focus merely on the more superficial aspects of culture.
It is important to realize that in addition to.the int& salient manifestations
of the different subcultures. such as styles of dress. customs. language.
moral codes. skin pigmentation. etc.. there are more fundamental and per-
haps less visibiti characteristics. i.e.. deep cognitive. perceptual. avd:per-
sonality structures which justify the differing surface manifestatipns. -Al-
though different subcultures certainly have common elements, or "univer-'
sals." they also differ greatly in many respects; and often such differences
are quite deep. although the determinants cif their' manifestations May be
So subtle that most people do not become aware of them." It is probably the
case that learner characteristics associated with cultural-linguistic grOtip
membership interact in some as. yet undetermined manner with the cultural -
linguistic: group characteristics of the teacher. Before we .begin to state
teacher ucntinetencies for multicultural education or monocultural educa-
tion. for trial matter), we must both delineate the. individual learner charac-
teristics that are culturally fur otherwise) determined, and investigate the
nature of the interactions between specific teacher behaviors and pupil
characteristics. and then determine which set of teacher behaviors applied
to a child with specified characteristics will produce desired pupil out-
comes.

ROLE 0 E CHTE

If institutiothilized. would CHTE stifle or rigidify cultural evolution?
This should be a major concern in developing any CBTE model. As Schalock
and fiale (19(iti) have pointed out. given the elements orcontintious societal
change. teacher education programs must he planned with an eye toward
this Change.' Any planning or model-building in CI3TE should account not
only for elements that are likely to be needed in the future. but also provide
enough flexibility to accommodate the unexpected. An adequate multicul-
tural competency-based teacher education model. then. must be based upon .

a:conceptualization of culture that is not static. but rather continuously
evolving.

Is tliTE. antithetical to the values of certain cultural- linguistic. groups?
This may be the case. and the issue merits investigation. Given a certain
set of sociocultural premises. some indiViduals may not find the potential
emphasis ofCBTE on individual study rather than group instruction com-
patible with their relational style. In this sense. certain aspects of CBTE

\ ,could he cOnceived as dehumanizing. It is probable that itAimpatibilities
',which surface between a CUTE program and the cultural values of given

individuals are more a function of program management than inherent cul-
turally based incimsistencies tith the CUTE philosophy. As such. it is im-
portant that programs be managed with a sensitivity to these issues.

What kinds of pupil outcomes should we strive to develop in children?
Thattil indeed. a crucial question in the issue of self-determination. it must
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bo.approached from several perspectives. In the context of a free society,
the kinds of learner outcomes !o be striven for should be deterliiined by
each child's parents. Parental choices will be colored. of course, by values,
aspirations. socioeconomic status. etc. From a perspective that the individua-
ls subordinate to the' larger society. learner outcomes will be dictated by
pressing societal needs. So. given these perceived needs. learner outcome
projections will be directed toward. meeting thetn.A good example of this
ticcurred in this country in the decade following the launching of Sputnik.
when American society saw the need to place stronger emphasis in the
teaching of math and science as necessary lot survival in the technological
race.

In the U.S.. learner outcomes have probably been implicitly determined
by a combination of the aboVe. plus the influence of tradition and the limits
of educational technology. It is an;ious. ho"wever, that certain cultural

. groups in this country are having -a greater influence in determining which
learner outcomes will be strived for than other groups. Thus far. the domi-
mint Anglo group has continued to impose its preferred pupil outcomes on
individuals from less powerfuLgroups. Such practices mar be labeled en-
forced assimilation, or attempts at cultural genocide. It is proposed that as
a prerequisite for cultural pluralism and multicultural education. each cul-

140 tural group must have equal power to influence the process of determining
pupil outcomes. until this occurs. multicultural education remains in the
realm of tokenism and fantasy.

ti

t--

. The Need for an Empirical Model
Several global competency statements are usually identified on a ra-

tional basis as 'those necessary for multicultural education. These typically
include such items as (al the ability to provide a school environment which
reflects local cultural heritage and is subject to the desires of the local corn-
munity: (b) the ability to involve adults from the community in school-
related projects. this 1k. tg the' effect of making the school "their" school:
(c) when the local community is interested. the offering of history and cul-
ture content courses that are relevant to the local culture. along with Euro-
pean and American history; and (d) the use of supplementary materials in
the classroom, or provision of library resources which include items that
are oriented to the local culture and language. in order to provide cross-
cultural experiences and an atmosphere relevant to the child's heritage.

These certainly are seen as desirable competencies for multicultural
education and should be required. In this paper. however, the author takes

-theposition that those kinds of competencies. while certainly necessary,
address only the more superficial aspects of the incompatibilities that are
seen to exist between traditional school characteristics and the character-.
(sties of individual children from minority groups.° Not only do such ap-
proaches at stating multicultural competencies fail to deal adequately with
the underlying probleth. schools have in meeting the needs of minority

4
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children. but also they deal with only one aspect of "culture," As pointed
out earlier. there are deeper aspects of culture of which the more visible
manifestations.what is traditionally called "culture"2-are only reflections.
Therefore. an adequate competency-based teacher education model must
address these! competenciesgiven the culturally (or otherwise) determined
cognitive. perEeptual, personality, and linguistic characteristics of a child,
it must determine what kinds of behaviors on the part of the teacher maxi-
mall; tacilitate the desired learner outcomes. ,

Beibre one begins to state teacher competencies for multicultural edu-
cation that have :iny degree of validity.* several questions must be answered:
I. AN there configurel patterns of pupil characteristics.which are culturally.

determined?
2. Do such hypothesized inter-learner differences -interact differentially

With patterns of teacher behaviors in producing pupil outcomes?
3. Can we identify and predict whit teacher behaviors, when applied to

an identified set of characteristics in the pupil. will provide a certain
pupil outcome?
It is a major thesis of this paper that unless we are able to predict and

empirically demonstrate' which sets of teacher behaviors, when applied to
particular identified configurations of pupil characteristicspersonality.
cognitive. linguistic. environmental. etc.produce certain pupil outcome%.
competency-based teacher education will remain only an interesting arm-
chair idea.

Previous research shows that children from various cultural-linguistic
groups differ with respect to such important educational variables as pre
terred learning styles, relational and other personality configurations, per-
ceptual-cognitive patterns, family structure, attitude toward the educational
process. sex-role development, and linguistic development. 10.11,12,11,14.1A

.These inteniubject differences that are associated with cultural background
are hypothesized to interact with teacher behaviors. curricula, and other
important education variables. Thus, it is essential to identify the effects
of 'such interactions in determining specific pupil outcomes.

COMPETENCIES AS IIN'POTIIESES

In light of the previous discussion, we may once again ask: What are
the important competencies for multicultural education? At best. teacher
competencies may be (a) postulated a priori as hypotheses to be empirically
corroborated or discarded: or (b) set dogmatically according to conventional
wisdom. Ceriainly the model proposed here deems the former alternative-.
(a). as the only appropriate course of action.

The-CHTE model proposed.here. then, would begin by postulating a
set of teacher competencies not as the competencies needed, but rather as
hypothesesthe relative usefulness of which is to be tested empirically in

The term validity is employed here in its psychometric: sense."
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spec itied contexts. As a CBTE program proceeds along the lines of the pre-

: sent model, data are obtained in an ongoing manner at each stage ofkrograni
implemontation. These data, collected and analyzed in an ongoing manner.
are then used to modify the original set of specified competencies. specify.
ing in further detail the competencies for producing..specitied 'pupil out- r
comes giyen specific situations. as well as botlhearner and teacher charm:-
teristics:

I low is one to proceed in choosing a !tee Wt competencies as hypotheses?
One may begin with higher-order abstract categories that may hePostulated
because they appear likely to he related to desired outcomes4on the basis :.

of idi previous research findings; (lit conventional wisdom;/(c t.

which h,'vt' already shown positive results on the bats of subie ive evalua-
tans; (di existing theories of learning. education, or hula development;
and (el expressed commupity needs. i

Several levels of criteria can be emplOye;1 to test teactAier competency
hypotheses and generate feedback for modifying and refining the qriginal
set eat assumptions. Turner haw identified six such levels / -if criteria."' The
highest level of criteria. level I. consists of two parts. Fi st, it calls for the
observation of actual nehaviors which the teacher exhibits in a real class-
room situation. Second, it includes an analysis of the evel of outcomes

142 achieved by the teacher tv'th the pupils sluthe teaches, This two-part up-
praisal of teacher performance is to be conducted over it relatively long
period of time * ---at least two years. By including observatilonal data on teaciti-
ers as well as pupil performance data. the relationshitts between the ob-
served behavior of teachers and pupil performances can be analyzed. By
taking into accouneentry behaviors in the' analysis of outcomes. one may
separate out effects due to differential loth. .

Turner's criterion level 2 is identical to level 1 except that a shorter
performance period is involvetione year or less. In criterion level 3. pupil
performance data are not wriployed; lodgments about teacher competence-,
are based solely on observable behaviors of the teachers. The validity of

r this criterion level is. of course, totally dcoendent on whether empirical
relationships between pupil performance and teacher actions have already
been established. Criterion level 4 differs from let,e1.3 in that bot'r the con-
text and range of teaching behaviorsnre restricted. Microteaching situations
involving it few students, or even peers acting as students, wold fall in
this categor! In-criterion level 5, the teacher need not perform befora a live

.-. pupil audience since simulated, pupils may be employed. In criterion level
ti, the teacher need not even engage: in producing t1 performance, but rather
only show that she/he understands some behavior, concept. or principle
related to teaching. The same comment made on the relative validity of
criterion Sefvel 3 is applicable to-levels 4, 9; and 6. .

In the context of the CBTF. model presented here, and of Turner's cri-
terion levels, only levels 1 and 2 are deemed adequate, until sufficient data
becomes available to allow reliable predictions of pupil outcomes fronpar;
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titular tele:her behaviors. It is obvious that proceeding to develop and
kimplement a CBTE program without. empirical data on the relationships
Petween specitie'd teacher behaviors and pupil,,outcomes would represent
an exercise in futility. Once, data become available \on the relationships
between certain, teacher acts and pupil outcomes: one may adopt Turner's
le' els 3. 4. or 5.1Or those behaviors.

As proposed in the present model. however, to begin development of
an adequate-CUTE program-one must go beyond Turner's criterion level 1.
it is postulated, that .intervening variables may influence the relationship
between a specified teacher behavior and a pupilItcome. Thus, teacher X
may produce the same behaviors as teacher V, with different pupil out-

elle!: resulting: depending on such types of mediating variahlk as teacher
personality. pupil characteristics} Situational variables, etc. Concern here
is. of Gourst%. with the generalizability of teacher behavioripupil outcome
relationhhips. Therefore, one must investigate not only observed teacher
iethavior and resulting pupil outcomes. but also how a multitude of other
variablesteacher. pull. context affect such\relationships.

Summary , , 7 .
, -i ,,- -/' ,?......,

Two movements of seemingly great potential are b ming inertyisingly:,-,7,.,143,,,,visible in American education today: fa) a trend toward cult:Ural pluralism
and multicultural bilingual education and (b) a trend toward competency-

1.-:based approaches to twcher education.
After discussing the dangers inherent in developing multicultural for

monoculture', for that matter) competenc=y -based teachei eduCation (OBTE)
models which are based on a rational rather than empirical basis, a rkearch
modt:1 of mult:cultural'competency-based teacher education is proposed.
According to the model proposed herein, an adequate CBTE Model program
should possess a sound rational basis. Based on a coherent theory or syste-
matic framework, it must provide a mechanism for ongoing empirical van-
dation of underlying assumptions extend provisions for answering specific
questions that arise during the process of program deitelopment and imple-
mentation. and offer a plan for testing related hypotheses as well as further-
ing the sci ,ritific body of knowledge in this emerging field.t

° Any p anning or model building in CUTE must be based on a concept
of culture that is not static. but rather continuously evolving. thus providing
the flexibilit!. needed to accommodate the unexpected. As a prerequisite
for cultural pluralism and multicultural education. each cultural group must
have equal power in.determining what pupil outcomes are desirable.

An adequate multicultural CBTE model must address not only the more
superficial aspects of culture to which multicultural education programs
are usually limited. but also the deeper aspects of culturecognitive, per-
ceptual. and personality structures: learning, relational, and motivational
stylesof Which the more visible manifestations are only reflections.
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According to the model proposed here a CIITE program postulates a
set of teacher competencies as hypotheses to be,,tested empirically in speci-
fied contexts, using desired pupil outcomes as c:7iteria. Data collected and
analyzed in an ongoing manner are used to modify 'the original set of speci-
fied cOmpetencies, artictilating in further detail the competencies neces-
sary for producing desired pupil outcomes, given specific: situations and
both learner and teacher characteristics. This is accomplished by going
beyond Turner's 11972) criterion level 1, at least until teacher competencies
are sufficiently validated to adopt lower levels of criteria for assessment
purposes. Observations of teacher behaviors in real classroom situations
and analysis of the statistical prediction of level of pupil outcome achieved
are conducted over a relatively long period. Intervening variables are pos-
tulated to influence the relationship between specified teacher behaviors
and pile Or comes. These mediatiog variables. such.ms personality of the
teacher, pupil characteristics. situational variables. etc.. and the diviner.
in which they affect the relationship between observed teacher behaviors
and pupil outcomes. must also be investigated.
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CHAPTER 2

CHICANO CULTURAL DIVERSITY:
IMPLICATIONS FOR CBTE

Ernest Garcia
Professor, School of Education

California State College
San Bernardino, California

To he or not to be competent is certainly not the question. Even people
who have doubts about competency-based teacher education programs
would probably agree that the process of education should result in changes
in the student which, if they are to be assessed, must be observable. The
professor of engineering who is involved with the education of engineers,
certainly demands that students be able to perform certain tasks or solve
given problems. This ability is not only seen as a necessary exit skill from
the course. but also as a basis for the competence that the engineer will
demonstrate when putting herhis knowledge to use,

Likewise, the professor of English insists on performance in order to
assess the skill with which a student can analyze a literary work or producf
an essay. Those who would employ the product of such a class would loot
for some evidence of competence in order to select the person who would
best fit their needs.

Consider the professor of social service who must inculcate in her/his
students the skills and attitudes necessary for their performance as social
workers. The focus would certainly be on the question of what the graduates
would be able to do. Will they be reasonably successful? Can success be
related to specific competencies developed and demonstrated during their
training period? Success during the training period should certa.ly be
measured by what the student can do rather than by the number of formal
courses shhe took.

Do Chicanos Have Special Learning Needs?
The focus of this paper is on the 'competencies that teachers should



demonstrate in preparation for working with.(thicano children. However.
before' attention can he given to that focus. it is imperative that reasons be
established for assuming the Chicano learner has special needs. These spe-
Oal needs must be seen as arising from cultural influences that are different
from those which permeate the typical school, including the influence of
those who teach in it. The person who will be successful in teachingChicano
:learners must have all the skills de% elope& through a good competency-
bastAl teacher education program and mow. The more is related to those
skills which are heavily influenced by theeultural-differences that Chicano
children hring to school and which affect the Ways in which they perceive
their environment.

It is interesting to find that at The turn of the century. the noted split:-
turalist Titchener stressed the mkt for ethnic psychology.' He included
language. myth. custom. and art :Its the important components of culture

hich set groups apart from each oilier. Although his brand of structuralisin
lust influence with the advent of functionalism and behaviorisin. his aware-
ness that N Rural differences were of importance to the psychologist as well
as other social scientists was significant. He stated:

The collective mind has no existence alkart from the separate
members of the coriimunity. But when many individual minds
come into contact. new complex processes take shape: the ele-
mentary processes are put together as they would not have been

. had mankind lived solitary lives. The problem of ethnic psychol-
ogy. then, is to trace the development of these new mental com-
plexes. and explain them by reference to the conditions of social

If children bring with them different ways of perceiving and responding
which are influenced by cultural differences. therifeachers must behave inr
wkq's which accommodate and enhance.t his different leariiihg style. Ramirez
applied t Vitkin's concept of field dependence-independ'iiiii*to a study of
cognitive styles of Mexican American ,children to deterthine some of the
strategies tor,teachers to use in response to culturakdifferences.' Wagner
also studied cognitive styles. using IVitkin'sAuodel as well as others.'

In this paper. the concept of the culturt. filter or screen is introduced
in an effort to simplify the discussion of learning styles. If teachers need to
consider who the learner is frein a cultural perspective. then the concept
of cultural differences must he investigated. The discussion of ciiltural
pluralism which follows serves to point out the danger of having a con-
venient slogan to categorize the Chicano as a monolithic entity possessing
uniform, discernible cultural traits. Pluralism is Viewed in a broader sense
to include vast difference's which exist within the Mexican American group.

Finally, the importance of competency-based teacher education pro-
grams in the education of all children and specific:ally Chicanos is stressed.
Recommendations regarding desirable competencies to he developed con-
clude the paper.
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. Learning through a Culture Filter
In numerous conferences anti inservice meetings. teachers have asked

whether the Chicano children they teach learn in ways which are different
from those of other children. The tiiiest ion elicits interesting responses which
.range from the implausible,-all children are alike" to the equally untenable

_mac tncl.usion that Chicanos learn in some peculiar way. If the question were
° pu researcher's on human learning, what would be the response? The

'person w t se ~bias rests with operaht conditioning would probably insist
that Chicanos learn-tkough reinforcement. and that behavior iiiodification
techniques can be just as-offQctive with Chicanos as with other children. A
humanistic psychologist wotal,rtspond that Chicanos. like other people,
have a basic drive toward health and-actualization. and that by providing
an. environment where individuals will perceive themselves in a pi ;give
way and have the opportunity to develop their-ewn uniqueness. the needs
of Chicano students will ht met.% Instructional Theory. emanating from
humanistic: psychology. would therefore accommodate-14.1e learning styles
of Chicanos

Likewise. those interested in cognitive construct approaches instruc-
tion would say that Chicano students, like others. should be cons' ed as

148 people who actively select and interpret certain signals from their envi
ment and. in fact. become processors of information in keeping with their

.
.own individualized differences. 3

If theories and na ra dig ms for explaining the learning process make
no distinCtion in the way Chicanos learn, then does it follow that the edu-
cation of teachers who will teach Chicanos requires no differentiation? It
is a fact that md'At teat:hers presently teaching Chicanos did not have an
education progrclin which was different from the regular program of all
teaching candidales.eit is also a fact that the education of Chicanos. when
me aired with traditional tools and procedures. has been less effective than
that of their Anglo counterparts. Data on achievement levels, dropouts. and
other indicators show that Chicano students have not fared well.6 It might
even be accurate to conclude that the teacher versed in learning theory.
whether of a particular orientation or eclectic:. has failed to be productive
in the education of Chicanos.

If Chicanos indeed learn through operant conditioning just likeanybody
else. it would be helpful to view the process through a culture filter. If the
teacher who uses behavior modification knows things about the Chicano
learners that are different from her:his own experience or the experience
of other identifiable groups. then this information can be put to effective use
in the implementation of the technique. For example. if the teacher is aware
of culturally unique nonverbal signals. sheihe can recognize potential r9-

-, inforcers that are culturally appropriate. and realize that there might be
conditions such as overly competitive situations where the student would
rather withdraw than be engaged in a culturally uncomfortable situation.



Similarly. the teacher with a humanistic bent would profit greatly from.
understanding the uniqueness of Chicano children through familiarity with
aspects of their cultural differences. The use of this knowledge to arrange
an environment where children would perceive themselves in a positive
way 4vould indeed enhance learning. If children's cultural differences are
regarded and treated as worthy within the schcot then the children see
part of themselves, part of their existence, in a positive way.

Cultural Pluralism
Cultural pluralism is a term used as an alternative to melting pot. The

need to acknowledge and respect cultural diversity is a familiar theme in
the literature on the education of ethnic minorities. This emphasis has
served a purpose by focusing on the reality that there is nothing un-Ameri-
tan in being different. In fact. diversity is very American. Like many good
things. however, the focus on cultural pluralism contains the danger that
It can be reduced to a popular slogan which is convenient in rhetoric but
which lacks the carity to make it operational. Perhaps the biggest danger
to this positive concept is the urge to categorize and classify, to sort and
pigeonhole. Writers allude to the Chicano culture as if it were a set of values 149
and customs possessed by all who are categorized as Chicanos or Mexican
Americans. Romano protests the use Of such convenient labeling, stating:

The Indianistic views, the Confrontationist Philosophy, and Cul-
Nral Nationalism with its Meztizaje-based Humanistic Universal-
ism, Behavioral Relativism and Existentialism, when related to
types of people who have immigrated from Mexico, those born in
the United States. as well as people of Mexican descent whowere
residents in conquered western lands, all giVe some glimmer of
the complexity of this population, especially when one views it
internally from the perspective of multiple philosophies regard-
ing the existence and nature of Mexican-American man. For, in
truth. just as el puro :icano does not exist, neither does the
pure Mexican-American despite the massive efforts by social
scientists to fabricate such a mythical being under the monolithic
:abel of traditional culture rather than the more realistic concept
of multiple histories and philosphies.'

That cultural differences exist among groups is not a debatable question.
Vhatdoes leave ample room for argument is the suggestion that everyone
named Qarcia. Hernandez. Gomez, or Solis somehow possesses uniform
cultural differences which must be considered by the teacher in providing
better insuction. One author spent much time emphasizing the reality of
diversity among people identified as Mexican American, and then proceeded
to generalize about their learning styles. This fallacy serves to create the
new stereotypewhich is found in the completion of the statement, "Mexican
American children are . . . ."
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ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS STUDIED

Teachers faced with the grim reality that the edtauf.ationpf Chicanos
has been' inadequate at best are quick tu accept childen as.'"elements of
sociological categories rather than as individual learni.irs; socializing them,
in effect. in terms of those categories (ethnically and culturally) rather than
educating them." bne document designed to help teachers understand
Mexican American children and their, families is entitled Characteristic
Traits of Hispanic Persons.4 It breaks down such concepts as passion, in-
dividualism. and humanism and makes such statements as. "There is a
marked tendency among Spanish-speaking peoples to move forward with
their back to the future: this is caused by being oriented to a present-past
relationship in which the future does not figure in their thinking."'" The
author goes on to explain that this condition is also very -much part of the
Indian culture and probably resulted from the inbreeding between Spaniards
and Indians. lie continues. "This is why you will find. when traveling in
Latin America. that distances along the highway are given from the point
of departure and not to the point ahead."" Other statements geared .to help
the teacher- understand and educate Ntexican American students are. "His-
panic; people are well known for their courtesy. but not for their observance
of the law."° and "Individualism causes the Spanish persons to be particu-
larly deficient on those qualities which are based on collective Atandatds.""
With generalizations like these, it is easy to understand how educational
deficiencies can be attributed to the culture.

A recent entry in the competition for language arts textbook adoption
in California epitomizes the 'hew stereotype of the Chicano. Although the
author incorrectly chooses to call the people described in the text ''Mexican,"
the-reference is to barrio cultural patterns in the United States." This act
of preferring to use "Mexican" to refer to Mexican Americans is the type of.
fantasizing which Cortes describes as the process of picking up a "frozen
village culture" from a remote area of Mexico and transplanting it to South-
ern Californiaand declaring that it is alive and well!" The generalizations
in Traiiition in the Barrio are static, frozen concepts which fit Carter's
description of the noble savage approach.lb They don't deal with', the dy-
namit: nature of culture. but rather give a distorted view for teachers to use
in. Once again. completing the statement. "Mexican American children
are

The new stereotype is. of course. a rebuttal to the old stereotype'Which
attached negative attributes to Mexican Americans. Universal positive and-

' butes have been substituted for universal negative ones. hi writing about the
compensatory education model. Carter states. "In order to determine the
causative diti&ences or deficiencies, studies have been conducted on Mexi-
can American homes, children, and lifestyles. The conclusions of these
studies, while often confusing and contradictory. provide an overly general-
ized or stereotyped description of Mexican-American culture and personal-
ity the one hand. some people are busy trying to

be



classify. sort. and label Chicano:culture In order to overcall() some of the
inherent deprivation that hinders school progress. On the other hand.
Chicanos tliemselves are eager to give the Anglo a generalized, static descrip-
tion of Chicano culture. romantic in nature and unrealistic at best. Neither
effort serves to improve the education of Chicanos. The first apologizes for
differ,ences and seeks tom-en:cane them in order to enhance school progress.
The second provides for a new stereotype which does not accommodate
the vast differences that exist within the group. Romano offers four broad
categories. which serve t o e mphasize cultural diversity within the group.1".
These differences emerge from the different ways in which people of Mexi-
can descent have had to adjust to life in the 11.S. Those who have embraced
styles of life aspiring to Anglo-Saxon conformity have attempted to move
away from their cultural origins to embrace the ways of the dominant society.

STABILIZED DIFFERENCES

The cultural differences of children from these Candies will include
little more than a Spanish surname if. indeed. it hasn't been changed. Con-
trast this group with people described as having stabilized differences, who
have immigrated from Mexico in the last 50 years, and are found in pockets,
colonias. barrios. where they maintain thetasic ways and traditions which 151
are based on the "multiple histories and philosophies from which they
came."" The subgroups of this category differ throughout the Southwest
but the Spanish language. existing in a variety of dialects, is a common
feateii Fa, along with traditional food. This is the setting that probably spawns
the urge to classify all Mexican Americans as bein3 from a "folk culture."
In reality 'they represent different areas of Mexico, and to identify them as
a single entity is to deny that differences exist among the inhabitants of
Mexico. The simplicity of describing all as members of that "frozen village
culture.' transplanted north of the border is a convenience we can ill afford
in understanding cultural pluralism. It would be wrong to view children of
this group as growing up in a static enviromnent.because they grow up
interacting with the old ways which are Mexican. and..with many facets of
the dominant Anglo society. The teacher who stereotypes this group might
find that the Chicano music preferred by the young is not all traditional.

..but rather the country western sounds of Johnny Rodriguez or the exciting
rock beat of El Chicano and Santana.

Mexican Americans who can be described as in a state of realigned
pluralism are those who have taken up the ways of the dominant society

-hut have found it necessary to establish activities and institutions that are
ethnically oriented and parallel to those of theigominant society. The phe-
nomenon of the third generation return is common within this category. A
recent article illustrates the outcome of efforts to set up parallel activities
and institutions." The article calls Albuquerque a Chicano Nashville. and
goes on to tell how Chicano musicians and artists have formed corporations
to control their own destinies and promote their music.



RECOGNITION OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

The final group described by Romano is called "bicultural," and is
composed of individuals who can function equally well in both cultures.
There is hope that effective ethnic studies and bilingual cross-cultural pro -
grains in the schools will produce more people will) can be called bicultural.

These categories, though admittedly broad, serve to illustrate the dif-
ferences and dynamics of people called Mexican Americans or Chicanos,
who are too often seen as a monolithic grOup with a uniform set of values
and customs. Romano's observation that all of the categories can often be
observed in a single Mexican American family further emphasizes its- dy-

.,
namic nature.7"

Cultured pluralism. then, is not a concept that applies only 'to the dif:*
ferenees between teacher and child when one is Anglo and the other Mexican
American. The concept also applies to the culturally pluralistic aspects of
Mexican 'American life. What are the specific: cultural differences that the
teacher,should look for and understand in order to act in ways that accom-
modate the culturally dil.erent? Some differences such as language are
obvious but are not akvays treated in ways that show sensitivity. Mono-

. lingual Spanish children who find themselves in an English-language en-
152 vironment need to have a very real cultural difference accommodated. The

sensitive teacher arranges a learning environment where children feel good
about the way the language they bring to school is accepted,' and the ways
in which the new langii,.ge is made part of their instruction. There are
many graduates of language differences. The example of the Spanish mono-
lingual indicates a very definite cultural difference but there are many other
language difference's which are not as readily identified. The child who
speaks leers' English than Spanish certainly has very specific needs which
the teacher must recognize, and which require as much attention and sensi-
tivity as those of the monolingual. Beyond the obvious difference of lang-

_ nage. people are often hardpressed to be specific concerning other cultural
differences. In a recent meeting between interested Chicano. parents and
teachers who were seeking ways to implement a more effective program for
their students, the parents pointed out that the teachers' should be aware of
and understand the Chicano culture. Aside from the obvious difference of
language. the group had difficulty identifying salient cultural differences.
Unfortunately the next step in such situations is to begin' to cite examples
that run the danger of creating stereotypes that provide patent answers for
working with Chicano students:

The Chicanito doesn't pay attention to female teachers because he
is taught to be may macho.
The Chicano child, as a sign of respect, will always bow his or her
head while being reprimanded.

While bath of these statements might be accurate in certain situations
with certain children, the teacher must be sible to recognize when such



influences an? really affecting the behavior of the child and proceed to act
in ways which accommodate the differences. Cultural differences should
therefore be constr:lied as those characteristics which cause a student to act
or react in ways different from the responses commonly anticipated by the
institution. If the five elements of culture as listed by Aragonlanguage.
diet. costuming. social patterns. and ethicsare considered, the teacher

_can have a framework through which to assess differences that exist in the
child's home andconimunity environment.::

If c hildren come from a barrio where stabilized differences are evident,
then the chances that Spanish monolinguals will be coining to kindergarten
is more-probable. Diet differences might also be more pronounced. so that
while discussing the nutritional qualities of a good breakfast at school, the
teacher needs to be aware that the ingredients suggested by the National
Dairy Council in its colorful- posters might be neither relevant nor desirable
for ciChicano child. A teacher complained recently that he hadn't been able
to find calorie.counters that included traditional Mexican foods for his junior

-4/41igh .class to evaluate the caloric content of their diets. To the extent that
.f.;:` ....`diets would be ditfrivnt. '1"1?e school should accept and build upon those

differences.
(t.Ostumitkg can become an important expression of cultural differences

whiOrcan 44.or in subtle and often unrecognized ways. The teacher who
11)01(4 fOr iiOnibTeros, suropes, and huormthes might inks a pattern of dress
or body ad6rnment which has become an expression of identity in the barrio,

understood and accepted by the school. will enhance learning
..,todilitnik for the student.

Soctiil patterns such as the extended family. machismo, carnalismo
(brotherhood. ethnic: kinship). and patriarchy must be understood and seen
as.appearing in.different ways and in different degrees depending on the
setting. A common complaint of parents is that the traditional social ameni-
ties stressed in,some homes are not reinforced by the school. Of particular
confusion to a child who comes from an environment where the listed form
is used in addressing adults. and the terms Don and Dona are ways of show-
ing respect. is the situation where the young teacher greets her his children
by saying. "Ili kids. I'm your teacher and I want you to call me Chris."

Expressions of cultural ethics are comple\ in the dynamic: culture of
the Mexican American. AragOn mentions nepotism as a concept that is re-
jected by the American but seen as a positive thing by the Chicano because
:'you trust the person you love." Lo mordida ("bite," or bribe) is some-
thing that few Chicanos would attempt with American officials but which
many use with cultural gusto when traveling in Mexico.

Cultural diffi7ences that need the attention and se psitivity of the teacher
come with each individual, Sometimes there will be several students with
the same needs. The important point is for the teacher to promote individ-
uality through recognition and ac:cepta. :e' of cultural differences. The
teat:her should be aware'of those instances when the student is acting or re-
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acting in unanticipated Nays. It is at this time that intervention can prove
helpful, beciuse the student's chances of success are improved and the
feeling that someone cares is fostered.

Interviews with Chi..ano parents reveal that they are very interested:
0.m the performance ohheir children in school. and that they trust teachers
to exhibit certain behaviors that will get children to learn. the following
letter was sent home by a teacher.

Dear Mrs. Sanchez:
Ramon can't talk too well in English. Ile is having a great deal of
trouble with his additiob combinations, and his reading is very
much below grade level. I hope you can come and see me.

Ms. Hewitt

A scribbled note came back:

Dear Ms. Hewitt:
I know what you say about Ramon is true. That's why I send him
to school.

Mrs. Sanchez

Parents are basically competency-performance oriented. They want
,154 their children to be able to do things well.

0
Relevance of CBTE

Competenc:N-based teacher education gives us cause to he optimistic
that the education of all teachers will improve. The shift in emphasis from
requiring students merely to complete a series of courses to requiring
instead the aCquisition of specific exit skills is indeed a positive move.
Although other disciplines require Perlimmance on tests and other instru-
ments to measure student progress, the concept of a competency-based
course or program is still foreign to many. and sounds mechanistic and
rigid when. in reality. it allows for fieRibility and innovation. Perhaps the
greatest beneficiaries of CBTE will be culturally different childen, because
teachers educated on the basis of specific competencies will most likely fie':
specific in identifying the exit skills they expect from their students. Hope!'
'fully, they will be less likely to consider the cultural differences that children
bring to school as liabilities in the learning process. s

THE PROGRAM

It was stated earlier that teachers of the culturally different musthave
all the competencies developed through a good teacher education program
and mute. The greatest portion of this paper has been devoted to the defini-
tion of more as the knovvlege and appreciation of c:uftural differences that
children might, bring to school and the sensitivity, good judgment, and
skill to use that knowledge far children's benefit. Competencies fur being



an effective teacher of Chicanos should nut he thought of as being &com-
pletely different set of behaviors designed only for teaching this particular
group..Rather, they must he behaviors that are.flexible enough to allow for
and promote ctiltural diversity in the teaching-learning act. The teacher
needs to make use of the culture filter to begin to see the situation as stu-
dents see it, and to modify conditions to enhance learning.

To prepare candidates* to be effective teachers in a culturally diverse,
society. the program Should include requirements such as these:
1. Require i ompetencies in teacher-pupil interaction as well as in fostering
- conditions that promote pupil-pupil interaction; require the prospeetive

teacher to focus on cultural differences that might inhibit participation
2. Require competency in arranging a learning environment designed to

accomplish specific instructional objectives; haYe the prospective teacher
demonstrate how the needs of learners will he met. and indicate flexibility
of the arrangement to accommodate individual differences

:t Require iompetency in *developing instructional units which focus on
a culturally diverse society but which do not.result in an "ethnic lunch"
curriculum; require teacher candidates to demonstrate how current (Air-
riculum materials can be augmented to include themes of cultural

. diversity. particularly social studies and language arts materials: require
student teaching in a multicultural setting where candidates can evaluate
themselves as well as he evaluated by others

4. Require competency in conversational Spanish that prepares teacher
candidates to understand the spoken Spanish of the area and to.be-under-

,,stood while speaking it
5. Retinae competency in recognizing nonverbal signalsthat are different

them the teachers'
b. Require that students understand and can demonstrate that instruction

in a culturally diverse setting and about a culturally diverse society
should not he determined by "peddlers of ethnic packages." or by those
who promote the "let's mAc piñatas and eat tacos" syndrome

7. Require specific knowledge of the Indian- Spanish - Mexican - Chicano
heritage-of the Southwest. and demonstrate an ability to include alterna-,
five perspectives where other points of view or historical facts have
been omitted

ILIA sTRATivE PERFORMANCE OBIECTI'ES FOR t :HTE CANDIDATES

1. Demonstrate. an ability to asses one's own cultural orientation and biases
by dew ribing feelings towar :oncepts such as: cooperation. competition.
family. loyalty. respect. etc.. compare and contrast feeliugs witty those of
members of family or friends who appear to think the sa e way

'' 1 Identify settings which tend to restrict full participatie because one's
cultural orientation runs counter to the viewpoints td behaviors re-

c,i,.,1-" quire(' fur ftill enjoymert
3. Investigate cultural characteristics that are attribute o Chicanos; select

two or three examples that a child could conceivably bring to school.
then identify an instructional setting where conflict might arise; describe

4
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how to accommodate the child's differences and still attain the instruc-
' tional objective

4. Assume a group of Chicanb..sludents in class; describe how to find nut
as. much as possible about their home:and cnmmunity environment
without invading their privaot; explain what knowledge is necessary
bore askieig questions

5. Describe a situation where a Chicano child is having difficulty; identity
possible factors contributing to that child's lack of,suceess; listfactors '

ttiat the child might be injecting into die situationAescribe adjustments
that could be made to increase Oances of success

Summary Statement
From the viewpoint of Litman learning, Chicanos learn like anyone else.

However. cultural differences can hinder learning when the conditions do
not accoomodate those differences. The ".:tacher should therefore be able
to understand and utilize aspects of cultural diversity which will increase
chances of success for the learner. The teacher should perceive cultural
pluralism in ways the:, stereotype groups as having uniform charac-
teristics. Differences within me group called Chicano or Mexican Amer :an

156 ate broad and varied.
Competency-based teacher education is important toChieanos because

of its focus on performance. The lack.of school success for Chicanos has
I traditionally been attributed to cultural differences. Teachflis trained in

specific competencies will be better ableto accommodate cultural differences
and enhance pupil chances for success.

&I.
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CHAPTER 3,
COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION AND THE

I CULTURALLY DIFFERENT: A RAY OF HOPE,
OR MORE OF THE SAME?
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Competency-based edyication (CBE) holds great promise or achieving
the ideal of equal educi,tipnal opportunity in the American child. while

ciigiving minority students/a' positive view of their cultural nd historical
heritage. An obvious and sad fact is that culturally and lin uistically dif-
ferent groups in Americ n society have suffered disproportionately from
cycles of poverty and li ited opportunities. In order to breik such cycles.
education systems need o become responsive in a compre ensive manner
to the concept and ideal' of cultural pluralism. Schools mist be organized
to promote such an ideal This will mean that school and sc ool-related pro-
grams in the areas of teac er education and professional tra'ning. curriculum
development. and educational administration must n essarily become
multicultural. The compHency-based movement. with it emphasis on per-
formance and collaborati m amon8 community. student . teachers. admin-
istrators. and'college pr fessors. Provides an excellent/strategy by which
schools can begin to ref! I and promote subcultural ifferences inherent
in American society. rath :r than continue so tiigorou ly to attempt their
elimination. to the detrime`fit-of minority students.

Competency-based teabier educatiop (CHTE) haiL-ten described by
advocates as "the most significant lever Ilirr, educationll reforn since Sput-



nil..." and as "one of the must influential and important developments in
this progressive effort to advance the process of schooling." Its critics,.on
the other hand, call CBTE "a multi-faceted concept in search of practi-
tioners," "old wine in new bottles." and "a good idea if you could figure
out what it is."I

The authors are convinced that the movement toward competency-
based teacher education ((UTE) is a positive force for change. It is a culmi-
nation of a series of change efforts in education which resulted from legiti-
mate public demands for accountability. cost effectiveness, and relevance.

.The educational technology boom of the Mitts also gave impetus to the
CIITE movement. The RS. Office of Education's support of model elementary
programs. the Trainers of Teacher Trainers (TTT) programs, and 'reacher
Corps have led to more systematic program planning in teacher education,
all of which have given rise to more field-oriented professional preparation
programs. Mink:muses. microteaching. computer-assisted instruction pro-
grams. and nianN other individualized instructional approaches have
demonstrated that instruction which permits students to proceed at their
own pace is feasible and can be effective. Throughout. the emphasis has
been on ta) instruction tailored to specific student needs in relation to identi-
fiable behavioral outcomes. (b) student evaluation as well as program eval-
uation based on explicitly stated objectives, and (c) a systematic overall
plan to achieve program ends.'

An important feature of CUTE which grew out of the I T.S. Office of Edu-
cation RTS0E) effort is the notion of parity. The Teacher.Corps emphasizes
program development and implementation in collaboration with com-
munity representatives. students. classroom teachers, school administrators.
and college professors. Of all the developments. this is the aspect of CUTE
that truly goes to the heart of organizational problems, and it is this key
element that offers the greatest promise for impioving schools and teacher
training programs.

Past 'reform efforts in education have not responded to critical under-
lying questions and assumptions such as: What are schools for? What is
the real world of the school? What is truly occurring in and around schools
that has meaning for children? What should be occurring? Are we preparing
children for tomorrow. yesterday. or do we know? Do we act as though we
even care? If so. we then have a host of additional questions: Which children
are we educating for what? Do schools really assume, in form and practice.
that all children are equally worthy?

11:t! think the answer to this last question is negative.
Reform efforts have focused largely on curriculum rather than the ef-

fects which schools have on children. Educational reform-attempts LI)
readily ignore the powerful fact that schools shape and shape well, soda,
and socialize well. and ultimately fit and, fit our young well for the pre-
vailing order of things. Robert Engler called it "culture-breaking the young
and .developing loyalty to the social order.''

Ats
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CBTE and Multicultural Education
CBTE offer§ a process by which educators, university scholars. corn-

munity people. and students can collaborate and become involved in deter-
nining the education process. This is one important ray of hope on an
otherwise dismal horizon because educators and scholars have failed
miAerably to respond to the needs and demands of the culturally and lin-
guistically different. There is no need here to dwell extensively on the
well-known litany of wrongs perpetrated on minority students by the typi-
cal white middle-class oriented school. Experience with the reforms of the
p,i,twhether recent or not so recent, whether Sputnik-inspired or what-
ever, have demonstrated that conventional wisdom simply doeS not work
well in teaching culturally and linguistically different Aildren: As a matter
of fact. it hasn't worked well for most children. Teaching and learning, to
be suCcessful, must he interesting to students. Student .notivational styles
can only 'be accurately deciphered if schools are mad,: to care enough so
that they find out who their students ale in .erms Of their social, cultural.
and historical backgrounds.

Given the multiplicity of ethnic groups in this country, increasing
national commitment to equalization of opportunity. and the assertion of

160 ethnic pride in groups, education systems cannot continue to ignore the.
impact and significance of cultural differences in American society. They
can't afford the luxury. They 'must acknowledge and accept in form and
practice what children learn in the home and community. as well as in
school. Learning goes on rapidly and well With young people. It is only
when the incongruities between school and the learning style of its clients
are at great variance that negative judgments about the place of the client
in the school are made. That is called making value judgments. America's
schools have actively chosen not to value cultural, linguistic, and racial
differences. This is the crux of current major reform movements in our
schools.

This country can no longer afford to continue the isolationism which
created the monolingual, monocultural society of white middle-class
America. The schools must be restructured to treet the educational needs
of the total society. Programs must he developed which will enable children
to communicate in at least two languages and function in two cultures by
the time they reach their fourth year of formal schooling. Programs are
neeed that will enable all stUdenk to become positive contributors to a
cul nrall.' dynamic society consistent with cultural origins. and which
recognize the worth of other cultural groups. It is only in promoting and
practicing this ideal that the rights and needs of minoritiesof the cul-
turally and linguistically differentcan be effectively responded to.

Current Status of Egrual Opportunity
In spite of a recent flurry of reforms and innovations, and large amounts



of federal dollars spent on education. the schools remain remarkably un-
changed. Books such as Teachers For the Real World' and Crisis in the
C:lossroonis havead little. if any, effect on the nation's schools. Silberman
writes:

the 1950's and 60's saw one of the largest and most sustained
educational reform movements in American history, an effort that
many observers ... thought would transform the schools. Nothing

. of the sort has happened: the reform movement has produced in-
numerable changes and yet the schools themselves are largely un-
changed.°

We are undergoing a period of extraordinary sociocultural development
that demands a change in both the structure and function of schooling.'
The demand for attainment of equal education opportunity in this country
will become the most serious domestic issue in the ensuing decade.

The taonolingual. motiocultural society reflected in the curricula of
the American school began to crumble when ethnic America began to de-
mand its share cf the dream of equality. The Black movement accentuated
by the 1(156 nonviolent bus boycott led by Martin Luther King. Jr. in Mont-
gomery. Alabama spurred the "Movimiento Chicano." The march of the
'National Farm Workers' Association led by Cesar Chavez in 1966. and the
continuing American Indian Movement (AIM) protest against government
control. have denionstrated that the culturally different peoples of this
country will no longer tolerate inequality.

EQUAL ACCESS VS. EQUAL BENEFITS

A recent review of research and development efforts aimed at the cul-
turally different in this country (by Arciniega. 1973) shows two different
points of view concerning what constitutes equality: (a) the "equal access
to schooling view." and (b) the"equal benefitS view."8 The equal access to
schooling view, which preceded the equal benefits view, contends that,equal
educatioi. opportunity is provided when all segments of the popurtion
have an equal opportunity to compete" for the benefits of the educ tion
system. Green summarizes this view by saying that:

there be provided for every person withiii the societysome school
with approximately comparable curricula. facilities, staff, and
management. If there are children for whom no school at all exists,
then those children do not have equal educational opportunity.
Moreover, if the schools available for someiNare significantly defi-
cient. then the children who attend those schools do not have
equal educational opportunity.''

To put it another way. equal education opportunities are provided when
there is equal access to the school for all, and when all schools are roughly
equal in staffing. instructional material, and physical facilities.

As Coleman noted, this notion of free education assumes the non-
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existence of inequalities in opportunity because of low economic status
and ignores the problem of the poor staying in school beyond the age of
employment. Second, it is assumed that through simple exposure to the
common curriculum. equal opportunity will be provided. The school is
placed in the passive role of being responsible simply for making available
the opportunity to learn. The task of benefiting from the opportunity is left.
'to the child..In

"*.-lie equal benefits view, oil the other hand, focuses on the benefits
derived from schooling. Equality exists only if there is an equal opportunity
to benefit from schooling. and not merely equal access- to schooling itself.
This is not to say that the range of achievement should be at the same level
for all. but rather that it should be' at about the same level for the various
groups being served. Achievement of this goal may necessitate "equal
allocation of resources and substantial increases in accessibility to the op-
nth-nineties of the school. This position has been affirmed in recent Supreme
Court decisionse.g.. Lou v. Nichols and San Antonio School Oistrict v.
Rodriguez."

Given the notion that equal education opportunity is only provided
when equal benefits can be derived. there are two divergent approaches

tb2 concerning how minority groups can best achieve equal benefits from the
school system, One is by attempting to overcome the negative effects of
their "deprived" home and cultural environments: the other is by focusing
on the school itself. The former is reflected in compensatory education and
other efforts designed to compensate for supposedly inadequate learning
environments in the' home and communities of culturally and linguistically
.different children, efforts which propose to acculturate children into middle-
class vallies and 'standards of behavior. An alternative and more viable ap-
proach would he for teachers to 'aTinowledge the worth and contributions
of home and cultural commodities in the emotions of children. The intent
is to promote cultural and linguistic differences in children as positive
values for American education.

Compensatory education is what has prevailed in this country's effort
to provide equal education opportunities and equal benefits to children
from culturally different groups. Equal benefits for the Chicano. the Black.
and the Indian child will not occur in a system that attempts to make them
over into the image desired by the white middle-class society.

If America is to fulfill its dream of equality. it must begin with schools
that promote and reflect a culturally pluralistic society. The schools and
universities of this country must restructure themselves to provide students
wit1-04asic knowledge'. basic skills, and political awareness to enable them
to deiriveequal benefitsto function effectively and contribute to American
society as functioning members of their own cultural and linguistic corn-
mun ifies.



,CBE,as a Vehicle for Equal Opportunity
The competency-based education movement offers educators a way to

bring about equal education opportunities for the culturally and linguisti-
cally different. if the collaboration principle that CBE advocates is adhered
to. CBE. as noted by Blosser, involves the identification of cotnpetencies
which art' stated in toads of behavioral objectives the student must master.12
Competencies are constellations of related behaviiiral objectives: Time and
method vary and are tailored to meet individual student needs.

An advantage of CBE is that evaluation of achievement is in terms of
observable behaviors. Behavioral objectives stale explicitly-
1. what behavior is to be performed by whom,
2. when the behavior is to be performed,
3. the conditions under which the behavior is to be performed.
4. the Proficiency level which ieacceptable. and
5. the time pennitied to bring about Ihe'behavior.

Knowledge of all these factors provides security and assurance of fairness
to the learner. The learner knows Pxactly what is expected. The statement
of conditions tinder which the 'behavior is to occur assures fairness and
validity of assessment. Additionally, the conditions of the objective assure
that the teacher will have tne necessary materials and instruction plans
priof to the time when the behavior is expected to occur.

Another relevant feature of competency-based education for the cul-
turally and linguistically different learner is the manner of evaluation.
Evahiation in CBE is based on whether or not behavioral objectives which
comprise specified competencies can be adequately performed. Since any
one competency is a constellation of behavioral objectives, it is clear that
the purpose of evaluation becomes not a decision about whether a learner
is competent or incompetent. but rather a diagnosis and prescription of
which behavioral objectives need additional treatment before mastery is
achieved. Since evaluation in competency-based education is differentially
diagnostic. the term incompetent is not relevant in competency-based edu-
cation.

CBE ASSUMPTIONS, IMPLICATIONS. AND WHITHER?

Where are we? Where do we go from here? In reviewing the variety of
CBTE.programs. it is safe to conclude that, measured in terms of the issues
we have raised, little has actually been done. For example. the impact of
CBE on the issue of equalizing opportunities for Chicanos. Blacks, and
Naive Americans has. at best. been minimal. Some even argue that it has
been counter-productive, because the tangible results of CBTE programs
have been in methodological and professional-technical areas, rather than
in the concerns related to school organizational pathologies. The principal
reasons that the CBTE movement has so far failed to live up to its early
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promise are related to: (a) the continuation of old value assumptions. (b)
the unwillingness to effect required major changes in school ot;ganization,
and (c) the flat refusal of universities and school districts to substantially
collaborate with and meaningfully involve the community (parents, stu-
dents. tea(.hers. and teacher organization groups) in the husiness of educa-
tion. Regarding value assumptions. CBTEanodel programs have taken the
"redo" approach by packaging existing courses in behavioral objective form.
This approach fails to reexamine the basic assumptions of traditional pro-

,.
grams which the new programs are purportedly an attempt to change. To
-redo" the same old thing may yield a more attractive package. but it will
transform neither utility nor effects to students.

What must be grappled with is how best to meet the needs of culturally
different children taught by cross-culturally deficient educators, to cite
Arawin." Related- to the previous discussion of equal benefits., he issue
becomes: I low do we move toward equal education opportunity in sari equal-
benefits sense, along culturally pluralistic lines rather than idol g conipen-
satory-education ones?

The negative consequences of compensatory-educatio: appr4ches
have heen well researched by Arciniega and others." The im ortant point
is that approaches which define the problem in terms of caul al and lin-

16-it guisti(: handicaps are doomed to failure. The problem istvith hoofs. and
it is schools that must he the focus for change. Both school districts and
teacher training institutions must face up to that hard fact.

Implications which flow from accepting the culturally pluralistic pare-
digm alternative are extensive. In the case hf the Chicano-Anglo school .
environment, schools would need to give equal status and prestige. to both
languages. both cultural heritages, and both histofes on an equal basis. This
would require the commitment and involvement of teachers, administrators,
and counselors in developing curricula based on the use of both languages
and cultures interchangeably in the classrooms, in school communications,
and in cocurricular activities. Public school educators ideally would be bi-
cultural and active promoters of cultural pluralism. Students graduating
from such schools could anticipate being able to learn how to function.
and function well, in two cultural modalities. This means that all students,
upon completion of the school program, would be able to speak, read., and
write, in two languages and, more importantly, they would be able to learn
academic conceptual material in either language, One of the most beautiful
benefits to be derived from such a system is the creative ability to approach
problem-solving activities with a built-in repertoire of bicultural perspec-
tives. This is what's involved when we talk about eliminating incongruities
between the cultural lifestyles of ethnic' minority students and current
schools. Even the best CBTE programs have incompletely addressed that
issue. What is troublesome about this is not only the failure of such pro-
grams but. more seriously, the apparent lack of commitment to deal with
these cultural pluralistic concerns in, design and conceptual rhetoric. In
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the past. the enthusiasts of competency-based education have consistently
dismissed the pleas of ethnic scholars and practitioners to account for their
lack of commitment' to cultural pluralism as simply being t.I4e "cries of
anguish of those poor estranged disadvantaged.-

Good CBTE prograMs have usually addressed program design from one.
of two approaches: (a) the assessment of student needs, or (b) the4elineat ion
of teacher roles. In the needs-assessment approach. attenti'a is given first
to the perceived needs of students in the schools. Once tho e needs are
identified. then an attempt is made to organize a teacher training program
in the university which can produce the type of teacher clAtarmined best
able to meet those identified needs. The tasks of prograni design, resource
allocation. and management implementation flow from the initial research-
ing of target-client needs.

In identifying the teacher role,,approa p, the first step is to examine
the roles which effective teachers of target-s pool children will be required
to play. The idea is to agree on what skills/a d competencies teachers need
in order to function effectively in (a) the teac ler-as-community-liaison role,
(b) the teacher-as-ethnic-model role, (c) /the teacher-as-subject-matter-spe-
cialist role, and (d) the teacher-as-mul ic:ul ural-education-specialist role.
University teacher training programs ar then shaped to provide the training
needed to produce teachers able to fu, ction well in these roles. Such pro-
grams and rotes must of course be 5/insistent with the perceived needs of
the target community. The major problem with these conceptualizations is
that without a commitment to cultural pluralism and changing schools to
reflect what should he measured in culturally pluralistic terms, rather than
what is, little will change. Until schools. universities. communities, and.
teacher organizations have established viable collaborative linkages in order
to bring about a state of cultural pluralism in the schools, no authentic
change can come about. Competency-based education will become another
"significant" eduCational reform effort that failed to have any effect on the
process of schooling in this country.

The reality of school business is that nothing really changes without
major ideological reform. None of this should be interpreted to mean that
the authors do not view CBE as a healthy and promising innovation. Our
quarrel is with the nomenclature of the system being built to deliver on
that promise.

A Design for Teacher Training in Multicultural Edu' ation
A teacher training modelCommunity: Home. Cultural Awareness

and languageTraining (CH(:ALT)is one example of a competency-based
program Which attempts to work from basic assumptions regarding educa-
tion for the culturally and linguistically different." The CHCALT model
was developed for Teacher Corps and will be implemented in the School of
Education at San Diego \State University as a program for the Specialist

a
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(:retivntiai Earl itdvailued California teaching credential which goes beyond
an elementary or secondary credential) in Bilingual:ross-Cultural Edu
tiori. Program requirements- sire stated in terms of competencies and per-
formance obiectives. :ompetencies web, Identified and objectives developed
after consultation with members from the various target communities to

. be addressed by the-program. Students, professors. teachers, and adminis-
trators prat iclecl assistance in the programmatic aspects of the various corn-
Laments of the program. implementation will involve strong emphasis on
achy ities in the fife of community members. The program will be offered
for spec ialization in Mexican American. Afro American. Asian American
and Native Amri, cultures, as well as classroom activities in the com-
munity. Teat hing ,mpetencies include developing performance criteria,
teat hint; strategies. measurement techniques which are culturally and
linguistically appropriate. These classroom skills will be complemented by
experiences in the cot amenity lifestyle. The components of the program
are outlined below.

PR( 1t iltANt it /ALS
V

The Ilijingual crffiss-cuiturai nic(:) Specialist candidate will he a
teat her who has previously received training in educational philosophy
and methods in order to obtain a single subject or multiple subject credential.
hi the specialist prograni, candidates will receive specialized training which
will (a) enable them to accept the educational validity of a bilingual:bicul-
tural pupil's home and community learning environment. and (b) provide
them with strategies to build on that learning environment toward a mean-
ingful and useful education for the pupils.

After ciunplet ion of liCC Specialist ( :redential requirements. the candi-
date will value--
1. sell-concept as a primary element in the education of the culturally and

linguistically different,
language as a special dimension in the education of the culturally and
linguistically different. and

3. language differences as representing valid means of communication, as
,,..,:,ppwsed to the "language deficient" point of view.

The candidate will acquire
1. a philosophy of education for the culturally and linguistically different,
2. sociocultural sensitivity which is home and community based,
3. assessment techniques for oral.kinguage as a diagnostic. tool in the edu-

cation of pupils.
4. language behavior objectives and instructional strategies to fulfill these

objectives. and
5. strategies fur fai developing culturally and linguistically appropriate

performance criteria, (h) diagnosing performance. (r) evaluating ma-
terials. and (d) adapting materials and strategies.



Community, Home, Cultural Awareness, and Language
Training: An Outline of the Model

The CIICALT teacher training model is divided ink four basic r.:om-
ponents:

1. Philosophy of education for the culturally and linguistically different
*.f.. Sociocultural awareness home and community based
3. Oral language and assessmenttechniques
4. Diagnostic and prescriptive strategies 7

The first phase of the CHCALT model introduces candidates the
study of culture from a multidisciplinary perspectiveanthropological,
sociological, psychological, aesthetic. linguistic. and historical. Phase two,
the sociocultural awareness component, is completely community-based
and provides candidates with the opportunity to observe and experience
life in the community of the culture they select.

Equipped with a multidisciplinary perspective of- culture and ex-
perience in the life of the community. candidates are prepared to approach
phase three of the model, oral language and assessment techniques. This
component involves a thorough understanding of the cultural and com-
munity context of children's language, and the role of language as a means
of communication. transmittal of culture, and sociocultural identification.
In phase four. diagnostic and prescriptive strategies, candidates acquire
the skills to adapt and devise diagnostic tools and methods of prescription
which are specifically suited to the needs of the community and culture of
the children they will teach. The competencies which comprise each com-
ponent of the model are listed below:

CIICALT PHASE ONEPHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION FOR THE
CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT

1. Anthropological perspective
(a) The ability to apply a relativistic

of culture
(b) A knowledge of the patterns

change and -diversity
2. Sociological perspective

(a) An understanding of the role and diversity of social, economic, and
political patterns in culture

(b) An understancVng of the functions and effects of kinship and non-
, )(inship associations in culture

3. Psychological perspective
An awareness of the integrated nature of behavior and culturethe
effect of cultural child-rearing practices on attitudes, and attitude's
effect on cultural behavior and customs

4. Aesthetic and spiritual perspective

and holistic approach tohe study

and factors associated with cultural
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(a)

(b)

An understanding of the. spiritual and ethical values of people as
they relate to religious belief*.and practices. social and political
structure, and cultural behavior
An understanding of aesthetic expression as a reflection of people's
spiritual and ethical values

5. Linguistic perspective
An understanding of language as a tool in the transmittal of cultural
behavior and attitudes -

6. Historical perspective
A knowledge of the history of ethnic America, with special emphasis
on social and cultural factors

This component forms the philosophical basis for professional prepara-
tion as a whole. It provides candidates with a multidisciplinary theoretical
framework for understanding the dynamics of culture in general. so that
they will be able to experience life in the target-community culture with

, an objective, relativistic, and holistic attitude. Candidates will be able to
look at themselves as members of their own culture and at members of other
cultures as each having learned a prescribed set of behaviors, roles, and
values. Candidates understandlhe magnitude of learning which any
child has achieved and will achieve. independent of any school. Candidates

16" will confront the need for integrating learning processes to be facilitated
by the school with learning processyS which are central to individual life
within any given culture or cultures. .

In order to achieve this understanding, candidates will look at culture
from the perspectives of anthropology, sociology. psychology. aesthetics,
linguistics, and history. They will learn the factors which determine the
development of different cultural behaviors. beliefs, and feelings. Candi-
dates!will study the influence of political and economic structures and
their 'implications for cultural patterning of behaviors.

An"examination will be made of the effects of child-training practices
on'the behavior of individuals in a culture, and the factors which influence
the choice of these practices. Candidates will understand the role of art in
reflecting the spiritual. political, and social culture of people,. and the role
of language as a force of its own in holding and maintaining culture. In

addition, candidates will establish for themselves a framework for studying
the history of ethnic cultures in the U.S. through independent research
and analysis.

CHCALT PHASE TWO--SOCIOCULTI. TRAL AWARENESS

1. Home-family relations
(a) A knowledge of influences and patterns of family structure and role

definitions in the target-culture community
(b) An awareness of how bilinguallbidialectalibicultural influences af-

fect and differentiate learning styles
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(c) A knoWledge of child-rearing practices in the target-culture com-
munity and their effects on behavior

2. Community culture
(a) A knowledge of the structure of the community culture and the role

groups within it
(b) A 'knowledge of the functions and relationships among the schools

'and other institutions of the community
(c) A knowledge of how home and community environment affect and

diffrentiate learning styles
3. Cultural heritarcontemporary lifestyles

(a) A knowledge of the cultural and historical development of the target
culture, including influences of the generic culture

(b) A knowledge of contemporary values. social and politicalactivities.
issues. and leaders in the target culture as they influence education

4. Personal awareness self-development
(a) A knowledge of skills in interpersonal effectiveness and personal

development
(b) The ability to deal with conflict and confrontation
(c) An awareness of self in relationship to one's own culture /Ind to other

cultures

The so iocultural awareness component is completely community
based and ncorporates field activities which will provide candidates with
the opportunity to observe a1id directly experience life in the-community
of the culture they select. As the competencies listed above indicate. the
candidates will become aware of the home and community context of cul-
ture. Candidates will also learn the cultural context of their own behavior.

Field experiences will provide opportunities for observation of and
participation in current lifestyles of the target culture selected by candi-
dates Along with customs, attitudes. and values wimh are.cha'acteristic
of the culture. candidates will observe family relationships 'and* child-
rearing practices.
. The emphasis in this component is to provide skills that will enable
candidates to communicate in a realistic manner with the targelapopulation
and develop positive attitudes about people and their living stifles.

Strong self-awareness in relation to one's own culture and to other
cultures, combined with development of skills in interpersonal relations
and communication. is also an important part of the sociocultural aware-
ness. component. Not only will these skills enable the candiaate to com-
municate more effectively with the community. but they will provide a
background for creating an environment in the classroom which will lead
to pupils' achievement of improved skills in interpersonal relationships,
self-development. and emergence of a positive self-concept.

, Candidates will 'study the historical and cultural background of the
target culture. information gained about the cultural.historical heritage of
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the target culture et ill further enhance understanding ot'crerrent community
life'stvles and provide resources for selection of materials. which wilt be
:culturally relevant to the children they will teach. In addition, candidates
will learn about current values and issues in the target culture and will
study them in terms of their relationship to education needs and policies.

cticALT PHASE TIIRI.,..OR'AL LANGUAGE AND ASSESSMENT
TEC/INIQI TES

1. Communication and teaching vocabularyThe ability to conduct class-
room and school activities in the target language and to communicate
effectively with members of the community in the target language, as'
appropriate

.

Social function of languageA knowledge of the functions and variat
of regional and social dialects within language systems and familiarity
with dialed features

3. Linguistic characteristicsA knowledge of the linguistic features which
comprise the target language and .how they are contrasted with parallel
features of Standard American English

4. Diagnosis of differences. dominance. and comprehensionThe ability;
170 to diagnose: and evaluate individual language learning needs and to

utilize effective testing methods and procedures in a bilinguallbidialectal
satiation
Equipped with a multidisciplinary perspective of culture and actual

experience in the life of the target community. candidates can achieve in
phase, three of the model a thorough understanding of the cultural and
community context of pupils' language. and the role of language as a means
of comnmoication, transmittal of culture. and sociocultural identification.

.ilowledge of the linguistic characteristics of the target language as
compared to the characteristics of Standard American English (SAE) is a
prerequisite to oral language assessment. As a further foundation for evalua-
tion, candidates must know how to use the target language effectively and
must he familiar with the form .hich that language takes in a given com-
munity. MN must know the social characteristics of the language and be
able to use the oral language of the target community in a manner which
recognizes its sociolinguistic: requireMents.

These competencies will provide candidates with the ability to evaluate
oral language performance of pupils in the target population. thereby deter-
mining dominance, degree of comprehension. and needs for language
instruction. Candidates will then use these evaluations as a basis for class-
room placeme:,i and individualizedprescription. This component will fur-
ther ptov ide candidates with a positive attitude toward language differences
and enable them to utilize the langnage children bring to school as a basis
for expanding their pupils' t4nguistic ability and,reimorcing a positive con-
cept of self, home, and community through the children's language. Candi-
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. dates will learn targi-.7)-language vocabulary necessary for conducting class-
. room and school activities in the target langnage. :.

.

a

CliCALT Pi LASE F011t--DRGNOSTIC AND PnESCRIPTIVE STRATEGIES

1. Individualized ion ,. I

A knowledge of how i rdividualized instruction accommodates different
learning 'styles and hew to use strategies of individualized instruction

2.... Small groups and pet Ir tariching
'la) The --ability to utilize' paraprofessitlnaes. community members. and

community reso 'rtes in the diversification Of classroom strategies.
the facilitation of individualized and group instruction. and other
teaching

(b) A knowledge of mall group processes I
3. Penformance criteria

The ability to establis:ifrealir c performance criteria in a bilingu. :cross-
,. cilltural classroom .-

, 4.. Relevant diagnosis
. a The ability to use and devise criterion-referenced tests which are cul-

turally and linguistically appropriate
5. Teaching strategies and relevant matt/dais

- (a), The ability to use and devise instruc tional strategies which are cu
t wally and linguistically appropriate for achievement of performer) e

. criteria
(b) A comprehensive knowledge of recent research findings. av able

materials and curricula for bilingualCross-cultural teat:hi tech-
niques. and how to adapt and utilize 'hese-resources

6. Planning and program strategies
(a) A, knowledge of skills requiredoto setve as a bilingual/ oss-cultural

rekource agent ,

(h) -1%,:kna.wledge of cross-cultural problems in edu lanai reasure-
ment. educational research.- use of educational search results to
make policy decisions, and educational evaluati ; and a knowledge
of how to critique educational measurement a d evaluation studies
from an ethnoscien'ific point of view

This component allows candidates to trans! to knowledge and skills
. gained in the first three components into sped c classroom strategies and

activities. As the competencies listed above i dicate. effective learning ex-
periences for culturally and linguistically d fferant children are based on
individualized teaching strategies which c.si oal3; he accomplished through
a series of techniques 'designed for eachAidividual

hid ividualized instruction is essent4I in providing learning experiences
which will be meaningful for culinra y and linguistically different children.
Not only do these children come t school with a wide rangeof linguistic;
abi ides and varying degrees of b' ingualism or bidialectalism. but each in-

fo

e
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/dividual child has his or her own set of leami ag s'fyles which cannot be
accommodated,within a single method of instru!..tiorlt

4..

Candidates will apply their understandings flho.is home. community.
and cultural and linguistic factors influence le ing 4tages. abilities.;and.
behaviors of children' in order to gain skills in identitying these patterns
in individual children.

in order to develop skills in adapting and
dividualized instruction. candidates are provid

evisini materials for in-
with an opportunity to

learn competency-base Aechniques in establis nig perfcifmance criteria.
designing diagnostic c tterli)n-referenced tests. a d developing instructional
strategies based on th einstruments which wi I provide Meaningful and
effective learning experiences for individual an group situations. Candi-
dates will also become familiar with current rese ch findings and existing
materials and curricula designed for the bilingual gross-cultur J classroom.

In addition to strategies lot the classroom. candidates will learn about
the components of bilingual cross-cultural programs. skills need co to imple-
ment such prqgrams. and how to involve commUnity members idIsuch pro-
grams. They will also acquire knowledge of ediiicational measureVrient and
research. and of cross-cultural problems in.edim:ational research. 'Owl; will

172
learn how to appir research information as wall as how not to apply it in
making their own educational decisions.

Conclusion
The model described above is. of course. not the only answer to Multi-

cultural education in teacher training. The salient features of the CHd,ALT
model strong emphasis on field-based activities. philosophical approach to
the study 'of culture. sociocultural awareness.. emphasis on oral language
and assessment. and provision for culturally.appropriate strategies for diag-
nosis and prescriptionare offered as important areas to be reflected in aby
teacher-training program which is fully committed to providing a positive
approach to culturally pluralistic edncation. In addition. the most important
consideration in developing a program in multicultural education is taking
steps to in-sure collaborative linkage among all sectors to be affected by

,Th
the program.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION
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A major responsibility of the American education system is to provide
for all its citizenS. regardless of ethnic or racial backgrounds. to share equally
in the benefits of society. However, a recent Multilingual Assessment Pro-
ject publication concludes: "public schools have not traditionally embodied
the features of cultural democracy that would make this ideal a reality."c

Efforts to solve education problems related to minorities have left edo-
caturs talking in circles. College and university administrators and faculty
place the blame on public schools and teachers. teachers blame adminis-
trators and- universities. parent:. fault public schools, and the gneral public
_blames parents.

pfayher preparation programs in the U.S. have traditionally been
guided by certain comnion purposes which aim to help prospective teachers,

develop
1. expertise in a teaching field.
2. an understanding of growth and development patterns of learners.
3. familiariky with learning proCesses.
4. knowledge of teaching strategies. and
5. a philosophy of education.
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opportunity.s In this case the Supreme Co UM articulated the '"effects of
schwAing" concept. In essence. the court ruled that equality of educational
opportunity depended on the effect of the school experience on.the child,

One of the critical dysfunctions of traditional teacher eguyition pro-
grams has been that they adhered to the pre-1954 view of educational op-
portunities. It has been 20 years '4ince Brown v. Board of Education. yet only
a handful of teacher. education programs have been developed that systef
matically attempt to nrepare teachers to provide specialized service to cul-
turally different educational communitiers.

THE PATHOLOGICAL VIEW

Arciniega has taken another view of the school's response to culturally
different learners with special emphasis on Mexican Americans. Arciniega
contends that schools have tvrongly viewed Mexican American group af-
filiation and the resultant lifestyle as pathological, presumahly handicapping
the students' educational achievement." In that orientation, Chicanos are
viewed as members of a distinct subcultural group. perpetuating handicap-.
ping deficiencies along generational lines. In sum. the student is seen as
incompetent. The task of the school, then, is to eliminate cultural ile.ficien-

176 cies:The general approach has been a values -die.hotomy approach based on
a culturally deterministic frainetvork and posited in cultural deficiency
terms. Value dichotomies are seen as polar extremes, the Mexican Ameri-
can extreme being negative and the dominant culture being positive. The
emphasis has been to move the culturally different learner from the nega-
tive to the positive extreme, generally through deliberate cultural impciSi-
tions. Thus. compensatory education programs became important
tion vehicles.'

As an alternative. the' American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACT) has adopted a policy of recognizing cultural pluralism,
enunciated in its position statement. No One Model Amer;car. based on a
positive reco!.in Rion of culturally different minorities. This statement poses
an alternative to cultural homogenitycultural pluralism!' It supports the
minim that education should encourage qualitative expansion of existing
cultures and their incorporation into the mainstream of American sock)-
economic. and political life.

One implication of such a statement for Chicanos is that it challenges
the ahistoric view of Chicanos. It affords the opportunity to present an
analysis. such as the. following one developed by Romano:"
1. Chicanos do not. view themselves as traditionall. unchanging social

including coOperatives. mut ual ist societies. politica blocks. and interna-
entities. hut rather as creators of sociocultural syste s in their own right.

tional conummication networks.
2. Chicanos view themselveil as participants in the historical process of

change and revolution. resulting in multiple mestizajes (racial mixtures),
dialects, music. and personal interrelationships.



3. Chicano history is now seen as a continuous social engagement,. the
spurious concepts of resignation and fatalism notwithstanding.

4. The pervasive perception of the illiterate Mexican American is untenable, :
as illustrated by the fact that Mexican Americans have published over

flu newspapers in tie Southwest from 1848 to 1956. as well as numerous
./ other recent publications.

5. .Chicanos have systems of rationality expressed in a viable sociocultural
system.

6. Miotiplicity of speech patterns. bilingualism. and a highly sophistidited
. humor that refries heavily upon metaphor and satire attest to the intel-

lectual capabilities of N. lexic:an Americans.

'NEgP FOR PUIRALISTIC VIEW

A pluralistic view.encoorages exploration into the notion that Mexican
American lifestyles are primarily functional adaptations to external condi-
tions. Arciniega describes this as a "roper- type response to conditions im
posed by-the majority or the minority."' Thus, the focus has to be shifted
from internal cultural or biological factors to external factors in order to
understand minority-group so...ail participation 'patterns and generally low
achievemont in school.

Culture has to he cen as both dynamic and adaptive. Lack of Partici-
pation or development ran then he better understood primarily by analyzing
factors inherent in larger societal systems. Positive changes in the larger
society should and would allow for positive changes in the adaptive struc-
ture of the culturally different group. In this view. Mexican Americans are

_capable of developing positive. 'adaptations as more open conditions evolve.
Public school systems organized according to this view differ significantly
from the traditional acculturation orientation Which attempts to correct non-
existent cultural deficiencies of Mexican American students. Public educa-
tion then has the obligationpto assist Mexican Americans and other cul-
turally different learners. Such a system should concentrate on-
1. providing students with basic intellectual knowledge. skills, career

guidance. and training: and
directly promoting changes in societal institutional structures in order to
improve and secure opportunities for full parth ipation by Mexican
Americans and other culturally different groups in the society.

Educational piogiams which categorically give equal states io English
and Spanish. along with the Mexican American and Anglo cultures, cor-
respond to this view of the role ofeducation. Thic view dictates structural
and erricular changes which will promote bicultural programs to provide
relevance for Mexican American and oilier culturally different lea- ners, and
equally benefit non-Chicano children. If Mexican American lifestyles and

coLtributi ns are to be accepted. and they must be if opportunities
for equal educatioa are to become reality. then attitudinal. normative. and
cogniiive changes in school and the dominant culture must take place.
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Cultural differen e., must not only be legitimized but promoted as valuable
human resources. unic" as we concern ourselves w ith preservation and cul-
tivation of our natural resources.lthnocentric educational viewpoints must
he broadened to emphasize new alternatives and new Icarning behaviors.
The task of multicultural education then ,becomes one of fashioning school
eiwirolinients where concepts of cultural differences do not become -synonY

\ mous with differential status acid inferiority, This means that educators and
students must truly understand and genuieely accept ,:ultural differences.
Only tinder this condition v ill Mexican America., and other culturally dif-
ferent learners feerthe have a place in school ,develop positive images of
themselves, and acquire those skills previousl I outlined.

Competency-Based Teacher Education: An Overview
(11TE. «at p led with the notion of cultural pluralism inhei not in a multi-

cultural edui:ation process. can have positive implications for the education
of t :hicanos. According to 1Veher and Cooper." three criteria may be used
to determine competency no the part of teacher candidates:
1, knowledge criteria--to assess cognitive understanding

Pertormance criteriato assess teaching behavior .

3. Product criterioto assess 'ability to teach by ey.amining achievement
78 of pupils already taught

CIITE can be successful if certain of its philosophical tenets are clearly
developed --mainly cooperative development of a teacher education pro-,
gram. on-site appreciation. and extensive feedback. If programs are devel-
oped cooperative 'y by college of education faculty. community people
knowledgeable about Chicano conditions. experienced teachers working.
with Chicanos. and students. effective performance criteria can be developed.
Once students have demonstrated competency-based skills on campus for
transfer to ongoing school situations. this cooperative process should be
used to develop training packages for prospective teachers. With continuous
professional feedback to stuchnet teachers. probabilities for effective class-
room teaching are significantly improved. One approach to organizing these
key elements involves defining the role of t& effective teacher of Chicano
,:hildren. Attention will he given to some of these elements in relation to
implications fopreparing teachers to work with Chicanos:
1. Competencies (knowledge, skills. behaviors) to be demonstrated are

derived from conceptions of teacher roles. These are stated so as to make
possible the assessment of teacher candidate behavior in relation to
specific: competencies. and are made public: in advance. Through coopera-
tive planning. available research. and ongoing research, teacher roles
hypothesized to be effective with Chicanos need to be cbuloped and
made operational so that their effectiveness can be asseSS. and closely'
monitored. The feedback tenet promises continual modification, even
beyond preservice preparation. The cooperative broad-based decision
tenet promises inclusion of communityparentaktudent involvement in
plan; and programs,



'2. CBTE uses candidate performance as primary evidence of competency.
It takes into account evidence of candidate knowledge' as relevant to
planning for, analyzing. interpreting. and evaluating behavior. This
philosophical tenet, coupled with that of individualized and personalized
instruction. focus on exit competencies. and tinieless progression. has

. positive implications fpr preparing teachers for service to Chicano com-
munities. it promises an ideal opportunity for developing a more realistic
and relevant base on which to build an effective teacher certification pro -
gram. This implies that only prospective teachers,who are effective with
Chicano students would be certified. it also follows that as a result of their
experience, prospective teachers would develop skilils that would lead to
more relevant evaluation procedures for Chicano students. Further. given
that a training program focused cm competencies. it seems logical to

' expect more relevant and effective training programs.
CHIT a. It a philosophy has great promise for increasing relevance in

teacher prep, ration programs because' it is closely allied to general notions
inherent in emerging bilingual bicultural programs. It provides an alterna-
tive to get us started on totally revamping teacher education, based on .
positive cultural base. Furthermore. it can become a strong vehicle toward
the development of hypotheses and acticin research so desperately needed
in the field of Chicano education, The promise. can be fulfilled, given a
strong commitment to cultural pluralism.

A General CBTE Model for Training Teachers for
Service to Chicano Communities

The model which follows is designed to take into consideration the
points noted above'. It would encompass two years to fit into a professional
sequence and stresses the importance of collaboration. This model is built
around several critical elements. First. we cannot stress strongly enough the
necessity for representation and cooperation of personnel among the College
of education. community. local school district, aid tudent. This model
promotes the active participation of the Chicano commu aity. which hiAtori-
tally has been excluded from participation hi educational decisions affecting
their lives. This exdlusion has been the major cause for lack of relevance

4f in programs. CRTE...- and this model in particular, will be successful only
. if people knowledgeable about the Chicano community and committed to

the notion If cultural pluralism are accepted as equal partners throughout
the process. The role of community representatives will be to monitol pre-
assessment. instruction, evaluation, and community activities, for relevance
and optimization. Loi:al school district personnel will be primarily respon-
sible for monitoring and advising the public schools. The instructional team
will he responsible for planning and implementing the CBTE program. They
Must share the responsibility of supervision and remediation whenever
this becomes riecessary.

One other element critical to this model is preasseSknent. In the view
of the authors. preassessment becomes the cot nersto ne,for 'the instructional
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program. First. the criteria to be used both in preassessment and postassess-
ment are developed by the instructional team, with careful attention to mak-
ing sure that criteria are relevant and that a balanced program is developed
in terms of skills levels and content areas. Preassessment is done by the
instructional team, which makes sure that the student has ample input- as
to how assessine'nt is accomplished and how it is used to develop an instruc-
tional program.

The five phases outlined in the model constitute the development of spe-
cified an as. These areas become strands that do not end with the completion.
of that phase. but continue to serve as an undlrgirth tiff subsequent phases.

PHASE I

Self-Awareness
Central Thematic: Value Clarification

1. What arc values?
2. Why are values?
3. low are values developed?
4. What are me values?
ti 'VW are my value priorities?

"1.hy do E hold these values?
7. Finw did I develop these values?
8. .Vhat do these values make me do?

Pi,,essessment (By instructional team)
1. Community input
2. Role-play situation
3. Locally !Tuohy test
4. Locally made attitude scales
5. Preassessment interview

Activities
. 1. Readings In value development

2. Readings in attitude formation
3. Readings in attitude value assessment
4. Readings in culture socialization
5. Sensitivity group
6. Therapy groups (t-groups) .

7. Encounter groups (counter groups)
8 Role playing
9. Value listing

W. Reality testing

Laboratory- (Exit)
1. Sensitivity lab
2. T-groups
3. Resource
4. Simulation
5. Microteaching
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Education Seminar
1. Culture-based instruction
2. Ctnnpetencies for self-learning

PHASE I

The thematic thrust of Phase I is value clarification of the p'rospective
teacher. One of the most significant factors related to teacher preparation
worthy of consideration involves processes which will allow potential
teachers to acquire the

as
to enable them to respect. understand.

and appreciate others as well as themselves.
We spend a lot of time talking about understanding "those minorities,"

but the crux of the problem does not lie with the minorities. Rather it lies
in the questions: "Who am I?. How did I get to be what I am?. and Where am
I going?" In- short, before we can understand others we must understand
ourselves.

People hold values, most of them unconscious and tuiverbalized, and
behave in certain ways because of them. Yet few of us are provided oppor-
tunities which allow us to consciously define our values end, therefore.
many of us go through life without ever realizing exactly what our values
are. li we know what values .we hold, we seldom find it necessary to go
through, the process of examining what rationale. if, undergirds them.
Why do we value Standard Americanasjlish (SAEPatiid classify the dialect
spoken by Blacks as nonstandard? ClOrren who speak a language other than
English adhere to the unconsciousliqearned grammatical rules and logic
of their language in the same way as Aldren who speak SAE. Any educator
who interferes with the child's language situation may create for that child,
regardless of good intentions. painful social and psychological problems.

Phase I focuses on helping prospective teachers iOntify what their
values are. recognize their prioritie, realize how they develop their values.
and identify patterns.of behavior associated with these valuei. The general
competencies to be developed during this phase follow. Through acquisition
of these competencies. the prospective teacher will be able to
`1. identi4, ways of finding out what his/her values. attitudes, and feelings

are (self-assessment techniques);
2. identify and 'explain what values, attitudes. and feelings are and how they

are developed;
3, explain what roles values and attitudes play in determining behavior;
4. identify his/her values. attitudes. and feelings;

identify his/her value priorities and provide a rationale for them;
6. identify ways heishe.expresses these values. attitudes. and feelings:
7. identify and explain what verbal and nonverbal behaviors he/shepursues

in order to protect or promote these values and attitudes;
8. identify and explain how and why he/she developed these values. atti-

tudes, and feelings; and
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o. identify and explain the culture base of teaming in hisiher lite ex-
periences.

Preassessment. Preassessment for Phase I should be done by an instruc-
tional team that includes college of education.personnel: community per-
sonnel, and local public school' personnel. People involved in preassess7
ment should focus on how thesei criteria relate to adequacy and fit into their
particular domains. Suggested 'modes for preassessment are: role-playing

: situations, attitude scales. locally developed tests, and preassessment inter-
views. The prospective teachers. as well as the assessment team, must know
the criteria in advance. They must also know thatthese will serve' as exit
criteria as well. The results of this assessment then become the basis for
preparing learning activities for developing or strengthening inadequate
cumpeteni :ies. The prospective teacher must be given ample opportunity to
help design aitivities and formulate ways for demonstrating competency.

Activities. Possible .'activities that are appropriate as learning ex-
periences and that i:an be developed as alternative mode are:

I. Readings in value development
2. Readings in attitude formation
.t. Readings in attitude-value assessment
4. Readings in culturesocialization
S. Sensitivity groups

Therapy groups (t- groupsl
Encounter groups

H. Role playing
9. Value listing

'to. Reality testingseeing how teacher candidate behaves in real situations

11. Force. field analysis
12. Formal lectures
13. Discussions

Opportunities to engage in these or other activities must be made avail-
able.. One way would be a values laboratory where regularly scheduled
activitie, could be held; such as lectures. films. t-groups. discussions. etc.
Opportunities to develop these competencies and demonstrate them withito
peers. before attempting to exit can be dealt with here.

When the student feels sbehe is ready to demonstrate these capabilities
she he can appear before assenibled examiners: college of ethication 'per-
sonnel. community personnel. practicing teachers. and other interns. These
examiners should also -be ready and able to give the student feedback and
prescribe modifications and remediation.

Education Seminar. One large area of value clarification should deal
with education. The self-awareness phase should deal with questions of
self-conception of education as weft as values. attitudes, and feelings about

.40



what education is. what it does. and how it happens.' During this phase
students should bN. able to identify ,

1. what they think education is.
2. what the functions of education arefor society and from an individual

perspective.
.3. their, own W.? experiences and -viiat they karned from them (culture-

based instruction).
4. how to assess their owr, learning competencies. and
5. what their learning competencies are.

PHASE ll

OtherAwareness
Central Thematic: Identification of other groups. ether individuals, and other values
-or lifestyles

1. What other groups exist?
2. %Vliat are their values?
3. What priorities do they hold? .

4. Why did they develop these values, attitudes, and feelings?
5. How did they develop them?
ti. What behaviors do they engage in association to these values?

Preassessment {College of education ICON personnel. public school personnel. com-
munity)

1. Locally made test
2{ Formai presentat.on
3! Paper study
41 Preassessinent interview
5. Role playing (simulatioti)

Activities
1. Readings
2. Observations
it. Community service organization internships
4. Formal presentations
5. Foster homes
ti. Study otcommunity (action rcsearchl
f. Community activities

Laborhtqfy (cultural (::nter. on site)
Lectures r

2. Guidance
3. Demonstration (cultural)
4. Assessment. presc:i ption
5. Microtesting

ISimulation
Sensitivity session k

q. oisuussiwis
Resource people
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Education Seminar

1. Chicano Iducation problem
2. Chicano culture -based instruction
3. Chicano learning stylesiresources
4. Integrative activities

PHA :E 11

Phase 11 is an extension of Phase 1. Its foals is on other groups. other
individuals. and other value orientations, with the purpose of exposing
prospective teachers to their clientsin this case, the Chicano community.
The general competencies to be developed here are the abilities to

.
1. identify other groups that exist in the community, including subgroups

within the Chicano cu turfs. prominent familiar organizations. religions,.
and groups stick as di Brown Berets, LULAC,* etc.;

2. identify and be able t use models, techniques, and tools appropriate in
analyzing Or studying roups and communities;

3. identify and explain 11 estyles of these groups.,
4. identify and explaiii v ues, attitudes, and priorities of these groups;
5. identify and explain why and how these groups developed their lifestyles

arl values; and
6. identify and explain behavior Et.-;ociated with these values.

Preas*ssment. Preassessment should be a cooperative venture designed
by college of education personnel. community people knowledgeable about
the Chicano community. and public school people including Chicano stu-
dents. Preassessment can be either formal or informal, consisting'of a pre-
pared nresentation, written test, or interview.

Preassessment should serve primarily to find out what competetcies
the student already possesses; and to determine what competencies he/she
needs to develop and/or strengthen. The assessment team then utilizes this
knowledge to help the prospective teaches developlearning exp 'riences. for
meeting tin exit criteria.

Activities. Some activities appropriate for this pilaw, include-
1. readings about the Chicano culture, including history, literature, socio-

logical studies, anthropological studies, etc.;
2. observationscommunity analysis and studies about work In community

organizations. youth clubs, school recreation programs. community
centers, etc.;

3. work in social agenciesjuvenile probation. social services, etc.;
formal lectures;

5. visitsidiscnssions with community. people; t

%LILAC is an acronym for League of United Latin-American Citizens:with national
headquarters at 400 11. St.. N.W.. Suite 716, Washington. D.C. 20001.

4
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6. participation in community/familial activities -- fiestas. bautismos. fune-
rates, rnatanzas,*tetc; and

7. living with a community family.

/
Cultural.Center. The cultural center rihase should be primarily field

based in the Chicano community: A culture! center (laboratory) can be estab-
lished on campus (but ideally it should b/a out in the community),'where
regularly 'scheduled activities are going o for students who might "want to
participate. The physical, social, and p ychological arrangement should
:display and be oriented toward the Chiiiiano lifestyle, culture, and talents
of the local community. Local people should form an integral part of the
instructional staff and activities during his phase. Local historians, artists.
crafts specialists, and residents should provide prospective teachers with

:'firsthand knowledge. ,elings, and anti, des of the community lifestyle and
culture. The center should be the fochs for other activities that build on

. Phase I self-awareness competencies, activities that assist the teacher candi-
date to understand the lifestyles. values. attitudes, and feelings of the Chi-
cano student and the Chicano community. Some possible activities and
functions of the cent r might he-
1. lectures or presents s by staff land local people:
2. discussions.

i
3. films.

f
4. sensitivity sessions.
5. media laboratory. and
6. resource depository. i

This center should also provide a laboratory for practice of competencies
with peers and other local people before trying them out in a classroom or
real community situation. Further, it can be used as a guidance denter for
the instructional team to assess competencies and provide feedback.

Chicano Education Seminal. An integrating seminar would be a con-
stituent part of this model. Anckher large area of awareness prospective
teachers should focus on is education. The general issues and competencies
developed here are-
1. values, attitudes, feelings. aid priorities about education within these

. groups;
.2. experiences with schools, and education of these communities:
3. culturally based education. learning. modes, experiences:
4. alternative modes of learning and teaching: and
5. problem areas and issues in Chicano education.

*A motanzo usually occurs at the time of 'Important family celebrations and involves
the killing and eating of a pig or 1ther animal.
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PHASE Ill

Learning Environments: Interaction
Central Thematic: Learning Environments

1. Formal organizational structures
(a) Self-contained. departmentalized
(b) Open classrooms _

(el Individualized instruction
(d) Socialtheory learning centers
(e) Team teaching
(f) Traditional

2. Organizational climates
3. Interaction skills: formal. informal

(a) Teacher-child
(b)
(c) Adult-adult

Pa*asePosm'ent (Cooperative)
1. Cognitive assessmentwritten/oral
2. Analysis task
3. Simulation
4. Active participation

Activities
1.- Readings
2. Observations
3. Role playing
4. Lectures
5. Sensitivity groups
6. Practicutns

Laboratory
1. Formal lectures
2. Sensitivity groups
3. Role playing
4. Videwmicmteaching
5. Reading materials
6. Resources;

Seminar
1. Learning environments and Chicano lifestyles
2. Learning environments and Chicano learning styles .

3. Learning environments and Chicano interaction styles
4. Integrative activities

PHASE Ill

Phase Ill deals with development of interaction skills, both in a formal
structure and in an informal setting. Nov that student teachers know them-
selves and the Chicano community. they need to know the school structure
and how these different organizational structures affect interaction. Phase



H1 should provide the opport ity to study interaction processes firsthand,
in real classroins and schools. The following are competencies to be devel-
oped during this phase: \
I. Teacher candidates are bilingual (Spanish- English) in order to carry out

classroom instruction.
2. Teacher candidates will be able to analyze the organizational climate

rif schools (in terms of 9 ien- closed) and behaviors exhibited by organi-
zational participants.

3. Teacher candidate.s be able to identify and explain teacher class-
room interaction p sterns in traditional self-contained rooms. depart-
mentalized room . open classrooms, individualized instruction, and
social-theory learning centers.

4. Teacher candidates will be able to explain pupil interaction patterns in
the\dar room, both teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil

.5. Teachei andidates will be able to identify and utilize appropriate inter-
action assessment models. tools, and techniques (i.e., Flanders Liter-
action technique. sociograms).

6. Teacher candidates will be able to use appropriate verbal .interaction
classroom skills. such as
(a) listen to their pupils.
(b) give their pupili a chance to talk, 187
(c) provide clear and.explicit direction in both languages,
(d) ask questions at all levels.
(e) use appropriate community language.
(0 select tone of voice appropriate to different settings,
(g) guide their pupils to express feelings and emotions verbally.
(Ii) guide their pupils to formulate appropriate questions.
(1) formulate answers to pupil questions. and

understand morphology, structure, and meaning of their pupils'
language.

7. Teacher candidates will be able to identify and respond appropriately to
their pupils' nonverbal language. as in the2-z

-(a) use of appropriate gestures,
(b) use of appropriate social distance.
(c) use of appropriate eye contact.
(d) use of appropriate facial expressions,
(e) use of appropriate body expressions,
(f) use of appropriate modes of dress.
(g) use of appropriate greetings such as handshakes. and
(h) knowledge of cultural history.

.4 8. Teacher candidates will be able to establish social and physical settings
to elicit desired appropriate responses fre-ri students.

Preassessnwnt. Preassessment can be of three general types, depending
on competencies being assessed. First, there can be a written/oral assess-



!tient. such as a pretest for knowledge of organizational climates, or identi-
fication of existing modes of assessing interaction. Second. ar task per-
formance can be used, such as an actual analysis of organizational climate.
Third. preassessment can be accomplished by observation of the prospectiVe
teacher'.in actual situations. judging how well the candidate can read and
respond to nonverbal language. or use appropriate language intonation.
Preassessment must take all the cultural knowledge. both verbal and non-
verbal. into consideration. Therefore, the community people familiar with
these aspects of Chicano culture must be depended on for guidance in the
assessment process. Focus on real situations is necessary. because in many
cases it takes the physical and social setting to adequately elicit subcon-
scious attitudes. values, and feelings: This is particularly true in the affective
area where it is hard to measure and be suggestive.

Activities. Some suggested' activities appropriate for this area are

1. readings in language development;
2. readings in sociology of language focused on Chicano experiences:
3. participant observation for interaction activities in both schools. class-

rooms. and homes of Chicano children;
4. formal lectures and presentatiorls:

188 d iscussions with teachers who are sensitive to Chicano students:
6. school experiences:
7. sensitivity groups utilizing .Chicano students and Chicano parents; and
8. role playing. -

Informal interaction skills are as important as formai language skills.'.
InfornialArganizational structures are as important as formal organizational
structures. Importance must be given to activities that promote develop-
mental skills of interaction in informal settings and skills of analysis which
cut through informal organizations.

Interaction Laboratory. An on-campus laboratory must be provided
where ongoing activities are scheduled for studentslectures. t-groups.
demonstrations. discussions. These need not be required. but resources
should be available tostudents at their request. Opportunities must be made
available for them to practice, discuss: and receive feedback for continual

. direction. Some exit performances may be tested out in this laboratory.
others may be tested in real classroom situations.

A

PHASE IV

Assessment
Central Thernptic: Assessment of pupil behavior-teacher behavior

1. Child growth and development
2. Learning theory

"t!""'
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3. Learning styles
4. Assssmeni tools, techniques
5. Diagnostic evaluations
6. Research design
7. Data analysisinterprdtation
8. Action research

Pieassessment
1. Cognitive aspectoral/written
2. Instrument development
3.. Instrument application
4.. Data interpretation
5. Remediation (data utilization)

Activities
1. Readings, learning modules
2. Observations
3. Peer teaching
4. Simulation
5. Test construction
6. Action research

Luboratory (assessment)
1. Formal presentations
2. Simulation
3. Microteaching
4. Reading materials
5. Skills practice

Seminar.
1. Integrative ideas (application of Phase IV to Chicanos)
2. Modification of assessment instruments to Chicanos
3. Discussion of assessment and Chicanos

PHASE IV

Phase IV deals with pupil behavior in general, and as it relates to learn-
ing behavior specifically. Focal points of this phase are child growth'and
development. learning theories, and assessment of learning behavior. The
general competencies to be developed during this phase will serve to help
students--
1. identikarsiteuplain child growth and development characteristics and

pattemsAs they apply \to Chicano youngsters;
2:Adentifykand explain various learning theories as they apply to Chicano

youngsters.
3. identify and explain learning styles of Chicano youngsters:
4. design research activities to test hypotheses regarding Chicano pupil

learning styles;
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5. identify. select. and utilize appropriate evaluation instruments for Chi-
cam students:.

appropriate ihtruments fur diagnosis of (`hicanolearnerivhavio
7. collect and quality data front appropriate instruntents: and

:

interpret data and utilize it as a diagnostic stquence. \ ) 7

Very little has been done in developing models: tools. and technique
for studying Chicano pupil behavior. Consequently. the authors feel th0
what is now iivailable 'should. be utilized primarily as hypotheses to Lie
tested. Teachers must. therefore. possess adequate research skills to be abIe
to interpret existing information to draw hypotheses, and to formulate
propriate activities to test these hypotheses.

Preassessment. Preassessinent as well as assessment of exit performance
can be 'achieved in a variety of ways. depending on the competency under
review. such as formal written or oral examinations. Utilization of assess-
metit Instruments can be evaluated through actual development. applica-

;lion, and interpretation of such tools le either simulated or actual situations.

Activities, Activities appropriate for this phase are limitless. Some sug-
gested activities
I. readings in the areas of child growth and development. learning theories;

test development, assessment. etc.:
2. observations iii actual.dassrooms and home settings:
3. lecttires and formal presentations on germane subjects;
4. dise:ussion groups:
5. peer teaching sessions:

simulated experient :es.
o

7.' actual experinces in test construction. test giving. interpretation of data.
. and diagnosis of learning Gehavior; and

. 8. design and implementation of activities research.
ActiVities must be formulated so that emphasis is given to field-based

experiences. Opportunities for observation must be provided to test various
learnibg theories. child-growth theories. and development theoriest actual--
settings. bOth in the classroom and at home. Assessment techniques and
tools must first be learned on site and then implemebted in -real situations.
Yeedback must be continuous and modifications ongoing.

Assessment Laboratory. A laboratory experience is included in this
phase. This laboratory can be.used to provide formal presentations, small-
group sessions. activities in assessment, test construction. test-administered
data interpretation, peer-learning activities. etc. Once activities are designed
in this laboratory vd a Student practices the skill. it can then be moved on
site. Microte aching with videotaping and feedback would be ongoing..Re-
mediation sessions at student request or mutually agreed upon by teacher
and student can occur here.

)



PIIASE V

Organizing Teaching SkillsDelivery Modes

Central Thematic: Curriculum.
delivery'

1. Goals. objectives
2. ( :urriculum developinent
3: DiagnostiCiSkills
4. Instructional Mrategles
S. Materials development.

adaptation
Pupil organization

7. Classroom procedures
H. Collaborative planning

Pteasgessment
1. Cognitive
2. Curriculum development

skills
:4. Curriculum
4. Test of specific skills

Leborurorv: iCurricuhen development)
. 1. Preassessment

.. Formal lectures
3. Discussiem groups

Mitroteaching
5, Videotaping
6. Materials development
7. Diagnostic practice
S. Remediation activities

Education Seminar
I. Integrative seminar
2. Application of general skills

to Chicano situation
3. itemediation

Skill development Actual implementation
pilot testing (supervised pmclicum)

Skill

Skill

Skill
3

1

Skill
4

Skill
5

m

Skill
n

O
41)
to

btu

PHASE V

Phase V is designed around organizational Millis for teaching. The pri-
mary focus is curriculum assessment. emit:0nm development, and delivery
modes. Competencies such as the following will be experienced during this
phase:
1. Developing appropriate curriculum for Chicano students for whatever

age level
i 2. DevelOping. selecting, and specifying goals and objectives appropriate

to the needs. interests. and abilities of Chicano students

Feedback into remediation activities occurs at'both points.
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3. Learning skills needed to diagnose the needs, interests, and capabililitiVi
of Chicano students as dictated by'specified objectives .

-4.-Developing andror selecting .appropriate Instructional strategies. ba.Sed
'on teacher candidate's diagnosis to carry out specified objectives

5. Selecting and developing materials to Carry out selected instruclidical
strategies

6. Organizing pupils for implementing teacher canditifite's instructinnal
'strategies -*

7. Developing .clasSroom procedures and routines to carry out se*teil
instructional strategies

8. Collaborating with students and other adults in planning
The first focus of Phase V is curriculum. We do not what curricu-

lum is.best for the Chicano communities. We do not 1c :hat objectives
will net the needs of Chicano students. Chicano stude.i.s and cornninni-4-
ties are highly pluralistic culturally. Por these reasons prospective tQachersv,

.4._;_niust have the anaytic.arand assessment skills to develop and modify ob- °

jectives that are appropriate' to the Chino kids they are working with..1,
Second, they must have enough subject Knowledge and urriculuni dovel-
tpmcnt skills to formulate .learning packages to fulfiii these objectives, t: ';
Third. prospective teachers must develop delivery modes that are appro-

J82 .....priSte to ti3e children they are working with.
The firstpart of Phase V deals with providing prospective teachers with

knowledge of curriculum assessment and curriculum development skills:
The second part of Phase V focuses on'developing delivery or instructtorpt,
skills. These are specifically isolated, extrapolated. and finally implements*. '
in real settings. The third part deals with skills to bring these phases
gether, coordinate skills, and impletnent them in a real classroom.

.
Preassessment. Preassessment activities will be much like those de-

tailed in the previous section. A member who is thoroughly knowledgeable
about the Chicano community, culture, and lifestyle is necessary. This person ,

should monitor activities in order to assure that prescribed criteria, skills,
and learning packages are relevant to Chicano student school experiences.
and that the activities will enhance the effectiveness of instruction for
Chicano pupils..

Activities. The following are appropriate activities for this phasee:

1.. Readings related to curriculum, objectives, diagnosis. and instructional
planning

2. Curricular analysis of existing curriculum in schools for Chicanos
. 3. Classroom observations in Chicano schools

4. Discussion with students. teachers. parents. and peers
5. Formal presentations by instructional team members and resource per-

sons
-El. Materials development workshops
7, Mieroteaciiing and peer learning activities



6. Actual classroom 'experience

Curriculum Laboratory. A curriculum laboratory must be provided
where preassesstnent Aid exit performances can be evaluated. Activities and
resources germane to this phase can be accomplished here as well..Micro-
teaching and videotaping activities are a must to provide practice and feed-
back before actual on-site implementation.,

Sijmniary
The model presented in the previous pages is intended as a general one.

Obviously it needs greater expansion and specificity. It is intended to be suf-
ficiently flexible to incoeporate cultural.organizationalf and other factors
consistent with the needs of Chicanos. . v.

An extensive research component is needed to evaluate and monitor
the workings Of such a program. Continuous feedback from students. corn
munity people. local school-district people. and teacher trainers must be
utilized to continuously formulate and test new hypotheses. in order to
modify-41lb competencies and the instructional prograniliccordingly.
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INTRODUCTION far

Wisely observant of the world about them, the originalproud possessors
of this continenttribal Native Americansrecognized diversity, not only
of the winged peoples of the air, but. also, of the two leggedshumankind.
Furthermore, they reccifinized,this diversity as an inalienable right, which

...they were ever ready to defend. The great Likota leader, Sitting Bull, ex-
. pressed sophisticated philosophy concerning diversitydecades ago with this

statement:

I am a red man. If the Great Spirit had desired me to be a white
man.he would have made me so in the first place. He put in your
heart certain wishes and plans, in my heart he put other and dif-
ferent desires. Each man is good in his sight. It isnot necessary for

'eagles to be crows. Now we are poor, but we are free. No white
man controls our footsteps. If we must die, we die defending our
rights.'

It comes late to Indian thought for society today in the twentieth century
to begin a thrust for diversity of cultural experience in the educationit sys-
tem 'of this nation, a nation built by peoples of differing national origins.
This concept is coucht,d in the terms of multicultural education, and edu-

Aatyrs are grappling with a beginning, What is that beginning?
We begin by recognizing that each individual Is unique, has worth, has

dignity, h.4.s integrity and the host of other qualities that make up his or her
self in* point of beginnirlg. Beyond this, we must explore the commonality
of tribes of American Indians and of all peoples. It goes without
Saying that each individual and each of the expanding groups is evolving.
Thus. to develop a complete and accurate list of competencies for teachers
of Native Americans is a theoretic as0 practical impossibility. Nevertheless,
a set of competencies can be suggested, appropriately alterable for individ-
uals and groups, which will address itself to the needs of culturally diverse
peoples and especially to the American Indian.

General Competencies for All Teachers
Approaching the task of developing competencies for teachers from

the position thus stated permits teacher competencies to be categorized.
The following categories and subcategories, developed for the Northern
Plains Teacher Corps Program at the University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, directed by Don Lemon, are suggested as appropriate, in a general
way, for all teachers:

'I. Career Edueation
a. Surveying an identifying local resources
b. Career counseling
c, Manual skill experience

.

a

.jr
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d. Application
2. Clinical Experience

a. Rapport with staff/children
b. Management of the learning environment
c. Motivation,reinforcementefeedback
d. Professionalism

3. Community-Based Education
a. Utilization of community resources
b. Community involvement
c. Health

4. Curriculum Content Areas
a. Fine arts
b. Language arts/reading
c. Mathematics
d. Physical educatidn
e. Practical arts
f. Science
g. Social studies .

5. Diagnostic/Presiriptive
a. Instrument selection
b. Assessment instrument development
c. Learning styles assessment
d. Special education diagnosis

6. Individualization of Instruction
a. Learning cycle
b. Diversified, learning activities
c. Grouping patterns

7. Interdisciplinary Approaches
a. Human growth and development
b. Philosophical development
c. Self-actualization of the learner

8. Multicultu-al dimensions
a. Cultural self-awareness
b. Cultural awareness of the child

o Within each area of competency there will be competencies appropriate

for every teacher competencies appropriate for each teacher who has ,an
Indian child in his/her classroom, and competencies appropriate to specific

tribal groups.
0.

Thirteen Broad Concepts of Competencies
The development of competencies for the Indian world and for a tribal

as



group would best be developed by Indian educators and Indian peoples.
Without full access to those populations, it seems reasonable to develop
a catalog of broad concepts with the understanding that the specific coinpe-
tencies will be developed by the Indian community. Thirteen broad con.;
cepts of competencies were thus developed-by the writer-editors of this

. section. which it is believed are necessary for teachers of culturally diverse
children. Those broad concepts of teacher corapetencies are as follows:
1. A teacher must develop skills to get families involved in the clas'sroom.
2. A teacher must be able to identify teaching resources such as materials,

community persons, career opportunities, historical information, and
economic data which are appropriate for teaching children of the identi-
fied cultural group. !

3. A teacher must be able to recognize cultural differences as strengths
rather than weaknesses.

4. A teacher must develop skills in the language variances of the learner.
5. A teacher must be .prepared to create and wadi curricular materials

that are determined to be liiportant to the identified cultural group of
the learner.

6. A teacher must develop thedability to teach with honesty and integrity
in all curricular areas, particularly in the discipline of the historyof an
identified cultural group.

7. A teacher must demonstrate a knowledge of the. Pervasive contributions
that diverse cultural groups have made and are making to present-day
society.

.' .8. A teacher must demonstrate a knowledge of the vast linguistic and
cultural differences among the diverse cultures of he United States
and what economic, philosophical, political, and sociological forces
have brought about these vast differences.

9. A teacher must deknonstrate an understanding of the Civil Rights Act
as it pertains to all groups.

10. A teacher must deMonstrate an understanding of the causes of minority
resentment toward the dominant society.

11. A teacher must deironstrate a knowledge of why minority persons have
found themselves ocked into the cycle of poverty.

12. A teacher must understand that culturally different youth have respect
for and respond to family authority; however, response by learners to
school authorities'tends to be fearful. The tendency is to withdraw when
faced with school; authority.

13. A teacher must be able to relate to the children'and parents in terms
of his/her understanding of the mores, customs, attitudes, values, and
expectations.of the home community.

Legislative Recognition of Diversity
Broad concepts Of teacher competencies have been defined, but it is

recognized that they'serve as but a base for the development of specific
competencies. It is elipected that specific competencies will be defined at
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the local level by tribal peoples themselves to more fully implement the
concept of Indian self-determination in the area of education. This approach
is mandatory in view of .the policy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, (BIAL
tunctioning for the Uniteid States Government as the trustee for the Ameri-
can Indian. BIApoticies haVe vacillated between two extremespaternalism
and complete withdrawal of federal services, i.e. termination. This history of

. oppression has resulted in the psychological need for Native Americans
to determine their immediate objectives and future goals. Succinctly, Native
Americans must be allowed to determine theft own destiny through the
implementation of self-determination, affirmed to be the Indian policy of
the Nixon administration. This stated policy of self-determination is crucial
to generating effective programs in view of the heterogeneity of the approx-
imately 300 tribes that comprise the group commonly referred to ao Native
Americans. Any program must, of necessity, involve local tribal communi-
ties, for it is only they who know their needs and concerns. .

It is hereby emphasized that despite the obvious failure of the United
States Government in exercising its trust responsibility to the American
Indian, the federal-Indian relationships must be maintained. American In-
dians are unique in that they are the only group that functions in a semi-
sovereign status to the United States Government, and are the only peoples

200 specifically mentioned in the Constitution of the United States. This unique
status should in no way be construed as indicating incompetence: rather
it emphasizes the need for providing meaningful educational experiences
specifically called for in. many of the 400 treaties entered into with various
American Indian tribes in return for land, which now comprises what is re-
ferred to as the United States of America.

The Indian Education Act of 1972 points to the need for alleviating the
low quality cif education for the indigenous peoples of this nation.' This
type of legislation is a hallrark for Indian education at the federal level.
This has'been equalled by State of Montana legislation, which sets a prece-

dent for other states in the union regarding Indian education. This Montana
legislation req uires a

. . . . American Indian Studies to be part of the educational back-
ground of public school teaching personnel employed on or in
public schools located in the vicinity of Indian reservations where
the enrollment of Indian children qualifies the school for federal
funds for Indian education programs, and . . ..1

encouraged American Indian studies as part of the-educational background
A of all school personnel employed in the state.

The Montana 43rd Legislative Assembly also adapted a joint resolution
of the Senate and the House of Representatives, instructing ". . . the Board

*: of Public Education and the Board of Higher Education to devise a master
"Plan for enriching the background of all public school teachers in American

'Indian culture!*'



. Cegislative mandates, such as the preteding two, recognize the pec-es-
- city of teacher competencies in the area of American Indian education. Cbl-

tural diversity has also been recognized. The progress made by Indian
leaders in Montana is only a beginning, but the example stands as a beacon
light for Native American educators in other states where significant num-
bers of ATerican Indians reside. Achieving such legislative direction, how-
ever, is not the end of the struggle to accomplish desirable Indian educa-
tion in our schools. Mandates must be fulfilled with teacher training pro-.
grams designed to produce teachers adequately prepared to carry out the
intent of the law, which is to provide Native American learners with the kind
of education fought for by Indian education leaders.

Indian Deigned Pre- and .1n-service Training Programs
Schools of education have had ample opportunity in the past to meet

the educational needs of Indian people, but have either refused or neglected
to accept the responsibility. Now tfr task has been assumed and must
continue to be given to the Native Americans themselves. Already, Indian
educators in liarious sections of the country have designed and made opera-
tional programs to help.Satisfy the great need for specially trained teachers
for Native American students. These programs can be considered-aS poten-
tial models by Indian communities and tribal leaders concerned witheffect-
ing teacher training reform in their local areas.

Two examples of preservice training models for Indian teachers are
presented in position papers by Milo Kalectaca (Hopi) and Louise Miller
Nufoki which are included in this report. In each of these papers, the
respective author is concerned with training teachers for competencies
needed to adequately teach Indian learners. Both training models have been
developed around the concept of competency-based teacher education
CCBTE) whirih permits the spelling out of competence to be developed by
teacher trainees and which allows for a high degree of accountability.

Another dimension of teacher training which must be considered is
the inservice training of teachers who are now teaching in Indian schools
but who lack the competencies for effectively working with Native American
students. Models fo- retraining the inservice teacher have also been
signed by Indian educators. One model which includes training compo-

' rents for both the preservice teacher and the inservice teacher has been
developed at the Northeastern State College, Tahlequah, Oklahoma, and is
currently being used in preparing teachers for schools with large enroll.

ments of Cherokee students. Another model dealing exclusively with pre-
service training is the Native American Cultural Institute (NACI) at the
University of Montana, Missoula, Montana. Working in cooperation with
the NACI at Missoula is the Native American Studies Program which serves
as a core for preservice training efforts. .
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b.

PRESERVICE AND 1INSERVICE MODEL FOR
TRAINING INDIAN TEACHERS.

'Fount Holland
Director, Indian Intern Teacher Training Program

Northeastern State College
Tahlequah, Oklahoma

The Northeastern Oklahoma State University model for training teachers
of Indian students is a preservice-inservice design prepared cooperatively
by representatives of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Indian Division pf the Oklahoma State Deprtment of

'202 Education, and the University. Botb the preservice and inservice compo-
nents of the model operate in concert. However, an emphasiS s placed
on the preservice phase, with priority for participating in the m el given
-to education students of Indian descent. Funds needed to support th model
come from a federal grant, a Johnson. (IOM) contracts d the
University. The preservice component are financed primarily by the Educa-

tion Professions Development Act (Teachers for Indian 'Children Program),
while funds for the inservice compone,iieire provided by the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs with a Johnson O'Malley contract through the Indian Division
of the State Department of Education. The University provides' facilities,
teaching. faculty, and part -time administrative .supervision ISee Figure

Preserv,ice Training Component .

With the exception of the Indian Studies Program whiCh fallsunder the ,

Office of Continuing Education and Special Programs, preservice activities
are conducted by the 'University's Division of Education'and Psychology..
The Indian Studies Program consists of courses in 'Indian history, culture,

.art,! rhetoric, literature, etc. A major in Indian studies has been.established .

at the University. Students with an interest in-Indian education are advised
,

to take at least a minor in Indian Studies. During the professional education
sequence, which is Competency based, all students'are exposed to units on
various. aspects of Indian education and those with a particular interest in
this area 'do in-depth individualized study projects. The special seminars

are conducted in connection with the in-field phase of preservice and will
.be explained later.



The in -Field phase 'c onsists ot 1 weeks of intern teaching in one of the
several Johnson O'lvtalley rural elernentary and secondary schools in North -
eastern Oklahoma or in the BIA higl-\ school locatednelr Tahlequah,home
of the University. An the rural public lchookused as intern teaching centers
have an Indian enrollment ranging from 50 to'97 peicent. This particular
phase of the model is open only to Atudent interns of at least one-fourth
Indian descent with an interest rn teaching in Indian schools. During the
intern experience. whit h is competen4 based, each participant is provided
a $75 per week stipend from an Education and Professional Development
Act 1PDA) grant:The program- is limited to 40 participants per year. (20
interns- for the tall term and 20 spring term). While interning under
the supervision ot a Johnson OlVia cry teacher or a B1Ateacher, each intern
is required to develop units of study on some phase of Indian history, cul-

ture, or literature and to design each academic unit taught (math, home
economic s, physical education. etc.) so that it will be relevant to the Indian
learners in the class.

While participants in the prograM are interning, frequent on-site visits
are made by project staff members including the two codirectors and the
curriculum specialist. The purpose of these visits is to observe the intern

. and to provide on-site training for the intern and the supervising teacher.
In addition: each participant is required to attend 10 seminars on Indian
education. Consultants for the seminars are selected from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs office in Muskogee, Oklahoma. the Cherokee Tribe, the
Cherokee Bilingual Center in Tahlequah. members of the Cherokee Com-
munity Orgaixations, and the University. Seminars topics include:
1, 'Orientation to the program and to Indian schools
2. Indian history and culture
3. Learning patterns unique to Indian students
4. Development of units of study and teaching materials .

5: Counseling techniques in career awareness
INK 6. Behavior patterns of Indian students and classroom management

7. Techniques for evaluating the. academic progress of Indian students
8. Problems Indian students have assimilating intotheschool environment

Inservice Training Component
The inservice training component contains three phasesone for

supervising teachers, another for teachers in Johnson O'Malley-supported
schools, and a third for all teachers interested in Indian education. Each
phase is coordinated with the preservice component so that all efforts in
preparing teachers of Indian students will have some degree of uniformity.
For example. the same techniques used in training Indian interns are used
during the inservice effort but are restructured to better suit the needs of

. the inservice teacher.

Inservice training for teachers who serve as supervisors ft:14. the Indian
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interns is conducted.,in the field by staffsmembers of the.EPDA projectr,In
addition, supervising 'teachers are required to attend one seminar each
semester which is designed to improve their skills in. teaching Indian stu-
dents to better prepare them to work with interns. i

Each semester, inservice training is provided for a minimum of 40
teachers employed in Johnson O'Malley-supported schools. This effort is
financed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs office in Muskogee with a con-
tract 'through the Indian Division of the Oklahoma State Department of
Education. By means of a subcontract with the University, the Indian Division
coordinates theOnservice sessions, utilizing the staff of the EPDA Indian
Intern Program. Viiieight-week evening training sessions are held after
school hours in one of thf. rural IOM-supported-schools. One session is
for teachers who have received little or no special training in Indian edu-
cation and the second is an advanced session for those teachers who
participated in the beginning session the semester before. The beginning
session is devoted primarily to Indian awareness, history, culture, and corn-

. munication skills. The advanced session is designed to help teachers acquire
and increase skills in developing special materials for teaching Indian stu-
dents.

The third phase of theinservice component is a week-long summer
204 workshop held on the University campus. This workshop, financed by the

University and the Consultative Center for Equal Ethication Opportunity at
Oklahoma-University, is a human relations workshop with an emphasis on
conflict problems between Indian students and non-Indian teachers. Exact
workshop design varies depending upon the needs and experiences of
participants.
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INSERVICE MODEL FOR TRAINING
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS

OF INDIAN STUDENTS

Rosella J. Covington
Nojeck Director

Native American Cultural Institute
Native American Studies Prograin

-University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

The Native American Cultural Institute (NACI) is a propct federally
funded by the Division of Equal Educational Opportunity, of the U.S. Office
of Education. The Native American Studies Program at the University of
Montana, Missoula', has been the recipient of the Title IV teacher training

-program for the past three years and is funded for Fiscal Year 1975. The pro-
gam has four main objectives:
1. To sensitize school personnel In the service area, and to make them awaFe

of the uniqueness' of the American Indian student; to bring about an
elimination of segregation; to bring about an awareness and recognition
of the existing cultural gap; and to provide school personnel with some
solutions and approaches to problems of Indian and non-Indian relation-
ships by means of technical assistance and training

2. To develop new curricular techhiques and materials for use in the de-
, segiegated classroom

3. To develop new administrative structures, counseling technique's, and
bilingual/bicultural techniques for use in the desegregated school

4. To provide technical assistance for other school4ist riots within the State
of Montana relating to Fontents of the proposal or other desegregation
processes
For Fiscal Year 1975, there are 15 participating school districts; 12 are

located on or near the Blackfeet, Flathead, Fort Belknap, and Rocky Boy's
Indian Reservations. Three urban school districts which have a large en-
rollment of Indian students are also participating.

A three-week Summer Institute is conducted each year for approx:
-imately 50 school personnel selected from the 45 school districts. The Insti-
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tote is held on the University of Montana campus for two weeks, and one
week is desisted to oft-campus visits to four Indian Reservations Black-
feet, .Flathead. tort Belknap, and Rocky Bov's..Ther Summer Institute con-
centrates on the first main objective previously stated. Any person who is
employed by a target school district in the State of Montana could 'qualify
for participation in the Summer Institute. This includes superintendents,
principals, teachers. leather aides. and school board members. During the
Summer Institute, the staff of NACI. conduct classes. small group discus-
sions. and field trips. Consultants and several prominent Indian and noo-
(-Wean guest lecturers are utilized as instructors.

During the academic year, .a tollow-up program is implemented. The
Institute participants and other school personnel in the target schools are
involved in "on-site- inservice training. The follow-up activities include:
L) training id areas determined by project objectives and requests through-.
out the year; ib' workshops in the areas of counseling. school administra-
tion, curriculum development, and bilingUalthicultural education for
participating schools; (c) observations of schoolpersonnel who participated
in the three-week institute: idklocal education forums on.sreas of concern
for specific schools; ief training of local school staff on desegregation issues
(by. summer institutl participants): (0 consultants being utilized as re-
quested by participating schools; tgl development of curriculum materials
for the schools in Montana by project staff and consultants; and (h) ongoing

'evaluation,
From past experience. it is anticipated that numerous school districts

throughout the State of Montana, not included in this program proposal,
maY from time to time request assistance from the Native American Cul-
tural Institute. This assistance is provided only during the follow-up
phase of the project.

The failure to understand the Indian student has created a number of
critical problems. These problems are found in areas such as.cultural dif-
ferences. psychology of the Indian student, the achievement gap, relevancy
of the 'curriculum, bilingual problems. and the origin and expression of
Indian conflict. The NACI staff recognizes that after one year's training of
the,school's personnel, all these problems will not bf,a,lleviated..1-fowever,
an effort to alleviate them is being made.
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CHAPTER. 1
4.

A

a1-HIGHER EDUCATION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR AMERICAN INDIANS .

Pitricia Locke.
Director. Planning Resources in Minority Education
Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education

Boulder. Colorado

r

I. Historical Background

a

Since 1930. the states have assumed increased responsibility for Indian
education. aided by the provision of federal funds. The Indian people fear
that the federal government may withdraw entirely from its special relation-

°. ship to Indians. This leer continues to have a dominant influence on Indian
reaction to changes in the extent. nature. and administration of federal pro-

,grams.
.

In November 1966. two meetings were held in Denver. Colorado to dis-
cuss whereiresponsibility for Indian education should be located within the
`federal goifemffient. Attending the first meeting were 18 tribal chairmen and
meMbers of tribal education committees. Attending thesecond meeting were
college and university faculty who have conducted researchon Indian prob,
leans. and teachers of Indian children. Indians expressed-concern about ,the
transfer of education from the Bureau of Indian Affairi (BIA) to the U.S. Of-
fice of Education. They were generally opposed to disruption of the tradi-
tional relationships and distrustfut of fragmentation of Indian services
within the federal goveminent:Participants in the second meeting felt that
educational programs should recognize the different problems.of Indians
in federal and public schools and should consider the readiness of local or
state systems to provide educational services. The consenses et both meet-
ings was that the WA should be given time to canny out its new educational
program before serious consideration would he given to a transfer of.the
educational function from one agency to another.

During the 1967 hearings on amendments to Public Law 89-10. the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. a report was prepared

A
O
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for the Subcomntitteei on Education of the Committee on Labor at4Tublic
Welfare! The report..called Quality Education-for Arnerikin inition: A :
port on Organizational Locution, recommended that thigliIA should retain .

the etlui :ation functiun_working iri close coqperation with the Office of
Education (OE) of the Defiartment ref Ilealth. Education and Welfare (HEW). ,

It suggested that OK shOuld review its programs to determines how to make:
-these available to the greatest extent possible/ flu: the benefit of Indian
dre;denrolled in federally operated schools. It recommended that education
must be viewed as a single continuing process which ranges from preschool
through adulthood. It Mated that conkderation should-be given to support-

.. . in a center for graduate study of the languages. history. and culture of
American _Indians. The concept of Indian Control am! increased response-
bility for educat kilt by Indian pareitts and trihalleaders- wake.supportect and
recommended. The report also-recommended that way3 should be explored
to encourage. development ofjunior or community colleges on or near the
larger reservations to facilitate opportunities for larger numbers of khan
children to receiVe higher education.

When Dillon S. Meyer became CoMmissioner of Indian Affairs, in May
19 the WA began a new epoch. As part of a great change in the basic I%

organization of the Bureau. tWere was a further delegation of' authority to.
it) area directors and an iricrehse in their authority over superintendents. Corn..

missinner Meyer stated that "the federatoit-reservation education of Navajos
is directed entirely toward" the nrepiiration of thesechildren for permanent
off.lessavation employment. Indians are Peing provided . with adequate'
training progranis tout them for employment in skilled occupations off the
reservations."

In 1955. the BIA Jaunched a pilot program in adult education deltigned
to make five tribal groups literate' in English. and it supported legislation for
a program of vocational training.* yet. at.the same time. it has eliminated or

mar activities which seem to involve vocational training. Arts
and crafts-projects were shut down or *left to shift for themselves. Bureau
guidance and support were stopped for tits Qualla Cooperative at Cherokee;
North Carolina: the Sequoyalt weaving project in Oklahoma; andthe pottery
and weaving project at,Pine Ridge. South Dakota.

-
H. American Indian Studies and ComMutnity Colleges

American Indians perceive education:as a continuing process. Under
optimum conditions, all parts of mine:alien Should interrelate as theamily
and community interrelate. Education...from Head Start through elementary.
semndary,.and college levels. to adult and continuing education, is viewed
as an interrelated instrument of social integration and mobility.. .

Under optimum conditions elders and immmunity leaders would help 410

*tor statistics on DIA adult vocational grants. see Appendix Eat the end of this chapter.
Vurther data on WA financial assistance appears In Appendices B and C.

.
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t

, ilollege students fsOnt their tribes to pri,pare for the ultimate coltfmunity
,.. servitv by defirtink group needs. college students, would tutor and provide

'v-- role'models tot secondaty itudents. College students and secondary stu-
dents would 'Provide tutorial services and assume teacher aide roles in pri-

. nary schools. Parents, family. and other adu Its ,tyould be involved in support.
roles at pre4:hool and Head Start programs and wocld be supportive iri
'community college. programs. As involvement increases. commitment
increases.

dr
e ..

,

Tel-haps the most immediate. pressing problem in the area of Indian<:, .edik:iition today is how to r:orrect and reverse the discouraging history of
failures in Indian postsecondary e=ducation. The attrition rate for Indian:"

,-, .7itudents during their first year of college stands at an astonishing 74 per-
' .-:cent.** This figure point's to a complete lack of succeis on the: part of the

,r nation's coileges-in their educational programS for American Indiaps. Per-li baps these Indian student.ptish-outs are the symbolic miner's canary of the ,.
;,)'. nation's educational system. kack of financial support, inadequate codnsel-
A. irig and guidance programs: and irrelevant curricula ar due in part 4o a

higher education to' a very large degree are out of a d in conflict with

-.. .long-standing.4 policy of coercive acculturation. The gals a American
---the Indian's,psyChological and philosophical frame of 'reference..

sin

4

211Postsecondary education for American Indians in the Itnited,States is
education for displaced persons. That edutlational systein is still a system
devised for people who are ntm-Indiari and who ascribe to the imparted
'values and modes of behavior of European keeples. lt is audacious to assume
th tbi-skkind of majority education based on fudeoChristian values will
tvorliti;cpeoples of different value,systems. If is audacious to assuipe that
non-Judeo-Christian peoples should 'accept it or try tolnodify themselves
to accommodate' it. 1

There may be postsecondary education at Black colleges for Bletlk stu-
dentsnat;gbt and* administered by Black people. but it is essentially the
same Mad of educational systeM that serves the dominant society.t There
may be postsecondary education at 4Inerican Indian community colleges
for Indian students taught by ltndlan people. but even though some educe-
tional greakthroughA have been ntadti. there is a pervading domination of
accreditation by non-Indians who refuse to alloy much variance in the
sacrosanct FairoPeap-imported educational system. Doesn't Indian post-

,. secondary education at establishedand traditional colleges and universities
usually mean that we areraltlit,',erfiiiine American Indian cotmselors to
eneouree us to hang;i4t there so that w can compete with (mg another
and with tine majoritY society? Doesn't it Mean that we are talent searched,
upward bounded: and financial aided to learn 'o internalize and assimilate
the "American" values of mercantilism, individualism. and acquisitiveness?

'Tor statistics on postsecondarx Indian students. see Appendix b at the end of this
chapter.
Minority under-representation at thepostsecondary level is detailed in Appendix A.

O
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'What does innovative mean in relation to minority postsecondary
education? Should a 'whole new and different style of education be level-
oped for those minority people who have been denied access but who aspire
to traditional outcomes? Perhaps the need here is only for a wider door.
and not for inconceivable new worlds of education.

Fundurdental institutional changes have not been made: Institutions
hove only minutely expanded. A few Indian counselors and tutors have.
been hired. Tame has been some franticactivity to hire a few taken Indian
faculty .members and to establish "Indian" programs by luring "scholasti-

, c...:11y qualified" 4udenp to the campus So that compliance in Affirmative
Action Programs can be documented. As a result, we have fragmented Indian
programs across thenat ion, with our few Indian faculty and students fighting
lonely battles against the near impenetrable walls of majority educational
systems.

The creative ferment now apparent in postsecondary education for.
American Indians may be the bravest step toward the inconceivable new
world of education. American Indians can truly' teach our guests on this
continent ways of survival if we are to be allowed that opportunity.

This creative ferment that caused changiiin the Indian postsecondary
education world occurred almost simultaneously in Alaska. Montana, Ari-
zona. California, Sputh Dakota. North Dakota. Wyoming. Oklahoma. New
'Mexico. Idaho, Minnesota. and Washington. D.C. Mini-repercussions have
awakened tribes in neighboring areas.

AMERICAN INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

In October 1972. the Planning Resources in Minority Education Pro--
gram of the WeStern Interstate Commission for Higher Education, in co-
of oration with the Office of American Indian Affairs of the U.S. Office of
Education. convened the directors and presidents of the boards of regents
of Indian community colleges in cyder to form a consortium.

Two months later at the Phoenix, Arizona office of the Navajo Commu-
nity College, mutfial agreements were made to form the American Indian
Higher Education Consortium. Member institutions are: Turtle Mountain
Community College on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in North Dakota;
.Standing,Rock Community College on the Standing Rock Resevation that
borders North and South Dakota: Lakota Higher Education Center on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota: Haskell Indian lunio&College near

%Lawrence, Kansas: the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New
!Mexico: the Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institute in Albuquerque. New
Mexico: the Navajo Community College on the,Navaio Reservation in Ari-
zona that also borders three other states; and the Hehaka Sena College at
D-Q University near Davis. California. Kuskokwim Community College at
Bethel. Alaska. is considering membership. This momentum may soon in-
dude the Bannock and Shoshone of the Fort Hall Reservation in Idaho,
the .Arapaho and Shoshone of the Wind Rivet Reservation in Wyoming,



the Sisseton- Wahpetpn in SouthDakota. the Northern Cheyenne in Montana,
and the Confederated tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon.

The Consortium Schools are unique in that they are governed by
American Indian boards of regents. that they are served by predominantly
American Indian administrators and faculty, and the student bodies are
predominantly American Indian. They strive to meet the postsecondary
educational needs of the tribal- specific reservation people. They reinforce
.tribal-specific value systems in their educational modalities. They are
thwarted only to the extent that non-Indian accreditation systems enforce
non-Indian educational prerequisites upon them. This latter reality may
be why the Consortium members' first priority is to formulate an acciedi-

'. tition,system that Will be true Indian education accreditation by peer deci-
sion; There is no doubt that there will be violent resistance. Indian people
contrued with Indian education for Indians are ready to fight that battle.

't'his is positive thrust by the tribes to reinforce their unique cultural
traditions. which can he utilized by Indian students to prepare them for
productiyt contemporary life. These kinds of developing on-reservation or
near,reservation postsecondary educational facilities will increase. It can
be expected that there will be at least three new such institution§ developed
each year in the forseeable future.

The member institutions differ in several waysthey are in different
geographical areas, they are complex linguistically and speak different
languages. they are tribal-specific, they are multi-tribal, some are on reser-
%tailors: some are off reservationsin varying stages of dependence and
autonomy. As such. their needs and expectations differ within the Con-
Sortium. but the ultimate goal of each is the same: the strengthening of
their own and all other postsecondary Indian educational programs.

Consortium goals are to establish-
1. an Arnt;rican Indian higher education accreditation agency,
2. a Mimic:jai and institutional resources office,
3. a hUrnan resources development program,
4. an American yian education data bank, and
5. an AmericanAdian curriculum development program. P

A NEW INDIAN UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE

alb

There is yet a new battle on the horizon. During the past few years.
some Indian people have been planning for a National American Indian
University and Research Institute. There is a cavernous gap after the two-
year Indian cormunity colleges. The tribes!. as sovereign nations, have
particular educational needs that are not now being met by the liundreds of
colleges and universities in the United States. Research for and about Indians
is being done to and on Indians, but not by Indians. The many Indian people
who are planning Wirt higher education have formulated some specific
recommendations to present tp the tribes:v .

4.
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a 1. The National American Indian University and Researchinstitute should
be designed by American Indian architects. and it should be located near
a sacred place.

2. Undergraduate and graduate curriculum should be designed by Indian
educators and respected persons.

The Research-Institute will relate to the following issues of American
Indian survival: federal and state legislatioreendangering tribal sovereignty:
federal legislation endangering tribal resources, including land cnd -water
rights; civil rights legislation and its adverse effect on American Indian
people; state. federal, and foundation monies being spent and misspent on
Amer:can Indian education; Indians in penal institntions; Indians in mental
hospitals (who are there becauseiThey are diagnosed by proponents of foreign
psychological systems): the 4,000 to 6.000 Indian children in non-Indian
foster homes: American Indian biomedical research: economic development
research for the several hundred reservations, villages, rancherfas. and
Indian communities: and the treaty responsibilities to the tribes of the united

'States Government, and' its states, departments, offices, and agencies.

214

II . Discussion of Issues
The basic issues follow.

1." Are Indian studies programs in.nim-Indian colleges and universities pro-
viding quality education for American Indian students?

2, Are Indian community colleges on the reservations and in the Indian
communities providing a viable alternative to other educational institu-
tions?

3. Where does the primary authority crest for Indian postsecondary edu-
cationin the BIA or in the U.S. Office of Education? (Some tribes in,.

.. the states of Alaska. Oklahoma, California, and eastern states may want
to relate directly to the state departments of education. Othiii tribes .in
such states as Aiizona. New Mexico. North. Dakota, South Dakota, Minne-
sota. and Montana may want to relate exclusively to the BIA but with
some affiliation to OE programs.) There must be tribal and regional agree-
ment on relationships.

4. American Indian students lose out financially and programmatically
in minority studies programs when they compete with Black and Chicano

qg students. Indian students are usually outnumbered, by other minority
students and usually do not make demands in the same manner as other
minorities.

5. There must be further office and agency (BIA-Interior and OE-HEW)
agreements on higher education function and entitlements.

,.,

IV.. Recommendations
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. There should be at least one national Indian university with appro-
priate graduate schools in conjunction with the Research Institute:

;



2. Teacher.training should take place at the nine selected regional non-
Indian universities..and at Indian community colleges as determined by
the diverse tribal needs.

3. Vocational and educational needs should be met at the Indian reser-
vation community colleges and the nine selected regional non-Indian uni-
versities.

4. Financial aid needs of Indian students should be met by education
appropriation from the Congress through the BIA. based on demographic
projection. It must be,established through the Indian Attorneys Association.
Indian law and treaty specialists, that education is a basic right of Indians
and not a privilege as is now interpreted:

INDIAN STUDIES IN NON-INDIAN COLLEGES AND, UNIVERSITIES

. 1. The National Tribal Chairmen's Association and the National Indian
Education Association must determine where federal dollars should go.
These monies -(for instance, Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education (FIPE). Title III..Tit le IV-D, Educational Professions Development
Act (EPDA), etc.) should be placed according the following criteria:
t. The deziartments and capabilities
2. Indian tribal involvement and support
3: Curricula geared to Indian and community needs
4. Indian faculty a "d guidance counselors
5. FinanCial support and commitment
6. High Indian population impact

Possibly nine areas should be selected: Great Lakes, Central Plains.-North-
east. Southeast. South. Southwest. Rocky Mountain, West Coast. and Alaska.

2. Proliferation of Indian programs should be controlled andtor
. tailed. Proliferation results in the ineffective dispersal of the few Indian
administrators, faculty. and guidance counselors. Continued proliferation
should begin at a new undetermined date when reservations' postsecondary
needs have been met by graduating Indian personnel that would be serving-
either at the nine selected non-Indian colleges and Universities or at the

-various reservation postsecondary education centers.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES ON THE RESERVATIONS

1. Congress must appropriate comprehensive annual funding for post-
secondary learning centers on the reservation for basic support, including
operating costs, administration. faculty, and building costs as determined
by, the specific: tribes.

2. Initial congressional appropriations must support existing post-
secondary education, learning centers, or community colleges such as
Kuskokwim Community College. Takata Higher Education Center, Sinte
Gleska Community College. Turtle Mountain Community College. Standing
Rock Community College, and Navajo Community College.
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3. Succeeding appropriations would support other developing . coin-
munity colleges on reservations that are protected at the rate of five each

.year. Reservations now in developmental stages are Bannock-Shoshone at
Fort Hall, Idaho; Arapaho-Shoshone at Wind River, Wyoming: Northern
Cheyenne at Lame Deer, Montaiia; and the Confederated Tribes at Warm
Springs, Oregon.

RATIONALE

Individual tribes have different postsecondary educational goals. The
alternative educational modes are requ:-Ild in order to increase enrollment
retention and attainments that will meet tribal short-range and long-range
goals: Congress has recognized the educational need to put community
colleges un the reservations and has established precedent by appropriating
$5 million for the establishment of Navajo Community College.

APPENDIX A

Minority Under-representation
at the Postsecondary Level

216 "The degree of under-representation of each of the four minority groups
may be determined by computinglhe relationship between each minority's
estimated enrollment and its estimated total population. The ratios (ex-
pressed as percentages) areras follows:

TABLE I
PERCENT OF POPULATION

Black Americans 2.0
Mexican Americans 1.0
Puerto Ricans 1.3
American Indians 0,6

Sub-total 1.8
All others 4.3

Total 3.9

"In order to achieve proportional representation. the enrollment of
minorities would have to be increased to the point where their ratios were
the same as that given for "all others" (4.3 .percent). To reach that goal
immediately-
1. the estimated Black enrollment in 1970 would have to be increased

.513,000 (from 470,000 to 1,013,000)an increase of 116 percent fall
italics added): ..

2. the estimated Mexican American enrollment in 1970 would have to be
increased by 165,000 (from 50,000 to 215.000)--an increase of 330 per-
cent;



3. the estimated Puerto Rican enrollment in 1970 would have to be in-
creased by 45,000 (from 20.000o 65,000)an increase of 225 percent;
and

4. the estimated American Indian enrollment in 1970 would have to be
increased by 26,000 (from 4,000 to 30,000)an increase of 650 percent."

Source: Fred E. Cro sfand..,Minority Access to College: A Ford Foundation Report
(New York: Schocke Books. 1971), pp. 15-16. Crossland developed thesefigures from
his own interpretatio of 1970 college enrollment estimates.

a

APPENDIX B

BIA Financial Assistance, 1972-73
Postsecondary Indian-Education

in December 1972. a $2.5 million supplemental appropriation for the
made it possible for an additional 3,000 Indian youths to receive scholar-

' & ship grants fo begin or continue their education at the college level. Some
11.000 students are receiving higher education assistance under the BIA's
regular appropriation.

Approximately 14,000 applications for scholarship grants were received
in the summer of 1972. The 14M0 students now receiving .assistance is
almost 20 times the number receiving assistance 10 years ago and about
five times the number assisted four years ago. More than 100 students re-
ceiving assistance are in law school.and approximately 100 more are in
other postgraduate programs.

The total monies provided through the BIA for higher education is
---$20.9.million for the fiscal year 1973.

Source: Report of Bureau of Indian Affairs. Higher Education Office, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, 1973.

APPENDIX C
Federally, recognized tribes 478

,4. State recognized tribes 17
Tribal entities recognized

by state or federal government .52,;
TOTAL 547

B.I.A. Indian Scholarship Fund for FY '73:
Request FY '74: -

13,500 students have B.I.A. scholarships.

Data Source: Secretary of Interior Morton Reports on Indian Matters. Press Release.
March 1973.

$20,956,000
$19,938,1300
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APPENDIX D

Postsecondary Indian Students
In 1957: an estimated 2.000 Indian students were in colleges and other

postsecondary institutions. This number had increased to about 10,000 in'
1970. .

It is estimated that about 3.000 Indian high school graduates entered
college in 1970 and that about one-fourth of this number will graduate from
a four-year course. This indicates that approximately 18 percent of an age
cohort are entering college, compared with about 40 percent of the ageroup
of all American youtIniand that...4 itei'cent are gradueqs 'from a four-year
course compared with aWitit 22 rcent of the total American age cohort.

Among 'postsecondary students, 42 percent are attending colleges and
taking academic courses: while-the other 58 percent are taking vocational -:
technical courses which require from ohe to three years of training.

The ratio of men to women ana[ig postsecondary students is approx-
.

imately 55 to 45.

Source: Estelle Fuchs and Robert f. Havighurt. To Live on This Earth: American
218 Indian Education (New York: Doubleday. 1972, no page given).

r

APPENDIX E
TABLE 2

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS PROJECTIONS

1971-72 1972-73 1973.74

Number of students funded 6,623 10.000 14.000

Adult vocational grants 907 14,009 1.150 -1,957

Dropouts 953 1.521 1,974

Graduates 345 551 600.

Total Expenditures $6.098.000 $15.248.000 $16,148,000

...1 -41
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CHAPTER 2

COMPETENCIES FOR TEACHERS OF
CULTURALLY DIFFERENT CHILDREN:

TEACHER COMPETENCIES FOR TEACHING
NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN

-

Milo Kalectaca
Associate Director of Teacher Corps

Northern Arizona University. Flagstaff

,4 fiisis a Miliitir110ifferse nation. Many people have seen this as a
divisive force within this county and have. thus. promulgated the "melt-
ing pot philosophy" in an attempt to obscure these differences. Today many
of these culturally distinct groups have proclaimed' nonacceptance of amal-
gamation. This practice of nonacceptance of cultural distinctions must
terminate and society must be reeducated to the'ccincept of the tossed salad
philosophy from the melting pot theory (i.e. each element mixed with others
while maintaining its own unique flavor. making a unique contribution to
the total quality of the American experience with no element seen as worse
or better than any other).'

Dealing with Cultural Diversity
"Having a diversity of cultures within a single country can be a threat,

a problem. or an asset."2 Thus steps must be taken to make it an asset. lust
because a group of people look at and solve a problem differently doesn't
mean they are any better or worse as people.

Traditional teacher education programs are not producing people
equipped to teach minority children and youth effectively. If humanizing
the wirriculurn is truly a Value in the educational system in twentiettrcen-
tury America. then the people; for wheim the curriculum is designed must
be involved.

The official position is that minority group children who are "culturally
deprived" should be taught middle-class values, yet"Individuality can

-.,
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only exist in a pluralistic society wherein differences are appreciated And
protecte.d."

If we are to have relevancy in education and a democratic society, goals
and objectives should be based on the cultural values and differences of the
various socioeconomic groups of America and should be reflected in the

. goals of the total educational system. There should be programs in wilich
the tribalspecific language and culture of the children are brought into

classroom as an integraterlpart of the school program. The child needs
to learn the language and culture of the school, but the school needs to
learn about and appreciate the language and culture of the child as well.
Cultural differences inyolve alternative ways of looking al and doing things.

Teacher competencies have to be specified and must relate to under-
standing cultural diversity. A curriculum in order to be successful must
represent several cultures. and the development of that curriculum must
be handled by those who represent the diversity of cultures through

;1. which the learner must daily maneuver.

. 220
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Definition of Teacher Competency
Perhaps it would be appropriate to define at this time what we mean

by teacher competency. Competencies may be simply defin d as behaviors
which effectively satisfy their objectives. Teacher co ode areare per-
formanceg which have been judged to be effective in satisfying jectives
'of the teaching profession. Statements of teacher competencies describe
what the authorities who have specified them regard as adequate descrip-
tions of a competent teacher. Inmost teacher education programs the com-
prehensive set of these statements provides a description of what the judges
believe a teacher should be like when he or she is ready to teach:"

Knowing the Community
. In order for the teacher to gain community supp ort and maneuver with-
in the students' environment outside the classrodin, the teacher should have
the ability to maneuver within the community. Often:little or no effort is
made to visit the child's home and community to understand the child
as a whole. A teacher should recognize and respect that a community also
consists of a government, service agencies, history, language and culture,
value system, religion. and education.' These elements should become part
of the curriculum as well as influence the teacher's attitude toward his or
her students.

A competent teacher of an Indian community, for example, should be
able to
t. describe the geography, home life, and economics of that Indian emu-

munity;
2. describe the services offered by the various community agdncies active

in the school community; end



I,. 3. discuss thelribal government and name and describe the responsibilities
of the officials.

. In the area of language and culture. the competent teaCher, should be
. able tee-

1.. analyze. the Indian language in comparison to English;
2. point o the difficulties that these children have in learning the English

languag ,: and
3.. talk a t ut the various arts and crafts of the Indian.

n I{ stork. competent teacher should be able to
t. give a brief hi. ory of that Indian group; and
2. name the gre: leaders of the past and present and be able to tell about.

them.

On other aspects of the community- -value systemjeligion, and educa-
tionthe teacher should be able to
1. describe how a Navajo or Hopi views honesty, punishment. icath telling. '

rewards. sharing. competition. going against custom;
2. describe the religion;
3. differentiate between religious ceremonies that are private and those that

are public:
.4. tell the importance of each of the religious ceremonies;
5. describe the major educational systems on the reservation:
6. list the tribal education goals:
7. describe the feelings of community members about education; and
6. inform the parents on how they can be involved in the educational

process of their children.

The primary purpose of our Navajo-Hopi Teacher Corps Program at
Northern Arizona University is to draw more Indians into the field of Indian
education. both on a professional basis and by direct community involve-
ment. All too often the parents of children in reservation schools are not
consulted about curriculum changes, staff changes, and other changes in
school policy which affect their children daily. Indian interns can provide
effective communication between the parents of the children and the edu-
cators and administrators of the school. Indian interns can provide these

. valuable links precisely because they are Indians. raised in the local culture

. and speaking the local language.

Preservice and Inservice Teacher Training-
The Northern Arizona University preservice instructional program*

focuses on giving a total picture of the Indian child in the home and school

*Portions of this program description are based on the Teacher Corps ProposalCycle
fi(Flagstaff: Northern Arizona University, February 15. 1973).
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environment. Eitmhasis is on the individual in the educational process and
on, enuitiona1. social and .c.ultural factors in the formation of the Indian
Child:The language section discusses (a) the problems of the bilingual child

- comi i g into an entirely new language situation; (b) how the native language
depi is the culture; and (v) instruction in bask: Navajo and Hopi languages
(nett - natives ilia kers learn reading and.writ Mg. Indian.interns study linguis.
tic analysis). The socqicultural section- duals with problems in "reaching"

. children. What are the cultural and social barriers in the way of the Indian
child's education? The childdevelopMent section includes testing and test
interpretation with the nay-Anglo child in mind.

COMPETF.Nt OF INTERNS
7,

We expect inteiirs as a result of preservice training to understand reser-
!, vation living conditions and cultures..The iiitern will

t. know,the,history and roll! of minority groups in America;
;2. become aware of values of Navajo and Hopi culture:
3. become proficient in culturally atuifyzing minority vulture values;
4. discuss and analyze generally held stereotypes, fears, and nlisconcep-

thms about minority groups:
11422 5. understand hoW white cultural values penalize Indians for their cultural

values through culture-biised tests;
t compare values of White culture. Indian culture, with semeotbeiminurity

culture (e.g. Mexican American. Black): and .

7. have experience in decoding an alien language to gain empathy for the
problems of minority peoples!".

Competencies that Corps members will exhibit during their-internship
were developedby the Program. In the preparation of the evaluation criteria,
several basic' considerations were necessary. It was agreed that criteria for
evaluation should be reflective of desired performance expected of a teacher
in other words. how teachers 'tire expected to perform. The criteria for
observation and evaluation have been placed under four general areas:
Preparation, Performance. -Product (the student), and Personal and Pro-
fessional Attitudes.'

.
COMP EIENCIES EXPECTED OF TEACHERS

The competencies selected from those in each area listed allove are,,
those needed to teach culturally diverse and/or culturally different ciilldren..
These. then. become teacher competencies or behaviors expected of teachrs:

.Instructional Competencies
The teacher-

- involves students in a variety of relevant activities,
presents alternate :naiads of instruction when required,
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utilizes a variety of resources.
uses appropriate remedial material.

Community Competencies
The teacher

welcomes parental and community visitation.
communicates with the vammunity on school matters.
participates in appropriate community activities andorganizations.
assesses anclor identifies community attitudes.

Student - Teacher Relationship Competencies
The teacher

exhibits an honest liking and sincere regard for students,
encourages student respect for all cultures.
encourages students to work cooperatively as well as individually.

. Havin g resource persons in the classroom who are fluent in the chit,-
dren's language can increase leaguer understanding and use in a way that
encourages children to express then'itehres. Learning materials and ex-
perien...s which reflect the liositive_social, family. andthnic background
of different child-groups within the classroom can do much to build positive
self-concepts and individual strengths in children. A program that is sensi-
tive to the cultural needs of the children, which incorporates important
elements of cultural backgrounds. of families being servedlanguage,
music, ceremonial dayscan achieve continuity between the home and the
school

Teacher Competencies for a Multicultural Society
Multicultural education should develop teachers who will deeply

respect cultural differences which can contribute positively to American
education by providing cultural experiences and enrichment to other ethnic
groups. Thew following 'are some competencies for teachers of 'culturally
diverse childien (some of these may be repetitive because they have been
touched on in previous sections of the paper, others are additional). The com-
peten1 teacher:

1. Refegnizes that all cultures have the same human needs
2. Utilizes those materials and resources which promote positive self-

concepts
3. Utilizes those aspects of a studeat's culture for planning and presenting

instruction which will enhance student self-development
4. Helps students understand' their values and attitudes
S. Recognizes the effects and expectancies of the.dominant culture which

stifle motivation and learning
S. Knows about the sociopolitical characteristics of American society and

the fecal community
II

I.
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7. Participates with parents and students in designing. and evaluating
activities k

Develops an atmosphere of shared decision making in the classroom
9.' Encourages individuality and originatity

.10. Instills in students an appreciation c,.; human diversity'-
. rt. Encourages student participation and divergent isointi of view

12. Incorporates commtmity resources in the school program
13. Utilizes community: resources in classroom instruction

Competency-Based TeacherEducation A Strategy
With this great diversity;in culture and individual differences in chil-

dren and their teachers, it is assumed that institutional resources as a pri-
Anary basis for accreditation must be questioned. Further, we assume that

knowledge of subject matter, some teaching methods, and a tern of student
reaching can no longer be 'acceptable as a primary basis to predict success
-bra prospective teacher and the granting of certification. Teacher educe-
tioedoes necessitate continuing the combination of knowledge, theory,
aid praktice; however, this education is believed.most desirable and most

224 .effectivb when acquired in a clinical mode. with a flexible program focus-
. ing on the criteria of performancerperformosee of competencies expressed

in general and specific behavioral objectives.
An ideal program would

1. specify basic and specific competencies of teachers nd teaching interns
within and out of the classroom;

2. provide a training program to meet the specific needs of the students;
3. continue reevaluation of curriculum and teaching techniques:
4. expand practicb time, through either a longer regular internship or

five-year program; and
5. provide a variety of student teaching (intern) laboratory experiences.

. Competency-based teacher education has the potential as a strategy
for priVaring effective teachers mainly because of its basic characteristics:
1. Competencies are made public in advaice.

.2. The sUidents' rate of progress through the program is determined by
driMfistratecl competency rather than by,, time pr course completion.

3. Instruction is individualiized and personalized. ,

4. The emphasis ispn xit, lot on entiance, requirettents.
5. Instruction is modularized which aflows for self-pricing.. 4 .
6: The program is field - centered."

In CBTE the learner is the most important eleMent. Flexibility in the
scheduling of learning activities is paramount in importance. In tliiriWiter's
approach, utilization of a izariety of instructional activities is emphasized.

. Furthermore, alternate sets of performance activities are provided. Learning
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. styles have been categorized into three areas: visual, auditory, and psycho-
. motor..We have found through reevaluation that the first set of in`structional

.

activities, beingmore visually oriented, do not always satisfy all individual
needs. it may be that through auditory means or, psychomotor means, ob-
jectives i:an be better met. There are no fixed rules as to how, when. or

'where learning is to be-accomplished. Opportunities are provided to acquire
competencies in practical field experience or on the job.

Thq type of experience can be both practical and beneficial. CoMpe-
prides that are already possessed by the individual cats be recognized,
and the person should be-allowed to demonstrate these competencies. If
competencies are performed to satisfaction. proper credits should be given
and the individual allowed to bypass certain blocks of studies. The concern
is for exit requirements. not entrance requirements. Cotitinuous evaluation,
feedback, and revision are integral parts of the program. Field-centhred
experiences which alloW continuous evaluation can encompass a broad-
based involvement in teacher training by university, community. school.
and students their-Aves. Students can decide, on their own if teaching
is really what they want to do. NaturallY. the community is given the op-

.,portunity to say Ichich and what kind of teachers, it wants for its schools
and-children.

Self-pacinallows for individualization and personalization of i4truc-
. tion. The slow learners are no longer frustrated because they cannot keep

up with fast learners. while the fast learners are not held back by.i:ow:
learners and can continue on to more 'challenging areas. Since emphasis
is placed on exit rather than entrance requirements, training programs are .

open for a wide variety of persons entering the field. With continuous assess-
ment of the progress of each student moving at histher own rate. and with a
variety of choices for a goal, many who w'.uld normally have been excluded
because of educational assessment, cultural background, race,,or previous
interest can enter and successfully complete a teacher training program.
The result can be a wholesome diversity of background in the teaching
profession.

The goal of COTE in relationship to multicultural education should
be the training of competent educa'ors who are able to relate to the diverse
cultures of our society. This training should be designed to develop such
unique competencies as an understanding of cultural pluralism, bilingual-
ism. and dialects (in systems where needed. it will require -bilingual per-
sonnel). Training should also include competencies in cross-cultural
curriculum development. community-based education, and effective learn-
ing as it relates to minorities. The goal of COTE should be to provide the
kind of trainees for differentiated staff positions who are supportilj of the
innovative changes needed for effective educational development.'
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CHAPTER 3

A NEED FOR COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER
EDUCATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS

Louise Miller
Education Specialist

Assistant Area Director. Education
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Sacramento. California

4

Education has borne the major thrust of the challenge which contem-
porary human issues have put to social institutions. Among various social
concerns. it is the issue of the education of the NativeAmerican Indian which
has levt.IM the most persistent and unresolved challenge. The challenge
has not bean completely ignored, as the records of the Bureau of Indian Af7
fa,rs (BIA) and public school programs attest. However, as the statistics of
Indian education failure testify. the challenge has yet gone unmet.

The answer to the unmet challenge has consistently eluded educators.
An effective overall strategy for educating Indian children has not yet been
found. This situation exists despite the implementation of a wide variety of
programs and approaches. However, as we examine the philosophy which
undergir$1s such programs. we may begin to discern the patently self-defeat-
ing structure on which they ay,e founded. That philosophy, so forcefully
projected *onto the American likdlan. is one of assimilation into the main-
stream of Ametican life and a ubiquitous denigration of Indianness that is
perpetuated within American society and educational institutions. -

In his poem. -16 Lavender Kitten,"Alanza Lopez, a young Papago
poet from Pima County. Arizona, eloquently brings -into focus the feelings
of American Indians and their abortive struggle to attain that elusive place
that society dictates they must achieve.

Miles and miles of pasture,
rolled on before me.

Covered with grass and clover
dyed pink, white and blue.

"The Lavender Kitten" by Alonzo Lopez from THE WHISPERING WIND: Poetry by
Young ,American Indians. edited by Terry Allen copyright 1972 by The Institute of
Americy Indian Arts. Reprinted by permission of Doubleday & Co., Inc.

V
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At the edge of the fluctuating
sea of watercolors

Sat a lavender kitten.
. Itp fur glinted from an oscillating

ray of pink,
Quivered gently at the touch of a

swirling blue breeze..
Its emerald eyes glittered
And gazed blindly at the lighting

and fading sky of hazy red.
Yellow, white, and blue.
My heart knocked within my -chest.
I must have the lavender kitten!
I ran across the multi-colored field,

my arms reaching forward.
Time slowed.
I tried to run faster

but moved twice as slowly.
The blue breeze .circled and tithiened

around me.
Holding me back.
The kitten rose and stretched

sending lavender mist
Swimming in every direction.
It turned and started away

in huge. slow strides.
I followed and,

by a shimmering priim lake.
I came within reach of the kitten-:.
I offered my hand

and the kitten ,edged away,
Farther and farther.
Then the lake turned from crystal

to deep purple.
I looked around.
The colors began tumelt.
The red sun turned to a dull grey.
The colored-filled sky turned to black.
The grass and clover began

to wither and die.
I looked down into the pool before me. \

There, at the bottom of
the orchid glass cage,

Lay the lavender kitten.'

The scourge of Indianness 'addressed within these ling unsheathes a
deeper tragedy. Beautiful words betray obscene genocide: the lavender
kitten becomes the ultimate and unobtainable goal of assimilation to be
grasped after and made a personal coup: the prism lakeso like a well-
honed knifesurely, swiftly turns to the deep purple of blood, the edge
so sharp the Indian hardly knows that the kitten is really the Indian who
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. is dead. The deeper tragedy reflected in Lopez's words lies in its oppressive
reality. American Indians have not and cannot, cease to be what and who
they are. because- when they do, it means they are dead.

But to remain Indian is intricately woven into the American social con-
:text as somehow .undesirable and evil. The disparaging connotation of
being Indian is molded into our laws. our religions -,,our language, and our
system of education. It is this latter condition which is here indicated as
the source of Indian educational failure.

Why Indian Children Fail ,

Bruce Gaarder states in a report= that one of the underlying causes of
the Indian child's failure in school is that the educational policy for Ameri-
can Indian children has been based on the principle that the Indians' sal-
vation lies in their ceasing to be what and who they are. Essentially, the
message communicated to Indian children is that their mirth is contingent
on the extent to which they can approximate whiteness. This same message
is projected within the various programs which have been spawned to re-
mediate the Indian educational failure which has been fostered by that very
message.

The cycle of failure faced by Indian children in schools, whether 229
federal or public, may well continue for years to come because, typically.
the approach to Indian education has been consistently focused on com-
pensatory education and the need for Indian children to assimilate into
the larger and dominant society without regard to the children's rich cul-
tural background and the learning styles which. they have already acquired.
Indian culture has been presumed to be. at best, irrelevant but more com-
monly dysfunctional vis-a -vis the education process.'

When this orientation is carried to the extent of communicating tb
children that their adequacy is contingent upon diminishing that which is
-most natural to them, it cannot but have a profoundly crippling effect, if

a not indeed end in complete destruction of the child. Specifically, this nega-
tive valuation projected onto the Indian child develops feelings of anomie
which are highly psychologically charged. To withdraw and fail academi-
cally remains tlis only recourse for personal survival left to the Indian child.

EducationWas not met the Indian child's edutational needs and is being
*.called on the carpet" for its failure. Deutsch made this point quite cogently
in stating, "Education is being asked to compensate not only for its own
failure but for society's as well. Education's fault has been its inability to
identify its 'own problems and its moral callousness in allowing massive
failure and miserable educational conditions to exist for a substantial seg-
ment of the school popblation."3

Building a. New Indian Self-Image
According to Spindler. the school is the chief vehicle of socialization;
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Within if are programs of study containing those areas of experience and\
content which are essential to the development'of desired characteristics
of behavior selected from the total range of possibilities existing in/the
culture. He suggests that intelligent 'selection can be based only on con-
siderable cultural insight and understanding.' This is particularly true for
the Native American child. The Special Subcommitteeon Indian Education
states that the Indian's image of himself or herself depends, in that last
analysis. upon the image held by the dominant white society.s

Most theorists agree that feelings of self-worth and adequacy within
an individual are largely a learned phenomenon. in which an individual
develops a self-image or concept by incorporating sources of data from
significant .ethers in his or her environment. It is. 'as Sullivan- puts it, a
Product of the ''reflected appraisals- of the society within which the in-
dividual lives!.

Indeed. if this brand of dis&imination and_ rejection has been fostered
unwittingly by the educational system. then it must be admitted openly.
and new eduCational premises must be constructed. Fromm offers this re-
assurance: "As long as we can think 'of alternatives. we are not lost; as
long as we can consult together and plan together. we can hope." It is in

23.0
effect what the Indian community is asking.

EDUCATION FOR INDIAN PRIDE.

One of the most positive educational alternatives that must be- con-

sidered by educational institutions, particularly on the university level, is
:the rapidly developing Indian ethic that began to emerge in the late 1960se
That ethic reflects the Indian pride movement and the search for. self-
determination. This emergeence has the potential for reversing the Indian

;eduCational failure and the accompanying derogation of the Indian which
has been prnmulgated within American social institutions in general and
mostgrossly within American educational institutions. It is alsO the source
of mounting pressure for the development and inclusion of Indian culture
and, history us a relevant and essential area for curriculum development.
Most crucial in all of this is the reversal of the deficient orientation of
education programs for Indian students.

Therein lies the potential for making school a positive learning ex
perience for the Indian child and a viable process for enriching the curricu-
lum for all children. For those schools of education which have a sincere
interest in improving Indian education. there are existing workable pro-
grams which serve as models. These models are: The American Indian.
Survival Schools in Milwaukee and Chicago; Arapaho, Shoshone High
School in Wyoming:. Busby and Rocky Boy's. Schools in Montane; Kusko-
kwim Valley in Alaska; and Ramah Navaho Day School and Rough Rock
DemonStration School in New Mexico.

The educational challenge is clear. Educaticinal institutions must re-



spend to the challenge if they are to survive and continue to serve society.
The emerging Indian cultural positives must be encompassed and used as
a major defining.theme for the development of successful Indian education
programs and the establishment of clearly defined tasks.These programs
and tasks will enable Indians_ to become part of and to utilize the school
system as a meaningful resource to sustain the lifestyle that meets Their
social and economic needs.

Federal Reportron Indian Education
To fully grasp the complexity and the enormity of the task involved in

Indian educational change. it is necessary to review the past. The First
Annual Report to the Congress of the United States by the National Advi-
sory Council on Indian Educations gives a concise and accurate summary
of historical findings from Indian Education: National Tragedy
Challenge: 4%V.'..".t.,FP -To

. ;
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I. POLICY FAILURE , ,

The dominant, policyci4 the Federal Government toward the
AmericanAridian has. been one of coercive assimilation. The

olicy resulted in: h 231
A. The destruction and disorganization of Indian communi-

tis and individuals.
B. 114.4esperately severe and self-perpetuating cycle of pov-,

erty for most Indians.
C. The growth of a large. ineffective, and self-perpetuating

bureaucracy which retards the elimination of Indian
poverty.

. D.. A waste of Federal appropriations.

II. NATIONAL ATTITUDES

The coercive assitnilation policy has had a strong negative in-
fluence on national attitudes. It has resulted in:

A. A natian that is massively uninformed and misinformed
about the American Indian, and his past and present.

B. Prejudice. racial intolerance. and discrimination towards
Indians far more widespread and serious than generally
recognized.

III. EDUCATIONAL F AIL14RE

The coercive assimilation policy has had disastrous effect on the
education of Indian children.'It has resulted in:

A. The.cla.ssibom and the school becoming a kind of battle-
: ground where the Indian child attempts to protect his

integrity and identify as an individual by defeating the
purposes of the school.



B.. Schools whieh fail to unilerstand or adapt to, and in fact
often denigrate. cultural differences.

C. SEhools which blame their own failure on thb Indian stu-
dent and reinforce his defensiveness.

D. Schools which fail to recognize the importance and
validity of the Indian community. The community and
child retaliate by treating the school as an alien institu-
tion. .

E. ,A dismal record of absenteeism, diopo uts, negative- self-
image. low 'achievement, and ultimately, academic

elnre for iiiany Indian children.
perpetuation of the cycle of poverty which undermines

the success of all other Federal progratris.

232
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IV. CAUSES OF THE POLICY FAILURE
The coercive assimilation has two primary historical roots:

A. A continuous desire to exploit, and expropriate Indian
land and physical resources.

B. A self- righteous intolerance of tribal communities and
cultural differences.9

\ It is evident that au institution that has historically perpetuated such
le tructive racism against a group of people cannot of its own volition

define the needs of that particular group. Rather, definition for change must
ernanate from that group that has been discriminated agaihst. preyed upon.

... anti robbed of much of its human dignity. Only Olen can there be a drawing
into full focus of the historiCal events. the sociological and psychological
forces of the pastthose prime factors that are waiting to shapeIndian

'students' behavior and attitudes Mit make them uniquely what they are.
/ The prime requisites for change mustlfe generated in a climate of will-

ingness on the part of educational institutions to assume the responsibility
of their role as change agents And to validgte the definition of educational

;expectations, needs, and priorities as deffilbd by the Indian community.
Those definitions of educational needs by the Indian community should
then be processed into existing teacher training programs as viable and
essential components in the teacher training process. TO lack the knowledge
of cultural, sociological, and historical perspectives of various peoples is to
be without an understanding of how they are to be, without an upderstand-.
ing of how they behave and the rationale for such behavior: it is\ then that
education becomes 'a process of trial and error classification of professional
endeavor. This is particularly true when learning constructs insist on eipous-
ing a single majority cultural orientation. The teacher should be trained in
the process of transposing the environment of the Indian child into principles
and concepts that are necessary for that child to deal with the learning
process and to be successful in it.

...
- -
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ACounpetency-Based Model for Training Teachers
Cif .the Culturally Different Child

One of the most comprehensive models that deal with the training of
tehers for the ethnically different child is being developed at the Institute
foeCultural Pluralism, San Diego State University.f' It is a competency-
based teacher training program that parallels the positive Indian thrust for
an effective educational intervention 'Strategy.

The Community, Home; Cultural Awareness, and Language
Training (CHCALT) model is composed of four basic components:
1. Philosophy of education for the culturally and Itiguistically

different
.2. Sociocultural awarenesshome and community based
3. Oral language and assessment techniques
4. Diagnostic and prescriptive strategies'

The salient feat-tires of each of the four components of the CHCALT
model.are outlined in the chapter by lilazon in this book. A list of the specific
competencies considered essential for achieving the goals of each compo-
nent is followed by a rationale r the program eompolient.

233.Before viewing teacher comp tencies'specifically for the Native Ameri- .

can segment. it must be rem9m ed that one of the fallacies and the basic
underlying assumption of Indian duration has been to. lump the needs of
all Native Americans into one global definition. Rather. it must be under-
stood that each Indian tribal group has its ewn language, its own economics,
its own philosophy. its own psychology. its own religious base, and itsown
history of origin. These Components inextricably become the base of any
particular tribal culture. The conclusion must then be drawn that, if teach -.
ing competencies are to be defined, they must come from that target group.
Communication is the vital .link in the building of a workable teacher
training program.

Teacher Attitudes Study
To explore further the need for implementation of a competency-based

teacher education program, a yet unpublished study in California conducted
in ten school districts statewide" revealed many of the reasons why the
Native American student has not succeeded in the educational process of
that state. The study was based upon 19 concerns that were identified by
the Indian community at large as important factors in the education of the
Indian child in the public school system. Those concerns were constructed
into a questionnaire and administered in 10 school districts that serve a
high Indian student population. Participating in that questionnaire, or F
test, were 141 Indian students, 120 parents, and 402 non-Indian teachers
and administrators.
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From the point of view of Indian people, the following nine points
reveal some-negative attitudes of teachers:
1: Indian students should be regarded the same as all Other students. .

2. It is not important for school to identify Indian students as a group.
3. The child's Indian background was an influence in the child's success/

failure in school. -0

4. it is not important for the Indian child to speak his/her native language.
5. If an Indian student is having difficulty in school. perhaps the Bureau

choice would be a better choice.
ti. There is lack of communication between teachers and Indian students.
7. There is even less communication between teachers and Indian parents.
a. There is little value.in a home visit by the teacher lithe student is having

difficulty.
Tearihers felt there was only a small degree of discrimination against the
Indian student by 'other students, staff, or administration.

Crtiverskly_teacherS also felt that it is important for teachers
. 1. to know local Indian tribal groups.:

2. to know local India) culture.
3. to have India* clubs on campus.

234' 4. Co have Indian students participate in sports events and extra-curricular
activities,

5. to have the Indian child retain his/her Indian culture.
0

Specific.Competencies for Teachers of Native Americans
Based on the aiudysisilf data such as this. the following competencies

for teacher education are offered.

ANTHROPOLMICAL PERSPECTIVES

1. Demonstrate knowledge of Indian tribalism, the vast linguistic and.
cultural differences rMiong the Indian tribes of the United Stales, what
forces (economic. political or other) brought about those vast differences.

2. Demonstrate a kru4ledge of the United States Indian Reservation Sys-
tem. their locations, and the historical and legal bases of the local reserva-
tions and communities in particular. L

.3. Demonstrate knowledge of the Indians' semi - sovereign status to the
United States government that no other group possesses.

4. Demonstrate knowledge of the diverse linguistic groups of the American
Indian. (Nearly 201) tribal languages are spoken today.)

SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the nature of cooperative societies as
opposed to a competitive society. .

r.



2. Demonstrate an understanding of internal controls imposed by the In-
dian community pn its members.
Demonstrate an understanding of Indian civil rights that is different from
the civil rights of other ethnic groups.

-4. Demunstrate an understanding of the extended family as opposed to
the nuclear family.

5. Demonstrate an understanding of why the Indian ointinues to adhere
to Indian values. morals:and traditions.

8, Demonstrate an understanding of Indian resentment toward the over-
ridingly oppressive social system.

7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the vast contributions the American In-
dian has made and is making to present-day society.

8. Demonstrate a knowledge of why the Indian is loCked into the cycle of
poverty.

9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the Indian's relationship to the state an4
federal government.

AESTHETIC AND RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES

1. Understand that aesthetic values and religious- beliefs have a very close
relationships many times being one and the same.

2. Understand that oral histories and lifeways are the basis for teaching
the morality and laws of tribal groups.

3. Understand that leadership. both religious and secular, are intrically
hound together.

4. Realize and understand that many Affierican Indian groups already
Nye ethically and morally valid belief systems.

LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Understand how language represents the functions and philosophies
of a culture: and how impingement of alien langliages forces those "speakers
into two different images of reality.""

A teacher must understand behavorial tendencies which may differ

DIAGNOSTIC AND PRMRIPTIVESTRATEGIF.S .

vith geographic location. but which are usually present in some degree.
"I' e following are examples:
1.. Understand that Indians and non-hidians have different referents and

I.\

perceptions to humor. These are often antagonistic to each other. Indian
humor may not be humorous to non-Indians. Indians' formalized joking
relaonships (teasing) and story-telling (make believe) are intrinsic to
Indian culture. This perception of humor may be perceived as trouble-_
some and disruptive to non-Indians. The teacher should be aware that
this is apossible source of cultural misinterpretation and conflict.

2. Understand that Indian students have respect for and respond to family
/ 1
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authbrity: howeve, response by learners to school authorities tends.. to
'he'fearful. Indians end to withdraw when faced with school authority.

3. Understand that the Indian learner is taught at home to be independent
and self-sufficient. g nerous, quiet, and dignified. The Indian child is
taught to avoid boast g about achievements. -

.4. Understand that India students prefer to work at tjleir own pace, and
tend to resist group acti Ries which are competitive in-nature. Teachers
must understand the sta dard group instructional mode in schools pro-
dikes predictable acade c failure for Indian learners. '

5. Understand that Indian ch Idren are taught to be quiet and dignified.
They find it 'difficult to res' and to the non-Indian because of built-up
distrust.' Status and position Des not impress the Indian: each person it

is judged on personal merits..
6. Understand that !edam') studen s are very sensitive to personal dignifi-

.

cation requirements, Negative re arks about clothes, home or anything
. pertaining to Indians produces w thdrawal and negative feelings which
become progressively more 'Men with age.

7. Understand that the Indian learnt. ,feels it, is importabt to sho'W what
rou are and what you can do, but not in a boastful way. Indians have
special concerns with pride for being "an Indian." They have strong
feelings about the,superior,culture of the lbdian.

236 8. Understand that It jan pride is- severely injured by 'the negative ap-
p preach the schoo ses in dealing with the American Indian in history.

9. Understand the dislike of Indian learners for competition expected in
group academic environments. They will resist and withdraw when
pushed.

10. Understand why the Indian learner develops feelings of rejection start-
ing at lower grads based on perceived rejection by non-Indian peers:
by teachers, by aathOrity figures, and by community..

It.is imperative that such rer runendatioris be implemented with all
possible haste! It is unthinkable tha .ve can allow further irreversible damage
to occur to our Indian children-as the result of current miseducation.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT"

__By the Panel of Native AfrericanWiiter-Editors

r

In summary, education most reorient itself and encore ssing the
6 realities of a culturOly diverse sOciety. Thus, edu ation must address o

providingcompetencies and skill necessary for .eachers of Native America
Students. educators confront the ask of appri ing themseirs of the spec.
lrinn b(tndian education. In this egard, the aper of Patricia Locke pro-
vides cornprehens ;ve historical ancl\legalbackgr and for Indian eduatiop. .

The preservice and inservice training program of Fount Holland and,
Rosetta t. Covington serve as ongoing tribal-specif c and reservation teacher.

e training models: The. position paperi of Milo 4lectaca and ouise Miller'
pro9de additional perspectivei of competencies and training, that can and
do have impad on education. The teacher competermi cateigories of the

23 Northern Plains Teacher Corps Program under the directi 'n of Donald
'Lemon can serve as a broad base for the definition of specific ompetencies

4%1 : to be developed in concert with the local tribal' community.
. .

In conclusion, there are red men, there are different races of men, but
all are good in the sight of the Great Spirit. With the implementation of
multicultural education, "It is not necessary for eagles to be crows."

e
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A CROSS-CULTURAL APPROACH TO
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

the U.S. has always been a multicultural society, but only recently have
the implications and even advantages of this condition been recognized.
Today, many ethnic groups are deeply concerned about their role in society
and about society's attitude toward different ethnic groups. In, the three
preceding sections, Blacks, Spanish-speaking Americans, and Native Ameri-
cans have presented their views. This section, building on contributions
made by these groups, examines concerns common to other ethnic groups,
concerns which are probably applicable even to ethnic groups not rep-

. resented at this conference.

Early Settlers
243

As settlements were established in colonial times, the population in
each colony tended to be English-speaking and culturally homogeneous.
When there were minority groups within the colony, they were expected
to either assimilate into the dominant Anglo group or remain forever out-

_siders. So tar as Native Americans were concerned, the colonists regarded
them a, outsiders only rarely to be assimilated, and the colonists were
regarded in turn as outsiders by the Native Americans.

With the independence of the U.S., territorial expansion, and conse-
quent increase in."site and diversity of the population, greater multicultural
dimensions became apparent In general, however, ethnic and cultural dif-
ferences were _either ignored of rejected by the majority culture. Except
when ethnic or cultural minorities were willing to surrender theirdistinctive
values, customs, language, and dress, no attempt was made to merge the
minority with the majority culture. It was assumed by both that the domi-
nant group was the ruling group, and that minorities could either surrender
and be assimilated, or else remain outsiders. As the controlling group, the
dominant society decided, moreover, either deliberatelyor by an unwritten
common understanding, which groups were eligible for assimilation. A
caste system thus developed which rigidly excluded such ethnic groups as
Blacks, Native Americans, and Spanish-speakers from ever assimilating,
except in rare instances, with the dominant group.

The Melting Pot
The concept of the melting pot seemed at first to be a promising attempt.

C.



- to fuse peoples from various new and old immigrant groups into a new multi-
cultural American society. While the concept was attractive to some late
nineteenth-century immigrants, it never really worked. Fogsone thing, it
rejected as unmeltable many ethnic groups, including NativiAmericans,
Blacks Spanish-speakers, and Orientals, The concept assumed that only
the dominant whiteAnglo.-Saxon Protestant culture was worth saving, and
it was expected that those who wished to be absorbed by the melting pot
had to surrender their own cultural heritage as the price of admission.

A

Postwar Developments
Though sciciologists had long questioned the soundness of the melting

pot theory, it war not until after Woriff Wat It that popular objection became
powerful enough to end its being haitedas the keystoneof-race-relations.
For variousocial, political, and economic riasons, including desegregation
of the armed forces, race relations became too important to be ignored.
For example, the movement of Blacks tO the North led to heavy concentra-
lions:of Blacks in northern cities for the first time. The extension of voting.
rights to people previously disenfranchised, and other aspects of the civil
rights movement encouraged minority groupslo protest the inferior' role

.7 44
assigned them. Minority ethnic groups became increasingly powerful,
politically and socially, and no longer tolerated being ignored by the domi-
.nant white middle-class power structures,

While there has long been polarization in Arrierican society between a
powerful white dominant group and powerless nonwhite minority groups,
today we see the polarization between two more or less equally power-
ful groups. Stressing 'cultural pluralism and encouraging multicultural
education are attempts to reduce this polarization, and to work for the
development of an American society in which many ethnic groilpi-vn live
in a symbiotic relationship, where cultural differences are respecteckvith-
out the implication that one culture is better or worse than another. Cultural
pluralism does not deny the existence of differences in culturer,4iut it sees
no justification for asking anyone to reject his or her cultural identity and
background in order to haye a meaningful life in a multicultural society.
- If cultural pluralism is to be achieved, it is essential to have the school's

fun participation in conducting educational programs that exemplify what
life in a multicultural society should be. It is also true that the school's ef-
forts alone will not produce the desired social effect. The goal of a multi-
cultural society is so important, however', that we cannot afford to ignore.
the school simply because it is not the single, all-powerful change agent
in so important and complex a problem as race relations.

As we work for multicultural education, we must be wary of committing
an error analogous to that involved in acceptance of the melting pot ideol-
ogy. This ideology assumed that the J0c) m inan t social group remained un-
changed while the minority groups melted in. It is equally invalid to assume
that with multicultural education the minority ethnic group will remain un-



changed while the dominant middle class does the adjusting. The goals of
multicultural education will be realized only when both minority and
majority ethnic-groups recognize and accept the advantages and responsi.: 1/4.

bilities of. living in a multicultural society. No longer is it feasible for any
one ethnic group-to remain fixed in its ways while expecting other groups
to adjust to their standard.

Multicultural education in the U.S. is more important today than ever
before, because our population mobility and nationwide communication
media eliminate the possibility that there are any ethnic enclaves that will
long remain isolated from the tensions and resources of the rest of the
country. Population movements from the rural South and Puerto Rico to
northern cities, and the middle-class exodus to city suburbs illustrate cur-
rent population shifts. Every American must now be made aware of the
multicultural aspects of everyday life, andevery teacher, regardless of where
born or educated, must be prepared to work-effectively with children and
communities of different ethnic origins.

Role of COTE

The three ethnic groups represented in this conference have rightly
focused on their unique needs. The question remains as to whether there 245
are any needs that are common to the three groups as well as to other groups
not represented here, such as the Filipino or Haitian children in our schools.
The question is also asked whethercompetency-based teacher education is
an effective means of developing cross-cultural teaching competencies in
order to achieve multicultural education in our schooli.

We regard competency-based teacher education as a promising means
of achieving multicultural education. The end, to us, is more important than
the means. If competency-based teacher education is more effective in
achieving multicultural education than other procedures currently used,
we are ardent advocates of competency -based teacher education, wisely
planned and skillfully executed. We are equally ready to ignore or reject
competency -based teacher education if it has no special value for our pur-
poses.

Because the preceding sections include treatment of CBTE activities
needed to achieve the objectives diicussed, this section will not include
discussion of necessary to achieve objectives important to all ethnic
groups.

One of the reasons why paths of educational purpose are often far frail
smooth is that the road is strewn with abandoned bandwagons. We are not
eager to add another bandwagon labeled CBTE. It is important, therefore,
to study the contribution CBTE can make to multicultural education, not
merely to see whether it can be rephrased or distorted only to teem to serve

. multicultural, purpdses.
When Knute Rockne was the Notre Dame football coach, he was asked

-
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by a friend why he permitted his opponents' scouts to-attend Notre Dame's
football practice sessions. Wasn't he afraid they would steal his plays?

. Rockne answered, "It's not the play but the execution that wins games."
We 'want to see CBTE so executed 25 to achieve multicultural edUcation
-for a culturally pluralistic society. If it cannot be so executed, we are ready
to consider other procedures to achieve the goals of multicultural. educa-
don.

Need to Eliminate Stereotypes
If we are to achieve multicultural education, we must reexamine the

shortcomings of current education programs designed for children from
minority ethnic groups. We must insure proper concern for understanding

our students'-c-ultural heritage, value systems, and the other economic,
political, and social forces which affect them.

. Teachers may overemphasize poverty and low socioeconomic class
membership as stereotypes for children from minority ethnic groups. While
there are certain cultural practices, including folklore and values, trans-
mitted from elders which are integral to ethnic culture by choice, there
are also lifestyles forced upon members of asocial group becatise of poverty

246 and economic deprivation, which are not voluntarily integral to the ethnic

culture.
Most teachers do not have adequate knowledge of the various cultural

systems from which their pupils come. It has been assumed for too long that

good teachers can teach everyone, and that such teachers can provide for the

necessary emotional and learning needs of children from diverse cultural
backgrounds. However, as evidenced in low student achievernerit rates,
there is an impelling nred for reform. .

Emphasis on intercultural acceptance among all groups badly needed

if we expect to enable new generations to reduce ethnocentrism and under-
stand the world through the eyes of )ther people. Cognitive learning about
the contributions of each other's culture is only the first step. Acceptance,
as a value, must pass beyond mere toleration of others and provide for
internalization of such an. affective value. In this way we can arrive at the
stage of working and living together without the obstacles of scapegoating,
stereotyping, discrimination, and prejudice that prevent effective human

interrelationships.

WHAT THE TEACHER CAN DO

Achievement of this grand plan calls forth from eoch of us the most
penetrating scrutiny of ourselves as,teachers and humans. We each view the
other through perceptual screens that are as old as we are. We have learned

all our lives about how it's "supposed to be." The thin veneer of four to six

years of professional education is.not. enough to allow us to be. other than.

we are.

4
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We all haVe biases and prejudices Which affect how we V, view the world
and people in it. But if we would accept the role i.,f teacher of children
from diverse groups, we must accept the responsibi!ity of discoveringand

..* controlling those patterns in our behavior which would intetfere with' he
learners' free and. uninhibited access to knowledge and self-development.
Teacher education has the responsibi:ity to search out, evalitate, and or-

. ganize programs which will help teachers become competent in, this dimen-
sion of human development, thereby giving teachers power ovee\themselves
and their behavior as they offer every childan equal education opportunity.

Identifying a culture can give the teacher insight into comthon valuei *
and attitudes. Teachers oiliest acknowledge that there are often \more dif-
ferences within a single cultural group than between various culturalgroups.
Individual differences as well as degree of acculturation and assimilation
produce a wide range of in-group differences. Thus, if one in ulges in
stereotyped thinking. one may believe that all Mexican Arnericals speak
Spanish as their primary language, which is not-necessarily true'` While
manymay speak Spanish at home, others speak English. , .

Another example is that of stereotyping the authority of the father in
MeXican American culture. In those families which tend to be traditional
in, their values, customs, and'habits, the father is the chief authority figure.
However, democratic sharing of authority between husband and ife is

.. common ha other Mexican American homes.
ITeachers who are aware of and sensitive to a ange of valueswithin a

culture avoid stereotyping. Instead, they assume the role of learner and
attempt kp learn more about each child, relating to him or heron the basis
of that child's cultural framework. Learning each child'sorientation is a con-
tinuous process which can assist the teacher in deciding which aspects of
the child's culture can be best utilized in the learning process.

In a truiy multicultural classroom, the teacher recognizes, encourages,
and values the bicultural development of students. Rather than forcing all
students into the majority culture mold, the teacher, with great care and
sensitivity, can help children live in two cultures.

Since language is a great factor which unites or separates people withirf,
a culture, special attention should be given to it. While much attentions
should be paid to the development of the majority language of our American
culture, the language of culturally different children should be included in
the curriculum and not be ignored. The degree to which a teacher can do
this -will be limited by the teacher's own facility in the language of culturally
different children. Obviously, a teacher who speaks Spanish and has Van-
ish-speaking youngsters in class can conduCt learning activities in Spanish
when appropriate.

The teacher who understands children who spek nonstandard English
can encourage culturally different youth in creative writing, creative drama,
and other learning activities. If students are allowed and encouraged to

247
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utilize their native language, their creative efforts,7ihether iri writing or
drama, can be enhanced greatly.

Both minority/and majority ethnic groups can be helped to appreciate
the contributions of culturally different groups to/the enrichment of collo-
quial language. Popular songs, contemporary poems, and stories are often
Millets for new expressions: A study of such contemporary art forms can
help both groups develop a greater understanding and appreciation of the
variety of language created by culturally different groups.

The study of holidays, customs, and foOds offers a cross-cultural per-
spective as yet another avenue to be utiliOd in achieving the objectives
of appreciation. and acceptance of various, / /cultures: .

The identification and acceptance of Multiculturalism as .a desirable goal
should. assist diverse ethnic groups to value it as an important outcome of
American education.

WHAT TEACHER EDUCATION CAN 00
In order to prepare and retool teachers for their roles 'in developing

effective school settings. we must restructure the academic and pedagogical
248 programs which have become entrenched-as part of the traditional mode of

teacher education. General education requirements, for example, ordinarily
do not allow concentration in such disciplines as cultural anthropology,
linguistics, and ethnography. Teacher education has failed to utilize. and .
matimize the contributions of these academic areas in *he preparation of
teachers.

Teacher education programs must recognize and capitalize on ethnic.
diversity. They must change in response to the objectives of multicultural
education advocated throughout this"paper. tf we accept cultural plUralism
as our goal, m ith its recognition that cultures can be different without
being better or worse, we should be prepared to expect diverse communi-
cation styles and cultural values, and to accept a multiplicity of languages
and lifestyles.

Teachei education has not taken into account the fatt that individuals
of one culture have little understanding, appreciation, or acceptance ofthe
pervading values and lifestyles of other cultures. Teachers must recognize
that all cultures are dynamic, but that theyvary considerably in their rate
of change. For example, language styles in cultural groups are in a constant
state of evolution. Another reflection of cultures' innate dynamics is the
often rapid change in dress resulting from movies and television.pnigrams.

A program derived from an anthropological, linguistic, or sociological
base wout. develop those teachine, competencies regarded by the Various
ethnic groups as important and basic to developing. philosophical values
in the teacher. The restructuring of teacher education must consider the
knowledge a prospective teacher can gain from a diversity of experiences
afforded by.a multidisciplinary teacher education program. The importance



of this approach 'must net be sidetracked, since intercultural conflicts fre-
quently surface in value and perceptions.

These culturally derived teaching competencies seem_to. be hinged to t
concepts of personalized Ondividualized) learning, which demand that the
child be accepted as an individual with specific learning needs. It follows,
then, that a diagnostictprescriptive approach to teaching would take into
account the individual needs of students. Diagno5ii, a skill performed by

. most professionals, calls for determination of student interests, heeds,
learning styles, and strengths. Diagnosis should not be confused withscores
derived from norm-referenced standardized testing and-othermodes of
assessment which have a high cultural bias. The promise of CBTE is that it
is an individualized teacher education program consisting of specific compe-
tencies to be demonstrated, alternative learning-strategies, and criterion-

'. referenced measurement..

If the adage "teachers leach as they were taught" is true, then a program
of teacher education which reflects the type of teacher behavior desired
in professional teaching is more likely to be relevant. In addition, the trans-
ferability of such behavior from professor to student is enhanced to a much
greater degree, in contrast to a traditional credit-accumulation program
Veeped in lecture approaches to teaching and learnihg.

Teacher education programs, if they are to facilitate generic multicul- 2497

tural teaching competencies (i.e., cross-cultural teaching competencies),
must allow opportunities for total, or at least partial, immersion into other
cultures. This can be accommodated by establishing long-term internships
rather than short-term student-teaching experiences. Internships call for

4- experiences byteacher candidates where, with the aid of anthropologists,
linguists, and educators, competencies identified as relating to particular
cultural settings can be identified and developed. The culture of the school
itself has a profound influence on student behavior as well as on that of
teachers.' With total immersion, or immersion within the limits of the teacher
education program, prospective teachers would sharpen their perception of
themselves and of how others perceive them. Such an internship would'
provide prospective teachers the experiences necessary for examining their
?own cultural biases and how these biases relate to other cultures.

Another strategy for the accommodation of cross-cultural competency
development is to include and involve minority ethnic community members
as adjunct prograrh.developers and,instructional staff. Coliaborative organi-
iational structures (teacher centers, personnel development centers) which
can put aside credential requirements for preparing teachers may facilitate

. the immediate involvment of the community in the professional develop-
ment of teachers!

If toml immersion into anther culture seems impossible now, it is
vitally important to include community representatives of target cultures
in all aspects of the teacher ectiication pro& gm.

An equally important aspett of cross-cultural training is.the acquisition
1
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of language skills. Potent l teachers should:not only be masters of standard
4...-

American English (SAE), but must acquire those linguistic competencies
which enable them, as teachers, to understand, accept,'and analyze other
language patterns and dialects. Linguistics and language competency will
not only enable teachers to diagnose problems and prescribe activities for
ttie learner, but will also enable them to communicate with the.

of parents.

Necessary First Steps .

VI' \
, Traditionally, teachers have focused their attention on instilling middle-

class values of the dominant culture into their pupils. The demands for
conformity to the school world are frequently at variance with pressures
generated by family and community. As a result the child becomes a pawn
in the contest of competing lifestyles. In this competition, everyone be- ,.
comes a loser.

., \
Some recent educational advocates have suggested that teachers should

glorify and inculcate the values only of the particular culture in which the
child lives, saying that "children should be taught to do better the things
they are going to do anyway." Although this 'approach would obviously re-

250 duce the conflict between values taught in school and those found in the
L'hild's environment, it ignores the realities of American life and obviates the
potential for enhanced living in a multicultural society:

Another purpose in keeping with the concepts of a truly multicultural
society is discussed by Bayles, who concludes that education should pro-
mote positii,e, development of student outlooks on life, and the capacity
to construCtisa cith outlooks i'ndependently.' Such a purpose is a realistic goal
for teache IA a multicultural society. It would result in increasing the
options of // §upils. It would help children understand that there are dif-
ferent w ktof'behaving which may EZ)appr.opriate in different situations.
and thal *'s goals affect vitally the choices one makes. Thus, our aim is '
neithr to glorify the status quo, nor to force lacceptance or rejection of
val e7( s u n which the children's-world is prew'ntly bawd, but. to promoter
b th tea hersrand children's ability to understand and cope with an en- )

vironmett which can and will change. .

To accomplish this purpose, teachers should .help pupils find answers
to problems which confront them now or may confront them in the future.
Instead of merely memorizing facts, pupils will investigate alternatives and
propose solutions to their problems. This approach does not lessen the
necessity for intensive study of society's accumulated knowledge. However,
it does mean that knowledge is not an end in itself, but has a broader use...
It is the basis for making decisions and solving problems. Pupils, instead .

of accepting passively the pronouncements of tee. ;hers, will beencouraged
to question, search, reflect, and perceive relationships. In short, they will
become increasingly responsible for their own intellectual, social, and emo-
tional development..The teacher's importance is in no way diminished, for



the teacher is responsible foocontinuously raising new questions, present.
ing information, probing for further knowledge,and helping pupils yeach
conclusions in harmony with the ju6gmentat criteria that are taken to be
applicable.. The teacher thus becomes the director of a continuing research .
effort A which pupils share Iprogressively increasing responsibility.

It is important that all segments of majority ethnic groups, as well
as the minorities, recognize the eed for developing a multicultural teacher ..

education program so that' sch Is, in turn,,may provide a sound multicul-
tural education program -for' youngsters. The values sought by minority
ethnic groups are equally important for the majority, and minoritu views.
of necessary multicultural cornAetencies show us the directions in. which
teacher education must .move. \ .

REFERENCES '
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NEXT STEPSWHERE DOWTGO FROM HERE?

a

William A. Hunter
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The case for multicultural education in America will have to beade
for some years to come. Althotigh inroads have been made. and effort

-gaining momentum in establishing the meaning, value, and virtue of multi-
'cultural education, it must become a confirming national mandate threading
through all facets elf educationdreams, plans, and.practices. The inequities
in American education did not develop overnightnor will they be removed
in a short timeor as the result of a single effort. What is necessary, above
and beyond commitment to this new multifaceted-society approaih, is ad- '.
-vocaeyof multicultural education as an inherent part of the democratic way
of life we teach.

Continuous commitment to mtiltiettyural education cap be effected in.
at least two ways: (al multiculturalism *st be practiced; it must permeate
.policies, activities, and procedures; and (b) multicultetraWm must be %cede
-a part of formal learning. All childnat apd stutivnts should have multicul-
tural perspectivesin their subject !earnings, where-such perspectives would

) occupy their appropriate and rightful places, making all learning rich and
alive. It is well dodumented in this book that the true mosaic Of cultural

. contributions to this-nation's heritage are not reflected- in Its current
tices.or teachings.

Moreover, through the channel of formal learning, multicultural educe-
tion is a legitimate and fertile area for 'research; since it is a concentration

. or applied subjects, it forms a subject area in Its own right. Substantiv
knowledge is availtible for a composite study of multicultural education as
a whole, as well as a study of its contributing cultures.

A national program meaningfully conceptualized with multicultural
values and responsive to inulticultural needs. with input -from the entire .

:mosaic of ethnic communities, must begin. Such a program should recognize
thti 'diversity of needs to be accommodated and administered. We begin
with the realisation that such an'effort must be substantial and of long
duration in order to eradicate, ineqUities which, have existed in our country
for at leak three centuries.'

What the States Should*Do
the education profession and the stases should set a pattern in the public
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schools requiring a minimum of bilingual or bidialectal communications.
. In states and regions where specific languages and 'anglicise patterns are
pard the contributing iailture. those languages -should also be taught and
uged in the schools. Teaching materials, teaching styles. and educational
content should also be revised in terms of bilingual. bicultural. and multi-
cultural considerations'

In order .to -he certified, teachers should meet multicultural require-
nients. Before a teacher gains full certification for teaching in public schools.
that teacher should be required to live in the local school community. After
at least a year of working and teaching in the local school and living in the

. community, and before full certification is granted. an assessment 'should
be made of the teacher's effectiveness and potential. ThiS assessment can
be accdmplished by a state department of education representative, a school
administrator, a college or university representative, a master teacher. and
others as the setting.might dictate. including possibly the uncertified can-
didate.

There is supportive evidence of the Puccess which can be achieved in
making teatimrs more effective* in multicultural settings, such as the Co-
operativei Irban Teacher tiducation (CUTE) Program.*

States would need to revise their required courses of study, not only
254 to include necessary studies in contributing cultures but also to include

multicultural content in all subject areas. The cooperation of colleges and
universities, the academk profession, and agencies and organizations; as

. well as teachers, schools.:, communities. and businesses '(particularly. the
publications industry) wOuld, be. needed in the revision and development
of instructional materials.

Education centers, cooperatively established by the state. universities
and colleges. schools, the education profession, and the educationally sensi-
tive community li`tadership, could establish continuing inservice teacher
education programs as one of their major eff&ts. Such center programs
would not only. enable inservice personnel to.continually upgrade them-

me

es

'The Cooperative Urban Teacher Education (CUTE) program is a unique inner-city
teacher education program designed by the Mill-continent Regional Educational
Laboratory 111.1cREL), Kansas City, Mo. A pilot program 'established relationships
between McREL and 13 liberal arts colleges in Mislo' ail and Kansas, and the public
school systems of Kansas City, Mo. and Kansas City. Ks. After testing and refining by
the McliEL staff. the program was expanded to include Oa public and private higher
education institutions, 13 public and 2 parochial school systems, and presently me-
vides field experience for prospective teachers of 12 urban centers across the nation.
New installations include a wide spectrum of old and new physical plants and target
populations. Most of the communities involved have more than one racial minority.
including Spanish-speaking Americans, Orientals, Blacks, Native Americans, and
whites. So far, about 2,000 prospective teachers hove participated in this program.
AACTE has had a laig and cooperative association with the ang program. including
joint publicatiqn of a quarterly newsletters Target. which disidninated CUTE activi-
ties. This Program is the only one which has twice received the AACTE Distinguished
Achievement Award (AAA) for Excellence in Teacher Education.



lielves. but would also provide a vehicle and forum for dealing with new
problems and concerns.

What ,Colleges and Universities Should Do
. The teacher training programs of colleges and universities need to gear

up/to handle' (a) the new responsibilities of continuing inservice professional 1

eduCation. (b) research and preparation of an expanded phalanx of instruc-
tional materials and procedures for handling those materials. and (c) re-
orientation of preservice programs so that they will prepare education
personnel to appreciate America's multicultural richness and incorporate
it in their teachings. Among the specific competencies generic to all teacher
capabilities is sensitivity to the cultural needs and integrities of all learners.

Teachers must become competent in multicultural communication.
They nisi appreciate the Omer of communication and the logic of mental
processe which accompant such communication. All teachers will need to
be aware'of different linguistic styles and appreciate the need to become
conversant in the language of their stuc'ents, both in thought and verbaliza-
tion. Minimally. teacherscwill be bilingually competent. including knowl
edge of the local dialect where appr riate. This will mean that teache
-education programs must reconstitut the communication component f r
appreciation purposes as well as for specialization. Prospective teach
may not be ready to choose their s, -ond language until they appr b
certification,.,

I i
unless they Wish to specialize in a specific cultural settin

THE ROLES OF THE SOCIAL SC:IENCFS AND HUMANITIES
i

The social science component a the general teacher education pro ram
` would provide an appreciation of /the essential nature of the multicit tural

heritage of our sec:lett/. as well asithe special applied aspects of the acial
. sciences to problems and circ:umWtances of various cultural groups.

The history of the country, viliould be rewritten to reflect the preence.
role, participation. and contributi ns of all peoples in the events whi built
our nation. This effort may need initial subsidies for at least two r asons:
(a) research is needed in some .4 nificant areas because records con erning
minority groups were eithert des royed or by legal ruling not kept; and tb)
the piihlishing industry has had a long history of resistance to p lashing
materials describing minority group contributions. Some have all ged that
such publications would not h ye a- market and would be off nsive to
majority group readers. All leas ing materials, including textbo ks, must
accurately portray the multicultu al aspects of our heritage.

Additionally, the sociologic I. anthropological. economic . political.
and business aspects of the social sciences require appropriate correction
of the omissions which have chara erized these studies. especi Ily relating
to ethnic aspects of the culture. T e cumulative ethnic stere type myths
need to be dispelled.

\.
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:The. humanities in general education should likewise develop a greater
general aprreciat ion for art. music, drama, architecture, literaeuregand other
cultural forms and their influence on our lives. This study should include

.the diverse contributions of all 'our ethnic groups. Especially, the humanities
shoUld off.er the opportunity to specialize. study, and work. in any one of
these areas as it relates to a particular minority culture.

Next Steps
Further steps must be taken to have multicultural education recognized

as an essential entityin American education. These stepsinclude the follow-
ing:

1. It is hoped that personnel selected for federal policy-making roles
would be sympathetic to the multicultural view. Such officials must have
representative. responsible. and responsive input at all program planning
and implementation levels, particularly at the. 11.S. Office of Education

tS0E). This view should apply to stme alid local government personnel
as well. Finally. co:ninunity representatives who take into account the
di:in-sity of the community must be allowed responsible input into decision-
making and leaderShip roles. particularly as they affect multicultural edu-
cation.

2. Responsive and knowledgeable consultative services must be or-
ganized to deal with problems concerning multicultural education, and
made available to higher education associations. academic institutions, and
state. local. and federal agencies.

3. Research must be undertaken to develop better evaluation measures
of all kinds for instructional diagnosis. assessment, and. improvement. Tests
standardized against norms not reflective of true learning circumstances
shimld be used for information purposes only. Such tests should not be
used to categorize children in order to exclude them from education ex-
periences. Tests and diagnostic: tools need to be devised to communicate
in the languages and in terms of the cultural experience of those being tested.
Performance criteria lend themselves to the development of such assessment
procedures.

4. The capabilities of PBTE and multicultural education must be syn-
thesized and realized in a comprehensive program which is applicable bottb,
individually and collectively to our multicultural youth. For specific recom-
mendations on PBTE. see Achieving the Potential of Performance-Bused
'reacher Education: RecommendationS. PBTE Series No. 16, by the AACTE
Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education, February 1974, avail-
able from AACTE.

Multicultural education through competency-based teacher education
recognizes that there are positive differences among cultures. In the mosaic
of our society, the whole is greater than the RUM of its parts, for there is No
One Model American.



APPENDIX I

WRITING CONFERENCE ON
\ COMPETENCIES !iOR TEACHERS OF

DIFFERENT CULTURAL AND,CROSS-
CULTURAL GROUPS

Conference Site: Oklahoma Center for Con'tinding Education.
Location: Norman, Oklahoma

Date: June 16-22, 1974
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Sponsored by the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES

FOR TEACHER EDUCATION .

through its
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION/COMPETENCY-BASED

TEACHERIDUCATION PROJECT

THE TEACHER CORPS through
THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

and in cooperation with the
AACTE Performance-Based. *Teacher Education Project

The following pages are excerpted from the Conference program. Position titles
of participants are listed as they were at the time of the Writing Conference, June 1974.
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Program Schedule.
SUNDAY, JUNE 16. 1974

3.5 p.m. Registration

6-8 p.m. Get-acquainted Dinner

8:30-9:30

P.m.

Forum Room AT6

Dining Room-Commons
Restaurant

Briefing Session : William A. Hunter
Prime Writers and Associate
Prime Writers

MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1974

8-9 a.m. Registration (continued) Forum Room A-6

8:30-9 a.m. WelcOme: Edward C. Pomeroy Eorum Conf.. Room
Conference Orientation: William
A. Hunter

9 a.m.-Noon Interaction between Consultants
and Position Paper Writers
1. Summary Critique and Con-

sultant Interaction with
Position Paper Writers
Black Americans

2. Summary CrItique_and-Con

A

sultant Interaction, PoSition
Paper WritersSpanish-
speaking Americans

3. Summary Critique and Con,
sultant Interaction, Position
Paper WritersNative
Americans

12 -1:55 p.m. Luncheon Session

.2.6 p.m. Interaction Sessions of Position
Paper Writers with Writer Editors

I. Teacher Competencies
Effective for Teaching
Black American Youth
Position Paper Writers

1. Eudora Pettigrew
Allen R. Sullivan.
Cordell Wynn
Asa G. Hilliard
Helen V. Foster

Forum Room A-5

Panel of Writer-Editors
Richard L. James, Chairman
Paul B. Mohr, Cochairman
Anne R. Gayles
Gwendolyn C. Baker
Asa G. Hilliard
Charles Payne



II.' Te'acher Competencies
Effective for Teaching
Spanish-speaking
Am$rican Youth
Position Paper Writers

Ernest Garcia
M. Reyes Mazon
Norma E. HernandZi
Luis M. Laosa
Ignacio Cordova
Rupert Trujillo

III. Teacher Competencies
Effective for Teaching
Native American Youth
Position Paper Writers

Will Antell
Milo Kalectaca
Louise Miller
Ava.r. Duty

Forum Room C-1
C

Panel of Writer-Editors
.Atilano. A. Valencia,
Chairman
Tomas A. Arciniega, Co-

. chairman
Ida Santos Stewart
Thomas Lopez
Rudy Cordova

Forum Room C-2 .

Panel of Writer-Editors
Henrietta Whiteman,
Chairman
Rose Ila Covington, Co-
chairman
Fount Holland
Eugene Sekaquaptewa.
Patricia Locke
Michael Dorrii

41.

IV. Cross-Cultural Teacher
Competencies Effective
for teaching Youth in a
Cuiturally Diverse Society

Forum Room C-3

Panel of Writer-Editors
Harry N. Rivlin, Chairman
Frank JSciara, Cochairman
Patricia Cabrera
Hansom P. Baptiste
John A. Mas la
Daniel Levine
Ernest A. Holmes
Grant Clothier O
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TUESDAY, fUNE,18, 1974
GROUP WRITING SESSIONS.

9 a.m.-Noon I Black American Writer-Editors
2-5 p.m.

Extended
writing
sessions
arranged by
-group.chair-
man

U Spanish-speaking American
Writer-Editors

Ili Native American Writer-
Editors

IV_ Cross,Cultural_Writer-
Editors will work with the
several groups to identify
common competencies

e

Forum Room A-5

Forum Room C-1

Forum RoomC-2

forum Room C-3

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1974 .

GROUP WRITING SESSIONS (continued)

9 a.m.-Noon Black American Writer-Editors
p,m.

Forum Room A-5

-II Spanish-speaking American Forum Room C-1

Extended Writer-Editors

260 writing 01 Native American Writer- Forum Room C-2

. sessions Editors
arranged by
group chair-
man

IV Cross-Cultural Writer-
Editors will work with the
several groups to identify .

Forum Room C-3

1.
common competencies

THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1974

9-10 a.m. Meeting of Prime Writers, "

Associate Prime Writers,-
and Editor

10 a.m. -Noon Workon Final Repoit

Lunch

2-5 p.m. Completion of Final Report

FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1974

9 a.m.-Noon

Joel L Burdin, Associate
Director, AACTE; Editor,
Journal of TeacIfer
Education

Meeting of Steering Committee
MCE/CBTE Project; Review of First
Draft of Report Manuscript

Lunch
Manuscript Reactions and
Revisions; Designation and
Approval of Publicatipn Format

Forum Room A-5



Roster of Participants

POSITION PAPER WRITERS

Black Americans

L. Eudora Pettigrew, Professor
Urban & Metropolitan Studies

and College of Education
'College of Urban Development
Owen Graduate Center
Michigan State University.
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Men R. Sullivan
Associate Professor of Urban

Education and
Director, Trainer of Teacher Trainers

Program
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55407

Cordell Wynn
Professor of Education and
Chairman, Division of Teacher

Education
Alabama State University
Montgomery, Alabama 36101

Asa G. Hilliard, Dean ,

School of Education
San Francisco State University
San Francisco, California 94132

Helen V. Foster
Professor of Education
Division of Educational Studies
State University College of Arts and

Science
Geneseo, New York 14454

Spanish-speaking Americans

Ernest Garcia, Professor .

School of Education
California State College, San

Bernardino
San Bernardino, California 92407

Title of Papers

"Competency-Based Teacher
Education: Teacher Training for

-.Multicultural Education"

"Cultural Competence and
Confidence: A Quest forIffective
Teaching in Multicultural Society'.
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"Teacher Competencies for Cultural
Diversity"

"Restructuring Teacher Education
for Multicultural Imperatives"

"Preparation of Teachers
for Optimal Participation
in-Assessment .Programs
for. Multicultural Education"

Titles of Papers

"Chicano Cultural Diversity:
Implication for CBTE"
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M. Reyes Mazim
Director. Institute for Cultural
Pluralism and Professor,

'School of Education
San Diego State University
San Diego, California 92115

Norma G. Hernandez, Chairperson
Curriculum and Instruction

Department
. The University of Texas at El Paso
El Paso, Texas 79968

Luis M. Laosa
Assistant Professor
Graduate School of Education
College of Education
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

Ignacio Cordova, Professor, and
Mari-Luci laramillo
Rupert Trujillo
College of Education
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Native Americans

v ;II Ante!,
Graduate School of Education
Harvard Urtersity
Cambridge.tiassaChuseits 02138

Milo Kalettaca
Teacher Corps Associate
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

'Louise-Miller
Education Specialist
Assistant Area Director, Education
*Bureau of Indian Affairs
Sacramento, California 95825

Ava F. Doty
Ft. Silt Indian School
Bureau of Ipdian Affairs.
Lawton', Oklahoma 73504

"Competency-Based Education
and the Culturally Different:
A Ray of Hope or More of the Same?"

"Multicultural Education and CBTE:
A Vehicle for Reform"

"Toward ,a. Research Model of Multi-
cultural Competency-Based .

Teacher Education"

"CBTE for Mexican American
Students"

Titles of Papers

"Competencies for Teachers of
Culturally Different Children:
Teacher Competencies for Teaching
Native American Children"

"A Need for Competency-Based
Teacher Education for Native
Americans"

"A Position Paper on Teacher
Competencies for guttural' Diversity"



PANELS OF WRITEREDITORS

Black Writer-Editors

Richard lames
Chairman, Department of Education
Morgan State College
Baltimore, Maryland 21212

Paul B. Mohr, Sr., Dean.
College of Education
Florida A & M University
Tallahassee, Florida 34307

Anne R. Gayles, Chairperson
Department of Secondary Education

and Foundations /
Florida A & M University
Tallahassee, Florida 32307/

Gwendolyn C. Baker, Assistant
Professor

Chairperson, Multicultural Program
School of Education
University of MiChigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Asa G. Hilliard, Dean
Schoolof Education
Sin.Francisco State University
San Francisco, California 94132

'Charles R. Payne, Director
Multicultural Department of

Secondary. Adult and Higher
Education

Teachers College
- Ball State University
_Muncie, Indiana 47306

-1

Native American Writer-Editors

Henrietta Whiteman (Southern
Cheyenne)

Director of the Native American
Studies Program

University of Montana
Missoula,. Montana 59801

/Fount Holland, Coeducator
Indian Intern Teacher Training Program
Northeastern Oklahoma State College
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464 .

Eugene Sekaquaptewa
Assistant Professor of Education
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281..

Patricia Locke, Director
Planning Resources in Minority

Education
Western Interstate Commission on

Higher Education
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Rosetta J. Covington

.Protect Director 0

Native American Cultural Institute
University of Moiltana
Missoula, Montana 59801.

Michael Dorris, Chairman
Native Amqican Studies
Dartmouth College
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

Donald LemOn, Director
Northern Plains Teacher Corps
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201
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Akins Writer-Editors
Tomas A. Arciniega, Dean
School of Education
San Dieg State University
San Dieg , California 92115

Atilano A:Valencia, Chairman
Department of Education
New Mexico Highlands University
Las Vegas, New Mexico 37701

Thomas R. Lopez, Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of

,Educational Theory and Social
Foundations

UniverSity of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Rudy,1Cordova
Vice'president for Institutional

Devellapment
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Univery of Albuquerque
Albuqu rque, New Mexico 87120

Ida Santos Stewart
Assista t Professor

Chairm n, Early Childhood
Eaucati n Program
Univer ity of Houston
Housto , Texas 77004

AACTE STAFF PARTICIPANTS
(other than MCE/CBTE Project)

Edward C. Pomeroy
Executive Director, AACTE
One Dupont Circle, Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20036

Joel 1..;Burdin
As. to Director, AACTE, arl
Editor, ournal of Teacher Education

Karl Ma sanari
Associa Director, AACTE, and
Director of AACTE-PETE 0Project

Shirley Bonneville
Progran Associate
AACTE-PBTE Project

Cross-Cultural Writer-Editors
Patricia Cabrera, Director
Center for New Dimensions in

Education
Resources Development
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007

Hansom P. Baptiste
Director of Multicultural Education
College of Education
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

Harry N. Rivlin
John Mosier Professor of Urban

Education
School of Education at Lincoln Center.
Fordham University
New York, New York 10023

Daniel U. Levine
Upiversity of MissouriKansas City
Unsas City, Missouri

Grant Clothier, Director
Midwest Educational Training
and Research Organization (METRO)
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66208

John A. Kula, Associate Dean,.
College of Education
Professor ofCurriculum & Instruction
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio 45701

Ernest A. Holmes
Assistant Professor of Education
Federal City College
Washington, D.C. 20001

ti

Frank Sciara
Professor of Elementary Education
Director, Institute for Evaluation of

Teachers of Disadvantaged
Teachers College
Ball State University
Muncie, -Indiana 47303
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Advisory and Policy Groups
. MULTICULTURAL. EDUCATION/COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION

\PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE

1.Tenias Arciniega, Chairman, Steering Committee, Dean, San Diego State
°University, San Diego, California 92115

Mary Hatwood, Classroom Tea Cher,. Alexandria City School System,
Alexandria, Virginia 22309

James Kelly, Jr., Dean, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
'burgh, Pa..15213

Richard W. Saxe, Associate Dean, College.of Education, the University of
Toledo, Toledo, Ohio 43606

Atilano A. Valencia, Chairman, Department of Eduretion,.New Mexico High-
,.

lands University. Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701
Elaire,Witty, Chairman, Department pi Elementary Education, Norfolk State

College; Norfolk, Virginia 23504.
Henrietta Whiteman. Director of Native American Studies Program, Uni-

versity of Montana; Missoula, Montana 59801

se

MCFICEITE Project Staff

William A. Hunter,frincipal Investigator, Multicultural /COTE Project, Amen,:
°can Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 610, Washington, D.C. 20036

Geneva F. Watkins, Program Assistant, Mu_ lticulturai/CBTE Project
Iran Khan, Secretary

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION ON MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

James Kelly, Ir., Dean, School of Edtication, University of Pittsburgh; itts-
burgh, Pennsylvania 15213

\Richard H. Davis, Dean, School of Education, University of WisconsinMik
. waukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

_Carl J. Dolce, Dean, Schcoi of EducationNorth Carolina State University,.
Raleigh,. North Carolina 27607

Hilda Hidalgo, Chairman, Department of Urban Studies and CommUnity
A Development, Livingston College, Rutgers University, New Brunswick.

Aew Jersey 08903

ChaTles F. Leyba, Associate Professor, California State University, Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90020 .

Elaine Witty. Chairman, Department of Elemehtary Education, Norfolk Slate
College, Norfolk,4'irginia 23504 't .

Henrietta Whiteman, Director of Native Affiericpri, Studies Program, Uni-
versity. of Montana, Missoula, Montana 0801
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AACTEPKE COMMITTEE la

!Orrin Kennamer. Chairman and Dean, College of Education, University of
Texa4 at Austin. Austin. TeXas 78712

Patricia Cabrera, Director, Teacher Corps Protect, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. California 90007

Patrick 1..1Daly, Vice President, American Federation of Teachers and Social
\\Studies Teacher. Edsel Ford High School, 20691 Rotunda Drive. Dearborn,

Michigan 48124
William Drunimond, Professor of Education, bepartnivnt of Curriculum and

Instruction, College of Education, University di Florida 32601
Harlan romp. ASsistant Commissioner of Teacher Education, Texas Education

Agency. Austin. Texas 78701
Tommy Fulton. President-elect, Oklahoma Education Association and Art

2\ Teacher, Jarman junior High School, Midwest City. Oklahoma 73110

. David Krathwohl. Dean, College of Education. Syracuse University, Syra-.
-,-;;n cuse, Nets York 73110

Margaret Lindsey. Professor Of Education, Teachers College, Columbia
Liniversity, New York, `.ew York 10027

;Z66 Donald Medley, Profess Jr of Education, 5::hool of Education, University of
/ Virginia. Charlottesvide, Virginia 2.1903

Gilbert Shearron. Chairman, Elementary Education and Early Childhood
Education. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30601

PBTE STAFF. .

Karl Massanari. Associate Director, AACTE and Director, AACTE-PBTE Pro-
tect, American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. One Dupont.
Circle, Suite 610. Washington. D.C. 20036

Shirley Bonneville. Program Associate, PBTE Protect

Brenda Greenhowe. Secretary
Sharon DeVeauuse. Secretary

a
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AACTE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Executive Committee:
Sam P. Wiggins, President and Chairman ol.the Board, AACTE and Dean,

College of Education, The Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio
44115

William A. Htinter, Past President, AACTE and Director, MCE/CBTE Project,
and Direr tor;%110earch Institute for Studies in Education, Iowa State Uni-
versity,, Ames, 'IBal 50010 .

I John Dunworth, President-elect, AACTE and President, George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 -

,Henry J. Hermanowicz, Dean, College of Education, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Bert LoSharp, Dean, College of Education, University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida 32601

Edward C. Pomeroy, Executive Director, AACTE, One Dupont Circle, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036 (Ex-officio Member) .,

H. Kenneth Barker, Dean, College of Education, The University of Akron,
Akron, Ohio 44304

Dean C. Corrigan,. Dean, College of Education and Social Services, The
Oniver4ty of Vermont, Burlington., Vermont 05401

Sister Maria Petra Dempsey, Chairman, Department of Elementary and Early
. Childhood Education, Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans,

Louisiana 70125

Pearlie C. Dove, Chairman; Department of Education and Psychology, Clark
College, Atlanta, Georgia 30314 '41

Robert Heideman, Director of Placement, University of WisconsinMadi-
son, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

,

Richard E. Lawrence, Professor, Department If Educational Administraficin;
The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 '

Arthur G. Martin, Superintendent of Schools; Moorestown Township.Public
Schools, Moorestown, New Jersey 08057 :

Paul B. Mohr, Sr., Dean, College of Education, Florida Agricultural and
MecharticaLUniversity, Tallahassee, Florida 32307

J.T. Sandefur, Dean, College of E ation, Western Kentucky University,
.Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

. a'kry B. _hantz, Assistant Dean, University- School Relations, Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122

l'enedict J. Surwili, Dean, School of Education, Eastern Montana College,
Billings, Montana 59101

"Bob G. Woods, Dean. College of Education, University of Missouri
Columbia, Columbia, Missouri 65201
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Liaison Members:

Dave Darland, Associate Director, Instruction and Professional Develop-
'. ment. National Education Association, "4201 16th Street, N.W., Washing=

ton. D.C. 20036

Rolf W. Larsen, Director, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 1950 Pennsylvania Ave., K.., Washington, D.C. 20006

AACTE TODAY

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education isa national
yotuntary professional association of more than 865 colleges and universities
which prepare 90 percent of the nation's teachers. The Association is ar-
tganiZed / as a means for member institutions to work cooperatively for the

_,..._. _ improv ,mint of programs preparing educational personnel.i
, .2tifi The Association addresses itself to current issues facing education and

the important role which well prepared sOool personnel play in American
and world societies, The AACTE has, sinee 1970, provided national leader-.
ship in the study and encouragement of multicultural education. Through
the efforts of a Commissitm on Multicultural Education; it has effectively
called for greater attention the preservation and enhancement of cultural
pluralism in teacher' educatioh,---Tpe statement No One Model American
ar'd the Winter 1973 issue .of the youmal of Teacher Education (vol. XX1V,
no. 41, with multicultural education as its theme, are typical of the Corn-
mission's leadership efforts.

A committee currently.studying performance-based teacher education
is another example of AACTE's national leadership role. Additional key con-
ferns include accreditation of teacher education, international education,

. and government relations. The Association's Washington, D.C. location
gives it strong visibility and influence over public education policy.

AACTE is governed by official representatives appoibted by each mem-
ber institution. These representatives, who include both administrators and
faculty members, elect the AACTE leadership and determine major policy
direction oft the organization.

....,
Publications include the monthly AACTE aulletin, the Yearbook, the

Directory, and the I6urnal of Teacher Education. Books, periodicals, and
monographs are regularly puL'ished for the membership. The AACTE is Vie
administrative agency, for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education.

AACTE activities include an annual meeting, workshops, seminars, and
other sper :al programs. Its national office includes an executive director,
four associate. directors and more than 30 supporting. personnel. *.

... ,. .
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APPENDIX H

ECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMF' 0 ING
MINORITY-GROUP EDUCATION-
A CASE STUDY ON CHICAN S

I. CURRICULUM

1. State departments of education' in each of the five S uthweste States
Should establish requirements aimed at assuring t at the in ividual

. interests, language,. and learning skills of Mexican merican clt,ilaren
are given adequate attention and consideration in t e curricula and

rr\instrut tionat materials used by local school districts. These require ents
should inc lude:

ta) All curriculum and instructional materials mulit incorporate he
history, language, and culture of Chicanos inithe Southwest, in
the State, and:in.the local community.

01) Courses of special inferest to Chicano-student4, such as Mexican
American history and - Chicano studirs, must b offered on a regu
lar basis to all studefits., ;

(c Formal and infoffnaiNiles prohibiting the s eaking of Spanish
in the classroom .i\t: ornIscho61 grounds must e eliminated.

(dl Mechanisms musi be established to facilit te. participation of
.Chicano pupils, parents, and community m tubers in develop-
-merit of curricului*and instructional materia s.

se) School;disthcts..,viiith; substantial numbers Of Spanish speaking
parents must prvid concurrent translations of PTA and school
board meetings' ic.) a to facilitate full participation.of all parents
in discussions and di.cisions.

(t) Schools and school districts with substantial numbers of children
of Spanish speaking'peaking Parents must send notices home in Spanish
as well as English. I

(g) School districts must establish numerical goals and timetables for
securing equitable Chicano representation in staff positions in-
volving the selection and implementation Of curriculum.

(h) Textbooks must reflect representative and accurate portrayals of
Chicanos.

2. State departments of education should impose sanctions, including the
cutoff of funds, against school districts which have violated the above
requirements.

3. State departments of education should establish numerical goals and
timetables for securing equitable representation in fa) staff positions

'SOURCE: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Toward Quality Education for Mexican
Americans, Report VI: Mexican-American Education Study (Washington, D.C. : Govern
ment Printing Office, February 1974), pp. 76412.
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. involving the selection and development of curriculum,and Ears State
textbook committees. ':.

4. State legislatures should enact legislation requiring districts to establish
`bilingual educatic.n or other curricular approaches designed to. impart
Englit a language skill!: fia non-English speaking students while incor-
porating into the curriculum the children's native language, culture, and
history. These programs should be instituted for each group of students
whose primary language is other 'than English, and who constitute five

. percent of the enrollment or number more than 20 in a given school.
S. State legislators should enact legislation prohibiting at-large elections of

school board members in all communities and require instead election
from single memberdistrits.

6. Congress should int tease its support for Bilingual Education by increas-
ing Federal appropriations, for the program and by providing special
funds specifically for needed research and development in this area.

. 7. The National Institute of Education (Nit) should fund research to develop
curric ular programs designed to meet the educational needs of Chicano
'students.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

A.. (.71-1e Retention
t. State departments of educatiOn should develop requirements:dealing

with the two principal reasons given by schools for the practice of grade
retentionacademic failure and emotional immaturity of Students.

`These requiremtmts should prohibit grade retention unless the following
conditions are met:

For academic failure
(a) Respurces are available to determine thoroughly why the previous

educational program was ineffective for the student.
Resourc es are available to provide the retained student with full-
time programs specifically tailored to meet his or her needs,
interests, and existing skills.andlnowledge.

icl There is substantial evidence that the student will benefit more
from these special programs on a full-time basis than from being
promoted to the next groin, and receiving special help only during
the preceding summer or On a part-time KaS.j, during the regular
school year.

For emotional immaturity

. .

(a) A State-licensed counselor, psychologist, or psychiatrist has
recommended grade repetition after assessing the student's be-_
havior !n school, at home, and in the community., .

(3) In the case of a student who is Mexican American, the'official
making the recompbenciation must be knowledgeable about the
Chicano culture.



. (0 in the case of a student or parents who are primarily Spanish
speaking, the professional making the recommendation .must be
fluent in the Spanish language.

2. Stat departments of education should impose appropriate sanctions,
incl ding fund cutoffs, agaiot school districts in violation of these re

. quir ..ments.
3. The Office for Civil Rights (OCR), HEW, 'should use substantial dif-

fete ces in the rate of grade retention of various racial or ethnic groups
oi, s rdents as an indicator of unequal educational services.

B. Abtli v Grouping

1. State departinents of education should prohibit the use of long-term
abilit grouping.

2. State epartments of education should develop requirements for the use
of sh rt,terrn groups for specific learning heeds. At a minimum they
shout require:

(a) hat the size of classes be limited so that all pupils can receive
dividualized attention.

(b) 1 at there be bilingual instruction for students whose pranary
I. nguage is not English, taught by a bilingual teacher who is also
familiar with the cultural background of these.students. 271

(c) hat a definite time lirrrit for these groups be established, not to
exceed half the academic school year. Any extension must first
be approved by the State department, of education, based on a
c-tear showing that additional time will directly benefit the students.

. ((I) That both students and parents know and understand the purpose ,

for a student's placement in a particular group and the proposed
time a student will remain in the group.

(e) That teachers who instruct a particular shOrt-term group be spe--
daily trained in diagnosing and meeting the learning needs of
students plated in these groups.

3. State departments of education should impose sanctions, including fund
cutoff,-on districts which are in violation of the requirements set forth
in 1 and 2 above.

C. Placement in MR Classes
1. Schools and districts should maintain Educable Mentally Retarded classes

only for those children diagnosed as being severely deficient in both
intellectual functi?ning and adaptation to home. and school environ-
ments (adaptive behavior).

2. State departments of education should issue requirements for the place-
ment of students in EMR classes, including:

tai That evaluation of a student include behavioral observation, home
visitation, and interviews with parents and other community
people so as to measure the student's ability to adapt to his or her
environment.

:



tb) That in the case of Spanish speaking students' or parents, this
evaluation be made by a school psychologist who speaks their ..
language and is familiar with their cultural background.

(c) That where there is no school psychologist who fulfills these re-
quirement, another school staff member or- community person
who speaks the language and is familiar with the cultural back-
ground be used as an interpreter.

(d) That any test which is used fo: Chicanos or other minorities be
validated for that group of students.

tei That before placement occurs,4 nanel consisting of the school
psychologist, other school persotxsel, and persons representing
various segments of the community, including Chicanos, recom-
mend placement for a studeht only after a thorough analysis of the
evaluation,by the school psychologist and other pertinent data.

(f) That parents understand the reasons for' the possibility 'of the
placeMent of their child in an EMR class, that these reasonsbe

writing in the language most familiar to the parents, and that
parents give their written approval for such placement prior tci

placement..
3. State department., of education should issue requirements for the opera-.

274 tion of EMR classeS, including: - .

(a) That there be bilingual instruction for students whose first fang-
,Ciage is not English. taught by bilingual teachers.

(b) / That students in EMR claSses be thoroughly reevaluated twice dur-
ing the academic year to determine whether they need to remain .

/ in such a class.
I That transitional classes be provided for those students who have

been evaluated as no longer needing. nstruction in EMR classes.'

, . These classes should emphasize the basic skills of regular instruc.
" tion and not last more than one 'year.

4./State departments of education should impose appropriate sanctions,
/ including fund cutoff. on, thoSe ditricts which violate the above require-

ments.
/5. State departments of education should set up a monitoring mechanism

/ to determine, on a regular basis, whether school districts are in com-'F"
pliance with the above requirements.

/ 6. State departments of education should require districts to report the
number of students who are placed in EMR classes by ethnic group.

'.! . State departments of education should conduct compliance reviews of
all districtS which have an overrepresentation of Chicanos ,or other
minorities in EMR classes for possii,le violations of the above require.
ments.

. 8. The National Institute of Education should provide funds for develop.
jpent of tests of adaptive behavior appropriate for different minority
kAhnic groups,. including Chicanos.



HI. TEACHER EDUCATION RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Teacher education. institutions in the Southwest should incorporate
it ...intorrnation About Chicanos in each of their foundation courses and

. modify their methods courses to include the use of materials and tech-
niques specifically designed forQthe background, interests, and life
experiences of Chicanos. These courses should develop in all trainees:

(a) An understanding and appreciation of the history, language, cul-
ture, and individual differences of Chicanos.

(b) The ability to facilitate the fullest possible development of Chi-
cano students' potential.

(c) Skill. in interacting positively with Chicano students and adults.
2. Teacher education institutions in the Southwest should assure that

trainees perform a portion of their practice teaching in schools with
Chicano.students. and under the supervision of teachers and profes-
sors who have demonstrated skill in teaching Chicano as well as Anglo
students.

3. Teacher education institutions should actively recruit additional Chi-
..cantacainees, establishing numerical goals and timetables for securing

equitable Chicano representation.
4. Teacher education institutions should actively recruit more Chicano- 273

staff, establishing numerical goals and timetables for securing equitable .

Chicano representation.
5, School districts in the Southwest should establish a preference for the

hiring of teachers who have had thetype of preparation specified in
recommendations 1 and 2.

6. School districts in the Southwest should update the teaching skills of
present instructional staff by providing ib-service training that incor-
porates the elements specified in recommendations 1 and 2.

7. State departments of education should modify teacher certif lc:atm
standards to require the type of teacher preparation specified in recom-

: mendations 1 and 2.
a. State departments of education should establish procedures to assess

the language skills and cultural understanding of applicants for teaching
certificates and should indicate-on all certificates which linguistically
and culturally different groups of students the certificate holder is.
qualified to teach:

.92 State departments of educatio'n should issue requirements that districts
with students whose primary language. is not English must pro..ide
teachers who speak the stuekrits'', language and unders and their cul-
tural background.

4
la, State departments of education should adively recruit m ire Chicanos,

establishing numeri -al goals' and timetables for secur ng equitable
Chicano representation.

.11: The L).S. Office of EducaVon should actively recruit more Chicanos,
establishing numerical goals and .timetables for securing equitable
Chicano representation. .



IV. COUNSELIN,

1. Institutions whir h train counselors should actively recruit -Chicanos as.
trainees and statt members, establishing numerical goals and timetables
for securing equitable Chicano representation. \

2. Institutions whit h train counselors should maintain\data on the trainees'
'ethnic background to determine the representatioh of various ethnic
groups ai.d to provide needed information to school' \districts seeking
increased minority representation on the counseling staffs al their
schools.

3. Institutions which train counselors should actively recruit \candidates
who have previous experience in working witlyyouth, corturnityor-
ganizations, and social or. welfare agencies.

4. Institutions which train counselors should emphasize the teaching of
counseling techniques and methods other than the traditional on0o-
one methods, such as group methods, and alternative forms of couns
Mg, including peer group i,,iiidance and the use of paraprofessionals.

5. School districts should encourage counselors to use the above recom-
mended techniques, new methods. and other promising alternative
terms of counseling.

_". 274 6. State departments of ecii Ation should require school districts actively
to recruit additional Chicano counselors, establishing numerical goals
?rid timetable.: for securing equitable Chicano representation.

7... Statedepartments of educStion should require school districts to recruit
additional counselors to lower the pupil-counselor ratio to 250 to 1 in
secondary schools, as recommended by the American School Counselor
Association tASCAi.

8. ASCA should inform .school officials and the public in general of the
need and importance of counseling at the elementary level.

9. State departments of education should require all school districts that
have an elementary enrollment to provide at least one counselor, on a
half -time basis, in each elementary school.

10. State departments at education in all five Southwestern States should
modify State, certification requireinents for counselors to insure that all .

tounselors;before they are certified, receive instruction in the history,
language. and 'Culture of Chicanos.

11. State departments of education should issue regulations that require
school districts and schools to provide counselors with sufficient deri-
cal assistance to relieve them of time-consuming paperwork.

12. .State departments of education should require that school districts
with students whose primary language is not English provide counselors
who speak. the students' languagg, and understand their. cultural
ground.

tag State departMents of education should establish procedures for
assessing the language skillsand cultural understanding of appli-
cants for counseling certificates. a



In State departments of edu-.ation should indicate on all counselors'
certificates The cultural and linguistic groups of students the .cer-
Wit ate hold&l s qualified to

linguistic

13. The National Instittife of :Education should fund research to develop
techniques w hich are specifically aimed of meeting the counseling and
guidance needs of Chicano pupils. findings from such research should
be disseminated in ali/404 when chikintis attend school,

: <I

V. TITLE VI

OCR should take the steps necessary to increas substantially the number
of districts reviewed annually regarding the nial of equal educational
services to Mexican ;Arne clean students.

(a) HEW should increase the educationalAaff of each OCR regional
office so as to facilitate prompt investigation of complaints alleging
a denial of equal educational services and to make it possible to
conduct routine reviews of all districts included under Title VI.

ib) To reduce time-consuming delays in negotiations resulting from
the districts` lack of expertise, HEW shottld provide funds for tech-
nical assistance to districts which have been found' in noncom-
pliance and which need help in developing compliance plans to : 1275
provide equal educational services,. OCR should require that all -
consultants who are to be paid with these funds must be approved
by OCR.

OCR should expand the sc. ipe of data collection in its annual school
surveys so to have a broad set of indicators of likely denial of equal
educational services to minority students. At -a minimum, the additional
data collected should include for each school:

(a) The race or ethnicity of students placed in EMR classes. p
(b) Percentage of students entering school by racecr ethnicity.whose

, home language is not English.
(c); Estimates of student achievement levels by race or ethnicity for the

Third and sixth grades.
(d). The number of student hours per week in each grade spent on

instruction other than English the specific teaching of.
foreign languages). . _

OCR should establish specific standards for evaluating the survey data
collected to determine which districts should be subject to compliance
reviews.

. 4.. OCR should make greater use of the sanction of fund terrifination against
districts which fail to negotiate or implement a. voluntary .conipliance
within specified time limit4.

S. OCR should provide for prompt follow-up reviews of each district whose
compliance plan has been accepted and subsequent regular monitoring .

. .

to assure that the ,n is being fully implemented.
6. OCR should prod,. updated printed materials on its official policies

t
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for compliance with the equal -educational services provisions of Title

. VI and disseminate these to all districts and to the general public. QCR
should require districts to make these official OCR policy materials avail-

able to the public upon request.

Some recommendations in this report which are directed to State departments of
education may. in specific States, more directly involve the jurisdiction of the State
board of education. In such cases, the recommendations should be construed as .
directed to those Boards. i
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